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PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION. 

The reception of the “Short Grammar’’ has been more than 

satisfactory. The Italian Edition has now been in use for two 

years in the schools of Italy. The translation was made by 

Prof. G. Bonaccorsi of Florence, who has added valuable notes 

of hisown. The German Edition is from the press of J. C. Hin- 

richs’sche Buchhandlung, Leipzig. The translation was made 

by Prof. Dr. H. Stocks, Seminar-Oberlehrer in Cottbus. The 
Addenda et Corrigenda of this Third Edition were put at the 
service of Dr. Stocks. He has, besides, worked carefully over 

the whole book by way of revision and enlargement. In the 

earlier part of the volume Dr. Stocks has added much valuable 
illustration and reference to German works and thus he greatly — 

enhances the value of the volume for German students. The 

French Edition is now ready also. It comes from the press of 

M. Paul Geuthner, Paris, and the publisher advertises it as “‘la 

premiere grammaire en francais du Gree du N.T.” The work of 

translation has been happily performed by Prof. Dr. Edouard 

Montet, Rector of the University of Geneva. He has also had 
the use of the Addenda et Corrigenda of this Edition. The 

Dutch Edition is proceeding under the direction of Prof. Dr. H. 

Bavinck, of Amsterdam. A Spanish Edition is also in prepara- 

tion by Prof. John S. Cheavens, D.D., Saltillo, for use in 

Mexico. 

I have to acknowledge the very great kindness of Mr. H. Scott, 

of Birkenhead, England, who has verified every reference in the 

grammar, and has made many most valuable suggestions. Prof. 

Walter Petersen, Ph. D., of Lindsborg, Kansas, has also laid me 

under special obligation by most helpful hints on points of com- 
vii 



Vill PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION, 

parative philology. Rev. A. R. Bond, Th. D., of Marietta, Ga.. 
has offered useful suggestions concerning typographical points, 

Among others who have done me service I mention Rev. Prof. 

Samuel Dickey, D.D., of MeCormick Theological Seminary, 
Chicago, and Rey. Dr. Gross Alexander, Book Editor of the 

Methodist Book Concern, Nashville. Various hints from these 

scholars have been incorporated into the text here and there 

besides the list of Addenda et Corrigenda, the Additional 

Bibliography, and the considerable additions to Chapter VIII. 
I may add in conclusion that the large grammar on the scale 

of Winer is nearing completion, but that it is not meant to meet 

the demand supplied by this volume, which has, I trust, found 

its place of service. I hope to keep on improving each new edi- 

tion by the help of many friends to whom I already owe so 
much. It is a joy to know how eager men are in every land and 
in many tongues to know the Greek New Testament. 

A. T. ROBERTSON. 

Louisville, Ky., 1912. 



PREFACE. 

I have been a teacher of the Greek New Testament for twenty 

years and a student of Greek for thirty. But time is a poor meas- 
ure of one’s real interest in the Greek tongue if he is a Greek 
lover, a true Philhellene. This noble tongue contains no treasure 
comparable to the New Testament. We could much more easily 

give up Plato and Demosthenes than John and Paul. I count it 

a privilege and a joy to help young ministers to a right apprehen- 

sion of the Greek New Testament. At bottom exegesis is gram- 

matical. That is not all of exegesis, but it is the true beginning. 

A few years ago I published a little Syllabus of New Testament 
Greek Syntax for the use of one of the Greek classes here. The 

book was used in a number of other institutions also, I desire 

now to replace it by a more extensive and comprehensive discus- 
sion of the field of New Testament grammar and yet not one too 

long. During the years, in fact quite recently, I have received 

numerous requests for a New Testament grammar not so element- 

ary as Huddilston, Green, or Harper and Weidner, and yet not 

so minute and exhaustive as Winer, Blass, or Moulton. The 

man who has studied the old Greek does not wish to take up a 

primer, though he may not be ready for the more critical minutiz 

of a book like Winer. New Testament grammar is taught the last 
year in most of the colleges and is begun also the first year in the 
theological seminaries. It is just this definite and unoccupied 
field (the last year in college and the first in the seminary) that 

this Short Grammar seeks to enter. There is here an unfilled 

place in American educational method. I have written a number 
of chapters of a larger grammar of the Greek New Testament 
on the scale of Winer which I shall finish as rapidly as I can. 

ix 



x PREFACE, 

3ut that need will also be met by Moulton’s New Grammar, of 

which the brilliant Prolegomena has already appeared, not to men- 

tion Blass’s able work also. Schmiedel and Schwyzer are likewise 

at work on a complete revision of Winer, a portion of which has 

appeared. Winer-Moulton and Winer-Thayer still have a sale 

and deserve it. Rademacher also has in hand a N. T. Grammatik. 

The prospect therefore is good for plenty of the larger grammars in 

the future. But this intermediate type of grammar is a practical 
necessity and an urgent one. Three types of New Testament 

grammars are needed: a beginner’s grammar for men who haye 

had no Greek training, an advanced and complete grammar for 

scholars and more critical seminary work, an intermediate handy 

working grammar for men familiar with the elements of Greek both 
in school and in the pastorate. The busy pastor needs the Short 
Grammar. The text of this Grammar is that of Westcott and Hort 

with constant use of Nestle and Tischendorf. It is a satisfaction 

to note how commonly the excellent critical text of Nestle agrees 

with that of Westcott and Hort. 

The plan of the present grammar is determined by the object in 
view. Condensation is practised as much as possible with clear- 
ness. The paradigms are not given, having been already acquired 

by the student, but brief discussions of the New Testament varia- 
tion in forms occur. Hadley and Allen’s Grammar or Goodwin’s 

Grammar can be used for review of the forms. There is little criti- 
cism of the views of different grammarians. The space is reserved 

chiefly for the positive presentation of the main points of New 

Testament grammar. The effort is made to put the chief facts in 
such a way as to enlist the interest of well prepared men who 

know Attic Greek. 
This grammar is written after much study of modern methods 

in philology and research. The author acknowledges his debt to 
Dr. Adolph Deissmann and Dr. J. Hope Moulton in particular who 
have inaugurated a new era in New Testament grammatical study. 

The results of modern study of comparative grammar, modern 

Greek, the inscriptions, the papyri, ete., are kept constantly in 

mind. I have not been able, for lack of space, to draw largely on 
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these treasures by way of illustration. But my interest in the new 

method of grammatical study goes back to the days when I first 
heard John A. Broadus, ‘‘vir doctissimus’’ (Gregory, Prolegom- 

ena, Vol. III., Nov. Test. Graece, p. 1266), teach New Testament 

Greek from the point of view of comparative philology. He so 
taught it because of his work with Gessner Harrison, of the Uni- 
versity of Virginia, who was lecturing on Bopp’s ideas when they 

were novelties in America. I owe more to that impulse than to all 

else. For ten years I have been planning a Greek New Testament 

Grammar, and now I send this one forth as a commission in a 

sense from my great predecessor here. 

I cannot hope to have made no errors. I have said what I saw 
and have not hesitated to put things differently from the current 

grammars if truth led me on. I shall appreciate notice of errata 

for future editions or suggestions that will make the book more 

useful for the purposes had in view. 

I call this A Short Grammar of the Greek New Testament rather 

than of New Testament Greek. We can no longer treat the Greek 

of the New Tesiament as a dialect or a patois or least of all asa 
sacred language unlike anything else on earth. It is merely the 

vernacular xow% of the first century A. D. written by men of varied 
culture, but all touched by the Spirit of Christ and familiar with 
the LXX. Greek and most of them show knowledge of the Aramaic 

of the time. Most of the writers were Jews. But it is not Hebrew 
Greek. It is the Greek of a group of books, not a separate dialect. 

I cannot recount here my obligations to the many writers whose 

works I have consulted. In the larger grammar detailed acknovwl- 

edgment will be made on every page, but here I must content my- 

self with a general statement. Where it seemed necessary I have 

taken pains to mention afew authors by name. I shall never 

forget some months in 1905 spent among the grammatical treasures 

of the Bodleian Library of Oxford and later in the British Museum 

nor the many courtesies I received. But this grammar does not 

claim to be wholly original. If it were, it would not be true. 

And yet I hold no one else responsible for the views expressed in 
it. It will not be in vain if students can by this means be led into 
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a fuller and deeper knowledge of the riches of Christ. Tatra pedéra, 
év tovros to6e.—I. Tim. 4:15. 

A. T. ROBERTSON. 
Louisville, Ky., 1908. 

PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION. 

It is only seven months since the first edition of this Grammaa 
came from the press. It is now the text-book in many American 
institutions of learning and many more will introduce it in the 

Autumn. It is published in Great Britain by Hodder & Stough- 

ton. An Italian translation is in process of publication from the 
press of Libreria Editrice Fiorentina, Florence. Scholars of the 

first rank in many parts of the world have welcomed the book as 
filling a long felt want. 

The errata especially in the Bibliography were more numerous 

than ought to have been the case. I gratefully acknowledge sug- 

gestions of this nature from Rey. Prof. H. A. Kennedy, D. D., of 
Toronto, Rev. Prof. J. H. Farmer, D. D., of Toronto, Rey. Prot: 

Alexander Souter, D. D., of Oxford, Rev. George Milligan, D. D., 

of Murthly, Scotland, Rey. Prof. Ebrard Nestle, D. D., of Maul- 

bronn, Germany, Rey. Prof. A. Debrunner, Germany, Rey. Prof. 

B. C. Deweese, of Lexington, Ky., Rev. J. C. C. Dunford and 

tey. Prof. W. O. Carver, D. D., of Louisville. I have tried to free 

this edition from errors, but I do not claim perfection. I shall 
still welcome notice of further errata for future editions. 

The general plan of the Short Grammar imposes upon it neces- 
sary limitations which are clearly recognized by critics. The 

structure of the work is justified by the purpose in view. Some 

minor changes occur in this edition. I take this occasion to salute 

with best wishes all toilers in the sphere of New Testament 

Grammar. 

May, 1909. A. T. ROBERTSON. 

Since completion of the plates for this edition, arrangements 
have been made for a German edition of the Grammar. 
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CHAPTER I. 

THE MODERN METHOD OF LINGUISTIC STUDY. 

1, There is a modern method. The old way treated the New 
Testament Greek as a thing apart, a peculiar kind of Greek like 
nothing else on land or sea, a religious dialect alone fit for the ex- 

pression of Christian truth. The term ‘‘Biblical Greek’’ used to 

be the right way to define the special type of Greek found in the 
-LXX. and the New Testament. The modern method seeks to 

study the language of the New Testament asa part of a greater 

whole, not as an isolated phenomenon. The old Purist contro- 

versy as to whether the Greek of the New Testament was exactly 

like the ‘Classic’? Greek or possessed many Hebraisms long ago 

lost its interest, but a new turn to the whole matter has come. 

2. The evolutionary principle has its application to language 

also. Each member of the Indo-Germanic group has a common 

basis with the rest. Several of these languages have very vital 
connection. Comparative philology therefore is an essential aid to 

the modern student of the New Testament Greek. Some knowl- 

edge of comparative grammar can be obtained from any of the 

numerous handbooks on the subject. The Greek is not a tongue 
entirely to itself. Sanskrit, Latin, and other languages throw much 

light upon the development of Greek. 
d. The Greek itself is a unit and needs to be looked at asa 

whole. It has had a long and wonderful history, but the language 
heard on the streets of Athens to-day is in all essentials the same 
that Aristophanes reports in his comedies. Indeed modern Greek 
differs no more from the Greek of Homer than the- English of Ten- 

nyson from the Anglo-Saxon of King Alfred. The various dialects 
all need to be considered and they can be compared with the dia- 
lects of English. Greek is a term wide enough to include Homer 
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and Sophocles, Herodotus and Thucydides, Plato and Plutarch, 

Demosthenes and Paul, John and Tricoupis. Greek is not dead. 
Language has a history and can only be understood rightly by a 
long view of its whole career. 

4. The older grammars gave the literary Attic as the basis of 
the Greek New Testament and left out of view all the other dialects 

save in footnotes. Even the later Attic was given scant justice, 
while the vernacular came in for little consideration. The ver- 
nacular language has received better treatment in recent years in 

the modern grammars. Scholars are now seeing that it is the stream 

of the spoken language that has persisted. Modern Greek vernac- 
ular needs to be compared with the ancient Greek vernacular in 
order to get the right line of development. The literary language 
is always more or less artificial and aloof from the life of the peo- 
ple. Language is life and must be so studied, if one is to catch its 

secrets. 

5. The office of the grammarian is therefore to register and to 
interpret facts, not to manufacture or warp the facts to a theory. 
The novice in the study of syntax has difficulty in ridding his 
mind of the idea that grammars and dictionaries regulate a lan- 

guage. They merely interpret a language more or less correctly as 
the case may be. The seat of authority in language is not the 

books about language, but the people who speak and write it. The 

usage of the best educated writers determines the literary style of a 
language, while the whole people determine the vernacular. Change 
in language cannot be stopped save by the death of the language. 

6. The genius of the Greek language itself must constantly be 
sought. It is easy to explain a Greek idiom by the English or the 

German. ‘This is the vice of many grammars. The Greek must 

be allowed to be itself and have its own point of view. Good 
Greek may be very poor English and vice versa. It is imperative 
for a just and sympathetic appreciation of Greek to look at the 
language from-the Greek standpoint. The consistent application 

of this principle will prevent one from explaining one preposition 

as used ‘‘instead’’ of another, one tense ‘‘for’’ another, ete. 



CHAPTER II. 

WHAT IS THE GREEK OF THE NEW TESTAMENT ? 

1. We are at last in a position to answer this question properly. 

The difficulty was always largely an artificial one due to the pre- 

conceived ideas and lack of due perspective in the use of the known 
facts. But the new papyri discoveries in Egypt (Fayum, Oxy- 

rhynchus, etc.) have shed a flood of light on the subject. The 

inscriptions of Asia Minor especially add much information as to 
the vernacular xowy. Even the ostraka have a deal to tell about the 

language of the people. Dr. Deissmann, of Heidelberg, and Dr. 

J. H. Moulton, of Manchester, have been the first to apply the 

new knowledge to the New Testament Greek. They have done it 
with brilliant success. Dr. Petrie, of London, and Drs. Grenfell 

and Hunt, of Oxford, have been the chief modern explorers in the 

Egyptian papyri, but now many scholars like Mayser, Voelker, 

etc., are busy in this grammatical field. The free use of éy, for 

instance, appears in the papyri as in the N. T. 
2. The main point that is made clear is one that was known in 

a way before. It is that the New Testament is written in the ver- 

nacular Greek of the time. There are indeed literary influences 

here and there (especially in the writings of Luke, Paul, and in 

Hebrews), but as a whole the New Testament books represent the 

spoken tongue, though not of illiterate men by any means, unless 
some such traces be discernible in 2 Peter and Revelation. There 

is thus a note of reality and vividness in the New Testament not 
usually present in books in the formal literary style. 

3. The Modern Greek vernacular shows a steady line of develop- 
ment from the New Testament vernacular. A backward light is 
thus thrown that is helpful in many ways. The common stream 

of the spoken speech flows on. 
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4. The Greek of the New Testament that was used with prac- 

tical uniformity over most of the Roman world is ealled the Com- 

mon Greek or xouy. Not that it was not good Greek, but rather 

the Greek in common use. There was indeed a literary xowy and 
a vernacular xowy. Plutarch is a good specimen of the literary 
xouwy While the papyri are chiefly in the vernacular xowy like most 

of the New Testament. 

5. This xowy was itself the heir of the past. The various Greek 

dialects blended on an Attic base. The xowy was thus richer in 

expression as to words and forms than any of the older dialects. 

Compare the relation of the modern English to the various tongues 

that have contributed to its power and expansion. Tonic, Dorie, 

Aeolic, North West Greek and other dialects have made some con- 

tribution to the common result. The use of nominatives in the 

midst of accusatives in the Boeotian, for instance, is strangely like 

the Book of Revelation. So the absence of the future participle is 
like the N. T. 

6. The New Testament Greek is not translation Greek and thus 
differs radically in most respects from the LX X. which shows the 

Hebrew idiom at every turn. The New Testament in general con- 

tains hooks composed freely in the vernacular xowy. But there are 

traces of such translation influences in the numerous quotations 

from the LXX. and the Hebrew as well as in the possible Aramaic 

original of Matthew and the discourses of Jesus in general, though 
Jesus himself probably spoke both Greek and Aramaic. Luke in 

his Gospel and the Acts may have had Aramaic (or even Hebrew) 

sources (written or oral) for part of his information. Compare the 
opening chapters in both books. But in general the New Testament 
stands on a very different plane from the LXX. as to its language, 

though like it in many idioms. 

7. Still some Hebrew and Aramaic influence is perceived in the 

New Testament. But the Semitic influence is nothing like so much 

as was once supposed. Both the Purists and the Hebraists were 
wrong. One can no longer explain every variation from the classic 

literary style by calling it a Hebraism, when the same thing is 

common in the papyri of Egypt. As compared with the whole 
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the Semitic influence is not very great, though it is real and defi- 

nite. The readers were most of them Jews and all were familiar 

with the Hebrew O. T. and the LXX and their writings bear marks 
of this knowledge in various ways. In Lu. 20:12 apooéGero réppar 

is like the Hebrew. Compare Ex. 14:13. 
8. The Latin influence is very slight indeed, consisting of some 

30 words like xevtupéwv and a few phrases. Rome had her soldiers 
and her laws in Palestine and the trace of that fact is left in the 

New Testament. 
9. Christianity itself has made a definite contribution to the 

language of the New Testament. In so far as the gospel has new 
ideas to set forth, a new turn has to be given to old words like 

knpvoow or a new word comes into use like cado-diddoxaros (Tit. 2:3). 

But the papyri have taught us to be chary about dag Aeyopeva. 
Certainly as arule the New Testament took the language of the 

time made ready to hand and put the Christian content into this 

earthen vessel. 
10. There are indeed diversities of gifts. Each writer of the 

New Testament has his own style and angle of vision, a style that 
changes to some extent in each case with change of theme, age, 

and character of composition. On this subject see Simcox, Writers 

of the New Testament. This is all natural and can be illustrated 

in individual cases by the variety in the same writer as Shake- 
speare, Milton, etc. All things considered, now that we know 
much of the facts about the Greek of the New Testament, it is just 
what we had a right to expect, knowing what we do of God’s method 

of work. This is in brief the kind of tongue in which was given to 

men the greatest collection of books in all the world, the New Tes- 

tament. 
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CHAPTER III. 

ORTHOGRAPHY, ACCENT, PRONUNCIATION, PUNCTUATION. 

1. Orthography.—It is not an easy matter to determine the prin- 

ciples by which to settle the problems of New Testament orthog- 
raphy. ‘There is first the question of text, for the manuscripts 
differ widely. 

(a) In the matter of spelling the usual principles of external 

evidence do not easily apply. We cannot always appeal to the 
Neutral class, say, as against the Western, or the Pre-Syrian classes 

against the Syrian, though sometimes we may. Thus the Syrian 

class uniformly reads Kazepvaovp, not Kadapvaovp. Scribes would 
have difference of opinion about spelling. So Aleph prefers ¢ rather 
than «, while B is fond of « and not. Moreover the scribe is 

under the constant temptation to correct the spelling in his docu- 
ment by the spelling of his day. It is hard to be sure that a fourth 

century document gives us the first century spelling. Then again 

the scribe was not always a competent judge and could also fall a 

victim to itacism and confuse vowels and diphthongs that were at 

that time pronounced alike. The tendency in the later Greek to 
biend so many vowels and diphthongs into the « sound is an in- 
stance. Thus ea, t, 7, y, v, ve, oo could be confused, and ¢ and as, 

oand. Many forms in ew were shortened to ta as dAoyia, épiOia, 

(b) The final v of ow is usually retained unchanged as in 

ovvracxw, though not always as in ovyyevyjs. With év the v is gen- 

erally assimilated as éuBadAw, but we have évkpivw. Movable v be- 

fore vowels is uniformly in harmony with Greek usage, but this 

movable v is very common also before consonants, though not 
always present, as maou tots xrA (Matt. 5:15). Westcott and Hort 

have ovrws before a consonant 196 times and otrw only 10 times. 

So ovrws cai xrA (Matt. 17:12). The manuscripts differ as to the 
use of double consonants as dppaBov or dpaBov (2 Cor, 1:22). 
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(c) Elision is somewhat arbitrary. It is much more rare 

than intheearlier Greek. The hiatus was not considered so objec- 
tionable in the late Greek. Cf. the Ionian writers. Dr. Hort says 

that ‘‘elision takes place habitually and without variation before 
pronouns and participles; also before nouns of frequent occurrence, 

as dz’ dpxns, xat oikov. In other cases there is much diversity, and 

occasional variation’? (p. 146 of Appendix to Vol. II. of New 
Testament in Greek). 

(d) Crasis is rare and xaé is the most usual example, especially 

before éyd, dv, éxeivos, éxe?, so xauot in Lu. 1:3, though kat éy in 

Lu. 2:48. 

(e) Contraction is in general in harmony with the older Attic 
Greek, though the Ionic influence is again perceived in such forms 

as épewv (Rev. 6:15). 

(f) The rough breathing occurs sometimes where it is not usual 

in the older Greek as afi dw (Phil. 2:23) due to the lost digamma 
or to analogy of dpopdéw and used occasionally in the earlier vernac- 

ular (Mullach, Meisterhans). Such examples are common in the 

papyri. So some documents read apedrifovres in Lu. 6:35 (cf. 
adyAmueos in Hermas). Westcott and Hort accept éf’ €Aé é& in 

Rom. 8:20, and good manuscripts give ovx dAcyos in Acts 12:18. 

The breathings were not written in the manuscripts till long after 
New Testament times save when the aspiration showed in the con- 
sonant. At this period of the language there was an increase in 

aspiration, though in the modern Greek the reverse is seen, for 

the aspirate is not pronounced. Compare the confusion as to h in 

the usage of the English cockney. 
g) The prothetic vowel disappears in e6éAw (John 5:21), but 

always 76eAov (Gal. 4:20). 
(h) In proper names sometimes the Hebrew is merely trans- 

literated as in Aave/d, while with other names an effort is made to 

make a Greek word out of it as in Zaxapis, but the manuscripts 

often vary in such matters, 
(i) The papyri give us a good deal of help as to orthography 

though it is to be remembered that many of the documents pre- 
served in the papyri are written by uneducated people and hence 
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do not fairly represent the usage of the time. This is true of the 
New Testament manuscripts. Even A B have xefpay, a double 

accusative ending, in John 20:25, and many of the papyri show 

this form (Moulton, Characteristics of N. T. Greek, Expositor, 
May, 1904). So Dr. Moulton argues as to the accusative peifov 

rather than pei{w, which some documents have in John 5:36. 

Likewise he holds that, while good uncials have zAypys as inde- 

clinable like papyri from the second century on, it is more likely 
that in John 1:14 the manuscripts have changed zAnpy to zAypys to 
suit later usage. As previously noted éay and ay are often inter- 

changed in the later xow7. Téooepa, however, though common in 
the New Testament, is unusual in the papyri, but Ajpoua is pretty 

uniform after the Ptolemaic period. 
2. Accent.—This is a thorny subject. 
(a) It is not long since the Greek scholar affected a scorn of 

accent and scattered his accents about promiscuously or not at all. 
Even now it is not uncommon to see woful slips in modern books 
that use Greek. But ‘‘In England, at all events, every man will 

accent his Greek properly who wishes to stand well with the world.”’ 

(Chandler, Greek Accentuation, p. xxiii). 

(b) However, when we come to ask what is the proper 

accentuation for Greek words, we are at once in trouble. We 

only know the facts from the manuscripts and the grammars. 

The early Greek manuscripts give no accents at all, but were 

written in uncial letters without breaks between words.  Peo- 
ple were supposed to know the accent and the breathings, as 

was the case with the Hebrew vowel points. So in Latin and 
modern English no accents occur written on the words, though, 

of course, accent itself exists. At best the manuscripts give 
the accent of their day as they have received it. In the ver- 

nacular there would be a persistence in accent with inevitable 

changes at various points. The ancient Greeks were as sensitive to 

a mispronounced word as an educated audience now in all lands. 

We know how the modern Greek uses accent, but can not feel sure 

about the ancient accent at all points. 
(c) We cannot trace the history of accent from Homer to the 
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time of the Greek grammarians, but Aristophanes of Byzantium is 

credited with the written system of accents about 200 B. C, 

(d) We are troubled again as to the significance of the accent. 
Was it only elevation of the voice? or does it also include stress? 
Does it make the accented syllable long? This last is practically 

the result in modern Greek, but does not seem to be true of the 
earlier times. But both elevation and stress seem to be gradually 
included in accent though this is doubtful as to stress. Voice-pitch 

was the original value of accent. It is not possible to lay down 
formal rules for Greek accent save in a general way. Sometimes 

contrast is represented by the accent, as we say out’side, in’side. 

So Greek zé or ri. There is also emphasis in accent and accent often 
is determined by euphony. But one remark can be made with 
confidence. The word should receive the accent in reading where 

the accent is. This truism is not without point if one hears Greek 

read aloud. 

(e) The New Testament does not seem to vary greatly in accent 

from the earlier Greek, but we must remember our lack of infor- 

mation for both sources. The difference between verb forms is still 

shown by the accent as Barrucw (Acts 22:16). But Westcott and 
Hort print ide both where the verb force is retained (id€ in Attic, cf. 
Rom. 11:22) and where the word is only an interjection (Mark 

11:21). Proclitics occur without accent as ék, e's. Enclitics are 

used as in earlier Greek though-sometimes the enclitic word has 

some emphasis as twa in Acts 5:36. pds éveé is rare (Acts 22:8), 

but zpés pe is common (Acts. 22:10,21). In Matt. 3.14 a num- 

ber of manuscripts have zpds pé (cf. LX X). Sometimes the accent 

is vital to the sense as 7@ (not tw) in 1 Cor. 15:8. Indeclinable 
proper names are often accented on the last syllable as Bybouda. 
There is generally recessive accent in proper names TvyeKxos, but 

Xpurzds retains the accent of the verbal. 

3. Pronunciation.—We refer now to the sounds of the vowels 
and the consonants, for in a true sense accent is an element in pro- 
nunciation. 

(a) How did the New Testament writers pronounce their vowels 

and consonants? To answer this question correctly we must 
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answer another one. Do the modern Greeks preserve the ancient 

pronunciation? Many of them think so. It is an amusing story 
told in Blass’s Pronunciation of Ancient Greek, (Purton’s transla- 
tion, 1890,) how Stephen Gardiner, Chancellor of the University 

of Cambridge, proposed in 1542 to refuse a degree to and expel 
from the Senate all who did not pronounce a and ¢ alike and who 
distinguished in sound between o, a, ands. It was a grievous 
heresy that Erasmus had introduced! Now Chancellor Gardiner 
had received the pronunciation of Greek as it had come to Western 
Europe from the Byzantine scholars during the Renaissance. But 
they had brought their own pronunciation of Greek, not that of the 

ancients. 
(b) Master Erasmus was mainly right though the dialects are part- 

ly against him. The ancient Greeks did not as a rule pronounce at 
ande alike. Most of them did distinguish between ou, e, 1, vw, v, 4, 7. 
They did not all of them pronounce # as v nor 6asth. The mod- 
ern Greek represents the b sound by war and the d sound by vr. 
The aspirate was usually pronounced by the ancients, as é?’ troy 

proves. Hadley (Essays Philological and Critical, p. 140, ) shows 

a wide difference in pronunciation between the Greek of the tenth 

and the nineteenth centuries. Moreover, we can trace the changes 

as far back as the manuscripts go. But even among the earlier 

Boeotians these changes were already going on, for they wrote tis 
adXvs for tots dAXows. Z is already losing the 6 sound in the New 

Testament and becoming merely in effect our z. It is certain then 

that the New Testament Greek was not pronounced exactly like the 

modern Greek, but much more like the vernacular Attic of the time 

of Demosthenes. The vernacular inscriptions of the various early 
Greek dialects show much diversity in pronunciation and spelling. 
But some of the tendencies of modern Greek were already manifest 

in the xow%. 

4. Punctuation.—Punctuation is the function of the modern 
editor, for the Greek manuscripts had the words all written together. 
Paragraphs were not separated till late, though rough chapter di- 

visions are early discernible. Punctuation is the result of inter- 
pretation. The ancients were wholly without our modern conven- 
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ience in this respect. See change of place of the period in the 
phrase & 6 yéyove in John 1:3. Westcott and Hort pointed it &. 
0 yeyovey ktA. See also in John 7:21 the place of the period with dé 
rovro. Asa rule German editors punctuate too freely according to 

German ideas rather than those of the Greeks. The scarcity of 

writing material made it important to utilize all the space. The 

student of the New Testament to-day has many conveniences that 
Timothy did not enjoy when he gave himself to the reading of 

Paul’s Epistles and the other Scriptures. We need the dash in his 
Epistles at times (2 Tim. 4:15 f.) because of the vehement emo- 

tion. Often a parenthesis is called for in the Scripture text (John 
1:15), especially in Paul’s Epistles. 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE DECLENSION OF SUBSTANTIVES. 

1. The history of the Greek declensions. 
(a) Nouns (both substantives and adjectives) have three declen- 

sions in Greek, though the distinction between them is not easily 
made. In Sanskrit Whitney finds five declensions, as in Latin, 
but says: ‘‘There is nothing absolute in this arrangement; it is 
merely believed to be open to as few objections as any other. No 
general agreement has been reached among scholars as to the num- 

ber and order of Sanskrit declensions’’ (Whitney, Sanskrit Gram- 
mar, p. 111). There is pretty general agreement among Greek 
scholars as to the number of declensions, but not as to the reason 
for the divisions. The first and second declensions do have vowel 
stems and differ in one having a and the other o stems, but the 
third declension is not wholly a consonant declension for some of 
the stems show no trace of a final consonant, not even of a lost 
digamma as 7éd-s, aorv. They do differ in this respect that the 
genitive singular of the third declension has always the added 
suffix -os, but even in this matter the first and second declensions 

are in harmony. 
(b) Moreover, while the modern Greek preserves fairly well the 

third declension with many variations as to the case endings, it has 

in the vernacular a supplementary declension that has a vowel 
stem in the singular and a consonant stem in the plural and com- 

bines thus the first or second and the third declensions, as zazas, 

momdoes. This form of metaplasm is found in the earlier Greek. 
In the modern vernacular Greek it has won a fixed place. The 
New Testament shows a number of examples of such change from 
the second declension to the third, as caBBarw (Luke 14:1), but 
od BBaow (Matt. 12:1). So likewise we have 6 zAodros (Eph. 1:18) 
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and 75 wAodros (Eph. 1:8). The change from the first declension 
to the third is rare, but 7 vicky (1 John 5:4) becomes 76 vixos in 1. Cor. 

15:55. In éxarovrdpxy (Matt. 8:13) we have the first declension, 

but in éxardvrapxov (.\cts 22:25) the second. So we have Avorpav 
(Acts 14:6) and Avozpos (Acts 14:8). But the declensions pre- 

serve their integrity well both in the papyri and in the New Test- 
ament. 

(c) The tendency towards blending the case forms that is so 
strong in the Indo-germanic tongues served to some extent to oblit- 

erate still more the distinctions between the declensions. But for 

this matter and the history of the cases see chapter on the Syntax 

of the Cases. With all the substantives one needs to get the root 
(primitive or derivative), and the case ending. This science of 

word-building (German, Wort-bildung) is necessary for the real 
student of language. 

2. Special forms in the first declension. 

(a) The Ionic genitive-ablative oeipys in Acts 10:1 is, accord- 

ing to Deissmann, the rule in the papyri, but the modern Greek 

retains -as. Note also ovveduiys in Acts 5:2 and other similar ex- 

amples. The so-called Doric genitive occurs in the New Testament, 
as in the papyri and the modern Greek. So we have Boppa (Luke 
13:29), but “Avépéov (Mark 1:29). Note also the genitive MdpOas 

(John 11:1). There is much confusion in the manuscripts be- 

tween Mapia (Matt. 1:16) and Mapp (Matt. 13:55), the latter the 

Hebrew form and indeclinable, the former the Hellenized declin- 
able form. Dr. Hort contends for Mapiap always for the sister of 
Lazarus. In the New Testament and the later Greek the form 
‘-apxys Supplants as a rule -apxos, as wodutapxas (Acts 17:6). Movojs 

is Mwvonv in accusative, but Mwvoews (third declension) in the 
genitive. 

(b) Thenominative singular of the first declension has no ending 

for feminine nouns, but s for masculine stems. The nominative 
pluralis -wfor all stems. In Sanskrit the feminine nominative 

singular has also some derivative stems. 

(c) The vocative has no ending for singular or plural, but with 
nouns in -rys the stem vowel is shortened from é@ to ad. The San- 
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skrit has no vocative ending and in a stems uses merely the unal- 

tered stem, though these in @have vocative in @. 

(d) The genitive-ablative ending for the singular was as in the 

Sanskrit. It appears in Greek variously as os, s, oavo, ovo, to, 0. 

See numerous examples in Homer. The first declension uses s for 
feminine and vo for masculine nouns. But vw drops the «and the 
a of the stem combines with o after do has become eo under Jonic 

influence. Attic has an Ionic base. In the Ionic this genitive- 
ablative appears as ew and in Homer is pronounced as one syllable. 
The genitive-ablative plural ending wy is the same for all the de- 
clensions. In the Sanskrit the genitive plural ending is Gm or sam 
while the ablative has a different ending bhyas. The Latin has 
genitive plural wm and orum. The long a has become w and m has 
become v. This » contracts with the stem vowel a making dy. 

(e) The locative, dative, and instrumental cases have as a rule 
the same ending in the singular and plural of the first declension. 
It is the dative form (a) that is used in the singular of the first 
declension for all three cases. This a in the Sanskrit was ai or é 
and may have come from a longer form -abht which occurred in 

feminine stems. So Sanskrit tu-bhja or tu-bhjam like Latin tib(h)i 
and mi(b)hi. This a contracts with the stem vowel 4 (7) into 4, 7. 
However a remnant of the original locative singular ending « occurs 
as xapa-(, though @ and y could be explained as dative forms also. 
The two here easily blend. There are several remains of the in- 
strumental singular ending ¢ (old Sanskrit bAi) in Homer as 
Bay-¢t. But in the Sanskrit singular a is the instrumental ending 
due possibly to the union of the old associative case with the in- 
strumental. This a is preserved in some Greek words like dua, 
aavta(y). In the plural these three cases use oc (with phonetic ¢ 
preceding, Schleicher), the locative ending, like the Sanskrit sw 

and (Giles, p. 289) as and os instrumental. The dative, however, 

in Latin preserves sometimes its own original ending (bhyas in 
Sanskrit) as in dea-bus, capitibus. Homer uses the instrumental 
plural ¢w (in Sanskrit bhis, possibly seen in éy-s) in such forms 
as xepadj-pu. The old associative plural has no examples left. 

(f) The accusative singular has two endings in Greek v and a, 
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In the Sanskrit this ending is am orm, as in the Latin we have 

em orm for masculine and feminine stems. But the Greek uses 

now v (mm thus appearing), now a. But in the papyri and in some 

manuscripts as of the New Testament the vernacular uses both « 

and vy as in xépav, vixrav (examples, of course, of the third declen- 

sion). The vernacular of the modern Greek commonly drops v 
entirely. The accusative plural ending is in Greek vs for this de- 
clension. The v disappears, of course, before the s. The Sanskrit 
had ans with short vowel masculine stems. So the Latin as is 
from ans. The Greek third declension, however, like the Sanskrit, 
uses only as without v. 

3. Special forms of the second declension. 
(a) The so-called Attic second declension is almost extinct in 

the New Testament as it is wholly so in the modern Greek. How- 
ever, K@ as accusative appears in Acts 21:1 and ’AzodAX3 is genitive 
(1 Cor. 3:4). : 

(b) @eds is used as vocative always in New Testament (John 

20.28), save in Matt. 27:46 in quotation from Ps. 22:1 where, how- 

ever, Oeds isread. But 6e€ occurs a few times in the Septuagint as 
in Judges 21:3. 

(c) The name ‘Tycots has "Iyood for all the oblique cases save the 

accusative which is ‘Iyootv. 

(d) *Ooréov is contracted in John 19:36, but uncontracted in 
plural éoréa (Lu. 24:39) and éoréwy (Matt. 23:27). In Matt. 2:3 
*TepoodAvpa is still plural neuter and waa is used with rods not ex- 
pressed as 4 is so used with the indeclinable form "IepoveaAjp (Rey. 

3:12). Nots has accusative votv (1 Cor. 2:16), but genitive vods 

and dative voé (third declension). See Eph. 4:23. 

(e) The second (or 0) declension has no distinctively feminine 

inflection as in the first (or a) declension. However, feminine 
words like 6d0s occur with the masculine endings. The variations 
in inflection between this declension and the masculine stems of 
the first declension are several. The genitive-ablative singular ov 
is the result of the contraction of oo afters has been dropped. 
But Homer often keeps it as -owo. The original ablative ending in 
the Sanskrit singular was t or d and appears in otpayd-e and the ad- 
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verbial-ws(7r). So Latin tus (caelitus), Umbrian tu (out of), Anglo- 

Saxon ut (out of). The genitive-ablative plural ending wv is not 

contracted with o of the stem, but the o has been dropped. In the 
locative, instrumental, dative cases the ending for the singular is 

a Which contracts with o of the stem into » Some distinctively 

locative forms occur, however, as otko- (compare dative form oikw). 

The locative, instrumental, dative plural has the locative ending 

ou appearing usually as es and the instr. os. Homer often has ot 
and sometimes the Attic. Homer also has the instrumental end- 

ing in @ed¢w. The accusative plural ovs is made from o-vs. The 

v is dropped before s and the o has compensative lengthening. In 

the Doric this lengthening is often into ws, not ovs. In the voca- 

tive singular the stem vowel o has been changed with no ending 

after the manner of the Sanskrit (a to e), though the vocative is 

not strictly a case. The neuter declension is just like the mascu- 
line with the exception that in the singular the nominative, voca- 

tive, and accusative are just alike and have the ending »v like the m 

of the Latin. In the Sanskrit neuters in general had no ending at 

all for the nominative and am with pronouns is a frequent mascu- 

line and feminine nominative ending. Some Sanskrit neuters 

(tad) show a form in d like Latin istud and English that. In the 
Sanskrit the ending for neuter nominative is i and the same for the 
accusative and the vocative. But an, i, un were sometimes pre- 

fixed to this i and then the ni dropped, leaving G, 7, u. The Greek 
and the Latin use this a for the neuter plural. In the second de- 

clension in the Greek this a displaces o of the stem and there is no 
contraction. 

4. Special forms of the third declension. 
(a) The vocative plural is always the same as the nominative, 

but the vocative singular varies greatly. It is either like the nom. 

as Kypvf, rousnv, or the stem as datyov, wok. In Mk. 5:34 Ovydrnp, 

not @syarep in the vocative form, i. e., the nominative form is re- 
tained, but Ovyarep in Matt. 9:22. So warep in Jo. 17:1, but zarnp 

in 17:21, and even warip dike in 17:25. These are examples with- 

out the article. 

(b) KaAéeis has accusative singular creda (Luke 11:52) and «rg 
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(Rev. 3:7), both xrcdas (Matt. 16:19) and xrgcs (Rev. 1:18) as 

accusative plural. Xapes has usually accusative singular xépw 

(Heb. 4:16), but xapira occurs twice (Acts 24:27; Jude 4). Tpap- 

pares, not ypaypareas, is the accusative plural (Matt. 23:34). This 

form is found in the earlier Greek, in the papyri, and is the form 

in the modern Greek. On the other hand ix@vas, not ix6%s is the 
accusative plural (Matt. 14:17). Kepas has xépara, not cepa (Rev, 

5:6). The masculine and feminine accusative singular uses a gen- 
erally, though the close vowel stems, like the open vowel stems 
(a and o declensions), use v (7éduw, vatv). But BaowAred’s and words 
like it have a, and still use it in the modern Greek. The notice- 

able tendency in the vernacular of the xowy to use both a and y, as 

in xepav, did not succeed and was due largely to the ignorant 
classes. Cf. N. W. Greek. The accusative plural for these genders 

is generally as, but some have vs like vats. In some words also the 
accusative is like the nominative (cf. the Latin es) as woAas, Baowrdis. 

(c) The genitive plural épéwv is uncontracted sometimes (Rev. 

6:15). SoAopey has genitive SorXopevros in Acts 3:11, though usu- 

ally SoAopeves (Matt. 12:42). The third declension could easily 
be divided into two or more and thus we should have the five of 

the Sanskrit and the Latin. But all the usual seven divisions of 
the third declension unite in forming the genitive-ablative cases in 

the singular with os like Sanskrit as and Latin is. There is con- 

traction in some forms when the consonant is dropped as with 
yevous (Phil. 3:5). But with words like Bacueds os appears as as. 

This may be due to the dropping of digamma and the lengthening 
of one vowel. In Homer we have BaowAjos where ¢, and not o, is 

lengthened. A similar phenomenon is observable with wos, 7oAews, 

in Homer zodAyos, where an e has been inserted and cz dropped. 
Observe also the acute accent remains on the antepenult because 

originally zéAews was pronounced as two syllables. Schleicher 
thinks that this ws may be rather like the Sanskrit as. The geni- 

tive-ablative plural zéAewy likewise retains the acute accent on the 
antepenult for a similar reason, and the wv does not contract with 
the inserted «. As already observed contraction does not always 
occur in the genitive-ablative plural with forms like xeA€wr. 
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(d) Perhaps it is in the nominative singular that the forms of 

the third declension vary most. Neuters, of course, will be the 
mere stem for nominative, accusative, and vocative singular, if the 

last letter is a consonant that can stand at the end of a word. If 

not, the letter is simply dropped as in c@pa(r). But some neuters 

instead of this change the consonant in these cases, or originally 

had both, as képas(r), vowp(ar). Or else the final s is retained and 

the last vowel changed as yévos(es). Neuter plurals for these words 
have always simply a. Many masculine and feminine substantives 

have the usual s as the nominative ending with necessary euphonie 

changes as éAmis. Others have the mere stem as aidy. Still others 

have the stem with lengthened vowel as zoyy or yepwv(r). In the 
modern Greek a curious nominative is made from the accusative 

singular as 7 eikéva. ‘The nominative plural (masculine and femi- 
nine) is always es, sometimes contracted with preceding « stem as 

Baorrdis or added as odes. 

(e) The locative, instrumental, dative cases have in the singu- 

lar the locative ending « without any exceptions. Sometimes con- 
traction takes place as with yéve, 7o\e. In the plural these cases 
use the locative ending o always. 

5. Number in substantives. 

(a) The dual is no longer used in the New Testament, nor does 
it occur in the Septuagint, except in the form 6dvo itself, which is 

indeclinable save that the form dvoi (plural locative ending) is 
found (Lu. 16:18). But this form appears in Aristotle, and is 

common in the papyri, where we see also (Deissmann, Bible 

Studies) dvo, dvav, dveiv. “Apdo does not appear in the New Test- 

ament, but only éuérepo. and this sometimes apparently for more 
than two (Acts 19:16). The dual was never used largely in the Greek 

(ionic dropped it before the time of xowy) and in the modern 
Greek is wholly disused. It is a logical effort to distinguish pairs 
of things, as the two eyes. The Sanskrit employed it, but Latin had 
only duo and ambo which had a plural inflection in the oblique 
cases. 

(b) Some words are only used in the singular from the nature 

of the case, and some again only in the plural. Sometimes the 
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plural is used to avoid being too definite as with of Gyrotvres (Matt. 

2:20), or again the word may be adverbial (accusative of general 

reference) as toa (Phil. 2:6). 

(c) Neuter plurals often use verbs in the singular being looked 

at as a single whole as ra épya--- paprypd? (John 10:25), but not 

always as Ta d\Xws éxyovta--- KpuBjvae od dvvavra (1 Tim. 5:25). Here 

the items are emphasized. <A singular substantive may have a 

collective idea and so be used with a plural verb as 6 wAciaros 6xXos 
éotpwouv (Matt. 21:8). 

6. Gender of substantives. 

(a) The noun “’Ayap (Gal. 4:25) is not used as neuter with 76 

mistakenly by Paul. He treats the name asa word. Any word 

can be thus treated as neuter in Greek and the neuter article can 

be so employed. In Rom. 11:4 Paul uses 7 Baad as we have some- 
times in the Septuagint, perhaps because of the idea of aicxivy at- 

tributed to Baal. Compare the use of zaca with “IlepooddAvpe (Matt. 

2:3) evidently with the idea of woXs. 

(b) Any noun used fora male is masculine, and any noun 

used for a female is feminine. Why nouns that have no natural 

gender are not always neuter we cannot tell. Hence no absolute 

rule ean be laid down for the guidance of modern students, though 

the presence of the Greek article with substantives shows already 
how the word in question was used. All the older Indo-germanic 
languages have three genders, but the Sanskrit has no gender for 

the personal pronouns, nor has the Greek except atrés when so 

used. Delbrueck thinks that originally all the masculine nouns 

of the a declension were feminine, and all the feminine of the o de- 

clension were masculine. 
(c) The New Testament usage does not vary greatly from the 

earlier custom. The classic 6 zAodros sometimes (Rom. 2:4). So 

also occasionally éAcos, Gros. ‘O deopos (Lu. 13.16) is 7a Seopa in 

the plural (Lu. 8:29) as well as of decpoc (Phil. 1:13). In general 
it should be said that many proper names are treated as indeclin- 

able when they could be inflected like ByOdayy (Matt. 21:1). 



CHAPTER V. 

THE DECLENSION OF ADJECTIVES. 

1. The origin of adjectives. 
(a) The line of demarkation between substantive and adjective 

is not easily drawn. Giles, for instance, in his admirable Manual 
of Comparative Philology has no separate treatment of adjectives, and 
treats them incidentally in connection with the discussion of sub- 

stantives and suffixes. So also Whitney in his Sanskrit Grammar 
has no distinct treatment of adjectives, but says, ‘‘The accordance 
in inflection of substantive and adjective stems is so complete that 
the two cannot be separated in treatment from one another.”’ 

(b) Most of the Sanskrit adjectives have only one or two end- 

ings, though some have all three genders. The great bulk area 

stems for masculine and neuter, while the feminine may have a or 
7, and this matter is ‘‘determined in great part only by actual usage, 
and not by grammatical rule.’ 

(c) Thus it is clear that the adjective isa gradual variation from 
the substantive. The substantive is an essential appellative (évd- 
vara érifera). But substantives were doubtless used in this de- 

scriptive sense before adjectives arose and are still so used, as, for 
instance, we say brother man. So in the New Testament év ro 

*Topdavy rotape (Matt. 3:6), mpooedndWOare Suov dpe (Heb. 12:22). 

This is, indeed, apposition, but it is descriptive apposition, and it 

is Just at this point that the adjective emerges (Delbrueck), though, 
of course, at a very early period. 

(d) Adjectives then specialize one use of substantives, though 
the substantive retains in some measure the descriptive apposi- 

tional usage. But Greek has a much more developed system of 
adjectives than the Sanskrit and it has survived fairly well in the 

modern Greek, though a strong tendency exists in the vernacular 

to simplify adjectives to one declension. 
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2. The declension of adjectives. 

(a) Some Greek adjectives, like most of the Sanskrit a@ stem 

adjectives, have only one inflection for all genders, though they 

are actually not used for the neuter. So zévys (2 Cor. 9:9), apaagé 
(Matt. 7:15) and ovyyeis (Lu. 1:36). It is here that we can best 
see the evolution of the adjective. 

(b) Still other adjectives have only two sets of endings, the 
masculine and the feminine being the same. So ebyerys (Lu. 19:12), 

tAews (Matt. 16:22), peCov (John 14:28). 

(c) Sometimes also adjectives which can be inflected with three 

sets of endings are used with only two. So aiewos (Heb. 5:9) is 
feminine. 

(d) Once again some adjectives are no longer used with three 

terminations, as épyyos (Gal. 4:27). Both of these examples come 

ultimately from the Septuagint, and dows (1 Tim. 2:8) has two 

terminations as early as Plato (Simcox). See also paracos 7 Opyr- 

kela (Jas. 1:26). 

(ce) The majority of Greek adjectives have three endings, one 

for each gender. This is true of all the participles and the other 
verbal adjectives. All the distinctively feminine inflections belong 

to the first (a declension). But the masculine and neuter inflec- 
tions fall into either the second (o declension) or the third declen- 
sion (consonant and close vowel). 

(f) Compound adjectives like drexvos (Lu. 20:28) or etyevys gen- 

erally have only two endings. So with the Attic second declen- 
sion (fAews). 

(g) The participles also make the feminine forms according to 
the first declension, but the masculine and neuter follow either the 

second or the third. The Greek participle endings are very much 

like those of the Sanskrit and Latin participles. 
(h) The New Testament usage is in general in harmony with 

the older language. Xpvoav (not Xpvonv) occurs in Rey. 1:13. 
‘Hyp/covs, not ypiceos, appears in Mark 6:23 (thus also in papyri, 

Deissmann ), and Baeos, not Babéos, in Luke 24:1. Suyyeryjs has ovy- 

yeqv according to some documents in Rom. 16:11 and ovyyevetar is the 

correct reading in Mark 6:4. This word also has a late feminine 
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in -ts (Luke 1:36). TWAjpys is probably indeclinable (as in papyri) 

in John 1:14 and is probably the true reading in Acts 6:5. 

3. The comparison of adjectives. 
(a) It is not always necessary to use the comparative ana super- 

lative forms in order to express the ideas of comparison. The 
other devices used will be discussed under the syntax of the adjec- 

tive. 
(b) In the Sanskrit the suffixes of primary derivation for com- 

parative and superlative (iyans, istha) are much like ~wv, -tos 

of the Greek. In the modern Greek these suffixes are not used at 

all, and in the earlier Greek they are less common than -repos, 
-ratos, Which suffixes are like the Sanskrit suffixes of secondary de- 

rivation (tara, tama) and alone survive in modern Greek. 
(c) *AxpiBéoratos (Acts 26:5) and dywraros (Jude 20) are the 

only superlatives in -raros in the New Testament (Blass), and there 
are not a great number in -wros, though we have peyoros (2 Pet. 

1:4), @Adyurros (Luke 16:19), and a few others. The comparative 

in -repos is common in the New Testament as touwrepos (Heb. 4:12), 

nor is wy uncommon as in peLov (Matt. 11:11). Cf. puxporepos in 
same verse. Tdysov (taxeov) Supplants Gaccov (John 20:4). 

(d) A double comparative with both forms appears in pegorepos 

(3 John 4), like our vernacular “‘lesser.”’ So Paul makes a com- 
parative on a superlative in éAaxordrepos (Eph. 3:8) like our 
vulgar ‘‘leaster.’”’? Cf. peywordéraros in papyri. 

(e) Comparatives made from adverbs we see like égwrepos (Matt. 
8:12) or from prepositions like zporepos (Eph. 4:22). 

(f) The superlative is little used in the New Testament. In the 
vernacular of the modern Greek the superlative form is hardly used 
at all, but rather the article and the comparative form. The be- 
ginning of this usage is apparent in the New Testament as in 

6 petCov (Matt. 18:4) and peiLov (Matt. 18:1). When the superia- 

tive is used it is usually elative (like our very), not the true su- 

perlative. 
(g) Other devices used are padAov, pddvora. But sometimes the 

context is relied on to suggest comparison. Compare Luke 15:7, 

In Mk. 7:36 we have a double comparative padXov mrepurcorepov. 
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Prepositions like wapd, érép, etc., can be used also rather than 4 

after a comparative as Heb. 9:23; Luke 16:8. The ablative is com- 

mon after the comparative as wovyporepa éavtod (Matt. 12:45). 

4. Adjectival numerals. 

(a) WH read reooepa (Rey. 4:6), reroepdxovra (Matt. 4:2), reooe- 

paxovraerys (Acts 7:23), but recoapes( Acts 21:9), réecoapas(Jo. 11:17). 

The papyri (Moulton) do not, save in cases of ignorant scribes, 

use teocepes, but the form occurs in the later Byzantine Greek, 

though not in modern Greek. 

(b) The Sanskrit, like the Greek, inflects the first four cardinal 

numbers in the various genders, though, of course, in only one 

number in each instance. The Greek words themselves are like 

the Sanskrit in root. With ava es, caf eis (Rev. 21:21; Mark 

14:19) the form is not indeclinable, but the preposition (so in 
modern Greek also) is simply the original adverb with no prepo- 

sitional force. In Sanskrit cardinal numerals from 5-19 are usually 

inflected, but without gender, though sometimes indeclinable. 

in Greek cardinal numbers from 5-10 are indeclinabl». 

(c) Llpéros as an ordinal is used in Mark 16:9. Elsewhere the 

cardinal eis is found as in Matt. 28:1. The ordinals are all adject- 

ival like the cardinals from 200 up. 



CHAP TER VAL 

THE DECLENSION OF PRONOUNS. 

1. Pronominal roots. 

(a) Substantives are kin to verbs in root and adjectives are 

variations of the substantive. But pronouns belong to a separate 

stock and Bopp has rightly divided roots into verbal and pronom- 
inal. All other forms as adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, in- 

tensive particles, are really case forms of nouns or pronouns. Hence 
three sets of stems stand out with special prominence built on two 

root stocks. These stems are verbs, nouns, pronouns. 
(b) Once more noun and pronoun are vitally connected with 

the verb. The noun is so employed in root formation and the 
pronoun is used to form the personal endings of the verb. Hence 
the actual verb form is made up from the two roots of the lan- 
guage, the verbal and the pronominal. 

(c) Monro (Homeric Grammar, p. 57) further remarks that 

noun stems name or describe while pronouns only point out, the 

one is predicative, the other demonstrative. In a sense then all 

pronouns were originally demonstrative. In the Sanskrit the pro- 
nominal roots are demonstrative (Whitney) and differ fundament- 
ally from the roots of nouns. 

2. Brief sketch of pronominal forms. 

Some of the forms are the most primitive known in the Indo- 
germanic languages. In the Sanskrit personal pronouns of the first 
and second persons have no distinction of gender and are made up 
of fragments of various roots. 

(a) In Greek éyé was originally eysv like the Sanskrit aham. 
This éy# form appears in Latin ego, Gothic ik, German ich, French 
je, Anglo-Saxon ic, English I. So ovis in Doric vv like the Latin 
tu, etc. TheSanskritis¢vam, Compare aham. The oblique forms 
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in the singular come from another stem which is practically the 

same in all the above languages, mam, éué, mé, etc. (oé is from 

ré, original tue) for the accusative; é€uéovo, éuéo, enod (mod) and 

ado, céo, cod for the genitive-ablatiye; éuo/, cod have the locative 

ending used for locative, dative, instrumental; in the plural jes, 

tues are like the Lesbian dppeés, dupes; qpdv, iuov are a new form- 

ation (Giles), jpiv, tyiv are locative forms. 

(b) The New Testament does not use the third personal form 
of ob, of, €, odeis, etc. Instead the forms of atrés occur in all gen- 
ders and both numbers. In the modern Greek this form in some 

of the oblique cases is shortened to the enclitic forms rod, ray, ete. 
But on the whole personal pronouns have retained the case-forms 
better than any other parts of speech. 

(c) The possessive pronouns éudés, ods are made from the per- 
sonal pronominal stems, and 7pérepos, byérepos, are really compara- 

tive forms. The reflexive is merely the personal pronoun plus the 
intensive avros. 

(d) The reflexive forms of the first and second persons are not 
used in the plural except tpav airéy (1 Cor. 7:35) for ypéav airav is 
emphatic rather than reflexive in 2 Thess. 1:4 (Simcox). The 

uncontracted form ceavrod alone is used. Westcott and Hort print 

avrov, etc., about twenty times (against most recent editors) rather 

than always atrod or éavtov. So we have atrov in John 2:24 and 
éavtov in Luke 15:17. The variations in the manuscripts make it 

hard to decide this point. 
(e) The demonstrative 6éeis formed from the old demonstrative 

6 and 6€ and is declined like 6. Otros is apparently a doubling of 
6 and 76 (stem of 6) with a connecting vowel v and is a strength- 

ened demonstrative. The form otrooé does not appear in the New 
Testament. ’Exeivos (Homer, xeivos) is from the locative form (ad- 

verb) é-xe7 (compare Latin hi-c, English hi-ther). To-c-otres is 

still another compound of otros and roi-os. Tovodro, not tovdrov, is 

neuter in the New Testament. Totos (rowode) is the demonstrative 

to which corresponds the relative otos and ézoies and the interroga- 
tive zoios. In modern Greek 6 ézoios is the common relatiye. <A 

similar correspondence is shown between, tdécos (roodcde) and 
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TogouTos, ovos, and wocos. Advros has not been explained nor 6 deiva. 

(f) The relative is the demonstrative 6s developed like Eng- 
lish that. In Homer as is often demonstrative ‘‘thus.”’ 
merely the addition of the indefinite ris to 6s both of which may 

be declined or only tis. But in the New Testament this form is 

never used outside of the nominative except in case of éws drov 

(John 9:18) and or as accusative neuter (Luke 10:55). In the 

modern Greek és as a relative pretty nearly disappears out of the 
common speech and besides 6 ézoios we see drov and vot used, as 

6 avip omov eda. Compare the vulgar English use of ‘‘whar’’ as 

‘the man whar did that is a rascal.’’ 

(g) The interrogative form zis is really the same root as the 

Latin quis, Sanskrit kas, Gothic hwas, German wer, Anglo-Saxon 

hwa, English who. In English and Latin the relative is formed 
from the same root, but in Greek the relative has a demonstrative 

origin like English relative that. Both Latin and Greek make an 
indefinite form from this root as ali-quis, tis. 

(h) The reciprocal pronoun dAdAyAwv is, of course, a reduplica- 

tion of GAAos as in English we say ‘‘one another.’’ “Ids is kin to 
Latin swum (¢e) and so means what belongs to one’s self. The 

modern Greek has developed a number of special pronominal 
forms like xaveis besides those retained from the old Greek. 

"Oortts is 



CHAPTER VIL. 

THE CONJUGATION OF THE VERB. 

1. Relation of verb forms and noun forms. 
(a) The verb forms actually in use are made from primitive 

roots like Aerw(Aur) or from denominatiye stems like tyaw (tysa). 

Substantives and adjectives are constantly also made from verbs as 

Aourds (Acimw). ‘The relation between substantive and verb is at 
all times very close’? (Giles, Handbook of Comparative Philology, 
p. 424). 

(b) The various verb forms use suffixes as substantives do. 

“These suffixes, however, are exactly parallel to the suffixes in 

the substantive, and in many instances can be identified with 
them’ (Giles, ibid). In fact two of the so-called verb forms re- 

main as much noun as verb, the infinitive and participle. The 

infinitive is always a verbal substantive, and the participle a verbal 
adjective. 

(c) The Sanskrit was especially rich in verbal substantives that 
illustrate the close relation between verb and substantive. These 
purely verbal substantives had no tense and no voice, but were fixed 
case-forms as the genitive-ablative in as, the locative in 7, the da- 

tive in ai or e, the accusative in am orm. This accusative verbal 

form gradually displaced the others in Sanskrit as did the Latin 
supine in tum. But in Greek the dative form gains the day as in 
Homer dotva is like Sanskrit davané and téuevu is like Sanskrit 

vidmane. Forms like Avev are probably in the locative. The 
Greek infinitive thus is a verbal substantive in the dative case (or 

locative) though gradually in usage the dative case idea is no 

longer retained and this form is used in any case in the singular 
saye the vocative. Voice and tense appear in the Greek infinitive. 

(d) The Sanskrit likewise uses verbal adjectives made by suf- 
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fixes quite similar to those in the Greek (ant, mana, ta, etc.) and 

they have voice and tense, but the participle has its fullest devel- 

opment in the Greek Janguage. The infinitiye and the participle 
have no personal endings and never have a subject. They are 

both always in a case relation to some yerb, substantive, or prep- 

osition. The participle has inflection in both numbers. and all 
genders, though the infinitive is itself indeclinable. In the modern 

Greek the final v of the infinitive is dropped as Ave. 

(e) In the New Testament there are no peculiar forms for those 
verbal nouns, though zéiv (also wiv), not meiv, appears in John 4:7. 

Westcott contends for infinitive in -oty with verbs in -ow (not otv) 

except in Luke 9:31. But this position J. H. Moulton objects to 

from evidence of the papyri. 

2. The building of the verb. 
(a) The verb (verbum, word) is the word par excellence. It is 

the main word in the sentence and as such receives more changes 

and expresses thereby more varieties of meaning than the substan- 
tive. 

(b) Perhaps originally the roots were not distinctively either 

verb or substantive, but in the Sanskrit the substantive had an 

earlier and fuller devulopment than did the verb. The system of 

case endings used in noun inflection is best seen in the Sanskrit, 
but the verb conjugation appears in its perfection in the Greek. 

The tense system is fairly well developed in the Sanskrit, but the 
modes and the voices not so much so. In the Latin the verb 

swings far away from the line of progress seen in the Greek, so that 

Greek and Latin are more unlike in verb conjugation than in noun 

inflection, though both grow out of tendencies observable in the 
Sanskrit. In the early Sanskrit the aorist is very common in 

yarious modes, but it almost disappears in the later. 

(c) The Greek verb is a complicated, though beautiful, piece of 
word mechanism, and needs to be studied analytically. Mere 
memorizing of the conjugations is not enough, though necessary. 

The first thing to do is to find the verb stem or theme which may 
be a root like Auz or a derivative stem like tyza. Around this theme 

or verb stem the verb forms are built with architectural skill. The 
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ground floor, so to speak, is the aorist tense (the old aorist, the 
so-called second aorist) which is often identical with the present 

as é-y-v. By a series of suffixes the other tenses, the modes, the 
voices, the persons, the number are all expressed. 

(d) The suffixes include all the additions to the theme. The 

dictionaries give the verb in the present tense and the impression 
is thus created that the present tense is the stock around which the 

verb grows. Now on the theme Au you make the aorist in the 
various modes and voices, the present in the various modes and 

voices (and the imperfect), the perfect in the various modes and 

voices, and so the future. The tense suffix is reasonably stable 
and the mode sign also. The personal endings have to express 
voice, person, and number and appear in two forms (primary and 
secondary) which may have been originally one. 

(e) In the earlier Greek there is a strong tendency towards 

dropping the personal endings. All verbs were criginaily px verbs. 
In Homer many verbs have px that do not in the Attic, while in 
the New Testament and the papyri many of the Attic verbs in pe 

are dropping the ps as 886 (Rev. 3:9), iordvw (Rom. 3:30). In the 
modern Greek the pe forms belong only to the high style. The 

common people use only » verbs. The early Greeks had thus two 
systems of conjugation, the » inflection where the personal end- 

ings were put directly to the root or root plus mode and tense suf- 
fixes, and the o inflection where the personal endings are connect- 
ed with the tense and mode stem by variable vowels°/e. But the 

constant history of language was in the direction of the disuse of 
the px inflections and the unification of all verbs under the  con- 

jugation as with ddiovow (Rev. 11:9). As with nouns, so with 
verbs the dual is no longer in use. The papyri (Deissmann) have 

even dvvopa like B in the Gospels and Acts. 
3. The tenses. 
(a) The aorist. The New Testament preserves the original 

second aorist of the ps form (non-thematic) which is really the 

original verb-form, as éorqv, éyvev. The second aorist form (the- 
matic) with the variable vowel °/« appears also as €Aurov. The re- 

duplicated aorist also survives as #yeyov (Luke 22:54), There is 
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even a reduplicated first aorist, éxexpaga (Acts 24:21). The first 

aorist forms with */« (with or without o) are frequent as €Acéa, 
ékpwa, ‘To obtain the root, */e, °/e, or o*/e must be dropped. One 

of the peculiarities of the New Testament usage is the increased 
use of */e even with second aorist stems. This usage existed already 

in the case of era, qveyxa, éxeca along with eizov, jveyxov, érecov. In 

the New Testament, as in the papyri, it is extended greatly to such 

forms as 7AOav, cdav, dvedpav, aveidav. In fact, the modern Greek 

uses only some dozen of the old second aorists. Everywhere else 

the later first aorist has the field. The ending ocav, common in 

Septuagint, existing in papyri, and frequent in modern Greek ver- 
nacular, is strongly attested for wapedaBooay (Mg. of W H) in 

2 Thess. 3:6. “Hyudptyoa (Rom. 5:14) as well as jpaprov (1 Cor. 

7:28) isfound. The growth is towards aorists with oa. We have 

edwxapwev in 1 Thess. 4:2. Again forms like adjxes (Rey. 2:4) occur 

as in the papyri and the modern Greek. “Eyev76nv is found also 

(Acts 4:4). In Acts 28:26 eizov, not ee, is the imperative form. 

In Mark 12:1 e&€dero, not e&édo70, has lost the root vowel and the 

thematic vowel « has taken its place. The New Testament pre- 

serves the three aorists in ka (éwxa, €OynKxa, 7Ka). 
(b) The present-tense system. In no part of the Greek verb 

(and Sanskrit) do we have such a complicated system as in the 
present system. There are (Brugmann) thirty-two classes of Indo- 
germanic verbs in the tense system, thirty of which the Greek pos- 
sesses. However, they can all be grouped under seven simple 

divisions which are practically the same as the Sanskrit systems. 
If the present is built on the aorist (or identical with it as is often 
true like ¢y-pi), the obvious and easy way to make the present 

would be to add the primary personal endings to the aorist or 

present stems, and this is seen in such forms as ¢y-pé. Here é-fy-v 

is either aorist or imperfect, for there would be no distinction in 
forms. The imperfect is merely a variation of the present stem 

with secondary endings. Some of these presents are reduplicated 
like 8¢-8w-y, for reduplication is not confined to the perfect. Rather 
it seems to begin with some aorists, continue with some presents, 

and then be taken up by the perfect tense. What is called the 
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variable (thematic) vowel class is but a step removed from the 

root class, for €\ey-o-v is exactly like €Aur-o-v (Giles) in form, 

Hence we may argue that A¢y-o-m (A€yw) is made from the same 

stem by the addition of the thematic vowel. If so, €&Aeyov was 

originally aorist as well as later imperfect like &qy-v. This fact 
throws some light on the frequent use of éXeyov in the New Testa- 

ment, for instance. The v class (nasal class) comprises both of 
the previous classes, those that merely add one of the vy combina- 

tions of the root (non-thematic) as oBé-vvv-, and those that use 

the variable vowel also (thematic) as dpapt-dv-w, AapBavw. The 

aorist and the imperfect, of course, differ as €-AaB-ov, ¢-AapBav-ov. 

The strong vowel class is just like the variable vowel class save 

that the root vowel has been strengthened. Here a distinction, as 

in the v class, exists between the aorist and the imperfect, as €-vy-oy, 
é-devy-ov. The 7 class differs from the variable vowel class only in 

the insertion of t before the variable vowel and the consequent 

euphonic changes é-Bad-nv, Baz-rw. Thecclass likewise inserts ¢ 

before the variable vowel with various euphonic results such as 

até-Aw, knpio-cw. Not all the verbs in the ox°/e or tox?/e class are 

inceptive, and some have reduplication as yi-yvw-cnw. The New 
Testament writes ywecxw, yivouar. The uncontracted form dvvaca 
(Matt. 5:36) and the contracted form dvvy (Mark 9:22) both exist. 

So yn, and not e, is the usual form of contracts in ew for second per- 

son middle singular indicative. New presents like oryxw (Phil. 
1:27) are built from the perfect stem. "Huey (Mark 1:34) is treated 

like an uncompounded w verb. In Rey. 2:20 note agets from adéw. 
In 7pdtovy (Matt. 15:23) we have Ionic contraction of aw verbs like 

ew. Note reading of A wxodvrs (Rey. 2:7). The imperfect, like the 
aorist, has forms in a. So exav (Mark 8:7). In éxooav (John 
15:22, 24) and édoA0tcay (Rom. 3:13, from the Septuagint) the 
imperfect follows the aorist in the use of ogay like the papyri and the 
modern Greek. Winer is in error, however, in citing édidocav 

(John 19:3) as an example, for 60 is here the root and cay 

the usual secondary ending with m verbs in the third person 

plural. This example does not appear in Winer-Schmiedel, sec. 

13, 14. “EriGow (Acts 3:2) and édéd0w (Acts 4:33) sometimes 
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displace the pe forms, as do ddiovow (Rey. 11:9), cvviovew (Matt. 

13:18). 

(c) The future system. The future tense is a later development 

and the tense has had a varied history. The Sanskrit had a peri- 
phrastic future made by a future active participle usually with an 

auxiliary. This method of making the future by an auxiliary and 

participle or infinitive has persisted till now. In the Germanic 

tongues the auxiliary and the infinitive is the only way of forming 
this tense. English has no future by the use of suffix. In the 
modern Greek the commonest way of forming the future is by 
means of #edw and the infinitive (like English). Jebb thinks that 

Herodotus shows that the vernacular early began this usage. Here 

the origin of the idiom is seen in the purpose expressed by the aux- 

iliary verb. But in the New Testament we must insist on the full 

force of 6 as in John 7:17. Perhaps the original method was to 
have neither special form nor auxiliary, but to leave it to the im- 
agination to tell when to project a yerb into the future. Thus we 

still stay: “I go home next week.’? So Jesus said &pxopae cat 

rapadnpyopa (John 14:3). Some verbs never formed a future tense 

at all as ei, though eAevoouas is made from épxopa. Ele as future 

is not in the New Testament. Another device used to express time 

is weh\Aw with the infinitive (aorist or present and thrice the future 

in the New Testament, as in earlier Greek) as in Matt. 11:14; Acts 

3:3; 11:28. However, the Sanskrit, Greek, Latin and other lan- 

guages, have developed a distinct future tense form. The Sanskrit 

did it by the use of sya or isya, but this suffix, which means ‘‘go”’ 
as the Coptic suffix NA does, was rarely used (Whitney) partly 

because the subjunctive mode was practically a future in sense. In 
the Greek the future form in « is much more common, though in 

Homer little distinction exists between the aorist subjunctiye and 

the future indicatiye. The two forms may have a common origin 
(Giles), though this is not certain, for the future may be a yaria- 

tion from the present. This latter is the opinion of Delbrueck. 
The modern Greek has no future form at all and, when not using 

Oo and infinitiye, has 64 and the subjunctive (cf. Homer). 

Forms like wéopar (Luke 17:8), déyouae (ibid.) give color to the 
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aoristic origin of the future form. It may be that some verbs make 

the future from the aorist and some from the present. In the New 
Testament we have éxye®o, however, as in Acts 2:17. “EdAmotow 
(Matt. 12:21) and similar verbs drop the o, like the Attic future, 

but Barricw retains it (Matt. 3:11). Kadréow, teAeow retain the o, 

while both azoAéow (Matt. 21:41) and dodo (1 Cor. 1:19) occur. 

The form (Doric) weootpar (made from ce®/e) is in the New Testa- 

ment, but devSouar. In Rey. 22:19 we have afeA@ (so Septuagint) 

from d¢apew. The usual future of liquid verbs (€°%/«) like xpw@ is 

common. Soalso arodavodpa. The Doric future seems like a combi- 

nation of o and e (liquid verbs), or is it that ve?/ 1s an original end- 

ing? This latter is entirely possible and the fact that the old Dorie 

and Homer both have oe°/e (cf. Sanskrit sya) lends color to the 

idea that the Indo-germanic had such a suffix. Cf. Kuehner- 

Blass, Laut-und Formenlehre, II, 8. 105 f. I may add that Dr. 

W. O. Carver, of this Seminary, strongly inclines to this view. 

Hirt (Handbuch, etc., 8. 403 f.), however, considers ve?/e to be a 

union of o and the liquid «. The future appears in the New Tes- 

tament only in the indicative mode and in the verbal nouns (in- 
finitives and participles). 

(d) The perfect system. This tense presents some special diffi- 

culties both as to formation and signification. We are concerned 

only with the formation, though it may be remarked that in the 

Sanskrit, as the aorist disappears, the perfect increases in use with 

apparent loss of precise distinctions. Both Greek anJ Sanskrit 
preserve reduplication, probably originating from the iterative and 

reduplicated present like yeyvéocxw. The perfect then is in form a 

variation from the present. However, we are utterly at sea as to 

the origin of xa which is usually added to the perfect active stem 

before the personal ending. The « may be due to some redupli- 
cated x stems in the present, which set the style. Some color is 

lent to this idea by the presence of some older perfect forms with- 
out the x as oda, yéyova, AeAowwa, and the aspirated forms like 
yéypada. In fact a form without « or a appears in some verbs like 

é-otd-vac (Acts 12:14). Besides jxw, though present in form, has 

the meaning of the perfect. Note é&AOov kai yxw (Jo. 8:42). All 
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this seems to show that the common «a for the active was a gradual 

development. This xa was used also with a few aorists (€doxa, 

Zyxa, Ka). Compare modern Greek eAv6yxa for dvOqv. In the Latin 

a similar phenomenon occurs in the ending vi as in ama-vi, which 

has not been explained. The Latin has some reduplicated perfects 

like dedi and aoristic forms in s like scripsi. This form with dou- 
ble origin does double service in the Latin (both aorist and per- 
fect). The modern Greek has wholly dropped the perfect form 
save in the passive participle. Instead éyw with the aorist infini- 

tive (a, not a) is used as éyw Avoe much like the English. In the 

Attic we have sometimes éyw and the aorist participle. The past 

perfect in modern Greek is expressed by ¢xov Av¥oa. The Sanskrit 
has merely a trace of the past perfect. It was never very common 

in the Greek, though it was always at hand when needed. In the 

modern Greek, as in the old, the common tenses are the aorist, the 

present, and the imperfect. The perfect middle adds the personal 

endings directly to the reduplicated stem like éora- ev in the active. 

In the New Testament otda is conjugated regularly in singular and 

plural of the indicative. Future perfect is «yoo. In Acts 26:4 

we haye ioacw. Outside of the indicative the form is «do, tove, 

eidévar, cidvs. The opt. edeqv is not inthe N. T. It is not only in 

Rey. (19:3) that forms like epyxav appear; they are in the rest of 

the New Testament (John 17:7, rerjpnxay) and in the papyri. Avot, 
originally avre, by analogy of aorist is av. Kexoréaxes Rey. 2:3. is 

like the aorist adjqxes (Rev. 2:4) and such forms occur in the papyri 

among the ignorant scribes (Moulton). “Agewvrar (Luke 5:20) isa 

Doric form for éfevra, though similar forms occur in Tonic and 

Arcadian. The past perfect like the imperfect, is confined to the 

indicative, and like it also usually has an augment besides the 

secondary personal endings. However, we have only xe forms in 

the active. The Sanskrit had no future perfect nor has the modern 

Greek. In the ancient Greek are only two such active forms, éor7fw 

and reOvjéw. The rest are in the middle voice. Inthe New Testament 

we have only edjow and that is from the Septuagint (Heb. 8:11). 

In Luke 19:40 some manuscripts read xexpdgovra. In Heb. 2:18 

we haye the periphrastic form écopa: werofos. Such forms occur 
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for the present perfect and the past perfect also. This analytic use 

of the verb forms is more common in all the tenses in the New 

Testament idiom (like xow7 and Hebrew too), especially in Luke’s 

writings, and finally in the modern Greek wholly destroys the per- 

fect verb forms. 

(e) Reduplication. This peculiarity is not confined to the per- 

fect tense, though it is characteristic of the tense system and holds 
through all the modes and voices, whereas xa does not belong to 

all the verbs of the active and occurs no where else. Reduplication 

is found with the aorist, the present, the perfect as in Sanskrit. How- 
ever, in the modern Greek reduplication has vanished save in the 
perfect passive participle. As has already been said its origin is 

found in the iterative presents where the verb idea was repeated by 

the repetition of the initial consonant or the modification of the 
initial vowel Cif the verb begins with a vowel). The idea of the 

perfect tense grows out of the idea of repetition. The New Testa- 

ment follows ancient usage in the formation of the reduplicated 
stem as yéyparrat (Acts 15:15), éyvoxay (John 17:7), peuvyobe (1 Cor, 

11:2), e&Andey (Rev. 5:7), 7Amixate (John 5:45), axyxoa (1 John 1:1), 

éwpaxas (John 8:57), édpaxa (1 Co. 9:1). “Axyxoa is an example of 

Attic reduplication. 

({) Augment. The Sanskrit augment isa. It has been sug- 

gested that this is the instrumental case of a demonstrative pro- 

noun and means ‘‘there.’”’ It was a sign of past time and was used 
only with the past tenses of the indicative (aorist, imperfect, past 

perfect), but it was not always so used especially in the earlier 
language (Whitney). Augment, in fact, is found only in Sanskrit, 

Zend, Armenian, and Greek (Giles). In Greek it is found only 

in the past tenses of the indicative, but Homer is very irregular in 

his use of augment, half of his past tenses not having it (Monro, 

Homeric Grammar, p. 44). The iterative verbs in Homer do not 
take the augment at all. It would seem then that the augment as 

the sign of past time was at first only used when it was necessary 

to make plain that the form was a past tense. In Homer we find 
both the syllabic augment (e€) and the temporal augment, the 

lengthening of the initial vowel, though the syllabic augment is 

»] 
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sometimes used with a vowel also. Augment is preserved in the 

modern Greek. In the New Testament it is not found with some 
words like zpoopwpyv (Acts 2:25), apeOnoav (Rom. 4:7), oikodoun6n 

(John 2:20), drécaro (Rom. 11.1). Meddo, divapar, BovdAopor, as in 

ancient Greek, sometimes have the temporal augment in addition 

to (not instead of as Winer) the syllabic as 7dvvy4nv (Mark 9:28). 

With compound words the usage varies. The augment may be 

after the preposition as zapoxnoey (Heb. 11:9) or before as érpopyrev 

gav (Matt. 11:18). Some words have double augment as dzexate- 

oraby (Matt. 12:13) or even treble augment as qve~xOyoav (Matt. 

9:30). "Epya€opuar has jpyacaro (Matt. 25:16) regularly. The past 

perfect does not always use the augment as teBeneAfwro (Matt. 7:25), 

yet see €BeBrynro (Luke 16:20). 

4. The modes. 
(a) The indicative. There isno mode suffix for the indicative. 

It is, of course, the normal mode for all the Indo-germanic Jan- 

guages, and is always used by them unless there is special reason 

for using one of the other modes. It is the only mode which uses 

all the tenses in Sanskrit and Greek. In the Sanskrit the future 

occurs only in the indicative, and the perfect appears only in the 

indicative and the participle save a few examples in the early San- 

skrit (the Veda) of the other modes. The imperfect and the past 

perfect, of course, belong to the indicative only. Hence in Sanskrit 

it is only the aorist and the present that use modes other than the 
indicative. This is interesting as showing the gradual growth of 

the modes. In modern English we have nearly come round again 

to the position of the Sanskrit in our almost exclusive use of the 

indicative. The subjunctive, optative, and imperative are varia- 

tions from the indicative and the old injunctive mode. 

(b) The subjunctive. In the early Sanskrit the subjunctive is 

very common with the aorist and the present and has a special 

mode sign a. But the later Sanskrit nearly loses this mode as we 

have in English nearly ceased to use it. The first person survives 
as a practical imperative. In Greek the earliest form of the sub- 
junctive with non-thematic stems is not different from the indica- 

tive with thematic stems and uses °/e, not ’/n, just like the indica- 
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tive thematic stems. So towev is subjunctive in Homer, while tev 

is indicative. In the early Ionic the non-thematie stems do in 

some cases use °/n, but not always. It would seem therefore that 

the subjunctive mode sign was first the variable vowel °/e already 

in use. This sign was gradually lengthened into “/n, Even in the 
fifth century B. C. the Ionic has aorist subjunctives like zoujoe. 

Hence, ‘‘the distinction between indicative and subjunctive cannot 

always be easily drawn’’ (Giles). It is also probable that the 
Attic futures éopuat, réopar, and the New Testament ¢ayoua (Jas. 

5:3) were originally aorist subjunctives. The mode suffix was 

first added to the stem as in the pu forms (é0-7=86) and in the 
aorist passive forms (Av-6éw=Av60). In Mark 8:37 807 is subjunc- 
tive (as in papyri), 6y7=o7t as often. But with thematic stems the 
variable vowel °/e was merely changed to ®/n and theo aorist makes 
the subjunctive %°/on. In dvvopa, divyra we either have irregular 

accent and contraction (so torjrat, an==n instead of a) or the mode 

sign °/y displaces a of the stem. So the optative dvvaro has irregu- 

lar accent (compare ioratro). Homer frequently uses pe with the 
subjunctive of verbs, é6€Aom, (6m. The subjunctive used only 

primary personal endings in both Sanskrit and Greek. In Greek 

the subjunctive has increased in the frequency with which it is 
used, and in the modern Greek has displaced both the optative and 

the infinitive (save with auxiliary yerbs). The Greek used a per- 

fect subjunctive also, though it was never very common in the 

nature of the case. In the New Testament besides «86 (1 Cor. 

2:12) we only have examples of the periphrastic perfect subjunctive 

like 4 werounxds (Jas. 5:15), 9 KexAnuevos (Luke 14:8). The later 

3yzantine Greek, like the Latin, developed a future subjunctive 

which is not, however, preserved in the modern Greek where the 

ancient future forms are lost. Occasionally manuscripts of the 
New Testament give such forms in some yerbs as xepdyOncovra (1 

Pet. 3:1), and in Luke 13:28 Westcott and Hort print o~noGe in 

the text and ofeoGe in the margin. This may, however, be a late 
first aorist form. Cf. mg. apéyo6e (Lu. 13:26) with text dp§eode. 

(c) The optative. The Greek is the only language that preserved 

both subjunctive and optative in its flourishing period. In the 
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Sanskrit the optatiye displaced the subjunctive save ina few special 

uses, while in the Latin the subjunctive was extended in its scope 

to partial future time as well as present, like the indicative, and 
the optative was not used. Asa matter of fact both subj. and 

imperative are future in idea. The Gothic has only one such mode 
whether subjunctive or optative is not clear. In Homer the sub- 

junctive and optative struggle together, the optative gains a firm 

place, especially in the literary style, and then loses it gradually 

till in the modern Greek it does not exist. In the New Testament it 

occurs only sixty-seven times, Luke using it twenty-eight and Paul 

thirty-one times, John, Matthew and James do not have it at all, 

and Mark, and Hebrews one each, Jude twice, Peter using it four 

times. It seems never to have been common in the vernacular and is 

correspondingly scarce in the papyri. The Sanskrit had two mode 

signs for the optative either ya or 7. So the Greek has two mode 
signs for the optative either « or m. The latter is used with non- 
thematic tense stems like 60-c-v, the former with thematic stems 

like Adqr-o-t-pu, AV-ca-t-w. The subjunctive and the optatiye mode 

suffixes are an addition to the tense stem and hence seem to show 

that these modes grew after the origin of tenses. The personal 

endings of the optative are chiefly secondary, though mis primary. 

The mode doubtless was meant to be secondary and the subjunc- 

tiye primary, but in actual usage this is not always true. In the 

Sanskrit the optative is used in all sorts of ways as the subjunc- 

tive is in Latin save that it has no future, but its use to express a 

wish is really future and px in the Greek suggests connection with 
primary ideas as well as secondary. The subjunctive in Latin, 

and often also in Greek, is used after secondary tenses. The Greek, 

moreover, developed a future optative which was used only in in- 

direct discourse after secondary tenses. This tense does not appear 

in the New Testament. The aorist and present optative are the 

tenses always used. The ancient Greek had a perfect optative, 

but in the New Testament we have no perfect. Indeed in all late 
Greek the perfect subj., opt., and imperative are very rare. Cf. 

J. KE. Harry in The Classical Review for 1905-1906. The Attic 
ea. (ete) instead of a in the first aorist is found in the Textus Re- 
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ceptus as roujeavy (Luke 6:11), but in WH and Nestle zoujoater. 

But in Acts 17:27 the critical text has pyrAadjoear. 

(d) The imperative. The imperative is in a way a makeshift and 

seems a development from the indicative and injunctive. Some 
of the forms are just like the indicative as Aéyere and this only the 
context can decide. Cf. Jo. 5:39 and 14:1. The imperative, like 

the indicative, has no mode suffix. In fact the future indicative 
in Greek, as in Hebrew and English, is often used where the im- 

perative could haye been employed as ov dovevoes (Matt. 5:21). 

And for the first person both in Sanskrit and Greek the subjunc- 
tive is used for the hortatory idea. There is no first person im- 

perative form, though in English we say ‘‘Charge we the foe.’’ 

Moreover, in Latin the third person can be used for exhortations 
also, but in Sanskrit and Greek the aorist subjunctive was early 

used with ma@, py in prohibitions, probably before there was an 

aorist imperative. In Sanskrit the imperative is little used outside 
of the present tense. With this late mode the present comes be- 

fore the aorist in time and the aorist imperative is nearly confined 

to positive commands. However in the New Testament we have 

for the third person py xataBaro (Mk. 13:15) and similar aorist 

negative imperatives. Other imperative forms use merely the stem 

like the original vocative (Giles) as torn. Other imperatives again 
use the variable vowel like Aeye, Aa BE, Ate, probably interjectional 

forms if € is part of the root (Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 171). Brug- 
mann considers that the accent of AaBé, eiwé, eA, edpé, ide, is that 

of all imperatives originally when at the beginning of a sentence. 
But in the N. T. WH have ide, AaBe. Some imperative forms are 

possible substantives as Barrurov, Bartura (Acts 22:16). See use 

of oroxeév (Phil. 3:16) and the common xa/pev (James 1:1) like 
papyri. Again other imperative forms use personal endings like 
o7j-6, with which compare the Sanskrit di, or like ro (Sanskrit 
iu, originally tod the ablative of the demonstrative pronoun). The 
plural in voy is like the Sanskrit ntw with v added. But the Doric 

makes the plural yr». But this Attic form is displaced in the later 
«own (New Testament and papyri) by tw-cay (compare aay in plural 

of secondary tense). Thus also c6wv became owoav. It remains 
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to speak of O¢s, &, 80s, cxés which seem kin to the unaugmented 

aorist indicative (injunctive like Av@yre). In the modern Greek 

the first and third persons are expressed by ds (des) and the 
subjunctive much like the English ‘‘let’? and the infini- 
tive. In the New Testament we already see ades éxBarw (Luke 
6:42). In the use of dayo. (Mark 11:14) the optative clearly ap- 
proaches the imperative. There is, of course, no future impera- 
tive, for all imperatives are future in idea. The perfect is some- 
times used in Greek as zefiuwoo (Mark 4:39) as in the earlier San- 

skrit. But it is not used in the modern Greek. In Lu. 12:55 we 
find éorwoav repueLwopevae. Forms like avaBa (Rev. 4:1) merely use 
the stem. “Hrw (éo7w) appears in the New Testament and the 

papyri (possibly Doric) as in 1 Cor. 16:22. Sometimes the imper- 
ative form is used with either number and is practically interjec- 
tional as dye (Jas. 4:13) as in the older Greek. Compare éyéro in 
Greek and: agito in Latin. The periphrastic imperative occurs also 
as in tof etvodv (Matt. 5:25). Cf. yiverGe Erepolvyotvres (2 Cor. 

6:14). Note two persons in Mk. 14:42. 
5. The voices. : 

(a) The active. It is probable, though by no means certain, 

that the active is the original voice. The personal endings of 
the active are evidently kin to the pronouns. Compare pe and 
pev (wes) with the oblique forms of éy#, oc and re with ov, re and ve 

(vor) with the demonstrative tés (6s). In a wonderful way these 

pronominal suffixes express person, number, and voice. The sec- 

ondary endings differ from the primary in being shorter and in 
haying a few special forms like oav and in the fact that v re- 
places » (we). There is in Greek a certain tendency towards abbre- 
viation of these suffixes. So pe continually drops off, ov in full 
form appears only in éo-o¢ and te only in éo-r¢. We have the same 
situation in the English verbal suffixes, retaining them only in the 

second and third person singular. 
(b) The middle. The middle is the only other voice that ap- 

pears in the Sanskrit where every active ending has a correspond- 

ing middle. However, not all verbs have both voices, some having 

only the active, some only the middle, and some tenses using only 
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one voice. In Homer the middle is more common (Monro, Homeric 

Grammar, p. 7) than in any other period of the Greek language. 
In the modern Greek it is well nigh displaced by the passive, and 

the distinctively passive forms (aorist) are used, though the ver- 
nacular uses aorist middle imperative Avoov rather than AvOyr. In 

the New Testament the middle is disappearing before the passive. 
In Latin the passive has wholly supplanted the middle though 
some verbs retain a middle sense. It is supposed by some (Don- 

aldson, New Cratylus, ) that the middle endings are formed by doub- 

ling the suffix for the active. So then pot is from pam, the second 

» having dropped out. This is in entire accord with the idea of the 
middle voice, though it is wholly conjectural. Still it is just as 

possible (Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 152) that the active r/@nue may 

be a weakening of pat to we in tHepar with a corresponding length- 

ening of € to 7 (cf. téeuev in plural). Some middle forms occur, 

however, in the later Greek that are not common in the older Greek 

like jynv (Matt. 25:35). In the modern Greek eipé is always mid- 

dle save in the form ¢ve (evar), etc., which takes the place of éori 

(év7é). The contraction in the second person singular of the in- 

dicative of eva into «is rare in the later Greek. It is usually 7. 
So even with oy (Matt. 27:4), though uncontracted forms like 

ddvvaca (Luke 16:25) occur. So also ayer, rieoar (Luke 17:8). 

But BovAa is found in Luke 22:42. 

(c) The passive. In the Sanskrit, as in the Coptic, there is no 

passive voice. However the Sanskrit shows the beginning of a 

passive formation. In the present tense verbs of the ya class form 
a virtual passive by accenting it as ya’. Such verbs use the middle 

endings and are conjugated in the same way except the accent. 

But in the Greek more progress has been made. Two tenses in the 

Greek have distinctive passive conjugation, the aorist and the 
future. But here again the aorist passive uses the active endings 

and the future passive the middle endings. The Greek passive 

then has no endings of its own. In most tenses it merely borrows 

the entire middle inflection, while in the two tenses above it draws 

on the active and middle both. The so-called second aorist pas- 

sive like é-oraA-y-v is really the second aorist active (root aorist) 
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like €-Byn-v, €-@n-v. And the special suffix #e (47) which the passive 

uses for the first aorist stem is sometimes used as an active form 

(Giles, Comparative Philology, p. 411). The future passive is 
merely the addition of o°/e to 67. But even here some future mid- 

dle forms like déucyoouat are used in a passive sense just as in the 

other middle forms. Clearly then the passive is later in origin 

than both active and middle and is built out of both of them 
though it never did have a complete set of distinctive endings. In 

the Latin the passive early displaced the middle, but in the Greek 
the process was much more slow. In the New Testament the pas- 
sive has greatly increased in use. New passive forms appear like 
éyernOnv (Matt. 6:10) not common in the earlier Greek. So édvnv 

in Luke 8:6, qyyeAnv (Luke 8:20), deraynv (Gal. 3:19). The future 

passive is also common as kouuyPyodpeba (1 Cor. 15:51), and the 

second future passive as d\Aaynoopeba (ibid). For all three voices 

of ywdoxw see 1 Cor. 13:12. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

PRINCIPAL PARTS OF SOME IMPORTANT VERBS. 

The perfectly regular yerbs like Avo, Pro, Poti, etc., call for 
no comment. The rare verbs are not given with fulness. AI] that 

is here attempted is a summary of the most important verbs in the 

New Testament that haye anything specially noteworthy about any 

of the tenses. It will be a handy list for the student. Only the 

forms that occur in the N. T. are given. Few things are more 

essential in Greek than a ready knowledge of the verb. 

"AyyeAAw (comp. av-, a-, bi-, €&-, em-, mpo-er-, KaT-, mpo-KaT-, 7ap-), 

nyyAAov, ayyeAo, nyyera, -7yyeApot, -nyyeAnv. 

"Ayw (comp. dy-, éx-av-, am-, ovv-ar-, bi-, cio-, map-eo-, e&-, em-, KaT-, 

HeT-, Tap-, TEpl-, TpoO-, Tpoo-, Tvv-, émt-cvv-, im-), Hyov, age, 

nyayov and Héa, nxOnv, axOjnoopau. 

Aivew (comp. éz-, map-), -yvovv, -awéeow, -yveoa. 

Aipew (comp. av-, ad-, bi-, e&-, Ka6-, wepi-, mpo-), -eA® and aipnoopat, 

-Aov and cida, npeOny. 

Aipw (comp. dm-, €&-, é-, pet-, ovv-, trep-), dp®, ipa, Hpka, Hppat, 

npOnv, apOynoopar. Imper. dpov and inf. dpat. 

*Axovw (comp. 6t-, €io-, éx-, wap-, mpo-, t7-), HKovov, dxovow and 

akovgopat, nkovoa, axnkoa, HKovITOnv, dxovaOycopat. 

"AdAdoow (comp. am-, b-, KaT-, dzo-Kat-, pet-, Tvv-), GAAa~w, HAAaEa, 

-nAXraypat, -nrrAdynv, dhAayjoopat. 

‘Apaptavw (mpo-), dpaptycw, jpaprov and qyaptyca, ypapryxa. 

“Ava-Baivw (only in comp., dva-, mpoc-ava-, ovv-ava-, dro-, bia-, ék-, 

éu-, KaTa-, peTa-, Tapa-, mpo-, suvp-), -€Bawov, -Bycopa, -€Byy, 

-BeBnxa. Short forms dvaBa, avaBare in imper. 

*Av-ad‘oxw (only in comp., av-, mpoo-av-, xat-ay-). Other forms from 

dvadow, avacdow, AvdAwoa and avdAwoa, avnrwOnv. 
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*Av-otyw (only in comp., dv-, di-av-), dvoifo, dvéwSa, jqvoéa, and 

nvewsa, avewya, avewypevos and Hvewypevos, Qvolynv, avovyncopat, 

aveoxOnv, HvocxOnv, and qvewyxAnv, avorxOyoopa. 

*Amaytaw (only in comp., az-, cvv), -avtyow, -nvTqQCG. 

*Amoxteitvw (only in comp.), dmoxrev@, drerewa, amextavOnv. Pres. 

inf. also azoxrévver Oat. 

*"A7odAye and dzodAAvw (only in comp., az-, ovv-az-), do\eow and 

aTovA@, ardAeca, atokwAds; Midd. adroAdAvpat, aTwAAVpnv, aroA- 

ovpar, arwAopnv. 

"Amtw (av-, xa6-, repi-), Hartounv, Ha, YWapnv, nPOnv. 

*Az-wfew (only comp., dz-, é-), -@ca, -woapny. 

*Apéokw, jpeckov, aperw, npera. 

*Apkew (é7-), ipkeoa, dpxerOyncopa. 

*Apveopar (ar-), apvycopar, -ypvytapnv, npvnwar, -apvnOycopat. 

“‘Apralw (d.-, cuv-), dprdacw, praca, yprayny, ypracOnv, aprayncopan. 

"Apxw (év-, mpo-ev-, mpo-iz-), Hpxov, apSouar, Apeapnv. 

Avfavw (cvv-, trep-), nvgavov, aiéyow, nvEqou, nreyOnv. 

*"Ad-ixveopar (only comp., ap-, d-, &b-), afixounv. 

Baivw, see avaBaive. 

BadAw (dudu-, dva-, dvti-, dzro-, dia-, éx-, éu-, Tap-eu-, émi-, KaTa-, peTa-, 

TAapa-, TEpl-, Tp0-, Tuu-, Urep-, tro-), Bar, eBarov and once 

eBara, -eBarduny, BéBAnxa, -BeBrAnKeav, BEeBAnwar, €BeBAnpny, 

eBrANInv, BAnOyoopac. 

Barrilw, éBérrilov, €Barrilounv, Burtiow, éBartioa, (-capnv), BeBar- 

tigpa, €BarticOnv, Barris bycopac. 

Bidw, éBiwoa, 

Brdrrw, Brapw, EBrawa. 

BAérw (dva-, dmo-, du-, eu-, émi-, mepi-, mpo-), EBXrerov, PrEcpo, 

eBreha. 

BovAopar, €Bovrdpunv, éBovdyPnv. Note Botrle (Lu. 22:42). 

Tapéw, éydpovv, éynua and éyapyoa, yeyapnxa, éyapyOyv. Tapicxw only 

in present. 
TeAdw (xata-), -eyéAwv, yeAdou. 

Tivoyar (dzro-, Sua-, émt-, wapa-, ovp-rapa-, mpo-), yevyoopa, eyevdouny, 

and éyevyOnv, yeyova, eyeyovev, yeyevnpa. Never ylyvoya as 

in Attic. 
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Twaoxw (dva-, du-, ét-, Katu-, mpo-), éyivwoKov, yveooopua, €yvor, 

éyvoxa, eyvoxe, eyvwopar, eyvocOnv, yvoo@Ojoopat. Subj. yd 

and yvot, imper. yw@&, inf. yv@var, part. yvovs. Never yy- 

VOCKW, 

Tpdadw (dzo-, éy-, émt-, Kata-, mpo-), éypadorv, ypdw, éypaya, yeypada, 

7€ypappat, -eyeypaupny, eypadyy. 
Acixvuyse and dexviw (ava-, aro-, év-, ém-, tro-), delEw, edeka, edecy- 

Onv. 

Acouat (rpoo-), ededunv, -edenOyv. In Lu. 8:38 W H. read ééeiro, 

Impersonal de and éet. 

Adpw, eepa, dapyoopa. 

Adyopuat (dva-, azo-, du-, eio-, éx-, d-ex-, ev-, éi-, Tapa-, tpoo-, bro-), 

edexounv, edeLapny, Sedeypar, -edex Any. 

Aéw (xata-, wept-, cvv-, t70-), dyow, ednou, -ednoapny, dedexa, dédepan, 

-ededeunv, edcOny. 

Auxovéew (only thus), dinxdvovy, duaxovyow, dunxovnca, dunxovn ny. 

Avdacxw, edidackov, didafw, edidaka, &d:dax4nv. 

Avéwue and occasionally éd0w (dva-, dao-, avt-arre-, dua-, ék-, émt-, 

peTa-, 7apa-, 7po-), edi/douv, dwow, édoxa and sometimes edwoa, 

dddwxa, dedwxew and edcdurxev, dedouar, ed0Onv, So0Ojcopa. 2 

aorist ind. plural edexapev, subj. 86, d07, and dey, opt. dey 

in Eph. 1:17 (WH text) instead of dof. Imperf. ind. 

midd. occasionally édééero and 2 aor. ind. midd. sometimes 

e0eTO. 

Aujdo, dupjow, edifnoa. In Jo. 7:37 duba. 

Awixw (ék-, kata-), dint, ediwka, ded(wypor, diwxPyoopat. 

Aoxéw (ei-, ovv-ev-), ed0Kour, edoka, evookynoa, nvdoKynca.. 

Avvapa, edvvaynv and qdvvapny, dvvjcopat, AdvvyOqv and qdvvayny. 

Both dvvaca and dry. 
Avw and dtvw (ék-, da-ex-, in midd., ék, éx-ev-, wup-euw-, émi-), Edw 

and évoa (-edvodunv), -eOvnv. 

"Edw (mpoo-), eiwy, éaow, elaca. 

"Eyyilw (mpoo-), nyylov, eyyicw, nyywa, nyytKa. 

"Eyeipw (de-, e&-, ex-, ow-), eyepd, iyepa, eyipyeppat, nyep9yy, eyephy- 
copa. 

Eidov, see dpau. 
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Eiéw is obsolete in present, but perfect is common. Ova (in both 

numbers, tcacw once in Acts 26:4 and tove), subj. «ido, opt. 

absent, imper. tore (Jas. 1:19), inf. edévar, part. eidus. 

"E6w is obsolete, but elw6a and eidbev occur. 

Eikw (t7o-), «fa. 

"Eoa is from obsolete present eikw. 

Hipi (am-, év-, map-, ovp-rap-, owv-), 7v and juny, écona. “Eorw and 

HT. 

Ej (only comp., az-, «o-, €-, ér-, cwv-), -yev. Present always in 

future sense. 
*Ezw obsolete present. Eizoy (dvt-, am-, mpo-) and etra, ép@, eipyxa, 

elpyKev, elpnpar, eppeOnv and éppyxFyv (Attic). Both eipyxaow 

and élpyxav, cixov and cizé, eirwv and eizas, elves and etzas, 

but only cizarw, erate, ciratwsay. 

*Ex-tetyw (only comp., éx-, éx-ex-, tmep-ex-), -€revov, -Tevd, 
, 

-€rewva. 

*Ex-tpérw (only comp., ék-, év-, ézt-), -etperounv, -érpepa, -etparny, 

iTpamnoopa. 

*Ek-xéw and ék-xwv(v)w (only comp., ék-, émt-, cvy-, trep-ex-), -€xuvvov, 

-xe, -€xea, -Kexupar, -exvOnv, xvOjooua. Uncontracted forms 
exxeere and e&éyeev. 

*Edavvw (ar-, ovv-), jAavvopnv, -yAaca, édAyAaxa. 

*EXéyxw (é&-, dua-kat-), -yreyxouny, éhéyEw, preyEa (-dunv). 

*EArilw (az-, tpo-), 7AmiLov, Ami, HALA, HATA. 

*Ev-réAXopar (only comp. and midd.), -reAodpuar, -ereAdpny, -Térad- 

peat. 

"Epyalouat (kat-, wept-, mpoo-), «ipyatouny (some MSS) and npya- 

Copnv (so W FH), jpyacauny, elpyacpa (passive). 

"Epxopue (av-, é-av-, am-, di-, eio-, ém-euo-, wap-eo-, ovy-eo-, e&-, du-€€-, 

€m-, KGT-, Tap-, aVT-Tap-, Tepl-, ™po-, Tpoo-, Tvv-), NpxXopny, 

€Aevoopuat, 7APov and 7AGa, eAndrvOa. 

*Epwraw (d-, éz-), Apotwv and npwtovv, epwrncw, Apwtyca. 

‘EoOiw and éc6w (xat-, cvv-), noOov, payoua, epayov. 

Kiayyeatlw (mpo-), etnyyeAclouny, einyyeAua (-cdpny), ednyyéeAvopac, 

einyyeAtoOnv. 

Evdoxew, See doxéw, 
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Etxaipéw, edxacpovy (also nix-), edkalpyoa. 

EtAoyéw goes regularly with ed (not 7) in most MSS. 

Etpicxw (dv-), etpusxov and nip-, ebpyow, ebpov (evpapev, etc.), and 

etipyoa (Some MSS. ), evtpnxa, ebpeOnv, eipeOyoopat. 

Etxouae (zpoo-), nixopny, ev&dpnv. 

"Exw (dv-, mpoo-av-, avT-, dm-, év-, €7-, KaT-, eT-, Tap-, TeEpl-, TpO-, 

Tpoo-, Guv-, v7rEp-, Sey cixov (elxapev, etc.), Ew, e€oyxor, 

éoxnxa. Elyooay as well as exav and elxov. 

Zaw ( ava-, av-), eCwv, Cyow (-joopac), elnou. Ind. cys, inf. Cnv. 

Zovvyu and Covviw (ava-, du-, mept-, iro-), eladvvvov, Cdcw, eCwodpny, 

-Coo pa. 

“Hw (av-), pov, 7&w, Héa, 7Ka (Some MSS. in Mk. 8:3). Some MSS. 
nkaow instead of 7jKovew. 

®artw (avv-), Gaya, eradny. 

@Oavpalw (ek-), CGavpalov, Oavpacw, Cavpaca, eOuvpacOnv, Oavpacby- 

comat. 

@erw (not eGerAw), HOerov, OeAjoTw, 7OEAnoa. 
/ ” 

Oryyavo, €bryov. 

@OXA(Bw (daro-, ovv-), EOABov, TeAypar. 

@vnoKw (dro-, cvv-arro-), -Gavotpar, -avov, tévynka. Both reOvavac 

and reOvyxevar, but only rebyykods. 

‘TAdoxopat, tAaoGyre (Lu. 18:18). 

“lorn, tordvo, iotdw, (dv-, ér-av-, é@&-av-, ap-, Oi-, ev-, @&-, éz- 

(érlotapor), ép-, Kat-ep-, ovv-ep-, Kab-, dvti-KaG-, dzo-Kab-, 

peO-, mup-, wepl-, Tpo-, ovv-), oTHTWw (-yoopaL), EoTHV, EoTHCA, 

eoryxa. (intr.) and €oraxa (tr.), ei(ujoryKev, éotdOnv, oraby- 

copa. Both éores and éornkds, but always éordvac. 

Kafaipw (du-, éx-), -exabapa, Kexabappa. 

Kafupilw (du-), kaBapid, éxabapica, Kexabdpispar, exabapicOnv, éxabe- 

pio6y (Matt. 8:3). 
KdOnpa (ovy-), xabeCopar (rapa-), kabilw (dva-, ém-, mapa-, wept-, Tvy-); 

exabjpnv, Kabyoopa. Kadbov (xabyoo); exabelopny, xabiow (‘oo- 
> , > / / por), exdfica, exabiodpyny, KexdOuka. ° 

Kaiw (€k-, kata-), Katow, -exavoa, KeKavpa, -exdnv, -eavOnv, -Kay- 

gopar, KavOyooua. In 1 Cor. 13:3 some MSS. have xav6q- 

OWA, 
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Karéw (dyti-, év-, eio- (-par), émi-, peta-, mapa-, ovv-1a9a-, Tpo-, Tpoc-, 

avy-), ekadAdovv, kadeow, exadeoa, KeKAnKA, KEKANWaL, EKANOnV, KAy- 

Onjcopa.. 

Kap, exapov, Kexpnka. 

Kepavvyps (ovy-) and kepavvio, éxépaca, Kexepacpar. 

Kepdaivw, Kepdyow, éxepdynou (kepdavw some MSS. in 1 Cor. 9:21), 

KeponOycopar. 

Krai, ékAavov, KAavow, exravoa. 

Krdw (éx-, katu-), ékdaca, exraoOnv. 

Knreiw (amo-, ék-, xata-, ovy-), KAeiow, &AEoa, KeKAELT AL, exA€etaOnv. 

Kiva (ava-, €k-, Kata-, mpoo-), KAW, ekAwa, KeKAuKa, EKACOnY. 

Kopifw (éx-, ovy-), Kopicopar and kopuodpar, exoprcapny. 

Komtw (dva-, ék-, év-, Kata-, mpo-, mpoo-), ékomTov, KoWopa, -ékoa, 

exowapnv. 

Kpdlw (ava-), epaor, Kpa&w, expaga and éxékpaga, kexpaya. Some 

MSS. kexpafopar. 

K pepapat (ék-), kpewavviw, kpeualw, and xpeudw, &&-expeuero (LLu.19:48), 

expeuaca, expeuacOnv. 

Kpivw (dva-, aro-, dvt-arro-, dia-, év-, émi-, kata-, ovv-,tmo-, ovv-v7o-), 

expivopnv, Kpiv@, €xkplwa, KékpiKa, KeKpikewy, KEeKpysar, expiOny, 

KpiOnoomat. 

Kpvmrw (dro-, év-, wepi-), expupa, Kexpuppar, expvByv. 

KvAiw (dva-, do-, rpoo-), kvdAlow, -eKvALoa, -KEKVALo LAL. 

Aayxavw, €Xaxov. 

AapBavw (dva-, dvti-, ovv-avti-, dmo-, ém-, KaTa-, peTa-, Tapa-, ovr 

Tapa-, 7p0-, Tpoo-, Tuvv-, Tuv-Tepl-, to), eAduPBavov, Ajpyouat, 

€\aBov (eAdBate 1 Jo. 2:27), eAaBounv. AaBe, not AaPe. 

KiAndes in Rev. 11:17. 
, 2 > »” 2 ie S 

AavOavw (éx-, éi-), EXaBov, eAabouny, -AAAnopau. 

Aéyw (dvti-, ét-, Kata-, mapa-, mpo-) to say, only pres. and imperf. 

in N. T. Some MSS. éeyay in Jo. 11:56. Cf. efor. 

Aéyw to collect (only comp. dia-, é-, svA-), -eAeyounv, -AéEw, -ereta 

(-dpnv), -AAcypat, -eXEXOnv. 

Aeitw (drro-, dua-, éx-, émt-, KaTa-, €v-Kata-, Tepi-, i7o-), Eevrrov, -eiw, 

€Xurov, -heAetppar, - Ae POnv. 

MavOavw (kata-), euabov, wenabyxa., 
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Maw, only éAee impersonal. "Emt-pédAowar and ézi-percopat, -wedy: 

coma, -euediOnv. Mera-perXomar, -eneAounv, -ewednOnv, -meAcOn- 

comat. 

Maw, éued\rAov and jueddAov, peAARTH. 

Mévw (ava-, dua-, €v-, émt-, KaTa-, Tapa-, ovV-Tapa-, TeEpt-, Tpoc-, b7o-), 

HEVO, ELELVA, -LELEVNKA, [LELEVIKELY. 

Miyvype and ployw (cvv-ava-), ewiéa, pepeypar. 

Miuvyoxw (ava-, ér-uva-, iro-), pvyow, pepvynpar, epvycOnv, pvnoOn- 

copat. 

Oixodouew (ay-, ér-, cvv-), wKoddpovv, oikodounotw, wKoddunoa (also 

oikod-), WKoddpnuat, GKodounpny, eKodopnOyv, oikodopnOycopat. 

‘Opaw (ad-, Kab-, mpo-), édpwv (some MSS. in Jo. 6:2), -wpdauyp 

(-opdpnv), CYoua, opapny (Lu. 15:28), édpaxa and édpaxa, 

Ewpaxev, OPOnv, dPOyjoopa. Hidoy (eida, eidayev) is from ob- 

solete stem wd (Latin video). Subj. (8, imper. (8 (not i8€), 
inf, idetv, part. iddv. 

Ilailw (év-), -éralov, waiEw, -éraka, -eralyOnv, -ratxOjoopa. 

Ilaocyw (apo-, cvp-), erabov, rerovba. 

Ilavw is regular save dvaranoopat. 

Ile(6w (dva-), érefov, reiow, éraca, réroda, éereroiOav, rérecpat, 

ereiaOnv, tacOnoopat. 

Ilevaw, rewaow, éreivaca. Inf. rewar. 

Hepi-reuvw (only comp. ), -érewov, -réruquat, -erunOnv. 

Iljyvups (apoo-), éexnéa. 

Hualw and melw (iro-), eriaca, werlecpar, eriacOnv. 

IiurAnpe (eu-) and ep-miprAdw, éxAnoa, erAjoOnv. 

IIiuarpyys and miprpaw (ép-), -erpynoa. 

Ilivw (xata-, ovv-), éxwov, iopat, éxiov, wéxwxa. Both zetv (MSS. 

even wiv) and meeiv, but only wie. Cf. aieou. 

Ilirpackw, érizpackov, wémpaxa, rérpayar, erpabnv. 

IIirrw (dva-, avti-, dmo-, ex-, év-, ém-, KaTa-, Tapa-, TEpl-, TpOT-, TYp-), 

éximtov, Tecovpor, execov and éxeoa, wéemtoxa. Cl. wértwxes 

(Rev. 2:5) and wérrwoxay (Rey. 18:3). 

lIAew (dzro-, dua-, ex-, Kata-, wapa-, t7o-), -émAeov, -€revoa., 

TAjoow (ek-, émt-), -exdyooopny, -erAngéa, erAnyny (-erddynv). 

Ilvéw (ex-, év-, izro-), Exvevoa. 
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Tlviyw (dao-, ém-, cup-), Exveyov, exvga, -erviyny. 

Ilpdcow, rpagw, érpata, wéerpaxa, wéempaypyat. 

IlwOdvopar, érvvOavopnny, érvdounv. 

‘Pavrilw, épdévtruca (some MSS. éppavt-) pepavtusyac (some MSS. 

Epp). 
‘Pew (zapa-), pevow, -eppiny. 

‘Pirrw (dmro-, ém-) and furréw, épupa (and épp-), eppyspor (and ép-). 

SBevryu and cBevio, cBevvypa, oBeow, Er Beca, oBecOyoopar. 

Synpalvw, eojnpawov, éonpava. 

Smaw (dva-, dzo-, du-, émi-, mepi-), -eoTwpny, OTdow, eoracduny, 

-eoraoOnv. 

Sweipw (dua-, émi-), €orreipa, eomappur, éorapyy. 

Sre\dAw (amo-, é&-aro-, ovv-aro-, du-, ém-, Kata-, Gvv- OY Gv-, vro-), 

-coTEAXOM NV, TTEAO, -EoTELAG (-duny), -EoTAaAKa, -EoTaApaL, -ETTAA- 

nv. Cf. dweoradxay in Acts 16:56. 

Sryxw (cf. mod. Gk. orew) pres. from éorynKa (ci. ypyyopew from 

éypyyopa), imperf. éornxov in Jo. 8:44 and Rey. 12:4 acc. to 

Were 

Srypilw (eém-), ornpisw and ornpicw in some MSS. (cf. oryp@ in 

LXX), éorypiga and eorypica, eoryprypar, éoryplyxOnv. 

Stpcpw (dva-, azo-, du-, ék-, €mi-, KaTu-, peTu-, Tvv- OF Gv-, b7o-), 

-oTpdw, eotpepa, -eoTpappor, eotpadyy. 

Stpwvvivw and otpavvyp (Kata-, bro-), é€otpwvvvoy, EoTpwoa, EoTpwpat, 

eotpwobny. 

Su-Levyvymt (only comp.), cvve€evéa. 

Suy-teuvw (only comp.), ovvretunuevos In some MSS. (Rom. 

weZRe)))s 

Salw (kata-), cfatw, eopasa, Erpaypar, eopayny. 

Salo (dia-, ex-), eowlouny, cHow, Ecwoa, TEeTwKu, Téowopat, ETwOyy, 

owlnoopa. 

Tdoow (dva-, ayti-, dzo-, du-, ém-dua-, é7i-, mpo-, mpoo-, auv-, t7o-), 

raga (-dynv), TeTaxa, TéeTaypar, -eTayny, -eTAXOyv. 

TedXew (dzro-, dua-, ex-, émi-, ovv-), TeAeow, éreAeoa, TeTEAEKU, TeTEAETpAL, 

ereAcoOnv, TeAcoOnoopar. 

Tiktw, trefopo, érexov, éTexOnv. 

Tpépw (ava-, éex-, év-), EOpedu, -bpefauny, TeOpappa, -etpadyy. 
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Tpexw (€lo-, Kata-, 7epl-, mpo-, Tpoo-, ovv-, émt-ovv-, bo-), Etpexov, 

eOpapoy. 

Tuyxavw (€v-, vrep-ev-, €mt-, mapa-, ovv-), €tvxov, Térvxa anil rérevxa 

(or even tervyynxa in MSS. in Heb.8:6). 

Tuzrw has only present stem in N. T. See zatacow and wAjyvee. 

Paivw (ava-), Pavovpar, -epava, ehavynv, havycomat. 

Pepw (dva-, dro-, du-, eio-, ék-, émt-, KaTa-, wapa-, TEpl-, ™po-, TpoT-, 

guv-, b7ro-), Epepov (-dunv), oiow, -yveyKov and jveyka, HvEXOnv. 

Pevyw (aro-, dua-, €k-, Kata-), PevEouar, -repevya, epvyov. 

Didvw (rpo-), pOaca, EpOaxa. 

DUeipw (dua-, xata-), Pbepd, EPOepa, -ePbappar, epOapyny, Pbapycopa.. 

PoBeopar (ex-), EpoBorvpnv, ePoByOnv, poBnOyncopac. 

Ppdcow, éEppasa, eppayyv, dpaynoopar. 

Piw (€x-, gvp-), Epryy. 

Xaipw (cvv-), €xaipov, €xapynv, xapyoopac (some MSS. yap in Rey. 

HET. O)s 

XapiCopat, xapicopar, eyapurapnv, Kexapiopar, exapioOnv, xaprrIjoopac. 

Xpdopat (Kata-), €xpwunv, éxpytdpny, Kexpypar. 

Xpy (impersonal) only once, Jas. 3:10. 

Vixywo, pryyjoopar. 

‘Oveopar, dvncapny, Not éxpidpyy. 

For ‘“‘ApDITION TO THE LIST OF VERBS” 

SEE PAGE 241. 



CHAPTER IX. 

THE FORMATION OF WORDS IN THE NEW TESTAMENT. 

1. The history of Greek words. The usage of the New Testament 

is in harmony with the history of the language. Each word has 

its own history as truly as each individual man. Take oxavdador, 
for instance. It occurs first in the Septuagint, a noose, a snare, 

as in Ps. 69:23. It was the trapstick, the trap, then any impedi- 
ment, then a stumbling block, then any person who is an occasion 

of stumbling as in Joshua 23:13. So Peter became a stumbling 
block to Jesus (cxavdarov « éuodv, Matt. 16:23). Christ crucified 

became a cxavdadnfpov, trap-stick. The root cxavé is seen in the 

Sanskrit ska’nda@mi, to dart, to leap, and in the Latin scando, de- 

scendo. This is a very simple illustration and is chosen for that 

reason. One does not fully know a Greek word till he knows its 
history. The resultant meaning of a word in any given instance 
will be determined by the etymology, the development, and the 
immediate context. These three things are to be carefully noted 
before a final conclusion can be safely reached. Roots are either 
primitive or denominative. Wherever possible, find the root of a 
Greek word. This is a fascinating subject that can here be merely 
sketched. See Curtius, Greek Etymology (1886). 

2. The kinship of Greek words with each other. There are smaller 
families of Greek words which are all kin to the common stock 
and to each other. Acckvyys is a good illustration in point. The 
root is du and so appears in d-y. The Sanskrit dic-d-mi means to 
show, to point out, and dica is judgment whether of men or gods. 

The root is strengthened in the Greek verb, and deékvyps is to 

show, to point out. Ack is the way pointed out, right or justice. 
Aixny is the adverbial accusative and means ‘‘after the way of’’ or 
like. Acié&s is a showing, Setyya something pointed out, while 
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dékavos is aman who seeks to go the right way, a righteous man. 

Auaidw is to make righteous and then usually to show or declare 
righteous, while duatwors is the act of declaring righteous. Accatopa 

is what has been declared righteous whether deed or law, while 

duavoovvy is the quality of being righteous whether actual right- 

eousness or attributed righteousness. Atxaéws is a righteous method 
or manner, while dixawrys or dicactys is one who decides right- 

eously. Atxaoryjpiov, finally, is the place where things or persons 

are shown to be righteous. Each of these many words from one 

common root occurs in the New Testament save one (duxawrys). 

The difference in meaning lies here not so much in the changes 
due to the lapse of time and new connections, for this word has 

shown itself to be very persistent in its root idea. The change in 

idea is here due chiefly to the difference in the suffixes. One 
cannot thus rightly comprehend the significance of New Testament 

words till he understands the import of the Greek suffixes and pre- 
fixes. The ideas of action, agent, result, instrument, quality, 

place, person, etc., are differentiated in substantives (and adjectives 

to some extent) in this manner. Avzpov, for instance, in Matt. 

20:28 is Av-w plus -rpov which means the instrument. The offered 
life of Jesus is the means of loosing us from the penalty of our sins. 

So azo-Av-tpw-o1s (Rom. 3:24) is the act of loosing us from the pen- 
alty of sin by means of the death of Christ and consequent recon- 
ciliation. We are restored to the favor of God. Here again a great 

theme can be only outlined. See the Greek grammars for the sig- 
nificance of the prefixes and suffixes. 

8. The contrasts in Greek words. Different words are used to ex- 
press varying shades of the same general idea. With décxaros, for 

instance, it is profitable to compare xadds, ayabds, ayos, Govos, kaBapds, 

where goodness is looked upon not so much as right, but as beau- 

tiful, admirable, consecrated, undefiled, purified. Compare veos 
and xawds, the one young and not yet old, the other recent and not 

ancient. So répas is a wonder or portent, onpetoy a sign or proof, 

dvvayus a power or mighty work. Clear perception of such dis- 

tinctions is essential to correct exegesis of the New Testament. We 
see Jesus himself insisting on the use of dya6ds for the idea of abso- 
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lute goodness when he said: Ovdets ayabds ci pa eis 6 Heds (Mark 

10:18). Both dyads and dikaos occur together in Luke 25:50. In 

Luke 8:15 xapdia dya6i) kai kadky approaches Socrates’ frequent use of 
these two adjectives together. Compare our ‘‘the beautiful and 

the good.”? See Trench, Synonyms of the New Testament (1890); 
Heine, Synonomik des Neutestamentlichen Griechisch (1898). 

4. Compound words. The Greek is not equal to the German in 
the facility with which it forms compound words, but it is a good 
second. A few striking examples can here be given and special 
attention called to the subject. No part of the compound word is 
meaningless. “AAAotpr-erioxoros (1 Peter 4:15) is a good example, 
for we have oxomos, em, addAotpios, each with its own history, and 

each contributing to the resultant idea of one who takes the super- 
vision of other men’s matters which in no wise concern him. 
Another good illustration is aito-xara-xpitos (Titus 3:11). See also 

mpocwro-Aypatys (Acts 10:34), durAods (1 Tim. 5:17), d6f6arpodovrA“a 

(Eph. 6:6), Aoyouaxia (1 Tim. 6:4) which does not occur in the 

older Greek, povdpbadrpos (Mark 9:47). The New Testament uses 

compound words in harmony with the principles of the ancient 

Greek, though sometimes the meaning is not perfectly clear as in 

the case of €eAopyoxia (Col. 2:25). Paul is fond of piling up 
words together to express his emotion as tzepexrepicood (Eph. 

3:20). 
5. Light from other tongues. A number of roots belong to the 

common Indo-germanic stock. Others are found in one or another 

of the kindred languages. Take Jeckvyys again. Besides the San- 

skrit dic-d-mi the Latin has dic-o, in-dic-o, judex. The Gothic has 
the root in the form teiho a messenger, the German has zeigen to 

show, the English uses indicate, indict, contradict, judge, ete. 

Take oxérropa. The Sanskrit root is spac look, spacas a spy. The 

Zend has cpac look at, spy. In Latin we have specio, con-spicio, 

spec-ulum, spec-to. In the Greek root metathesis has taken place 
and ozex has become oxer. Hence oxérropa is to spy out, oxory 

is a watching, oxomd is a watchtower, oxomds is a spy and then aim 

or goal, okey is owl. In Phil. 3:14 Paul says xara cxomdv dike. 

See Curtius, Greek Etymology (1886). 
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6. New Testament developments. There are no ‘‘Biblical’’ suffixes 
or terminations. The new words in the New Testament are formed 
in harmony with the Greek idiom = Svyxowwvds (Rom. 11:17), for 

instance, is after the analogy of owvrpodos. “Hpwdiavds (Matt. 22:16) 

and xpurravds (Acts 11:26) are Latin formations like Romanus, 
Africanus. The proper names in the New Testament are like those 
in current vernacular use at the time often in abbreviated form as 
*"ArodAds and also "AwodAAdnos. ‘Ayvaopos is similar in formation to 

mepacpos. There is an increasing number of verbs in -éo and -(fw 

like Barri{w, pavriGw. Compound words are always to be noticed 

carefully and each element in the composition given due signifi- 

cance, as, for example, avturapnAOey in Luke 10:31. The priest 

went along on the opposite side of the road. A number of words 

once held to be Biblical or peculiar to the Septuagint are now 

known to be common in the vernacular xowy as shown by the 
papyri as, for instance, yoyyvfw, azpeoBuvrepos in the official sense. 

On the whole there is little of a special nature in the formation of 

New Testament words, but much can be learned from the use of 

comparative philological principles. The most astonishing thing 
about the New Testament words is not the number of new forma- 

tions, but the scarcity of such words. There are, we now know, 
only about ‘450 new formations among the round 5,000 words of 
the New Testament’’ (Deissmann, Philology of the Greek Bible), yast 
one per cent. And this “‘fifty’? may become ‘‘ten’’ before we are 
done with the papyri. This volume of Deissmann’s is the best 
single handbook of the new knowledge from the papyri and the 
Septuagint. 







CHAPTER X. 

THE SENTENCE. 

The Sentence itself calls for some comment. In a larger treatise 
much more space would be needed. But here a few words must 

suffice. 
1. The sentence is the expression of an idea and is complex. 

The subject and predicate are essential to the complete expression 

of a sentence, which may be very brief. Indeed one word may 

have both as dréya (Mk. 14:41). Indeed the sentence does not 

absolutely require the expression of either subject or predicate. 
Both may be suggested or implied as in the case of ody/ (Lu. 1:60), 
vat, xvpte (Jo. 11:27). 

2. The subject may be itself the center of a group of words 
(substantives, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, ete.). Cf. Rom. 
7:10 9 evrorAy 7 eis Cony. 

3. The predicate may also be the center of a group of words as 
towvtovs Cyte Tos mpookvvoivtas aitov (Jo. 4:23). Subject and 

predicate are thus the two foci of the sentence. 
4. The predicate is either a verb or a substantive, adjective, 

ete., with a copula (eiu/, xaAotua, etc.) expressed or implied. 
Thus 6 dypés éorw 6 xécpos (Matt. 13:38). Cf. Jo. 4:11; Rom. 

a7: 

5. Apposition is found both with the subject as dvip rpopyrys 

(Lu. 24:19) or the predicate as dv zpodero 6 Beds ikaorypiov (Rom. 

3:25). Asarule the verb agrees with the subject in person. The 
first person prevails when two or more are used as éy& kal 6 waryp 
& éopev (Jo. 10:30). 

6. The subject and the predicate agree in number except that 
construction according to sense often prevails over mere grammat- 

ical number as 6 6xAos éorpwoay (Matt. 21:8). The neuter plural 
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may take a singular (Lu. 4:41) or a plural verb (ibid.). Paul 

sometimes uses the literary plural as in 2 Cor, 10:13. 

7. Substantives and adjectives as a rule agree in gender. Some 

adjectives have no distinctive feminine form as éxeu Conv aienov (Jo. 
6:47). Often gender is according to sense as €6v7; éoxoticpevor (Eph. 

4:17 f.). Words vary in gender also. The whole question of 

grammatical gender is unsatisfactory to us moderns. 
8. Adjectives, participles, and substantives in apposition agree 

usually in case. But anacoluthon is common in all Greek in this 
matter, especially colloquial Greek or impassioned argument. 

Note xa@apilov in Mk. 7:19; apeoBurepous, exreEapevovs, ypaavres 

(Acts 15:22 f.). The book of Revelation is full of such anacolu- 
tha with participles or words in apposition. Sometimes as in 
azo 6 ov (Rey. 1:4) it is intentional anacoluthon., 

9. Sentences are either simple or compound. Compound sen- 

tences are either paratactic or hypotactic (co-ordinate or subordi- 

nate). Co-ordinate sentences may have connectives as is usual (kaé, 

dé, etc.) or not (asyndeton as 1 Cor. 13:7). Even subordinate 
sentences may have asyndeton of the conjunction as @éAas etrwper 
(Lu. 9:54). 

10. Syntax deals with the relations of words with each other, 
of clauses with each other, with sentences, and with paragraphs. 
We take up words first. 



CHAPTER XI. 

SUBSTANTIVE, ADJECTIVE, ADVERB. 

1. The parts of speech are connected with each other more or 
less. _ It is simply mechanical to think of anything else. Adverbs 
bulk largely in furnishing various parts of speech in the develop- 
ment of language, such as prepositions, conjunctions, particles, 

ete. The higher organization of speech calls for fine distinctions 
which are made possible by new uses of adverbs. Adverbs them- 
selyes haye various origins as verb, substantive, adjective, pro- 
nouns. As a rule the adverb is the fixed case-form like xdpw 

(freely), which also is used as preposition with genitive. In itself 

it is merely the accusative of xdpus. But cf. duoroyoupevws and 

even vovvexas. 

2. The elements of speech are probably verb, noun, and pro- 
noun. It is not clear which is the earliest, verb or noun. Perhaps 
now one, now the other arose first. In truth there is little real 

distinction between a verb root and a noun. Compare the modern 

English use of the word ‘‘work.’’ The pronoun is itself of inde- 
pendent origin and has been remarkably persistent in the Indo- 
germanic languages. Compare ‘‘me,’’ for instance, in the various 
tongues. This shows the personal and social side of speech. Book 
language is an afterthought. 

3. The adjective is merely a variation of the substantive, both 
of which are nouns (dvépata). No separate treatment is given 
to the Sanskrit adjective in Whitney’s Sanskrit Grammar. 
Most of the Sanskrit adjectives have only one or two endings 
though some have all three genders. Some substantives came to 
be employed in a descriptive sense like brother man, ddeA¢os dvOpw- 
mos. Out of this descriptive usage the adjective (émi@erov) grew. 
The adjective is then strictly an evolution from the substantive and 
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is often itself used substantively as 76 dyabov (Rom. 12:9). The sub- 

stantive itself continues also to be employed in a descriptive sense. 

Therefore no hard and fast line of distinction can be drawn be- 

tween substantive and adjective. They are inflected alike and 
often are used alike, though for practical purposes a line of cleav- 

age can be noted. Observe év r “Iopdavy rotapd (Matt. 3:6). See 

chapter on Declension of Adjectives for further remarks on this 
line. 

4. The adjective is more developed in Homer than in the San- 
skrit and the Greek has its own genius in the use of the adjective. 
It uses the adjective where other languages might not. So devre- 
patio. 7APopev (Acts 28:13). A distinction is to be ebseryed between 

mpatos (Rom. 10:19) and zpérov (Jo. 1:41). Cf aparos in Jo. 

20:4,8. So also pévos (Lu. 24:18) is different from the adverb 

povov (2 Tim. 4:8). Cf. English ‘‘feel bad’’ and ‘‘feel badly.”’ 

5. The adjective is either predicate or attributive. Take dapa- 
Barov (Heb. 7:24) as an example of the predicate adjective and 

aiwvuov (Jo. 6:47) as an example of the attributive adjective. 

6. The adjective is rarely used in the superlative form in the 
N. T. and even then it is usually elative in the sense of ‘‘very’’ 
as péeyora (2 Pet. 1:4). A few examples of the true superlative 
survive as dxpiBeorarny (Acts 26:5). The comparative is often, as 
in modern Greek, used like the superlative. So pe{wv in 1 Cor. 

tees 

7. The adjective is used frequently as an adverb. So zodAv, 76 

mpatov (Jo. 12:16), ro Aowdy, etc. This is probably the earliest 

and simplest adverb. 
8. Adjectives are frequently used without substantives as zvev- 

paticois mrvevpatiud (1 Cor. 2:15), tH émvovon (Acts 16:11). Some- 

times only the context can decide what is the gender of the adjec- 

tive. So do rod zovnpod (Matt. 6:13). 

9. Adjectives may be used with the infinitive as txavés Baordoou 

(Matt. 3:11), with ta as dpxerov iva yevyru (Matt. 10:25), with the 

associative-instrumental as dpows advOpd7w (Matt. 20:1), with the 

accusative as dpo.ov viov avOpwmov (Rey. 14:14), with the ablative as 

peilwy TOU TAT pos (Jo. 8:53), with the dative as ra dperra. avTo (Jo. 
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8:29), evoxos tH Kpioe (Matt. 5:21), with the genitive as zArjpys 

xapiros (Jo. 1:14), ete. 

10. Adverbs are either the neuter accusative of an adjective like 

mov, KdANov, partota; the accusative of a substantive like xapu; 
the article with an adjectiye as 76 zp@rov, or with a substantive as 

tiv apxyv (Jo. 8:25) as an adverbial phrase; or the ablative case 
of an adjective like cxadés or pronoun as ovrws; or some other case 
of noun or pronoun as zavry (instrumental), éxe? (locative), ete. 

Cf. wofas in Lu. 5:19, and éxedvys in Lu. 19:4 as examples of the 
genitive. Space does not permit a full list of adverbs in the N. T. 
Cf. 70 xa6’ qyepav (Lu. 19:47) and rotivayriov (Gal. 2:7). 

11. For the use of adverbs as prepositions see chapter on Prep- 
ositions. The so-called ‘‘improper’’ prepositions like éw are ad- 

verbs as indeed all prepositions are as zepi, for instance. 
12. Adverbs may be used with the article and thus as the 

equivalent of substantive (€ws rod viv, Matt. 24:21), or adjective 

(€v To viv kaipo, Rom. 3:26). 

13. Many prepositional phrases have an adverbial sense like 

dro pepovs (2 Cor. 1:14), eis 7d wavredés (Heb. 7:25). 

14. Participles often have an adverbial idea as zpoo@eis cirev 

(Lu. 19:11). 
15. Adverbs may be compared like dvorepoy, pakiora and com- 

pounded like brepexTepioood. 



CHAPTER XII. 

THE ARTICLE. 

1. The indefinite article in Greek. The Sanskrit and Latin had 
no article, as the Greek has no indefinite article. Not even in the 

modern Greek has the indefinite article of the Teutonic and Roman 

tongues developed, though occasionally eis or ris is used with little 
more force than the English a (an). Even in the New Testament 
we see traces of this use of efs as in Matt. 8:19 where ets ypappareds 

is practically equivalent to our ‘‘a.”’ In fact, the English one, 
Scotch ane, French un, German ein is simply the cardinal ‘‘one’’ 

adapted to this very usage. Children often say: ‘“That was one 

funny man.”’ So likewise tis is used where ‘‘certain’’ is rather 
too emphatic in English as vopuxds tes in Luke 10:25. 

2. The origin of the definite article. The Sanskrit and Latin did 
not develop any article at all, and the Greek never developed the 
indefinite usage to any extent. Moreover, the Greek was slow in 
creating the definite article, though in Homer we do have the be- 

ginning of the article. The forms 6, 4, 76 are occasionally used in 

Ilomer with the force of ‘‘the,”’ chiefly with adjectives, proper 

names, or for contrast. It is just in Homer that we see the evolu- 

tion of the article, for this same form 6, 9, 76 is very common here 
as a demonstrative and appears also as a relative. Hence 6 is 

originally a demonstrative that was gradually weakened to the 

article or heightened to the relative. This threefold usage of one 

form is seen in the Ionic, for Herodotus uses the 7 forms as dem- 
onstrative and relative as well as for the article. And even in the 
Attic 6 is preserved occasionally as demonstrative. So in the poets 
and Plato the demonstrative 6 appears before relative pronouns 
(cf. Justin Martyr). The modern Greek often has 6 ézrojos as the 

relative like old English ‘‘the which.’”? In the poetical quotation 
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in Acts 17:28 rot yap Kat yevos eopev we have the demonstrative rod. 
Such uses as 6 6€ are common, when the demonstrative is in con- 
trast with a noun usually in an oblique case. So 6 dé eirev (Matt. 

14:18). So also in the contrasted expressions of pev, of 6€é (Acts 

14:4). In Acts 5:41 of péy is used absolutely. We even have 6 as 

a relative in the expression 6 mv (Rev. 1:4,8) in harmony with 

Homeric usage. The Greek relatiye és 7,6 which is common in 

Homer and in the later Greek is demonstrative in origin also 

though Giles does not think so. So in John 5:11 we read ds 8 

arexp(On abrois, and in Rom. 14:2 6s peév moreve. Compare os per, 

ds 6€ (Rom. 14:5). The contrasted expressions are found in oblique 
cases as ov pev, ov d€ (Luke 23:33). This demonstrative in both 

forms is the same word as the Sanskrit demonstrative sda, sa’, tad, 

where in the masculine and feminine nominative singular the ¢ has 

been softened to s. So in Greek this s becomes often a rough 
preathing, (7)6, (7)9, 76, and this form then loses the accent. 

We see it in the Latin is-te, is-ta, is-tud, the Gothic sa, so, thata, 
German der, die, das, the Anglo-Saxon se, seo, thaet, and modern 

English this, that. In the German and the English we have also 

the threefold use of the same form as demonstrative, article, rela- 
tive. In English ‘‘the’’ is a weakened form of ‘‘this.”’ But in 
the New Testament as in the earlier Attic 6, 7, 7é is usually the 

article and the demonstrative and relative ideas are generally ex- 
pressed by other words. But the demonstrative use of 6 continues 
in the modern Greek as 70 kai 76, this and that. The modern 

Romance Janguages obtain their articles from the Latin demon- 

stratives ille, iste. 

3. The meaning of the article. The Greek grammarians call it 

TO dpiotixov apOpov. The English word article comes from the same 

root as apOpov, viz., dpapicxw, to join. “Apis the root form. This 

etymology is not very distinctive for many other words join words 

together. But épucrxov is more to the purpose, for the article does 

define, limit, point out. It is a pointer, not like the demonstra- 
tive, as far and near, this or that, but it simply points out some- 
thing as the thing in mind. It is natural, if not good manners, 
for children to point at objects. The article does not tell why a 
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certain thing is pointed out, but it always points at something. 
The Greek article points out in one of three ways (Broadus): 

(a) Individual objects from other individual objects. 

Iddv dt robs OyAous aveBy cis 75 Opos (Matt. 5:1). Then the multi- 

tudes in question were those that had come to hear him and the 
mountain is the one right before him in which he had spent the 
whole night in prayer (Lu. 6:12), down which he had just come 
(Lu. 6:17) and up which he now again ascended where he sat 

down. The Greek article is never used when it has no meaning. 

We may not be able to see it in the English idiom, but it had its 

usual force in the Greek. The King James Version does not treat 

the Greek article properly here and in a great many other passages. 

The translators were under the influence of the Latin Vulgate. In 

Luke 4:20 we read xat wrvéas 76 BuBAlov drodods TH tarnpery exabioer. 

Here the roll is the one that Jesus had just read and the attendant 

is the one who had given it to him. In Luke 18:13 even the 

Revised Version has translated 76 dyaptwA6 by ‘‘a sinner’’ and put 

‘the sinner’ in the margin. But a large part of the point lies in 
7o. He seemed to himself to be the great sinner of the world as 

did Paul later (1 Tim. 1:15). In English we also use the article 
to distinguish individuals from other individuals. 

(b) Classes from other classes. Take Matt. 8:20 as an example: 

Ai dAwrexes hureods Exovow Kal TA ETEVA TOD Otpavod KaTacKnvaces, 6 

d& vids ToD dvOpwrov ovK exer rod THY Kepadny KAivy. Here ddAdmexes, 

merewa, avOpérov are all classes that are by the article distinguished 
from other classes. In the case of rod dvOpw7ov it is the singular 
that is so used in the collective general sense of man or mankind. 

The singular is also used with the article in the representatiye 
sense as in Luke 10:7 détwos yap 6 épyaryns tod pucOod airod, Here 

5 épydrys is the representative of the whole class of laborers. For 

of dvOpwron in the plural as a class see Matt. 12:36. We use the 
article in English sometimes to distinguish a class from a class. 

But even in the Greek the article is not always necessary for this 
purpose, as éat zovqpovs kat ayabovs (Matt. 5:45). 

(c) Qualities from other qualities. The article is not necessary 

with abstract qualities, but is often so used to sharpen the promi- 
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nence of the quality or to describe it as previously mentioned. 

This usage is common in German and French, but is unknown to 

English save as the quality can be treated as an individual matter 

already mentioned. So in German die Weisheit, in French la 

sagesse, but in English wisdom. In 1 John 4:18 we have good 

examples of this use of the Greek article. @0os is first without the 

article and then is repeated with the article, while ayamy as the 

important matter in hand has the article each time. Sometimes 

this article should be retained in English as in Rey. 4:11 ri dcéav 

kal Thy TyV Kal THY Oivayy Meaning the glory and the honor and 

the power which God possesses. In Rom. 15:7 we have an inter- 

esting study in the use of the article. 
4. What the article is used with. The article can point out any- 

thing that needs further definition. The article will, of course, 
have the gender of the substantive with which it is used, though 

any substantive may have the natural, not the grammatical gender 

6 aunv (Rev. 38:14). But see the neuter in Gal. 4;25 where 76 62 

“Ayap purposely treats the feminine name as a neuter word. The 

neuter article is alone used with the infinitive as 76 8€ ka@éoae (Mk. 

10:40). So the article is used with adjectives with or without sub- 

stantives as 6 woujy 6 Kkadds (John 10:11), 6 ayvos rot Geod (J0.6:69). 

The article is used also with adverbs without a substantive. In 

the New Testament 76 viv is very Common as in a6 Tod viv (Luke 

5:10) and even ra viv (Acts 27:22). In fact the article can be used 
with any part of speech as the verb in 76 8 ’AveBy (Eph. 4:9), a 
clause as in 76 Ei dwn (Mark 9:25), a quotation as in 76 ov dov- 
evoes, ov porxevoaus (Matt. 19:18), or a sentence as in 76 7@s atrois 

mapade airéy (Luke 22:4). This use of the article with sentences 
is very common in Luke and is frequent in modern Greek. The 
article occurs often with the participle as with other adjectives 

when a substantive is also used as TH epxomevn quepa (Acts 21:26) 
and especially where no substantive appears as in Luke 22:27 
where four examples occur, 6 dvaxeiyevos (twice), 6 duaxovav (twice). 
The article with the participle is a common practical equivalent to 
a relative clause as in tots mutevovow (John 1:12) and hence has a 

larger signification than a mere adjective since the participle has 
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tense. The article is common with the infinitive as in Mk. 5:4; 

Matt. 26:2. Often the article is used by itself when the context is 

clear as in ta Katoapos (Mark 12:17), 6 rod ZeBedatov (Matt. 10:2). 

Cf. 76 THs ovxns (Matt. 21:21). 

5. When the article is not used. The article is not, of course, used 
when the idea is indefinite as in pera yuvauds Adda (John 4:27). 

Here the King James Version misses the point by saying “‘the 

woman.’’ Buta word may be definite without the article, for the 
article is not the only way of making a thing definite. Proper 

names, for instance, are definite in the nature of the case and do 

not require the article to make them so as in zpds BapvaBav IatAos 

(Acts 15:36). So when a substantive is used with a genitive it 

may be sufficiently definite without the article as in wvAae ddov 

(Matt. 16:18). This usage is not unknown to earlier Greek and 

is in the papyri. The Hebrew construct is like it also. Butsuch 

a word may not be definite as in Oeod vids (Matt. 27:54). More- 
over, some words are definite from the nature of the case as & 

vonov (Rom. 4:14), tad Kvupiov (Matt. 1:22), ek avevparos dyiov 

(Matt. 1:20), though these terms for the Deity may have the 

article like proper names. So also such words as jAuos (Matt. 13:6), 
y7 (Luke 2:14), @aAaooa (Luke 21:25), Kéopos (Gal. 6:14), can be 

definite without the article in English as well asin Greek. See 

1 Cor 8:4f. for év xéopw, ev otpavd, éxt ys. Besides, a number of 

words like véuos (Rom. 2:12), ypapy ( 1 Pet. 2:6) are so distinctive 

that they are at times definite without the article. The same is 

true of a number of familiar phrases in English and Greek like at 

home (év otk or otkov), In town (év wéAe), in church év ékkAnowa, 

(1 Cor. 14:55), where it is not necessary to say that the article is 
omitted. It is simply not used because the idea is definite enough 

without it. So then the Greek article is not used at all unless the 
word is definite and only then when it is not definite enough to 

suit the speaker or writer. It is not strictly in accord with the 
genius of the Greek language to speak of the ‘‘omission’”’ of the 

article, but rather of the non-use of it. See 1 Cor. 3:22f. for a 

long list of definite words without the article. 
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6. Some special uses of the article. 
(a) The correlation of the article. If a genitive is used with a 

noun and both haye the article, each is unmistakably definite. So 
Nathanael said to Jesus (John 1:49) 3d e@ 6 vids rod Geod and like- 

wise Peter (Matt. 16:16). A proper name in such a case does not 
always have the article as pera tiv perouxeriav BaBvdAdvos (Matt. 1:12). 

But where one of the words is without the article it is 
indefinite as in ei vids @ tod Geod (Matt. 4:3) where Satan assumes 
that Jesus is a son of God. But ina case like 6e0d vids (Matt. 
27:54), both words may be indefinite or both definite and only 

the context or nature of the words can decide. Compare vids 
tov Geod (Matt. 27:40) and eod vies (Matt. 27:43). In John 

10:36, when meeting a criticism of his enemies, Jesus calls 

himself vids rod Geot, though elsewhere he says 6 vids rot beod (John 
5:25). 

(b) The article with attributives. There are three kinds of 
attributive expressions with which the article has to do. 

(1) Adjectives. The attributive adjective is preceded by the 
article, though the adjective itself may precede the substantive, if 
one is used, as in 76 éuov ovoya (Matt. 18:20), or follow the sub- 

stantive as in 6 zou 6 xados (John 10:11). But in 6 dxAos zoAds 

(John 12:9,12) wodts appears to be attributive in idea like the 

French use of the adjective without the article as la re‘publique 

Francaise. But in Mark 12:37 we have o zodts 6xdos (compare 

6xAos woAds in Mark 5:21). Perhaps this usage grew by analogy 

out of the common construction of as, dAos, ovtos, od¢, éxetvos. If 
no article is used with an adjective, it may still be attributive as 

puxpa Cun (1 Cor, 5:6). 

(2) With genitives. From the nature of the case genitives are 

generally attributive whether the article is used or not, though the 

genitive is predicate after ei/, yvoua, etc. So oikodopn beod (1 Cor. 

3:9), Kata tTHV xdépw Tod Geod (1 Cor. 3:10), 7d Kypvypa pov (1 Cor. 

2:4). This is true whatever the position of the genitive, whether 

as above or preceded by the article as in pdptus tov rod xpurrod 7ab- 
nuarov (1 Pet. 5;1), and in ty adrovd yxdpure (Rom. 3:24). The 

article may be added for the sake of distinction as in Mapéa 7 rod 
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Kora (John 19:25) or repeated for emphasis as in o Adyos o Tod 

atavpov (1 Cor. 1:18). 

(8) With adjuncts. When the adjunct has the article before 

it, the phrase is, of course, attributive, as in tots év Xpiote “Iycod 

(Rom. 8:1), dca ris droAutpwcews THS ev Xpictd “Incod (Rom. 3:24). 

But if no article is used, then the adjunct may be either predicate 

as év 77 capxé (Rom. 8:3) which goes with xaréxpwe (not riv épapriay, 

for Christ has no sin in his flesh) or attributive as es tov 0avarov 

(Rom. 6:4) where this phrase goes with 8&4 rod Barriopartos (see 
preceding verse). Often the tone of voice will show that a phrase 

is attributive as of vexpot év Xpuctd avactycovtas zpotov (1 Thess. 

4:16), 6 murros ev eAaxiorw (Luke 16:10). The one article can be 
used with any number of attributives (2 Pet. 1:4). 

(c) The repetition of the article. It is not necessary for the 
article to be used only once when there are a number of predicates, 

though this is a neat Greek idiom, as in 2 Peter 3:15 where we have 

Ti Tod Kuplov puov paxpobvpiav cwrnpiav yydéobe. Sometimes the 

article is repeated in such examples (cf. Attic) as in 76 ris dééys 

kal TO Tov Geod zvetpa (1 Pet. 4:14). Sometimes the article is used 

with the attributive and not with the substantive as in év ayamy ty 
év Xpiord “Inood (2 Tim. 1:15). It is very common to haye the 
double article thus 6 kaipos 6 éuos (John 7:6), 0 vids 0 adyamnres 
(Matt. 3:17). The article can be repeated with each attributive as 

TH poppatay tiv Sioropov tiv d€eiav (Rey. 2:12). But the article is 

not repeated quite indiscriminately. When seyeral connected 
nouns relating to different objects differ in gender, they take sepa- 
rate articles even if they have the same case and number, as in 
dd Tod vopov Tis dpaptias Kal Tod Gavarov (Rom. 8:2), unless indeed 

the ideas are close akin as in év zaoas Tats évrodais Kai duxaropace 

tov kupiov (Luke 1:6) where one article suffices. Two substantives 

that agree in number, gender, and case, and that refer to different 

objects may be grouped under one article and so viewed as one, 

though not in reality, as in of bapuraio kai Saddovxato. (Matt. 16:1), 

whereas we usually have ot bapwraior kai of ypapparets (Mark 7:5), 

the one a party and the other a profession, though most of the 

scribes were Pharisees. So Jesus says 6 omefpwv xai 6 OepiLov (John 
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4:36) to emphasize the distinctness of the two persons. But when 

two substantives relate to the same person, it is not usual to repeat 

the article, as "Ey Iwavys, 6 ddeApos tur Kat cvvKowwvos (Rev. 1:9). 

Cf. Rev. 3:17. So in 2 Pet. 1:11 (and also 2:20; 3:18) we have 

Tov KUpiov Huav Kat gwrjpos “Incod Xpicrod. Here the one article 

definitely shows Jesus Christ to be both our Lord and Savior. 
Hence in 2 Pet. 1:1 rod Ocod Audv Kat cwrqpos “Incod Xpiocrod the 

article likewise means that Christ is our God and Savior. Winer de- 
parts from his usual rectitude in not insisting on strict grammar for 

2 Pet. 1:1. So also on doctrinal grounds he denies the force of 

the one article in Titus 2:13 émipdveav ris d0&ns Tod peyaAov Deod kat 

cwrtipos Hav Xpuctod Incod. But Paul’s doctrinal system in Phil. 

2:9 and Col. 1:15-19; 2:9, not to mention Rom. 9:5 and Acts 20:28, 
does not forbid the natural import of the one article here. 

(d) The article with predicates. When the noun has the 
article and the adjective does not, it is generally predicate. Soin 

peyady 7H povy (Acts 26:24) Luke means that he spoke with the 
voice loud and elevated. In Heb. 7:24 drapéBarov €xeu tv iepwovvny 
does not mean that he has the unchangeable priesthood, but he 

has the priesthood unchangeable. As a rule the article is not used 
with the predicate noun even when the subject is definite. Cf. Mk. 
3:1. 1 John 4:16 ‘O Oebs dyaryn éoriv God is love, but love is not 
God. Thus we can tell subject from predicate. Hence in John 

1:1 eds Hv 6 Adyos we translate the Word was God, not God was the 
Word, for subject and predicate are not here co-extensive. But if 
the predicate is previously well known or is identical with the sub- 
ject (W. F. Moulton in note to translation of Winer), the article 

is used. So in Acts 21:38 ot« dpa od eo Aiytarrws; Here o refers 
to the well-known leader of the four thousand insurrectionists. In 
1 John 3:4 9 dpapria éoriv % dvopia has the article twice because sub- 

ject and predicate are interchangeable. So in John 3:10 30 do 

&:8daxados shows Nicodemus to be the well-known teacher. 
(e) The article with proper names. This peculiarity of Greek 

persists to the present day. The article is not always used with 
proper names and no wholly satisfactory remark can be made 

about it, Thus in Acts 19;1 we have tov’AmodX® elvar ev KopivOw 
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HatAov. Often we can do nothing with this article in the English 

idiom, but in an example like that in Acts 19:13 we can_see the 

point as “Opxi{w twas tov “Incotv ov HatAos xypvooea. Here the exor- 

o identity Jesus to the demon by the article, ‘‘the Jesus 
whom Paul preaches.’’ The article will often be used with the 
noun in apposition to the proper name, but not with the proper 
name as ‘Iwavys 6 Barturris (Matt. 3:1). 

(f) The article with pronouns. The genitive of personal pro- 

nouns may or may not have the article as @eé pov (Matt. 27:46), 

tov matepa pov (Matt. 26:53). The pronoun, again, may rarely 

come after the article as 77 avrod xapire (Rom.3:24). Or the article 
may not appear at all as d/Ao pov (Jo. 15:14), SovAovs éavrod (Lu. 

19:13). The article is always used with the possessive pronoun 
as TO o@ édvopate (Matt. 7:22). But the article never means pos- 

session. Where it is said of Pilate that deviparo ras xefpas, it is the 
hands, which were, of course, his own. “Exacros never uses the 

article in the New Testament (1 Cor. 3:8). We have rov detva once 

(Matt. 26:18). “Ids outside of idé@ and xar’ idiay has the article 

usually as of to (John 1:11). Toodros is used with the article, 
though not always, as of rowtro (Rom. 16:18). Once we have at 

duvapers Toudta (Mark 6:2). Once also the article occurs with 

ToTOvTOS AS 6 TodOvTOs wAOdTos (Rey. 18:17). The New Testament 

follows the Greek custom in using the article with obros, 68, éxeivos, 

though to us it is an anomaly. Perhaps the demonstrative was 

felt to be so definite that the very atmosphere called for the article. 
The article, moreover, is generally used with the noun and not 

with the demonstrative, though the force of the demonstrative 
seems to be attributiye, not predicate. So otros 6 avOpwros (Luke 
14:30). Even with proper names otros is generally used with the 
article as ovros 6 “Inoots (Acts 1:11). So when otros is not used 

with the article it is predicate, not attributive, as tavras qpepas 
(Acts 1:5), days these (hence). Cf. Acts 24:21. Thus in John 

2:11 ravrnv éeroincey apxnv Tov onpecwv means that he did this as a 

beginning of miracles. 
(g) The article with zas. Without the article in the singular 

mas is ‘‘every’’ as wavta wepacpov (Luke 4:13). But in the case of 

cist see 
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abstract nouns ‘‘every’’ is tantamount to all as zaoav yapav (Jas. xp 
1:2). So also if itis a proper name and hence a single object as 
maca “lepocoAvpa (Matt. 2:3). Since ypady was sometimes regarded 

as definite without the article zaca ypady in 2 Tim. 3:16 may be 
‘all Scripture,’’ though it may also be ‘‘every Scripture,”’ since 
the point is not clear. There is a difference between zaoa 4 rods 

(Matt. 8:34) and 7 zaca zods, though this latter construction is 

found several times in the New Testament (Acts 20:18 tov 

mavra. xpovov, and 1 Tim.1:16 tiv dracay poxpofvpiay). In Matt. 7:26 

mas 6 adkovwy 1s equivalent to mwas doris dxovee (Matt. 7:24). The 

plural zavres preserves the distinction this far that the article before 
(oi zavres) groups the sum total as 7a wdvra (Col. 1:16). “Odos is 
used generally with the article as dAos 6 xécpos (Rom. 1:8). In 

John 9:34 we have odos in the predicate without the article, év 
dpaptias ov éyevvyOns OAos, you were begotten in sins the whole of 

you. But in general the article in the New Testament is true to 
the genius of the Greek tongue and it is not possible to appreciate 

the Greek article save as one is in sympathy with the Greek as a 

living idiom. 
(h) The article with pécos. In the New Testament we have 

éx peoov TO pécov, eis pecov, ev peow, KaTa pegov, AS é€v petw AKwY 

(Matt. 10:16). But we have also the old construction péons vukrds, 

in the middle of the night (Matt. 25:6). ”Axpos is not used in this 

way, though we have 76 dxpoy rod daxtvAov (Luke 16:24). 

G) The article with the nominative as vocative. Here we have 

an old Greek idiom intensified by the Hebrew and Aramaic usage 
in which tongues the vocative regularly uses the article. In the 
New Testament a number of examples occur, as vat 6 waryp (Matt. 

11:26); aBBa 6 watnp (Mk. 14:36); 7d Kopacwv (Mk. 5:41). The 

form is nominative, but the case is really vocative. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

PRONOUNS. 

1. What is the pronoun (xpd évopatos, pro nomine )? The pro- 

noun is a device to preyent the constant repetition of the noun. In 

modern English we much dislike the repetition of the same word 

whether verb or noun. Macaulay is criticized for using the sub- 

stantive too much. But the noun should always be used where 

necessary to ayoid ambiguity. In English we even dislike too fre- 

quent use of the pronoun. 

2. Persistence of pronouns. As already noticed, the pronominal 

roots are, many of them, very old, perhaps as old as the oldest 

verbal roots. The pronouns have been the most persistent parts 

of speech as to retention of case-forms. We see this in the English 

he, his, him, ete. But a complete set of pronouns in all respects 

was not developed. In the vernacular new pronouns continually 
arose from time to time. 

3. Emphasis. In Greek the pronoun is not so common as in 

the modern European tongues. The Greek verb itself contains the 

personal subject, and even the oblique case of the pronoun was not 

always used. When, therefore, the nominative case of the pro- 

noun is used, there is emphasis. Cf. éyé (Matt. 5:22), ot (John 

1:42), duets (Matt. 27:24). In the New Testament the pronoun, 

as in the xowy and the Hebrew, occurs much more frequently than 

in earlier Greek. But there is still some emphasis, except in the 

redundant pronoun as in Rey. 7:2 (atrois). It may be very slight, 

however, merely a change of tone. See Mark 1:8 (atros); Matt. 

1:21 (ards) ; 8:24 (atros) ; Acts 20:35 (airos). In airos the emphasis 

is occasionally very slight, if at all, but we must always look for 

it. See Lu. 1:22; 6:8; 15:14; 24:25,31. The literary plural ap- 

pears also as in ypadopev (1 Jo. 1:4). Cf. ypddw in 1 Jo. 2:12. 
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4, Airos in predicate. In Luke we find a yery common idiom 
that is reproduced in modern Greek. It is the use of airés in the 
predicate position and translated by ‘‘that very.’’ See Lu. 15:31, 

év aity TH Spa. Strictly it is (in this example) ‘‘the hour itself,” 

but there is a shading to the demonstrative force as in modern 
Greek. But this is not true of Matt. 3:4, which the King James 

Version mistranslated airos dé 6 “Iwavys. 

5. Position. Sometimes the pronoun occupies an emphatic 

position like od tis (Rom. 14:4), od wiorw jv exes (Rom. 14:22 

Note the contrast in éyo ce (Jo. 17:4), we ov (Jo. 17:5), ete. But 

sometimes the unusual position is for euphony, not emphasis, as 

with airod (John 9:6). Cf. pov and gov in Jo. 9:10,11,17, ete. Cf. 

airds pov adedpds (Matt.12:50). See also Matt. 8:8. 
6. Omission... Hadley and Allen speak of the ‘‘omission’’ of the 

pronoun when there is no emphasis. This is to speak from the 

standpoint of the English. It is proper to say the pronoun is 
simply not used in Greek when it is not needed. Each writer, to 

be sure, decides for himself whether he will use the pronoun in a 
giyen instance. It only confuses things to say that he ‘‘omitted’’ 
a pronoun when he simply did not need it for his idea. 

7. Third personal pronoun. The New Testament has a very 

simple usage for the third personal pronoun in the oblique cases. 
Airos (Lu. 4:20) is the word, never ot, the old reflexive form, and 
usually in the oblique cases. This is, of course, just one of the 

early uses of atrés. Sometimes, as in Lu. 19:2 (xai airos) the 
nominative form has this sense of emphatic he. But for the other 

use see Matt. 1:21 (airés). ‘O ards is still frequent as ‘‘the 
same’ (Matt. 5:46). Cf. 70 avro mvetpa (2 Cor. 4:13) and avro 

To mveipa (Rom. 8:26). The intensive use of avrds, though not 

very common, survives as atros yap Aavetd (Lu. 20:42). Cf. also 

avtos €ys (Rom. 7:25), adrot tpets (1 Th. 4:9). 

8. Thereflexive. This pronoun holds its own in all three persons 
in the singular and to some extent in the plural as éuavrod (Jo. 
5:30), ceavrov (Matt. 4:6), éavrps (Matt. 12:25). In the plural 

éavT@y occurs indiscriminately for any person, the first (Rom. 

8:23), the second (Rom. 6:11), the third (Rom. 5:8). But tua 
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avrév appears in 1 Cor 7:35 and tyiv adrots in 1 Cor. 11:18. Airey 

is not common, though necessary occasionally as in Jo. 2:24, a 

good example (airds, atrév, autos). “Eavrod may be with the article 

(Lu. 11:21) or without (Lu. 13:19). The position may even be 

éavt@v Ta inarea (Matt. 21:8). But instead of the reflexive we have 

the personal form as tyiv (Matt. 6:19). “Idvos (cf. ididrys, Acts 
4:13) is common in the N. T. as in the xowy. So tov romov tov tdvov 

(Acts 1:25). 
9. Possessive. The various ways of expressing possession are all 

distinctive. The article does not mean possession. In such a case, 

where only the article is used, the idea of possession is considered 
clear enough. If you say ‘‘I have a pain in the head,”’ it is per- 
fectly clear whose head it is. But ‘‘the’’? does not mean ‘‘my.”’ 

So John 2:11 (7év). The possessive pronoun without the article 

is less distinctive than with it. See John 4:34 (ép6v); 13:35 (euot). 

For the possessive pronoun with the article see John 7:8 (6 éuds) ; 

Lu. 22:19 (ri éujv). The possessive is not used in the third per- 

son in the New Testament, but the genitive of avrés (Matt. 1:2). 

In the first and second person the genitive thus used may be either 
emphatic or unemphatie according to the form (enclitic) and the 

presence or absence of the article. See Matt. 7:3-5 (cov and aot) ; 

John 14:2 (pov). In Matt. 7;3 note also 76 o@ 6fOaApo. In gen- 

eral the possessive pronoun is rare in the N. T. save éués in John’s 
Gospel (as above, but see Phil. 3:9). The passessive pronoun 

may have a genitive in apposition with it as 77 éuy xept Tatrov 

(1 Cor. 16:21). 
10. Demonstrative. The usual demonstratives are found in the 

New Testament though otros and éxeivos are the only ones that have 

much frequency. The customary distinction between these two 

obtains. In the case of otros the absence of the article means the 
predicate idea as in Jo. 2:11; Acts 1:5. But in wept puds tavrys 

dovas (Acts 24:21) we come close to the attributive usage though 

the article is absent. The epexegetic use of rodro (kat rodro) is seen 

in 1 Cor. 6:8. The demonstrative rarely appears as the direct an- 
tecedent of the relative as otros 6s (Lu. 5:21). The contemptuous 

idea is conveyed by ovros in Acts 17:18; 19:26. Interesting is the 
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resumptive use of ovros as in Matt. 10:22. "Ode is nearly confined 
to the form rdde (Rey. 2:1), but note Jas. 4:18. The peculiar 
deiva occurs only once (Matt. 26:18). “Exeivos is sometimes an em- 

phatic subject (he) as in Jo. 5:35,46; 19:35; Matt. 15:18. For 
distinction between ovros and éxeivos see Lu. 18:14. For the dem. 
ds see Os d¢ (Jo. 5:11), Os pev, os dé (1 Cor. 11:21). For 6 d€ see 

Rom. 14:2; Eph. 4:11. 
11. Relative. The relative pronoun is not well named, since all 

pronouns as many other words express relation. However the 
usual agreement in number and gender between the relative and 

its antecedent justifies the name. The bond is thus very close. 
The occasional union of case by attraction is a still closer bond in 
the same direction, as ots in Lu. 2:20. But attraction is not nec- 

essary as we see in qv (Heb. 8:2). dors, besides the usual indefi- 

nite sense as in Matt. 13:12 and Lu. 12:1, often assumes a strongly 

definite idea (compare two ideas in wis). So Lu. 2:4; Acts 
10:47. For the suppression of the antecedent see ot (Rom. 10: 
14). The absence of the antecedent is not a peculiarity of Greek, 

but belongs to all ianguages. Compare the English ‘‘who gives 

quickly gives twice.’’? Note @in Lu. 7:47. Cf. even abrois (Matt. 8:4) 

with no substantive in the context. Sometimes indeed the ante- 

cedent is incorporated into the relative clause and both are in the 
same case as in eds by rapeddOnre TUrov Sidaxns (Rom. 6:17). Cf. Lu. 

1:20 and Mk. 6:16. Note ris éorw cvros 6s in Luke 5:21, but cf. 

Rom. 7:15. The attraction of the relative to the case of the ante- 

cedent is specially common in Luke (cf. év in 5:9) which is not 

surprising as it is one of the finer and subtler points of syntax. It 

occurs twice only in Matt. (18:19; 24:50) and once in Mark (7:18). 
Cf. Plummer on Luke, p. li. Usually this attraction is from the 

_ace. to some other oblique case, but sometimes other cases than 

the acc. experience it. Cf. €ws ris juépas js (Acts 1:22) where a 

locative becomes gen. See also 2 Cor. 1:4. This attraction may 
be inverse from antecedent to the case of the relative. Thus téy 
dprov év (1 Cor. 10:16) and zavvi 6 (Lu. 12:48). The relative 

usually agrees with its antecedent in gender and number, but this 
bond is often broken if the sense justifies it. In Mk. 15:16 6 agrees 
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in gender with the predicate wpa:rdpiov rather tnan with the ante- 

cedent rHs atAjs. In Phil. 2:15 ois differs in number and gender 

from yeveds. See also 6 in Eph. 5:5, and és in Eph. 1:14 (mg. 6 
text of W H), and 1 Tim. 3:16. There is a real agreement in 

sense, however, which is more important than mere formal gram- 
matical structure. But ovros (Matt. 7:12) is strictly grammatical. 

In 1 Cor. 15:10 Paul purposely says civt 6 ety, not ds. “Oorts like 
os is very common in the N. T., but it is nearly confined to the 
nominative, but see ace. neuter o7c in Lu. 10:35. Cf. also éws orov. 

"Ocos is frequent as in Matt. 7:12, but otes (1 Thess. 1:5) is rare, 
and #Ackos appears only four times (cf. James 3:5). For rocovrw— 
dow see Heb. 1:4. Cf. xa? doov (Heb. 7:20) and écov écov (Heb. 

10:37). In Rom. 9:6 we have the old classic idiom ox ofoy dre 
where otos almost equals dvvarés. The repetition of the relative is 
well shown in Phil. 4:8 (0a). Cf. 1 Cor. 15:1f. As in Latin 
sometimes the relative occurs at the beginning of sentences as av 

av (Lu. 12:3), év ots (Lu. 12:1), od xa¢pw (Lu. 7:47). This classical 
idiom is more frequent in Luke. In Rey.1:4 6 jv occurs where 6 
is relative. 

12. Correlative pronouns. They are not very common in the 

N. T.  Totos does not appear at all and rodcde once (2 Pet. 1:17). 
Towtros (neuter rowtro) occurs about sixty times either with the 

article as of rowvro. (Rom. 16:18) or without as rowtro (Matt. 

18:5). In Rey. 16:18 we even find otos otk éyevero TnALKOvTOS Teo MOS 

ovTw péyas where the same idea occurs twice. Cf. Oras ota ov yéyo- 

vev touwwtty (Mk. 13:19). In Acts 26:29 note rovovrous ézoios. And 

in 1 Cor. 5:1 observe rowvrn Ars. Tooodros (cf. Lu. 7:9) is less 

common and always without the article save once 6 roaodros otros 

(Rev. 18:16). 

13. The indefinite pronoun. In Greek the indefinite is the same 
form as the interrogatiye save the accent. Tis is very common in 
the New Testament with a substantive as tepeds tus (Lu. 1:5) or 

without as el mus éya (Mk. 4:23). It may occur at the beginning 
of a sentence as in twes 8€ (Acts 17:18). It can be used also for 
the emphatic idea of somebody or something as «i yap doxe? tus etvat 

Tt, pydev dv, ppearard (Gal. 6:3) where both senses occur. Ch 
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Acts 5:36. In Mk. 10:17 es seems to be the equivalent of ms. We 
even have ets tus together (Mark 14:47; John 11:49). Tis at times 

is almost equal to ‘‘ 
1:18), and with numbers zs generalizes the expression as dvo tivds 

tov pabnrdv (Lu. 7:19). In ava cis &acros (Rev. 21:21) we have 

a distributive idiom and the adverbial use of avd. 

14. The interrogative pronouns. ‘Tis is, of course, the usual inter- 

rogative pronoun in the New Testament, as ris tredakev tpiv (Matt. 
3:7). For the double interrogative ris ré see Mk. 15:24. It is 
used in alternative questions instead of zérepos as tis é« Tay, etc., 

(Matt. 21:31), Tiva Oé\ere aroAvow piv, tov BapaBBav 7) “Incoty tov 

Aeyopevov Xpiorov; (Matt. 27:17). Sows... . 9 (Matt. 23:17). 

In ti totro dxovw wept cod; (Luke 16:12) we have rather a predicate 

use of rodro than any peculiar use of ré. Tv dre occurs by itself as 

ri éte entire (Lu. 2:49), but the copula éoriy or yéyovey may be mere- 
ly dropped out for see ri yéyovey 6re qyiv wédreas eghaview ceavtov Kat 

ovx! TO Koopw; (John 14:22). The same thing is true of va ri (iva 

7 in quotations from the Old Testament as Acts 4:25) as tva ré 

evOvpeiobe zovnpa; (Matt. 9:4). Téis used with any of the preposi- 

tions as &a 7é (Matt. 9:11), and sometimes ré by itself is in the 

accusative, as to what, and so why, as té d€ BAéras Td Kapdos; 

(Matt. 7:3). Sometimes this adverbial use of té borders close on 

to our ‘‘how’’ as in Luke 2:49 above and in Acts 5:4 té ére €Oov 

and in Acts 5:9 ri éte cvvepovyfy. In Luke 12:49 we have a more 

difficult passage, dp 7AGov Badetv emi thy yhv, Kat ti OéedXw ei 73 

évnpOn; Here ‘Show I wish’’ makes far better sense, though it is a 
very unusual use of the interrogative form as an exclamation. In 

Acts 13:25 the neuter 7é is used rather than ziva (attested by some 
manuscripts) like the modern Greek idiom, ré_éué trovoeire civas; 

There is nothing peculiar in the common use of ris (té ) dpa, or ovy, 

or yap. See Paul’s ré otv by itself (Rom. 6:15). Tis has no effect 
on the construction of the sentence and in Acts 17:18 ré av Gera 6 

omeppoArdyos ovTos A€yev; we have merely the conclusion of a fourth 

class condition. Ildérepos is not used in direct questions in the New 

Testament. It is urged by some writers that in Matt. 7:14, Mark 

9:11,28, and possibly also John 8:25 we have dre used as a direct 

a kind of’’ as eis 76 eivat Huas damapyxnv Tia (Jas. 7p: PX” 
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interrogative. This is more than doubtful. It is more likely that 

the phrase 7ié é7e has been here condensed into ére and the ellipse 
is carried still further as sometimes tva is used with no preceding 

verb. It is even suggested that in Matt. 26:50 éd’ 6 mdpe is a case 

of 6 as a direct interrogative, but here again it is better to under- 

stand an ellipse. Cf. the prolepsis oé tés (Mk. 1:24) where the 
interr. is almost equivalent to the relative. IIAkos is not used as 
a direct interrogative. Totes is like the Latin qualis and is used in 
direct question fairly often in the New Testament, as év zoiq egovota 

tavta vous; (Mark 11:28). So wéeos is still the word for quantita- 

tive questions as méaouvs éxete aptovs; (Mark 6:38). In indirect 

questions the New Testament does not so well follow the usage 
of the earlier Greek so far as the pronouns are concerned. 

“Oars is so used only once, viz., in Acts 9:6, Kai AaAnOjoeral cor 6 Te 

oe Oe zoey. drepov, not worepos, occurs once only, disappearing 

like the English whether (Simcox), viz., worepov éx tov Geod éoriv 

9 €yé (John 7:17). IlAkos appears twice (Gal. 6:11; Heb. 7:4), 
and one (Gal. 6:11) is not certain, (dere wrydAtkos tyiv ypdppaow 

éypawa. [ldcos is so employed a few times, as (de 7600 cov Katyyopov- 

ow (Mark 15:4). Imlotos is also in use in indirect questions, as ovK« 

oldaTe roia quepa 6 Kipios tpav epxerar (Matt. 24:42) ‘Oroios four 

times occurs in this construction, but once (Acts 26:29) as usual 

relative, tovovrovs dzoios (Blass in error here). As example of in- 
direct question see Jas. 1:24, edéws ereAdbero ézoios Hv. But in the 
New Testament the great majority of indirect questions that use a 

pronoun haye tis, contrary to the usual earlier usage (Alexandrian, 
says Blass. So in papyri), as ov otdare rf aireiobe (Matt. 20:22). 
Cf. Matt. 15:32. Sometimes the relative and the indirect interrog- 

ative are used side by side, but there is a difference, as in 1 Tim. 
1:7, pi) vootvtes py te & A€éyovow pH Te wept Tivo buB_eBaodvra. Some- 

times 7/ is used where it verges close on to the relative idea, yet not 

quite, as d00jcerat yap tpiv év exetvy TH Opa. ti adjonre (Matt. 10:19). 

This is really an indirect question which is, however, the subject 
of S06jcera. Winer is doubtless correct in saying that Latin would 
here have quod (not quid) dicatis, but the Greek follows its own 
genius. So also in a case like Mark 1:24, oid ce ris ef, the indirect 
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question is in the accusative, a sort of apposition to ce the object of 
ofa. Thus we explain also idev tov “Inooty tis éorw (Luke 19:3). 
The double interrogative properly occurs also in indirect questions 

as tis rt dpy (Mark 15:24). But the relative and the interrogative 
at times are almost interchangeable in the xou7. 

15. Reciprocal pronouns. The familiar a@ddos dAdo is also found 

as Acts 19:32. The distinction between €repos and aAXos is observed 

to some extent in the New Testament. See Gal. 1:6f.; 2 Cor. 

11:4. But in es érépav kopnv (Lu. 9:56) we have érepos in the 
sense only of a second, not of a different kind. And in Lu. 19:20 

6 repos is used after 6 devrepos (19:18) as the next (a third). Com- 

pare 6 cfs, 5 érepos (Matt. 6:24). In Rom. 2:1 6 érepos is practically 

neighbor. The reciprocal idea is also set forth by efs (1 Cor. 4:6) 
and éavrév (1 Cor. 6:7), as well as by the usual dAd7jAwv (Matt. 

24:10; Lu. 2:15). 
16. In alternative expressions we have tus. . . . Tus as Tues pev 

. twes ¢ (Phil. 1:15); vs . . . . @AAos as b7d Twov... . aGdAdwy 

(Luke 9:7.)5 zs... . &epos (1 Cor. 3:4); cis.... cls (Mark 

10:37); eis pev. .. . 6 das pia pev. . . . 7d de (Gal. 4:24); 6 cfs (or 

els... . & repos (Matt. 6:24). The negative forms otrs, pytis do 

not occur in the New Testament save that pyre is used in questions 

as pare éyd eye, kipte; (Matt. 26:22). Westcott and Hort print uj 

ms asin John 15:6. Oddes is very common either alone as oddets 
Swvarac (Matt. 6:24) or with a substantive as oddels ofkerns dwwarat 

(Lu. 16:13). Mydeis is not so frequent, but is used as formerly, 

SO pydets ywwoxerw (Matt. 9:30); dvaBornv pydeuiav (Acts 25:17). 

Sometimes the negative is separated from the pronoun like the 
Hebrew as & é airéy ob reoeira (Matt. 10:29), but the resultant 
idea is the same. So sometimes od... . mas as od dxcwOjcerae 
naca odp§ (Rom. 3:20) and rarely py... . as (1 Cor. 1:29). 
Ilés.... ov (1 Jo. 2:21) and was... . wy (John 3:16) do not 

depart from the usual idiom. So 03 was 6 Aéyov (Matt. 7:21) is in 
full accord with the usual idiom. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

THE CASES. 

1. Cases in the Indo-germanic tongues. 

(a) There are eight well defined cascs in the Sanskrit, the oldest 
member of this group of languages, viz., the nominative, the voca- 
tive, the accusative, the genitive, the ablative, the locative, the 
instrumental, the dative. These eight cases, with the exception 
of the vocative, have, as a rule, separate case suffixes. It is pos- 

sible that the oldest Sanskrit had another case, the associative, 

which was merged into the instrumental. But Giles ( Comparative 
Philology, p. 269) suggests that the difference in sense between in- 
strument and association may be due not to two cases, but to the 
distinction between inanimate and animate objects (instruments 

and companions). 
(b) These eight cases have had a yaried history in all the Indo- 

germanic languages. The Russian language still has eight case- 

forms. In Latin the eight cases have six distinct case-forms, the 
ablative, instrumental and locatiye appearing under one termina- 
tion, 7creéin the singular, is or ibus in the plural. The Gothic 
has only four separate case-forms, dative, locative, ablative, and 

instrumental all being alike and the vocative now like nominative 

and now like accusative. The German still has five case-forms 
(nominative, vocative, genitive, accusative, dative). The Anglo- 

Saxon preserved six distinct case-forms and in some words all 
eight. A few Anglo-Saxon words have the locative and ablative 
endings, though in general these cases have been blended with the 
dative and the instrumental (March, Grammar of the Anglo-Saxon 
Language, p. 148). In modern English, outside of the personal 
pronouns, the eight case-forms have all disappeared save the geni- 
tive s and that is sometimes represented by the apostophe and is 
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often displaced by the preposition of. In French, outside of the 
pronouns, there is no case-form at all. In the Greek the eight 
cases appear under five case-forms, the genitive and the ablative 
having the same endings, while the locative, instrumental, and 

dative have the same terminations. In the modern Greek vernac- 
ular even the locative, instrumental, dative cases disappear, es and 

the accusative being used instead. So modern Greek vernac- 
ular has only three case-forms, nominative, accusative, and geni- 
tive. 

(c) The kinship between the chief Indo-germanic tongues in 
the cases will be readily seen from the table of Sanskrit case-end- 
ings (omitting the dual): 

SINGULAR. PLURAL. 

10 aoe THOS Eee Ms 

N. s or — as or 4 

V. —- — 

Ace. am or — as or t 

G. as am 

Ab. as bhyas 
D. e(ar) bhyas 
i as or bit bhis(0is or Gis) 
ea 2 su 

The similarity of these endings to Greek and Latin case endings 
is at once apparent. The identity of the genitive and ablative 

singular ending as (like the Greek os) is at once noticeable and is 

imitated by the Greek in the plural also. Again the identity of 

the ablative and dative plural bhyas is like the Latin bus in dative, 
ablative, locative, and the instrumental (sometimes zs like su or 

instrumental ozs), an identity observable in the Latin singular alse 

in most words. So then the Greek genitive and ablative follow the 

Sanskrit singular while the Latin ablative, locative, instrumental, 
and dative proceed along the line of the Sanskrit plural for these 
cases. In Sanskrit, as in all the Indo-germanic tongues, the voca- 

tive has no case-endings. Like Latin and Greek neuters, the nom- 
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inative, accusative, and vocative in Sanskrit are alike. The Greek, 

unlike the Sanskrit and the Latin, makes the accusative plural in 
most cases (masculine and feminine) different from the nomina- 
tive. In neuter nouns in Greek there are, therefore, only three 
distinct case-forms. Remnants of distinctive ablative, locative, 

and instrumental endings are preserved in Greek. 
2. The origin and use of the cases. 
(a) The word case (casus, rr@ois) means falling. It is the in- 

flection of the noun by case endings, though some nouns are inde- 

clinable. 
(b) The object of cases is to express the relation of words in 

a sentence. In the isolating languages (like the Chinese) this 
relation is shown by the order of the words and the tone in pro- 
nunciation. In the old Sanskrit this relation was expressed by 
means of the eight cases and no prepositions were used till very 
late. In modern English and French prepositions have practically 
displaced the cases and the Chinese plan of relying on the position 

of the words is largely used. The Greek and the Latin come in 
half way between and exhibit all these tendencies. 

(c) The burden upon the cases was felt to be too great even in 

the later Sanskrit and a number of set case-forms (adverbs) came 
to be used with most of the cases to make clearer the relation of 
words to words. Thus a few prepositions gradually arose even in 
Sanskrit. In the Greek and Latin this tendency to use a preposi- 
tion to define more sharply the idea of the case grew rapidly. Even 
in the Coptic there are no case-forms, but only particles and prep- 

ositions. ‘‘These adverbs, which we now call prepositions, in time 

become the constant concomitants of some cases; and when this 

has happened, there is an ever-increasing tendency to find the im- 
portant part of the meaning in the preposition and not in the case 

ending’’ (Giles, Comparative Philology, p. 2724.). The rise of prep- 
ositions, therefore, marks the beginning of the decline of the case 
system. 

(d) There is thus a constant tendency in all the Indo-germanic 
languages to blend yarious cases into one case-form and so to lessen 
the number of case-forms. The increasing use of prepositions is in 
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harmony with the analytical process in language growth. But for 

the increasing use of prepositions this would have resulted in 
greater confusion than ever. Prof. J. H. Moulton seems to go too 

far when he says; ‘‘In other words, the purely local cases, in which 
the meaning could be brought out by a place adverb (for this pur- 
pose called a preposition), sacrificed their distinct forms and 

usages. ”’ 
(e) As itis, the distinctive idea of each case remains practically 

what it was originally even when several cases are blended to- 
gether. Grammarians have made hopeless efforts to derive the 
Greek genitive from the ablative or the ablative from the genitive. 
Both ideas are manifestly expressed by the same case-ending, but 
historically they are different cases and express different ideas. So 

it is with the locative, instrumental and dative. The Sanskrit had 
practically distinct endings and clearly distinct ideas for each case. 
Greek and Latin have distinct case ideas, but not distinct endings 

for all eight cases. The proper historical method for studying the 

Greek cases is to see which one of the eight a given case is, appeal 

to the original meaning of that case, note the bearing of the par- 
ticular context on that meaning, take note of the history of the 
case, and the resultant idea will be the truth expressed. 

(f) We do not know certainly the origin of the case-forms them- 

selves. They are either pronominal as the nominative and accus- 
ative or local as the ablative and locative. But it is all specula- 
tion, since in the oldest Sanskrit the case-forms do not appear 
apart from the nouns. In general, it is to be observed that the 

ablative was the earliest case to lose its case-form, while the geni- 

tive has been the most tenacious of its endings in all the languages. 
The accusative is the oldest of all the cases. But in the New Test- 
ament, as in the older Greek, the real idea of each of the eight 

cases is manifest, though the process of blending has made further 

progress as is seen in the practical equivalence of «es and accusative 
and év (the locative) with verbs of rest and motion. The practical 
absence of cases in the Hebrew would accentuate this tendency to 

some extent. 

(¢) Winer is clearly correct (Grammar of the Idiom of the N. T., 
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Winer-Thayer, p. 180,) when he says: ‘‘No case is ever in reality 
put for another (enallage caswum). Sometimes, however, two 

cases can be used with equal correctness in one and the same connec- 

tion when the relation to be expressed may be yiewed in two dif- 
ferent ways.’’ That is true and important. 

3. The nominative. 

(a) The ending s is thought to be demonstrative like Sanskrit 
s@s. This case is treated first (called prathamd, first, by the 
Hindu grammarians), though it is not the first in order of time. 

(b) It has come to be the case of the subject, but it was not 

originally that, for the old subject was part of the verb as ¢y-pé, I 

say. The addition of a noun or pronoun in apposition with this 
verbal subject, as éy#, is a later development due to desire for 
greater accuracy and clearness. It is unscientific, then, to speak 

of the ‘‘omission of the subject’’ in such cases as is done, for in- 

stance, by Hadley and Allen (Greek Grammar, p. 203). Even the 
so-called ‘‘impersonal’’ verb has a subject in the verb itself as vet, 

Kad@s EXEL. 

(c) In Greek, then, the nominative, the naming case (rréats 

évopactixy) is properly appositional both when subject of a verb 
and when in the predicate as od ef Ilérpos (Matt. 16:18). Here 

the verb has become copula merely and Ilerzpos is predicate, but 

that is not always true as éy# ew (John 8:58). But instead of 
the predicate nominative we often have eis and the accusative Cf. 
the Attic Greek. So éyévero eis tpia pepy (Rev. 16:19). This is very 

common in the Septuagint. English likewise can say: It is me, 
and French c’ est moi. Compare Latin, dedecori est. This ap- 
positional force of the nominative is often clearly seen in such 

examples as Adros 6€ éy® IlatAos rapaxad® (2 Cor. 10:1). 
(d) The nominative is thus sometimes retained even when in 

apposition with other cases, as in John 13:13, puwvetré pe 6 dddoKados 

kal kvptos, Where it is practically a quotation. So in Rey. 1:4 the 
nominative is retained even after the preposition déé as if to em- 

phasize the unchangeable nature of God, dé 6 dy kat 6 jv Kat 6 épxo- 

pevos. In the Revelation of John indeed this retention of the nom- 

inative in apposition with an oblique case is so frequent as to 
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become noticeable, especially participial clauses, as tis kawis “Tepov- 

cody, 7 KataBaivovoa (Rey. 3:12). 

(e) Moreover, the nominative is used where it is not connected 
with the rest of the sentence. In a way the nominative ‘‘has a 

certain tendency to be residuary legatee of case-relations not obvi- 
ously appropriated by the other cases’? (Moulton, Expositor, Au- 
gust, 1904). So in salutations the nominative is used as a matter 
of course, as IlatAos KAnTOs ardotodos (1 Cor. 1:1). Sometimes the 

structure is changed and the nominative is left suspended as 6 vuKo+ 
décw aid (Rey. 3:21). Other examples of broken structure with 

the nominatiye are 73 jy<pa zpets (Matt. 15:32), mpacit pact 
(Mark 6:40), i803 gov) ek trav otpavOv (Matt. 5:17), ovoya aire 

*Iwdvys (John 1:6). This ‘‘parenthetic nominative’’ (Moulton) is 

common in the papyri. As a matter of fact these ‘‘nominatives 
absolute are the most frequent and the most distinctly marked”’ 
(Winer) of any of the absolute uses of the cases, i. e., cases with 

no distinct connection with the sentence. See Acts 7:40, 6 yap 
Mowvoyjs ovros. It is used in exclamations as in Matt. 3:17. So in 

Rom. 7:24, tadatzwpos ey avOpwros. The use of the nominative 

form as vocative is really vocative and is treated under that case. 

4. The vocative. 
(a) This is the case of address (xrGous KAyrixy) and it is Justified 

in usage, though strictly it is not a case so far as the form goes. 
In the Sanskrit ‘‘the vocative is not considered and named by the 

native grammarians as a case like the rest’? (Whitney, Sanskrit 

Grammar, p. 89). It is not distinguished from the nominative 

save in the singular and not always there. When it is so distin- 
guished in the Sanskrit, it is either the mere stem or the accent is 
changed. Besides, the vocative is not an inherent part of the sen- 
tence; and yet, though without case endings, it has to be treated 

as a case for practical syntactical purposes. 
(b) The vocative is used by itself as Hérep (John 17:1) or with 

® as in Rom. 2:1, © avOpwre. Thus in the plural 6 avdpes Iovdator 

(Acts 18:14) or avdpes “AOnvaia (Acts 17:22), Just as in the older 

Greek. 
(c) But the distinctive forms (merely the root) rérep and 6vyarep 
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are not always used in the vocative, the nominative forms appear- 
ing also as Iaryp (John 17:24) and @vyarnp (Mark 5:34). We even 

have Harip dicace in John 17:25. Note © wAyjpns, not wAjpes, inActs 

13:10. The nominative form is used in apposition to the vocative 
form as in the Sanskrit and Homer. Thus 6 av6pwze, was 6 kpivov, 

Rom. 2:1. 

(d) The article with the nominative form, as above, is very 

common in the New Testament, though it is not unknown to the 

older Greek. It is the rule in address in the Hebrew and Aramaic 

(cf. &4BBa 6 ratyp, Mk. 14:36) and some of the examples are direct 

translations of the Aramaic as Mark 14:36 (above) and 76 xopac.ov 

(raXaba) in Mark 5:41. But this is by no means always the case, 

for see 7d puxpov moiuvov (Luke 12:32), you little flock. In Matt. 

11:26 6 zaryp is the practical equivalent of zarep in the preceding 
verse (Simcox, Language of the N. T., p. 76). 

(e) These must be called vocatives though they have the form 
of the nominative. So 6eés in the New Testament, as in the older 
Greek, is the nominative form always save in one quotation from 

the Septuagint (Matt. 27:46). We thus have xvpre 6 Beds in Rev. 

15:3. It is not surprising therefore to find Thomas saying in 

direct address to Jesus, not exclamation, “O kvpuos pov Kal 6 Oeds pov 

(John 20:28). The form is nominative, but the case is vocative. 

5. The accusative. 

(a) The name is not very clear (ar@ots aituatuy). It is more 

probably derived from airéa in the sense of cause, rather than of 

accusation. Priscian calls it casus causativus. It is then by name 

the causative case, though that is again yery vague. ‘‘Accuse’’ in 

old English meant to betray or show, but the showing case would 

not distinguish it from the other oblique cases. 

(b) Howeyer, it is the oldest case and the other oblique cases 

are variations or after developments. The accusative is the normal 

oblique case for a noun unless there is some reason for it to be used 

in some other case. The presumption then is in favor of the use 

of the accusative. Even the oldest form of eyo is éyéy (cf. Sanskrit 

aham). The accusative is used with verbs, substantives, and 
adjectives. 
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(c) The root idea of the accusative is extension whether of 

thought or the result of verbal action. In a general way it answers 

the question ‘‘How far?’’ (Giles, Comparative Philology, p. 303). 

The relation of the noun to the verb or other noun as shown by the 
accusative is very indefinite. The precise nature of the relation is 
determined by the character of the yerb and the noun. It is not 
known what the ending m(v) comes from. Some scholars consider 

it allied to Sanskrit ma, Greek pe, others think it merely a local 

termination. 
(d) The truth seems to be that originally the accusative was 

used very loosely even after the other oblique cases arose, when 
one did not wish to differentiate sharply, so that even a point of 
space or of time could be expressed by the accusative in Sanskrit 

and even in the N. T., as dpay évarny (some MSS. in Acts 10:3), opay 
éBSopnnv (John 4:52), wotay dpay n&w (Rev. 3:3). 

(e) In fact in the vernacular Greek the accusative retains its old 

frequency as the normal case with verbs where the written style 
uses other cases (Mullach, Grammatik der Griechischen Vulgarsprache, 

S. 328-333), rather than locative, instrumental, dative, and even 
genitive and ablative. The same thing is observable in the old 
poets. Pindar, for example, has ‘‘a multiplicity of accusatives’’ 

(Giles). In the modern Greek the accusative has regained its old 

frequency to the corresponding disuse of the other cases. ‘‘When 

a fine sense for language is failing, it is natural to use the direct 
accusative to express any object which verbal action affects, and 
so to efface the difference between ‘transitive’ and ‘intransitive’ 
verbs’’ (Jebb, in Vincent and Dickson’s Handbook to Modern Greek, 

p- 807). Hence many verbs that were intransitive in the written 
style are transitive in the vernacular as seen in the New Testament, 

. papyri, and modern Greek. The use of the other oblique cases 

served to make fine distinctions. When these distinctions were 

not sharply perceived, the use of the cases faded. The accusative 
then has made a circle. In the beginning it was the only case. 
It is again the normal case in modern Greek. So in the New Test- 

ament we have of xpopevor tov Kkoopov (1 Cor. 7:31) instead of the 

instrumental 76 xoopw (cf. utor in Latin). The accusative with 
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xeyo6a is found in Cretan inscriptions and in late Greek. In Acts 

27:22 Luke has zapaw6 tuas and not the dative ipiv. So in Rev. 

2:14 we have éd/dacxey 76 Badd« (dative) as in some late writers, 

perhaps partly influenced by Hebrew. 

(f) But in general we can easily see the root idea of the accusa- 

tive. For convenience we may analyze the examples and explain 
them in the light of the root idea and the history. 

(¢) Extension naturally found first expression with verbs of 

motion. In Sanskrit ‘‘it stands especially as the goal of motion, 
with verbs of going, bringing, sending, and the like’’ (Whitney, 

Sanskrit Grammar, p. 92). In Homer this use is common with 

yerbs which imply reaching a point and in the poets the idiom con- 

tinued to be frequent both as to place and persons. In English we 
say, go home, where home is accusative. This original use of the 
accusative is not preserved in the New Testament, but in Matt. 

4:15 680v Gadraoons is closely related to it, by way of the sea. 
(h) Extension of space is clearly expressed by the accusative 

and is a normal development from verbs of moticn. So in John 

6:19 we have the idiom common to all Greek, éAyAaxores otv ds 

atadious €ikoo. revte  Tpiaxovta, This sometimes is in the Sanskrit, 

Latin, Greek, English, ete. 
(i) Duration of time is distinctly conveyed by the root idea of 

the accusative. This idiom is a common one in the Indo-germanic 
languages. Té &de eoryKare GAnv THY jpEpav apyor; (Matt. 20:6). So 

in Luke 15:29 we have tocatra éryn dovAetw oor. Compare ék dnvapiov 
riv qpepav (Matt. 20:2). But note above the old use of the accusa- 
tive where duration cannot be accented (John 4:52). 

(j) With verbs that are transitive the accusative is the natural 
case for the expression of the extension of the action of the verb to 

an external object. Not all verbs in Greek are transitive, and the 
same verb is not always transitive as énevov jpas (Acts 20:5), but 
éuevey wap adtois (Acts 18:3). Besides it is not a question whether 

the verb is transitive in Sanskrit or in English, but in Greek, as 
py dprviere pire Tov ovpavov pyre TH yav (James 5:12). So rov warepa 

airois éXeyey (John 8:27). The Greek could look at épvyps as trans- 

itive in the sense of swearing by and Aéeyw in the sense of speaking 
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about. Moreover, when the verb is transitive, it does not have to use 

the accusative, if some other case is considered more in harmony 
with the idea to be expressed. So émAavOdvopar is used with the ac- 
cusative in Phil. 3:13 74 pév ézicw, but with the genitive in Heb. 
13:2 durofevias. Sometimes the difference is quite marked as with 
éxovovres pev THs Povas (Acts 9:7) and thy 8 dovany otk jKovoay (Acts 

22:9). Once more, verbal phrases may be looked at as transitive, 

when the verb itself is intransitive, as "Apxovra Tod Aaod Gov ovk Epeis 

caxs (Acts 23:5), and drav kadds tyas eirwow (Luke 6:26). But 

the great bulk of the accusatives with transitive verbs call for no 
remark as éxédecev aitovs (Matt. 4:21), exryoato ywpiov (Acts 1:18). 

(k) Some verbs may use an accusative of the inner object or 
content (Delbrucck), or of the outer objective result. The action 

of the verb expresses itself in a word of the same root as égofyOycav 

pdBov peyav (Mark 4:41), pvddcoovres pvdaxds (Luke 2:8), the so- 

called cognate accusative. Here again the idea of extension is 

obvious and vital. Sometimes the word is not identical in root, 
but only similar in sense as épxov dv épooe (Luke 1:73). In this 

last example as in others the relative is used thus as éydmry nv iyyd- 

anods pe (JO. 17:26). The accusative naturally expresses the ob- 

jective result in the same way as dyaprévovta dpapriav (1 John 5:16), 

0 drebavey. . . . 0 8 7 (Rom. 6:10). 
(1) Some verbs, moreover, can be used with two accusatives or, 

if time or space be considered, with three. This double accusative 

is very common in the Sanskrit. The second accusative may be 
simply in apposition with the first as otxere A€yw dyads dovAovs, a 

predicate accusative. But eis is often used with this predicate ac- 
cusative as «és zpodyrnv aitov etxov (Matt. 21:46). One accusative 

may be of the person and the other of the thing as éxetvos ipas ddazeu 

mavra (John 14:26), ov airjoa 6 vids atrod aprov (Matt. 7:9), té otv 

ronow “Incotv (Matt. 27:22), epwrjcw ipas Kayo Adyov eva (Matt. 

21:24), évddvoxovow aitov roppipav (Mark 15:17), dpxi<w oe tov Geov 

(Mark 5:7), expire ce . . . . CActov (Heb. 1:9). With airew the 

person could be put in the ablative. So zapé and ablative in Acts 
3:2, and ddaipetrar dw euod (Luke 16:3). With évddvoxw the gar- 
ment could be put in the locative or the instrumental. Compare 
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meptBareirar ev iuarios Aevxois (Rey. 3:5). With yp the instrumental 

ease could be used as in Acts 10:38 (avetuare dyéw). So the double 

accusative is sometimes optional. The accusative of the thing may 
be cognate as in Eph. 2:4 above or causative as in Mark 9:41 os 
yap av roricn tuas roripiov vdaros. Sometimes the adjective alone 

expresses one of the accusatives as tds otdtv dpeaAjoa (Gal. 5:2). 

(m) Some yerbs use the accusative eyen in the passive. It is 
a mistake to associate the accusative in one’s mind simply with 
the active voice. Many verbs are intransitive in the active voice, 

while the middle voice is just as likely to be transitive as the 

active, and indeed the passive voice may also be transitive, though 

in the nature of the case this is not so frequent as with the other 

voices. But it is to be remembered that the passive is an after 

development and may retain some of the force of the early form. 

Certainly the passive form gradually encroached on the middle 

and sometimes loses its passive idea (passive deponents). Some 

of these passive deponents are transitive and are used with the 
accusative, as wy otv poBnOyre avbrovs (Matt. 10:26). But in Matt. 

10:28 note azo tay aroxrewovtov. The present middle ofeicbe is 
intransitive in Matt. 10:31 and transitive in Matt. 10:28. See also 

evtparynoovta. Tov viov pov (Matt. 21:37), éay érauyvvOy pe (Mark 

8:58), Yoxnv Cypw6y (Matt. 16:26). Sanskrit had no proper pas- 

sive voice, but in Greek, Latin, and English some verbs that had 

two accusatives retain the accusative of the thing in the passive. 

This is natural, for the other alternatives would be a predicate 
nominative (as happens with verbs of calling, naming, making. 
for example, Heb. 5:10) or another oblique case. With the pas- 

sive of éddcxw the accusative is the only recourse in Greek, Latin, 
and English, as as é6daxOyre (2 Thess. 2:15), but with verbs like 

repiBardAw either the accusative is possible (as usually), zepif_B- 

Anpevous atodas Aevas (Rey. 7:9), or the locative, wepuf_eBAnpevovs ev 

ipatio Aevkois (Rey. 3:4). See also dedenévos robs modus .... Kat 

7 OWis adtov covdapiw reprededero (John 11:44), dapyoera 6Acyas (Luke 

12:47), 6 ey Barrilopar (Mark 10:38), otkovopiay reriorevpas (1 Cor. 

9:17), depbappevor tov vorv (1 Tim. 6:5), where there was only one 

accusative in the active or middle, that of the thing, the person 
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being in the dative. The Greek has more liberty than the Latin 
and can turn this dative into the nominative verbal subject and 

retain the accusative of the thing as in case of two accusatives. In- 

deed by analogy the Greek can greatly extend this construction as 

see merAnpwpevor Kaprov Siuoooivys (Phil. 1:11), rHv adr eixdva pera- 

poppovpela. (2 Cor. 3:18), and even rHv aAvow zepikepar (Acts 28:20) 

where the passive of the verb zepuri@yue is evidently in accord- 

ance with ancient usage. There is also one example of the 
accusative with the verbal in réov in Luke 5:38, otvov véov . . . BAy- 
Téov. 

(n) Then again the accusative as the case of extension may be 
the case of substantives or adjectives apart from any verb, as év 
tporov (Matt. 23:37), tov dpiOudv (John 6:10), ra mpos tov Gedv (Heb. 

2:17). In the Sanskrit ‘‘the neuter accusative of innumerable ad- 

jectives, simple or compound, is used adverbially’’? (Whitney, 

Sanskrit Grammar, p. 93). The adverb is merely a word in a fixed 
case. The Greek used a multitude of such accusatives as adverbs 

not only in the neuter (singular and plural), but in the masculine 

and the feminine singular of substantives, and the feminine singu- 

lar of adjectives. So wodAv orovdadrepov (2 Cor. 8:22), todd éxorlacev 

(Rom. 16.6), riv dpyyv (John 8:25), dwpecy (Matt. 10:8). This 

use of the accusative is in perfect harmony with the idea of the 
case. 

(0) The accusative is used with the infinitive, not merely as 

object, but in a general way as the person connected with the 
action. The infinitive, like the participle, cannot have a subject, 

but it can indicate the person who has to do with the action, when 
not otherwise clear, by the accusative. So wadw ypetav exere rod 

diddoxev tpas twa Ta oTraxeia (Heb. 5:12), ev ré cicayayetvy trois yoveis 

TO matdiov ‘Incoty (Luke 2:27). This use of the accusative is found 

also in Latin and Anglo-Saxon and is in thorough accord with the 

idea of the case. The action stated in the infinitive holds good as 
far as the person mentioned is concerned. 

(p). There remains still the accusative absolute. The grammars 

generally mean by this a participle and substantive in the accusa- 

tive. But even here the accusative is not out of line with its own 
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idea, though the connection with the sentence is not very close. 

In 1 Cor. 16:6 rvxev is an example of the neuter accusative parti- 
ciple so used. There is a still larger connection of thought. An 
example may probably be found in yvéorny dvra oe (Acts 26:3), 
unless an anacoluthon is allowed. Even then the fact remains 

and the accusative is not difficult of explanation. In Rom. 8:3 

TO ddvvatov Tod vopov May be a nominative absolute, but is just as 

naturally the accusative. In Rom. 12:18 the parenthetic phrase 

To e& dpav is accusative. 

(q) The accusative is frequently used with prepositions which 
merely accent the idea of extension in a more specialized way. 
The prepositions do not then properly govern the case, but are 
rather fuller expressions of the precise idea of the case, being them- 
selves properly adverbs. Thus we haye ava péoov (Mark 7:31), da 
rov doBov (John 7:15), ets rHv rod (Matt. 26:18), ext tiv yqv (Matt. 

15:35), Kata tov vopov (Luke 2:22), pera apepas tpets (Luke 2:46), 

mapa TH 6d6v (Matt. 20:30), rept airéy (Matt. 8:18), zpos adrév (Matt. 

3:5), txép doddAov (Philemon 16), to rov podvov (Matt. 5:15). 

6. The genitive. 

(a) It is no longer open to dispute that in Greek two cases, the 

genitive and the ablative, are found with the same ending. Moul- 
ton properly calls Winer’s definition of the genitive as ‘‘unques- 
tionably the whence-case’’ ‘‘an utterly unjustifiable procedure.’’ It 
is hopeless to try to find the explanation of the genitive in the ab- 
lative as Kuehner and Crosby did or the ablative in the genitive 
as Madvig attempted. Comparative grammar has settled this 
matter. The two cases happen in Greek to have the same form, but 

do not have the same idea, though examples occur that can be 

explained either as genitive or ablative. 
(b) The genitiye has the wrong name. It is not casus genitivus 

or wrdow yevytuy, but rather rrdois yerxy as the Stoic gramma- 
rians called it. Itis, then, the case of yévos, genus, kind, species, 
in a word the specifying case. It is thus a descriptive case and is 
in function adjectival, though it is not adjectival in origin. See 
qpepa mapackxevns (Luke 23:54). It is a mistake to explain the 

ending os or oo as derived from the adjectival suffix, though it is 
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not known what the origin of the genitive ending is. It may be 

pronominal, 
(c) The use of the genitive was greatly extended in the later 

Sanskrit, and in the modern Greek it has maintained itself far 
better than the dative. The form has survived better in the Indo- 

European languages than that of any of the other cases. In fact 

in the modern Greek the form shares with the accusative the result 

of the loss of the dative. We have such constructions as 70d 76 eta, 

I told himso. But in the New Testament the genitive form is not 
so used. The real genitive always tells the kind or species. It is 

this and no other. 
(d) The resultant idea will naturally greatly vary according as 

this root conception is applied to different words and different con- 

texts. It must never be forgotten that the varying resultant idea 

does not involve a change in the root idea of the case. The error 

must not be made of mistaking the translation of this resultant 

idea for the philosophical or historical explanation of the case 

itself. Meroeciay BaBvrdvos (Matt. 1:12) is translated removal to 

Babylon, but surely the genitive does not mean “‘to.”’ It is dif- 
ficult to make a satisfactory grouping of a case with so many pos- 

sible combinations in detail, and the simplest analysis is the best. 
The true idea of the case will be found everywhere. 

(e) The use of the genitive with substantives is uniform in 

essence. but varied in application. 
(1) The local use of the genitive is the most objective and 

probably the earliest as with most of the cases. The local adyerbs 
aitod, ov, Srov, 70d, wavTaxod, duod are all probably in the genitive 

case, though it is possible that they are short forms of the locative 

form -of. In Homer the genitive is thus used freely, especially 
with negatives as otk "Apyeos jev. So in the New Testament we 

have od povov "Edécov da oxeddv Tacs THs Acias 6 IatAos ovtos reicas 

peréorycev ixavov dxdov (Acts 19:26). This usage survived in the 
vernacular and the poets. The poets are often the best source for 
actual usage of the people. Compare the Latin Romae, humi 

(really locative forms) and the Greck idiom od yjjs. It is not 
surprising therefore to find the genitive used with such local prep- 
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ositions (adverbs) as éwt, wept, pera, évtos, wAnolov, evexer, evavTLov. 

Homer can say Aover Oa rorapoio, to bathe in a river, and Luke can 

use ta Bady 75 axpov Tod dSaxtvAov airod vdatos (16:24), where vdarTos 

emphasizes clearly the kind of material in which he was to dip his 

finger. The genitive is not only used with the idea of rest, but 

even where the conception of motion is involyed, though the geni- 

tive does not, like the accusatiye, accent extension, but genus. In 

Matt. 1:11 and 12 perotxesia BaBvdAdvos is thus properly a Babylon 

removal. In itself it could be a removal to Babylon or from Baby- 
lon and the solution we must seek elsewhere than in this phrase. 
The same thing holds true in regard to 7 dacropa t&v “EAAjvwv 
(John 7:35) and 600s e6vav (Matt. 10:5). It is in fact the disper- 

sion of the Jews among the Greeks and the way to the Gentiles. 

Note also zolas eigevéyxwow adtéov (Luke 5:19), and éxeays (Luke 

19:4). 

(2) The root idea of the genitive is very plain in expressions of 

tine, the genitive of selection, this rather than some other time. In 

Luke 18:7 jpépas Kat vucros do not emphasize the wholeness of either 

day or night as in Luke 2:37 (vixra xal quepav), but rather that both 

day and night are included. So also peons vuxrds (Matt. 25:6). See 
also 76 Aordv (Heb. 10:15) and 70d dAowrod (Gal. 6:17). In Matt. 

24:20 the’distinction is seen between the genitive yepdvos as the 

case of genus and the locative caBBarw expressing a point of time. 

It is not strange to see dis tod caBBarov (Luke 18:12) and dag rod 

evavtod (Heb. 9:7). In the New Testament, however, prepositions 

occur very often with expressions of time with either the accusa- — 

tiye, genitive, or locative case, as eis woAAd& éry (Luke 12:19), 8 

qpepov (Mark 2:1), év rd raoya ev tH €opry (John 2:25). 

(3) In the Sanskrit there are hardly any possessive adjectives. 
Possession 1s the most obvious and the most usual use of the geni- 

tive case, as matdéas Tov dodAov Tod dpxLepews adeidoy avTod TO wTiov 

(Matt. 26:51). It is the high priest’s servant, not that of another, 

and it is the servant’s ear, not another’s. Sometimes the relation- 

ship is not clearly defined, but is assumed as plain. So Mapia 

"Tax Bov (Luke 24:10) is James’s Mary, which might be his mother, 

wife, or daughter. We learn from elsewhere that it is his mother. 
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Often the genitive is used simply with the article, where the con- 

text explains, as of tod Xpucrod (Gal. 5:24), especially the neuter 

article as ta Kavcupos (Mark 12:17). 

(4) Indeed the genitive may express identity (apposition) as 

modes Yoddpwv Kal Touoppas (2 Pet. 2:6), 4% oixia tod oxyvovs (2 Cor. 

5:1). The genitive characterizes the substantive as 76 capa tis 

dpaptias (Rom. 6:6), 6 oixovdpos tis dduxias (Luke 16:8), though it 

must not be regarded as identical with the adjective (see év caworyre 
Cwns, Rom. 6:4), and even expressions like viot gwrds (1 Thess. 

5:5) are shown by the papyri not to be mere Hebraisms, but in 

accord with general Greek idiom. 
(5) It is not alone quality that can be expressed by the geni- 

tive, but also a partitive sense (possibly ablative), as 76 dcarov ris 
movews (Rey. 11:13), and sometimes such a genitive is found alone 

with no noun as the subject of the verb as ovwv7AOov 8 Kat Tov pabyTov 

(Acts 21:16). The genitive naturally expresses price as dyvapiov 

(Rev. 6:6). 

(6) The genitive may be either subjective as 7 yap dydry Tot 

Xpiorod ovvexe was (2 Cor. 5:14) where it is Christ’s love for Paul 

that constrains him, or objective as exere riotw Oeod (Mark 11:22) 

or ért evepyecia dvOpwrov aobevots (Acts 4:9) when the good deed is 
done to the man, not by him. In 97 & 10d wvevpatos BAacdypia 

(Matt. 12:31) we have a good instance of the objective genitive. 

There is nothing in the genitive itself to determine when the usage 

is subjective or objective. In itself it is neither. That is a matter 

for the context. 

(7) Ina word the genitive is the general or genus case and the 

precise specifying lies in the word, not the case. Bdatupa petavoias 

(Mark 1:4) is therefore repentance baptism; what the precise rela- 

tion is between the two is not set forth by the case. In tiv yeevvay 
tov updos (Matt. 5:22) Gehenna is described as characterized by fire. 

(8) Most frequently the genitive comes after the limiting word 
as in Matt. 5:22 above, but observe “EAAjver rodd 7AnO0s (Acts 14:1) 

and % Tod rvevpatos BAacdypta (Matt. 12:51). 

(9) Two and even three genitives can be used together, as rév 
puticpov Tod evayyeAlov THs ddEys TOD Xpiorod (2 Cor. 4:4). 
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(f) The use of the genitive with adjectives is naturally more or 

less parallel to that with substantives. So agvov tis peravoias (Matt. 

3:8), wAjpys xaperos (John 1:14) though Latin here has the abla- 

tive (or is it instrumental?) with plenus, cvppdpdous ris eixovos (Rom. 

8:29), €&voxos aiwvlov auaptjpatos (Mark 3:29), évvouos Xpuorod (1 Cor. 

9:21), and even ra avré tov rabnpatov (1 Pet. 5:9). Occasionally 

the participle is so used as 70 eiOtcpevov Tod vopov (Luke 2:27). 

(g) Adverbs and hence prepositions may be used with the geni- 

tive when the meaning of the adverb is in accord with the idea of 

the case. So a&iws tov dyfov (Rom. 16:2), and prepositions like 

petakd Tov vaod Kal Tod Ovowornpioy (Matt. 23:35), éyyts tis Avddas 

(Acts 9:38), rAnolov Tod xwpiov (John 4:5), €ow qyov (2 Cor. 4:16), 

evtos tpov (Luke 17:21), péxpe tis onpepov qucpas (Matt. 28:15), ews 

tov Xpicrod (Matt. 1:17), axypt Hagpov (Acts 13:6), évexev én0v ( Matt. 

10:18), éxt ras yns (Col. 1:16), pO qyov (Matt. 1:23), xar’ éuod 

(Luke 11:23), wept rod “Incod (Acts 28:23), dvr roddGv (Matt. 20:28), 

da Tod tpopyrov (Matt. 1:22). 

(h) The genitive is very common with verbs, where the idea of 

species is accented. With verbs the genitive is this and no other, 
while the accusative with verbs is this and no more (Broadus). 

(1) What is called the predicate genitive is a very obvious use 
of the case as wdvta tpov éorw (1 Cor. 3:21). 

(2) Some verbs lend themselves more readily to the idea of the 
genitive, though very few verbs can be said always to require the 

genitive rather than the accusative. See previous discussion of 

the accusative. So some verbs of sensation as zavta pov pepvyobe 

(1 Cor. 11:2) like vernacular English ‘‘Sremember of’’ pynpovevere 

ris yovaues Adit (Luke 17:52), but pvqpovedtere rods reve dptovs (Matt. 

16:9) ; érrabeorba tod epyov tpov (Heb. 6:10), but ra peév daiow éx- 

AavOavopevos (Phil. 3:15); atrod dxovere (Mark 9:7), but qKovoey rov 

asracpov (Luke 1:41); yevoeral pov tov deirvov (Luke 14:24), but 

eyevouto To vowp (John 2:9); éys cov évaiuny (Philemon 20), eave 

amerns (Acts 9:1); Kav Onplov O’yn tod dpovs (Heb. 12:20); xadrod 

Epyor erupt (1 Tim. 3:1), but eriOvyjoa aityy (Matt. 5:28); 

erutkomns opeyera (1 Tim. 3:1), yenovow dorewy (Matt. 23:27), but 

yepovra 6vopata BAaodnpias (Rev. 17:3). 
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(8) Another group of verbs that often use the genitive exhibit 

one’s concern for, or estimate of, a matter. These verbs do not 

differ greatly from the preceding list, as ézeweAn6y aitod (Luke 

10:34); pa odtydper radetas Kvpfov (Heb. 12:5); rav idiwr od zpovoed 

(1 Tim. 5:8); rod idéov viod otk éfefoato (Rom. 8:32); zpaPjvar 

modAov (Matt. 26:9); avycato tysjs apyvpiov (Acts 7:16); éyxadreobae 

otacews (Acts 19:40) ; durAjs typns a€covcbwoav (1 Tim. 5:17). 

(4) There is still another group of verbs of a more objective 

character as of doxotvtes apxew Tov eOvav Katakupievovew aitav (Mark 

xovow (1 Cor. 9:12); Kexowdrvyxev aiwatos (Heb. 2:14), but pi cowwver 

dpaptias dAXotpias (1 Tim. 5:22); éreAdBero airod (Matt. 14:31); 

expatyce THS Xepos adrns (Matt. 9:25), but xparyoas tov “Iwavny (Matt. 

14:5); mdoas airov THs xepds (Acts 5:7); Tov évos avOekerar (Luke 

16:13). Some verbs eyidently use the genitive as a result of the 
change of idea wrought in the verb by the preposition xaré used in 
composition, as aicxivys katappovycas (Heb. 12:2), cov xatapapre- 

povow (Matt. 27:15), careyéAwy aitod (Matt. 9:24). 

(5) It is not possible to decide positively whether what is called 

the genitive absolute is genitive or ablative. In Sanskrit the in- 

strumental (associative) is sometimes so used and the locative 

often, while in Anglo-Saxon the dative is the case for absolute 

clauses with a participle. This is especially true of Wycliff, but 
this dative form is sometimes instrumental. In Latin the case so 
used is the ablative as generally considered, but here again the 

instrumental and the ablative have the same form. Mullach 

(Grammatik, p. 857) says that in Greek the genitive absolute be- 

longs to the higher style, and was not used much in the vernac- 
ular. In the modern Greek vernacular (Jebb) this idiom has 

practically disappeared and conjunctions and finite verbs are used 
instead. - But in the papyri this construction is used with great 

frequency and freedom. In the New Testament the usage is hardly 
so common and occurs chiefly in the historical books. Note ava- 
xwpycdvtwv aitav (Matt. 2:15). Sometimes, as in the earlier Greek, 

the genitive absolute is used where the participle might have been 

made to agree with a substantive or pronoun in the sentence, as 
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tavta b& avtod evOvunBevtos edavy aid (Matt. 1:20), and even when 

it is the subject of the principal verb as prnorevOetons tis pytpds 
aitod Mapias . . . . ebpéOy (Matt. 1:18). If this construction is 

really the genitive, and not ablative, the genitive of the substan- 

tive or pronoun has its usual explanation and the participle is an 
adjective in agreement. 

7. The ablative. The remaining uses of the genitive form, not 
genitive in idea, are ablative. The old ablative ending ¢ or d, seen 

in some words, Latin inscriptions like domod, Greek és(r), s(t), 

otpavobev, Umbrian tu (out of), Anglo-Saxon @¢t (out of), is held by 

some to be demonstrative like Sanskrit ta. But, whatever may be 

true as to the origin of the original ending, the idea of the case is 

clear. It is the case of origin or separation, casus ablativus as 

Julius Caesar called it, rraous ddaiperixy. This is the ‘‘whence”’ 

case of Winer. Like the genitive, the ablative is used possibly 
with substantives, certainly with adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, 
and verbs. 

(a) Homer could say 6dAéyq dvdravots zodeuo.o, short is the rest 

from war. But, as in Latin the ablative disappears from use with 
substantives, so in Greek, unless indeed some examples of the so- 

called partitive genitive may not more properly be considered 
ablative, as & rovrwv (Matt. 6:29). This is rendered more prob- 

able by the frequent use of dé or éé with the ablative in similar 
examples, as tiva dé trav 800 (Matt. 27:21), ris €& tuav (Luke 12:25). 

It is possible to think of 8xaorvvn God (Rom. 1:17) as ablative, 

righteousness from God, but it is more likely the genitive, God’s 
kind of righteousness. 

(b) But certainly the ablative occurs in the New Testament 
with some adjectives. It is common enough in the earlier Greek 

as in Plato érurijpys Kevds, ehevBepos aidods. So Egor tov diabyKov 

(Eph. 2:12), dzeipacros xaxév (James 1:13), and other verbal ad- 
jectives like éidcxrot Geod (John 6:45), d&daxrois zvetparos (1 Cor. 

2:13); yevvgrois yuvarxdv (Matt. 11:11), KAyrot "Iyood Xpusrod (Rom. 

1:6), and participles also as etAoyypévor tod rarpos (Matt. 25:34). 
Moreover, the ablative may be used after the comparative form of 

the adjective, peLov rod kvpiov (John 13:16), puxpdrepos mdvtww 
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(Mark 4:31), and also after the superlative as pares pov (John 

E15). 

(c) The ablative is very common in the New Testament with 

adverbs and so with prepositions. The growth of prepositions in 
addition to the mere case is especially noticeable with the ablative. 
So xwpis wapaBorns (Matt. 13:34), avev yoyyvopotd (1 Peter 4:9), ex- 

Tos TOU Gwpatos (1 Cor. 6:18), ew Tis oixias (Matt. 10:14), drep dxAov 

(Luke 22:6), ewOev rhs roAews (Rev. 14:20), rAjv rod zXotov (Acts 

27:22); possibly also éxéow pov (Matt. 3:11), eurpocbev trav dvOporwv 

(Matt. 5:16), xépav rod “Iopdavov (Matt. 4:25), twoxatw trav roddv 

(Mark 6:11); so also dro cod (Matt. 5:29), ek rod tdaros (Mark 

bl); Top avtav (Matt. 2:4), iro ravtwv (Acts 22:12), brep mavTwV 

(2 Cor. 5:15), rpo rob racya (John 11:55), mpds ris tuerepas cwrypias 

(Acts 27:34). The ablative idea of comparison (separation) is in 

several of these prepositions. A number of adyerbs are them- 

selves in the ablative as otvtws, Hs, avo, ete. 

(d) The ablative occurs rather often with verbs (though not so 

frequently as the accusative, genitive, or dative), where the idea 

of separation or origin is dominant. So idéas emaArvoews od yiverar 

(2 Peter 1:20), ov twWes aoroyyjcuvres (1 Tim. 1:6), exwAvoey adrods 

tov BovAnpatos (Acts 27:45), nv nxovcarée pov (Acts 1:4), expatodvro 

Tov py emyvova (Luke 24:16), torepodvrar rs d0€ys tod Geos (Rom. 

3:23), Aemrerar copias (James 1:5), edenby aitod (Luke 5:12), ddécow 

avt@ Tov pavva (Rey. 2:17) where the part is contrasted with the 

whole (compare the ablative in éx tov dprov éoOrerw, 1 Cor. 11:28, 

and éo6iea aro tov yrxiwv, Matt. 15:27), od Bpadiver Kipios THs éray- 

yeXias (2 Peter 3:9); so also with a number of compound verbs as 

adiotato tov tepod (Luke 2:37), trepBadrrAovoav tas yvooews (Eph. 

3:19), arndAAoTtpiwpévae THs Cons (Eph. 4:18), aroorycovrat tives THs 

miotews (1 Tim. 4:1), dreorepypever tis dAnOeias (1 Tim. 6:5), duad- 

epere avtav (Matt. 6:26). Cf. also ris xapitos eLeréoare (Gal. 5:4). 

In examples like Heb. 12:11, ov doxe? yapas ecivar dAAG Ads, and 

Acts 20:3, éyévero yvduns, we probably have the ablative. See 

émAvoews in 2 Peter 1:20. 

8. The locative. In Greek most of the dative and instrumental 

examples are locative in form. Bopp considered the locative end- 
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ing 7 to be the root of the old demonstrative pronoun. But in 

actual Greek usage locative forms are used also as instrumental 

and dative, while dative forms are used freely as locative and in- 

strumental (Giles, Comparative Philology, p. 330). The case is very 

common in the Sanskrit with its distinctive ending, while in Latin 

these three cases and the ablative have the same form save that in 
the singular the dative sometimes has a separate ending: In Gothic 
the three cases have no distinction in form, but in Anglo-Saxon 

the instrumental and the dative have separate endings and some 

locatives occur as here, there, where. See Skeat and March. The 

Latin uses the locative case freely as humi, Romae (ai), Corinthi. In 

Homer the locative is far more common than in the later Greek, 

while in the modern Greek vernacular the locative along with the 

datiye disappears save with a few prepositions. The significance 

of the locative is very simple. In Sanskrit Whitney calls it the in 

case, and so it is in Greek. It indicates a point within limits and 

corresponds in idea with the English in, on, among, at, by, the re- 

sultant conception varying according to the meaning of the words 
and the context. In every instance it is not hard to see the simple 

root idea of the case, a point with limits set by the word and con- 
text. 

(a) The locative is used thus with substantives and verbs to 
express location in space. In Homer it is very common to have 

the simple locative with names of towns, countries, crowds, ete. 

But in the New Testament, as usually in the Attic prose, a preposi- 

tion is nearly always so used with the locative as év’A6jvas (1 Thess. 
3:1). However observe Ayotais weprerecev, (Luke 10:30). In Jas. 

2:25 we have €répg 666 ékBadotoa, and with several verbs expressing 

the idea of going the locative is used as zopeverOar tais dd0is abtrav 

(Acts 14:16), oroxotor trois txyveot (Rom. 4:12). But the old loca- 

tive with expressions of place is preserved in the adverb yapac 

(John 18:6), though otk, atré6, zot no longer appear in the New 

Testament. But xikAw (Mark 3:34) occurs several times. And 
the locative is still used with outward objects as 7@ wAoupiw 7AGov 

(John 21:8), whereas in Matt. 14:13 we read év wAofw; and in Luke 

3:16 we have téart Barrilw, while in Matt. 3:11 the text is Bawrilw 
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év véatt, as In Mark 1:8; Acts 1:5; 11:16 the locative véare appears 

without &. See also the locative in Eph. 5:26, xabapioas 76 Nourpo 

tov voatos; John 19:2, éreyxay airod tH xehadry; Acts 14:8, advvaros 

trois wooiv; and 1 Cor. 9:13, 76 Ovovacrypiw rapedpevovtes. 

(b) The locative without a preposition is freely used with many 
expressions of time asin Sanskrit, Latin, Anglo-Saxon. Here, of 

course, the time is viewed as a point, not duration (accusative), 
nor distinction (genitive). Observe difference between ré caBBarov 

and ty pua oaBBarwv in Luke 24:1. So the locative occurs with 

expressions like rq tpitn qyéepa (Matt. 20:19), ravry rH vuwrd (Luke 

12:20), airy ty pa (Luke 2:38), rerdpty pvdaxy (Matt. 14:25), ro 

oaBBarw (Luke 6:9), rots caBBaow (Matt. 12:1), ry éopry (Luke 

2:41), érepais yeveats (Eph. 3:5), rots yeveoiors aitod (Mark 6:21). 

With most of the phrases mentioned above év is also used and 
other expressions of time always use év. The ev adds little, if any- 

thing, in point of fact to the true idea of the locative case, but it 
constantly increases in use. The locative appears in some tem- 

poral adverbs as wépvou. (2 Cor. 8:10), ded (2 Cor. 6:10), marae (2 

Cor. 12:19). But Brugmann (Gr. Gr., 8. 252) considers zaAat 

and xapai dative forms. 

(c) The locative is naturally common with many figurative ex- 

pressions without év as well as with év. The root idea of the case 
meets every demand for the explanation of all these examples as 

ot TTwxXoL TO Tvevpate (Matt. 5:5), rots eOeow epimeretvy (Acts 21:21), 

oxnpate eipebeis (Phil. 2:8), tH Kaxia vymidlere (1 Cor. 14:20), ropevo- 

pen TO POBw (Acts 9:51), Barrion ipas rvevpate dyiw (Mark 1:5), 

Otay TEpacpols TepiTéeonte mouiAos (James 1:2), xepoypadov rots doy- 

pacw (Col. 2:14), xafapot rH xapdia (Matt. 5:8). 

(d) The locative is not used in the Greek New Testament with 

as many. prepositions as in Homer. Originally nearly all the prep- 

ositions used the locative, but this case gradually disappeared with 

most of these prepositional adverbs. So in the New Testament 

dui, peta, bd, avd, epi no longer use the locative, but, as in 

Homer (Monro, Homeric Grammar, p. 101), so in the New Testa- 

ment the locative is often used after verbs compounded with them 
as well as with év, rapa, émi, See examples aboye. Here as always 
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the prepositions do not govern the locative, but ‘‘stand to it in the 

relation of adverbial elements strengthening and directing its mean- 

ing’? (Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, p. 103). A number of prepo- 

sitions like audi, ev (évd), ext, wept, pds (mpor’), are themselves in 

the locative case. There are only four prepositions that use the 
locative in the New Testament. They are év, éi, wapd, mpds. AS 

examples see év to ‘Topdavy (Matt. 3:6), ért @vpas (Matt. 24:33), 

rapa TO otavpd tod “Inood (John 19:25), mpds 7H pvynuetw (John 

20:11). 

(e) What is called the pregnant construction of the locative or 

the accusative appears in the New Testament in connection with 

ev and eis. In the older Greek the cases without prepositions were 

so used. In such instances either the accusative is used with a 

verb of rest as very often with es and zapd (so 6 eis roy édypov in 

Mark 13:16 and oraoa é2icw rapa Tos 70das atrod in Luke 7:38) or 

the locative is used with a yerb of motion as 6 éuBawas per’ euod THv 

xeipa ev TO TpvBAw (Matt. 26:23) where Mark (14:20) has és ro 

tpvBrdov. It is a difference of conception in harmony with each 

case. The accusative suggests extension and the locative empha- 

sizes location. The accusative is so used more frequently than the 
locative. Eis and ev were originally the same and eis constantly 

encroaches on ey. 
9. The instrumental case. The history of this case is not as clear 

as that of the others. It is possible that there are here two cases 

combined, an old associative case with the ending a as in dpa, réxa, 
and the true instrumental case with the ending bhi for singular and 

Lhis for plural. does occur in Homer for the singular as deddu 

and dw for the plural as Oeofdw, but in Homer these endings are 

used not only for the instrumental, but also for the locative, the 

ablative, and possibly the dative also (Brugmann, Griechische 
Grammatik, S. 239). Moreover in the Sanskrit singular a is the 

ending and in the plural bhis. It is possible therefore that we have 
only the one case, which has developed the instrumental idea from 

that of association. The two conceptions are close kin and #t is not 

hard for association to develop into agent or instrument. Our 

English with is a pertinent example which originally had merely 
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the idea of association (by, near), but has developed into that of 

agency. And the same thing is true of by. It is proper therefore 

to treat it as one case with the original significance of mere associa- 

tion and a later idea of instrumental association. It was once used 

with expressions of place but it no longer so appears in the New 
Testament unless érépa 680 éxBadotou (James 2:25) be so taken (loca- 

tive most probably). Even én and 7¥ are not used in the New 

Testament. But in Westcott and Hort’s text for Acts 21:28 we do 

have zavtay7. 

(a) The instrumental does occur in the N. T. in expressions of 

time where a considerable period of time is presented. The ace. 
might here be used, but the instr. is an old Indo-germanic usage. 

So in John 2:20 we have recoupdxovra kai t& éreow oixodopnOy. Cf. 

also Acts 13:20 where we have as éreow tetpaxooios Kal_mevtyKovra, 

tor the whole period. See Luke 8:29 roddvis xpovos, Acts 8:11 

ixavo xpovw (cf. Luke 8:27), Rom. 16:25 xpovas aiwvioss. 
(b) The idea of association or accompaniment occurs in a num- 

ber of examples, as apiAe aitd (Acts 24:26), Erepolvyotvres dmiorous 

(2 Cor. 6:14), peueypevny avpi (Rev. 15:2), xowwveire trois Tob Xpurtod 

raOnpacw (1 Peter 4:13), jKodovOnoay aird (Mark 1:18), éxodAAyy Evi 

(Luke 15:15), ovvetrero 8& aitd (Acts 20:4), peroxi Suxacootvy Kai 

dvopia (2 Cor. 6:14). Prepositions and other cases are sometimes 
used with some of these verbs, but these are clear examples of the 

associative instrumental. Cf. eis trdévrnow aire (Jo. 12:13). 
(c) Allied to the above usage is the instrumental with words of 

likeness. The correspondence is a figurative association, as opovos 
ait® (John 9:9), icovs qyiv (Matt. 20:12), wapopodlere tapos KeKov- 

tapevors (Matt. 23:27), 7d aird rH eEvpywery (1 Cor. 11:5), €ouxev Kdv- 

dw Gadraoons (James 1:6). 
(d) This idea of association is very common with expressions 

of manner, where the idea is going on towards means or instru- 

ment. So we explain ¢& éy» xdpite peréxo (1 Cor. 10:30), zavri 

Tpdrw, ete mpopdce cite ddnbeia (Phil. 1:18), dxatadrdatw tH Kepudn 

(1 Cor. 11:5), r&va pice dpyis (Eph. 2:3), Kimpus ro yever (Acts 

4:36), and even zpocevxy zpoonvéaro (James 5:17) and Oavdrw teA- 

evrdtrw (Matt. 15:4) for, though answering to the Hebrew infini- 
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tive absolute, this construction is common in Homer. <A number 

of adverbs in the instrumental case illustrate this usage as TAVOUKEL 

(Acts 16:34), raya (Rom. 5:7), wavrdnGed (Luke 23:18), aavry 

(Acts 24:3), xpupy (Eph. 5:12), i8@ (1 Cor. 12:11), Syuoota (Acts 
16:37), dua (Acts 24:26), and the preposition werd and the con- 
junction ta. 

(e) The instrumental case is also used to express the idea of 
cause or ground. This conception likewise wavers between asso- 
ciation and means. Thus we have rouwvras yap Ovoias ebapeoretras 

(Heb. 13:16), 77 amoria eexAacOnoav (Rom. 11:20), pi Sevileobe 77 

év iuiv tupaoe (1 Pet. 4:12), a py th otavpd tod Xpiorod dwdKwvrat 

(Gal. 6:12). 

(f{) Means or instrument can thus be naturally expressed by 

this case. Donaldson (New Cratylus, p. 439) calls it the imple- 

mentive case. The verb xpaouat obviously, like utor in Latin, has 
the instrumental case as zoAAW zappyoia xpwpeba (2 Cor. 3:12). 

Other illustrations are cvvaryy6y TH broxpice (Gal. 2:13), pradev To 

" ptpw (Luke 7:38), dveidey b& "IdxwBov . . . . paxatpy (Acts 12:2), de- 

ddpacra 77 diocer (James 3:7), aAdvoeor dedecba. (Mark 5:4), ob 

dbaprois, apyupiw 7 xpvoiw, eAutpwOyTe, . . . . GAAG TYynlw aipare (1 Pet. 

1:18f.), werAnpwpevors racy ddixia (Rom. 1:29), xdpurt éore oeowo- 

pevo. (Eph. 2:8), @ ts qrryra (2 Peter 2:19); and probably also 

7H yop Amid. éeowOnpev (Rom. 8:24) and xataxavoe mupi aoBeorw 

(Matt. 3:12) though these could also be locative. The agent with 
passive verbs may also be expressed in the instrumental case as 

ovdev Gov Gavarov éotiv rerpaypevov aitad (Luke 23:15), and probably 

kayo ebpeO0 ipiv (2 Cor. 12:20), though this may possibly be a true 

dative (Brugmann, Griechische Grammatik, 8. 400). 

(gz) The instrumental case is used to express measure in com- 
parative phrases. In English the is in the instrumental case in 

phrases like the more, the less, as is shown by the Anglo-Saxon 

thi (the). The accusative gradually displaces the instrumental in 

Greek for this idea, yet it appears several times in Hebrews as in 
10:25, rocovrw pardgov dow Bdrérete. See also roddAG padrdov (Mark 

10:48). 

(h) Only two prepositions use the instrumental in Greek, dpa 
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and ow. In Latin cwm is used with the instrumental and in San- 

skrit sam (ovv). See dpa atrois (Matt. 13:29) and ov ro adyyAw 

wAjGos (Luke 2:13). Verbs compounded with ovwy take the instru- 

mental very often as cummyépOnte té Xprord (Col. 3:1), a por ow- 

avtAdByrar (Luke 10:40), cvvyatperé por (Phil.2:18). There are other 

ways of expressing many of the above ideas in Greek than by the 

instrumental case as prepositions grew into common use. For 

instance, cause or ground can be clearly conveyed by od and the 
accusative, manner by év and the locative, and even means or 

instrument by év and the locative as dzoxreivar év pouaia (Rev. 6:8). 
This last construction is like the Hebrew idiom, it is true, but it is 

also occasionally present in the older Greek and survives in the 
papyri. Greek, like other languages, and more than some, had 

flexibility and variety in the expression of the same idea. 

10. The dative. This Greek case, according to Brugmann, 

Griechische Grammatik, S. 226f. coalesced in form with the loca- 

tive and instrumental after they had lost distinction in endings. 

So then in Greek the union was first between the locative and 

instrumental. The case-endings of the three cases which thus 

united are partly locative (c, we), partly dative (a), and partly 

instrumental (a in adverbs and dialects, ¢e in Homer, and possibly 

-os). Clearer traces of the difference in endings survive in Greek 

than in the ablative. Ina few words both locative and dative 
forms occur in Greek (otkou, oixw). In Latin the dative singular 

is often separate from locative, instrumental, and ablative. But in 

both Greek and Latin the function of these cases remains distinct 
after the forms are blended. In the modern Greek vernacular this 

form for all three vanishes. For the dative it was eis and the accusa- 

tive or even the genitive form by itself. So in English the dative 

form has gone save with some pronouns like him, me, though the 

case is used either without any sign or usually with to, as I gave 

John a book or I gave a book te John. See in Wyclyt’s Bible, ‘‘Be- 

lieve ye to the gospel’? (Mark 1:15). The idea of the dative 

(mrGois Sorin, casus dativus, the giving case) is very simple. 

It is the case of personal interest and accents one’s personal 
adyantage or disadvantage. It is chiefly used with persons 
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or things personified. It is thus a purely grammatical case (rein 

erammatisch) like the nominative and vocative, and therefore is 

not properly used with prepositions. So also it is not often used 

with expressions of place, for even épxopal co raxd (Rev. 2:16) is 

not place, but person, though the verb is a verb of motion. In 
Heb. 12:18,22 place occurs with the dative. Cf. also Acts 9:3. 
The dative, like the other cases, has a variety of applications for 

its fundamental idea. 
(a) It is thus naturally the indirect object of verbs as mpooedepov 

aito madia (Mark 10:15), 6 8€ éfy adrots (Mark 9:12), pa dare TO 

dy.ov tots kvol (Matt. 7:6), aes jyiv ra dperdypara yyov (Matt. 6:12), 

though the dative is not necessary in such examples as jveyKov avrov 

mpos aitov (Mark 9:20), eiev zpos tov Sipwva (Luke 5:10). 

(b) But the dative may be also the direct object of transitive 

verbs where the personal interest of the subject is emphasized. So 

we have qrebyoare 76 Ged (Rom. 11:30), éretGovro aire (Acts 5:36), 

jristow avtois (Luke 24:11), Oe dpéoar (Rom. 8:8), dovrevw cou 

(Luke 15:29), zpocexiver aité (Matt. 18:26), émurredoare av7d (Mark 

11:31), éiraxovovow airé (Luke 8:25), Boye po (Matt. 15:25), dy- 

KOVOUV uvT@O (Matt. Aelils)s Aart peeve auto (Luke 1:74). 

(c) The dative is also common with intransitive verbs which 

yet have personal relations. Some of these are examples of ‘‘ad- 

vantage or disadvantage.’? Note ré tpiv doxe? (Matt. 18:12), mpere 

dylos (Eph. 5:3), py pepyvare tH Woxn (Matt. 6:25), dreOdvopey 7 

épaptia (Rom. 6:2), éppyOy rots dpxatos (Matt. 5:21), épavy aito 

(Matt. 1:20), éyevero aird (Acts 7:40), Gf 7G OG (Rom. 6:10), ro 

idfw kupiw arya (Rom. 14:4), évetxev air@ (Mark 6:19), and even by 

itself as 6e6 (2 Cor. 5:13). Cf. Luke 18:31. Some of these datives 
are in the predicate and are called predicate datives, but the ex- 
planation is the same, personal interest. Cf. further Matt. 23:31; 

Jo. 16:7; Matt. 17:4; 2 Cor. 2:13, 15. 
(d) Indeed the dative may be used to express possession, when 

the predicate noun is in that case, as ov« jv avrois réros (Luke 2:7), 

ipiv eorw q erayyAta (Acts 2:39), éav yernral tun dvOpamrw Exatov mpo- 

Baro. (Matt. 13222); 

(e) What is called the ethical dative does not differ in essence 
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from the fundamental dative idea. It is in reality the dative of 
advantage or disadvantage. In fact it is little else in resultant 

meaning than the pure dative conception. Compare the English 

‘‘hear me this,’’ ‘‘look you,”’ ete. So possibly Rev. 2:16, €pxopai 

go. See also Mark 1:24, ré jyiv cat oot. As for aoretos to bed (Acts 

7:20), dvvara tH Ged (2 Cor. 10:4), and rots rrwxors TH koopw (Jas. 

2:5), there may be a Hebraism (Blass), but that is not necessary, 

and certainly it is not straining the dative to use it thus. 
(f) It is not possible to reach a final decision as to whether it is 

the dative or the instrumental that is sometimes used with the 

perfect passive. The Sanskrit had the passiye so little developed 

that we can get little help, but the Latin seems to use the dative 

though we cannot be sure. The New Testament has no example 

of the dative with the verbal adjective in réos, but in Luke 23:15 we 

read ovdev aévov Oavarov early rexpaypevoy aito. If we have here the da- 

tive, it is with the idea of having a thing done for one. See also 

mpos TO Geabnvar adrois (Matt. 6:1), avo ebpefjva (2 Peter 3:14) where 

either the dative or the instrumental is possible. 

(g) The dative can be used with substantives indeed, especially 
verbal substantives, that have the idea of personal interest. So 

evxapiotia: TH Ged (2 Cor. 9:12), ra dé Ged yapis (2 Cor. 2:14). With 

adjectives therefore the dative is very common, such adjectives as 
povoyerns TH pyntpt (Luke 7:12), xarov oof éorw (Matt. 18:8), moriyv 

to kuptw (Acts 16:15), debs TH ovpaviw dmracia (Acts 26:19), ixavov 

to Towoitw (2 Cor. 2:6), adpeora aire (John 8:29), dpxerov to pabytn 

(Matt. 10:25), cwrypios raow (Titus 2:11), @... . tajxon (Acts 

7:39), @PAAa tots avOporas (Titus 3:8), pavepov eyevero TH Papaw 

(Acts 7:18), évavrios avtots (Mark 6:48). 

(h) Most of the Greek infinitives are in the dative case, all 

those ending in -w. This is plain in the Sanskrit and in Homer, 

where the true dative idea is preserved usually in the infinitive. 
Compare the old English, ‘‘What went ye out for to see?’’ The 
infinitives in -a are all dative in form though the dative idea is 

only preserved where design is contemplated as 7Abopev rpoockuvqeac 
avto (Matt. 2:2). 

(i) Sometimes it is not possible to decide whether a form is 
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locative, instrumental, or dative, as tYotv 77 defuag (Acts 2:33) which 
may be to lift up at the right hand, or by the right hand, or to the 

right hand. 
_ 



CHAPTER XV. 

PREPOSITIONS. 

1. The reason for the use of prepositions. Originally in the 
Indo-germanic tongues there were no prepositions at all. 

The Sanskrit has no proper class of prepositions. The cases at 

first do all the work of expressing word relations. In modern 

French and English (save genitive and pronouns) the prepositions 

do it all except what is done by the order of words. Thereisthus a 
striking development in the Indo-germanic tongues. In a word, 

then, prepositions are used to bring out more sharply the idea of 

ease. The various relations between words came to be too com- 

plicated for the cases by themselves. 
2. What are prepositions? They are in themselves merely 

adverbs. But these adverbs are themselves in cases. All prepo- 
sitions then are adverbial. In Homer the adyerb and the prepo- 
sition go hand in hand. Instead of its being exceptional for adverbs 
to be used as prepositions, that is the normal history of each one. 
The Sanskrit began to use set case-forms of nouns as adverbial 

prepositions, chiefly with the genitive and accusative, and a few 

with locative, instrumental, and ablative. None were used with 
the dative, and naturally so. They were originally local in mean- 

ing (Delb., Grund., IV.,S. 134) and the same root idea is always 

carried from the local usage to other applications such as time and 

metaphors. All prepositions were originally case-forms of nouns 

or pronouns and in some the case is still plain, as the locative in 
éxi, dvti, the accusative in xdpy (still found as substantive also). 

The so-called adverbial prepositions mark a stage in the progress 

from noun to preposition, from local adverbs to adverbs used with 
cases and then to fixed prepositions. It is not at all clear that the 
preposition was used first in composition with verbs, as the mean- 
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ing of the word might imply. The free position of the preposition 
in Homer argues against it. The preposition was always allowed 

freedom with verbs, sometimes separate, sometimes with the verb, 

and then again repeated after the verb. The case used after a 

compound verb is not necessarily the case common with the prep- 
osition, but rather the resultant of the preposition and the verb. 

Strictly speaking, prepositions do not ‘‘govern’’ cases. Rather the 
cases called in the aid of prepositions to help express more clearly 

case relations. Examples of the adverbial use of prepositions with 

no effect on the case survive in the New Testament. So dvd, Rey. 
21:21; Mark 14:19; xara, Rom. 12:5. 

3. The so-called ‘‘improper’’ prepositions are therefore very 
proper, as proper, in fact, as any others. Every preposition is a 

prepositive (or, as sometimes, postpositive) adverb. The New 

Testament shows a considerable list, as does the cow) (and all Greek 
indeed), of prepositions that are still used also as adverbs and 
which are not used in composition with verbs. But composition 
with verbs is merely a matter of development after the adverb or 
preposition has been formed. Here are those that meet us in the 
NAT: 

aya with the associative instrumental (Matt. 13:29); 
avev With the ablative (Matt. 10:29); 
avtixpus With genitive (Acts 20:15) ; 
arévavtt With genitive (Matt. 27:61); 
arep with ablative (Luke 22:6) ; 

axpe With the genitive (Luke 4:13); 

éyy’s with genitive (Jo. 3:23) or dative (Acts 9:38); 

extés With ablative (2 Cor. 12:2); 

eurpoobey with ablative (Matt. 5:16); 

evavtiov With genitive (Luke 1:6) ; 

evexa With genitive (Luke 6:22); 

evecey (Matt. 5:10), e’vecey (Luke 4:18); 

évtos with genitive (Luke 17:21); 

évwrov With genitive (Lu. 1:15); 
ef» with ablative (Matt. 10:14); 

efwhev with ablative (Rey. 14:20); 
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éravw with genitive (Matt. 5:14); 
érexewa With ablative (Acts 7:43) ; 

éow with genitive (Mark 15:16); 
éws with genitive (Luke 10:15); 

xatevavte With genitive (Matt.21:2) ; 

Ci. évavre with genitive (Luke 1:8); 
xatevwrov With genitive (Eph. 1:4); 

KvkAw with genitive (Rey. 4:6); 
peoov with genitive (Phil. 2:15); 

petagv with genitive (Luke 16:26); 

péxpe with genitiye (Matt. 11:23) ; 
éxiow with ablative (Matt. 4:19); 
émobey with ablative (Matt. 15:28); 

éyé possibly ablative (Matt. 28:1); 

mapextos With ablative (Matt. 5:32); 

maparAyjovv With genitive (Phil. 2:27); 
mepav with ablative (Mark 3:8); 
mAnv with ablative (Acts 8:1); 

zAnoiov with genitive (John 4:5); 

imepexrepisood With ablative (Eph. 3:20); 

trepexewa with ablative (2 Cor. 10:16); 

trepavw With ablative (Eph. 1:21); 

troxarw with ablative (Mark 6:11); 
xapw with genitive (Eph. 3:1); 

xepis with ablative (Matt. 13:34). 
dvtirepa With abl. or gen. (Lu. 8:26). Cf. drévavte. 

kuxrdGev with genitive (Rev. 4:3). 

This list of adverbs used sometimes as prepositions will repay 
study. See Luke 5:19 asa study in prepositions. Cf. dvd pécov, 
ua peoov, ék pécov, ev péow, kata pécov Which are practically com- 

pound prepositions. 
4. The cases with which prepositions are used. Let it be re- 

marked over again that the prepositions do not govern cases in the 
strict sense of that term. They are used to help out the cases, not 
toregulatethem. The dative is not used with any of the prepositions 
in the N. T. except éyy’s. The cases used with Greek prepositions 
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are the accusative, locative, instrumental, ablative, and genitive. 

In the older Greek (Ilomer) the most of the prepositions were 

employed with two or more cases, but the tendency was constantly 
towards a narrower usage. There was also constant change in the 

application of each preposition, especially in the spoken language. 

In the modern Greek vernacular dé actually occurs with the 
accusative. 

5. The proper method for studying a Greek preposition. It is 
often true that the etymological idea is best preserved in prepo- 

sitions in composition. So look at the meaning in composition 
as given by Hadley and Allen, as the first step, in connection with 
the opening definition. Hold on to the etymological meaning, seek 

the root idea of the case, observe the connection, and then see what 

the resultant conception of the whole is. Thus it will be perceived 
that it is not the preposition itself that changes so much as the 
variety of connections in which it appears. Notice, also, the meta- 

phorical uses as really the same in principle as the original local 
meaning. Observe changes in case construction between Homer, 

Attic, and New Testament Greek. See in general Harrison on 
Greek Prepositions, Adams on Greek Prepositions, Curtius’ Greek 
Etymology, Bopp, Pott, Delbrueck, Helbing, Krebs, ete. 

6. audit. In locative case. See Sanskrit abhi, Zend aibi, Latin 

ambo, old German umpi, English about. it does not occur in the New 
Testament save in composition. So dudiBadrrAw Mark 1:16; dudui- 

ewyt Matt. 6:30.  duddrepor occurs fourteen times according to 

Moulton and Geden’s Concordance. See Matt. 15:14. 

7. ava. Its case not known, possibly instrumental. Compare 
dvw. Compare our analogy. Compare also adv. See Sanskrit ana. 
See Zend ana (with accusative). Compare Gothic ana (up), Ger- 
man an, English on. It occurs in New Testament only thirteen 
times, and chiefly in the distributive use and only with the accusa- 
tive. See John 2:6; Luke 10:1; 1 Cor. 14:27. But itis very com- 
mon in composition. Moulton and Geden give over ten pages of 
such examples. See Matt. 5:1; Acts 24:22; Acts 8:30; Mark 10. +1; 

Matt. 11:28; John 6:39. 

8. dvri. Locative case of Sanskrit anta. Compare Latin ante, 
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Gothic and, German ant-(ent-), Anglo-Saxon andlang (along), and- 

swerlan (answer). So ante-room, antagonist. Used slightly over 

twenty times in New Testament and always with genitive. It is 
not so common in composition as ava although frequently used. 

It is an interesting preposition because of its bearing on the doc- 

trine of the substitution theory of Christ’s death. Here as always 

the original meaning (face to face, before) is the idea to appeal to 
in the eeu anon of every usage. See Luke 10:31f.; 19:44; 

24:17; Heb. 12:2; Matt. 5:38; 20:28; John 1:16; 19:12. 
9. a@ro. Compare ay, Senen apa Gserimnenienys Gothic af, 

Latin ab, German ab, English of, off. Old Greek sometimes dzaé. 
Delbrueck says in Arcadian and Cyprian dialects av occurs and 
with locative. In the New Testament it is used only with the 
ablative, and is very common indeed. It isalso extremely frequent 
in composition. The meaning (from, off) is generally very simple. 

See Matt. 3:16; 5:29; 6:13; 10:28; John 11:18; Rom. 8:23; Mark 
3:14; Luke 24:41. 

10. de. Possibly instrumental although sometimes dé (Aes- 

chylus), locatiye case. Same word as dvo. So daxeow. Cf. Latin 

duo, bis, German zwei, English two, tween, from Sanskrit dva, dvi. 

The original local idea of ‘ ‘interval between”’ is always present. This 
idea together with the case idea and the meaning of the words and 
the connection will explain every instance of its use. The result- 

ant idea will vary as the words, case, and circumstances vary, but 

the true root idea of the ee ion is still discernible. The two 
cases used in the New Testament are the genitive and the accusa- 

tive. There are hundreds of examples in the New Testament and 
in composition also it is very frequent. See Mark 5:4f.; Matt. 
26:61; Gal. 2:1; Rom. 11:36; Heb. 2:10; Luke 17:11; 24:51; 
Mark 13:20. 

11. é. Older form évi, civ’, locative case. Same word as Latin 

in, German in, ein, English in, from Sanskrit pronominal stem and 
Sanskrit ana, ani, antar (within). It simply means a position 

within boundaries, and has really the same idea as the locative case 
and is so used in current Greek. ‘However, originally, as in Latin 
im, ev was used with accusative (Delbrueck, p. 134) and examples 
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occur in Greek dialectical forms as Arcadian, Cypriote, ete. Indeed 

the Boeotian dialect does not have es at all, but uses év now with 

locative, now with the accusative. In English vernacular we still 

say, jump in the river, come in the house. Compare the so-called 
constructio praegnans of the Greek. It is the most common of all 
prepositions in the New Testament and abundant in composition. 

It is always true to its original conception, although the Hebrew 
conception sometimes makes unusual applications. The prepo- - 
sition is therefore variously translated in English idiom, but in 

itself only means in. One common yice in the study of Greek 
prepositions is to read the resultant idea of preposition, case, and 

context into the preposition, and then explain the preposition by 
the English translation of this resultant idea. ‘Translation into 

English is one thing, and study of Greek syntax is quite an«ther 

thing. The context of the word with which év is used needs special 
attention as marking the boundary and thus giving color to the 

resultant idea. Even the instrumental use of & is good Greek, 
though rare in the older tongue. See John 2:23; 4:20; 8:20; 

Matt. 2:6; 3:6,11; 26:23; 12:24; Rev. 6:8; Matt. 9:4; 1 Cor. 

9:15; Luke 22:49. 

12. eis. A specialized form of éy, as évs, és, eis. Doric and Aeolic 
inscriptions sometimes use eis with locative and év with accusative. 
So the original meaning of év and és is the same. However, the 

two forms gradually became associated with different cases (as in 

and into in English). But in Latin in held on to both locative and 
accusative. Still in Greek év and es frequently merge in usage with 
verbs of motion, constructio praegnans. is of itself means only in. 
The idea of into (if present) comes from the accusative case (ex- 

tension) and the verb of motion and the connection. Often és is 
used where the accusative alone would be clear. Compare év. The 

preposition is very common in New Testament Greek, both singly 

and in composition. Fierce polemical battles have been waged 
over its usage, but the theological bearing of the preposition can 
come only from the context. In modern Greek és displaces év. See 
Jo.21:23; Matt.5:1; Mk. 1:9; Acts 8:38f.; Mk. 13:16; Matt. 12:41; 
Rom. 11:36; Luke 12:10; Mark 1:4; Acts 2:38; Matt. 21:41. 
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13. é&. In Greek as in Latin this preposition is used simply 
with the ablative and varies little in its usage. There is no San- 

skrit equiyalent, but Church Slavonic, Lithuanian, and Old Irish 

have the same root. It is always true to its root idea, out of. As 
with é and «is, the word with which it is used must mark the 

limits and the yerb describe the action. For instance, house, river, 

water, mountain, all present different boundaries. This prepo- 

sition is also common in the New Testament, and especially so in 

composition. See Matt. 8:28; Luke 11:16; 6:42f.; Mark 1:10; 

John 20:24; Rom. 12:18. For &, dd, cis see Rom. 11:36. 

14. éxé. Compare Sanskrit adyerb and prefix api, locative case. 

Compare Latin 0b. Curtius says that it is allied to Sanskrit dpa 

(azo) in spite of difference of meaning. Compare English wp, Ger- 

man auf. ém¢ means over, upon, but less sharply than dva and 
trep. It is very common in the New Testament separately, and 

fairly so in composition. It is used with the genitive, locative, 

and accusative. Observe the case idea, and meaning of the words 

and the context. See Matt. 6:10; John 19:19; Matt. 3:7; 7:24; 

26:55; Luke 3:2; Acts 11:19; Rev. 7:1. 

15. Kardé. Karai(locative or dative) occurs in some poems. It 
means ‘‘down,’’ but the etymology is not known. Compare our 

cataract, catastrophe. Quite common in New Testament, both 

singly and in composition. The cases used with it are the gen., 

ace., abl. (Acts 27:14). In the older Greek the ablative was also 

possible. The resultant idea does not vary very much. ‘‘Against’’ 

comes from the idea of ‘‘down.’’ Compare our being ‘‘down on”’ 
a person. See Matt. 8:32; Mark 11:25; Luke 4:14; 8:1,39; John 

8:15; Acts 26:3; Rom. 2:1. 

16. merd. Instrumental case. Compare péoos. Sanskrit mithas 
(genitive), Gothic mith, Latin medius, German mit (miti), English 

mid. This preposition is used with the locative, genitive, and 

accusative in Homer. In the New Testament only the accusative 

and genitive usages survive. It is quite common, and moderately 

so in composition. The sense of ‘‘after’’ as a resultant idea with 

the accusative seems difficult; but in Homer the accusative is used 

with verbs of motion with the idea of ‘‘into the midst of.’’ Clearly 
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the notions of ‘‘extension’’ (accusative) and ‘‘midst’’ combined 

explain the resultant idea of ‘‘after,’’ with possibly the idea of 
‘“suecession’’ suggested by the context. See Mark 1:13; 10:30; 

Matt. 3:2; 21:30; Jo. 3:25; Acts 1:5; 10:5; 2 Cor. 3:18; Lu. 22:52 f. 

17. wapd. Epic zapaé is locative or possibly dative and rapa 
instrumental (Curtius) as Sanskrit has param (accusative), 

para (instrumental), and pare (locative). Compare Latin per, 

German ver, English for—in forswear, forbid, ete. Skeat makes 

English far same as Sanskrit paras (beyond). So ‘‘alongside’’ is 

the root idea and can be seen in every example with proper ob- 
servation of case idea and context. It is used with the locatiye, 

accusative, and ablative in the New Testament, and is particularly 

common in composition. Compare parallel, parable, paradox, etc. 
See Mark 14:43; Luke 18:9; 19:7; John 19:25; Rom. 2:13; ‘Matt. 

4:18; Rom. 4:18,25; Heb. 1:4; 2:2. 

18. zepc. Compare Greek zépié, repuoods and particle wep (Har- 

tung). zept is locative case. Compare Sanskrit pari, round about, 
and Zend pairi. So Latin per before adjectives (Curtius). Har- 
rison says that zep¢ as compared with dui (on both sides) is rather 

placing round about, alongside of round about. The root is the 
same as that of wapa (see Sanskrit). It is used in Homer and even 

Attic with the locative, but not so in the New Testament. Here it 

is used only with the genitive, accusative, and possibly with the 

ablative (Delbrueck). The ablative certainly occurs with it in 
Homer. It is found with considerable frequency in composition 

and alone. See Acts 18:25; 1 Jo. 2:2; Mark 9:42; Luke 10:40; 

Acts 1:3; Luke 17:2; 2 Cor. 3:16; 1 Thess. 5:10; John 18:19. 

19. xpd. Compare zporepos, mp&tos (Doric patos), mpdcw, etc. 

So Sanskrit pra as prefix and Zend fra (instrumental case), Latin 
prod (ablative), pro, prae (prai, dative), German vor, English 

fro, for, fore. The case of zpé is uncertain. Compare Latin abla- 

tive and also dwé. There are some signs in Homer that apo was 

once used with the locative, but it is in later Greek seen only with 

the ablative (Delbrueck). The idea is really comparison and so 

ablative as with irép. It is used in the New Testament more fre- 

quently than dy, dvd, and dyré, but not so often as many other 
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prepositions. In composition it is common. The root idea is 

always present even when the resultant idea is substitution as in 

ancient Greek and Latin, but it is not used in this sense in the 

New Testament. See Acts 12:6; Luke 11:38; James 5:12; 2 Cor. 

122 Gal. & 21. 

20. zpos. A longer form of zpé as «is is of év and é€é of ék, occurs 

also as zporé (Doric), locative, and in nine (Curtius) other forms 

all akin to Sanskrit prati (locative) which is used with accusative 
and ablative. The meaning is the same as zpo, before. It is used 

with three cases (locative, accusative, ablative) according to Del- 

brueck. But Monro insists that it is genitive and not ablative. In 

the New Testament only one ablative (genitive) occurs, Acts 27:34. 

There are only six locative examples and all the rest are in the 

accusative. It is one of the commonest prepositions in the New 

Testament and abounds in compound words. Many of the exam- 

ples are of great interest. Examine according to preceding prin- 

ciples Mark 5:22; 6:51; Acts 23:30; John 1:1; 20:11; Luke 7:44; 

18:11; Heb. 5:14; Matt. 11:3. 
21. ow. Older form éw. Ionic évvds (xowds) according to Curtius. 

Compare Latin cum, con, co (vin Greek as in accusative ending). 

Compare Sanskrit sam and Greek gua. Mommsen says that ovy is 

used with the instrumental in both of its ideas, proper instrument 

or help, and the associative instrumental (together with). But 

the associative idea (Delbrueck, Harrison) is doubtless the root 
idea in ow. It is used very little in the New Testament, save by 
Luke and Paul, but in composition it is exceedingly common. 

see Lu. 7:12; Rom. 8:32; Matt. 27:44; Acts 15:15; 2 Tim. 2:11; 

Acts 16:10; 1 Cor. 8:7; 2 Cor. 5:14. 

22. tmép. imepa (upper rope). Compare Sanskrit wpari (loca- 

tive case of upara) with locative, accusative, and genitive. Zend 

upairi (locative) with accusative and instrumental. Latin super, 
Gothic wfar, German ueber, Anglo-Saxon ofer, English over. These 
are all comparative forms, Sanskrit positive wpa, Greek iro.. Chau- 
cer uses over in sense of upper. This preposition is used only with 

the ablative and accusative, generally ablative in New Testament. 

As a comparative the case would be ablative rather than genitive. 
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See Monro’s Homeric Grammar, p. 147. It is used rather frequently 
in the New Testament, but sparingly in composition. Much interest 

centers around this preposition because of its use by Paul concern- 

ing the death of Christ, whereas Jesus used avré twice. It is in- 

sisted that dvré is necessary to express the doctrine of substitution, 

and that in using trép Paul avoided that doctrine. But neither 

avté nor brep of itself expresses substitution. One means in itself 

‘*face to face’’ and the other ‘‘over.’’ Both, however, in the proper 

connection are used freely when that is the resultant idea. In fact, 

in Alcestis (Euripides) trép is used more frequently than ayré and 

zpo with thisidea. All three prepositions yield themselves naturally 

to the idea of substitution where the connect.on calls for it. Here, 

as always, the root idea of the preposition, the root idea of the 
case, and the context must all be considered. See Acts 1:13; Mark 

9:40; Matt. 10:24; Lu. 16:8; Heb. 7:27; Philemon 13; John 

11750- 2 Cor: 0:14 -"Galeo-t3- 0 Dim 2G: 

23. tao. Also tad (dative or locative). Aeolicima. Sanskrit upa 
(near, on, under) with locative, accusative, and instrumental. Zend 

upa with accusative and locative. Latin sub, Gothic wf. Compare 

English ab-ove. The ideas ‘‘on’’ or ‘‘under’’ both depend on 
standpoint and de not differ much after all. Monro suggests that 

the original sense is ‘‘upwards’’ (compare ty, aloft, and dzruws, 
facing upwards). At any rate ime is not, like xara, used of motion 

downwards. Hence the comparative (see izép) and the superlative 

(Sanskrit wpamas, Greek taaros, Latin swmmus, English oft) are 

perfectly natural. It is freely used in the New Testament and 
often in composition. The locative no longer occurs with it, as in 

earlier Greek, but the accusative, genitive, and possibly ablative. 

In expressions of agency i7é is the direct agent whereas dé is the 
intermediate agent. Other prepositions are also used to express 

agent as éx, dao, wapa, mpos. It is used only twice in the Gospel of 

John, once in the Epistles of John, and twice in the Revelation, 

and is thus an incidental argument fer identity of authorship. It 

is specially common in the writings of Luke and Paul. See Luke 

11:33; Gal. 3:25; Matt. 5:18; John 1:48; Matt. 1:22; 4:1; Mark 

3:4; Matt. 6:2; Acts 6:11. 



CHAPTER XVI. 

GENERAL REMARKS ABOUT THE VERB. 

1. The name is not distinctive. In a sense all the rest of Greek 
syntax centers around the verb (the word par excellence of the sen- 
tence) save intensive particles and figures of speech. The verb is 
the bone of the sentence. Indeed the Greek verb may be a sen- 
tence in itself containing both subject and predicate as dweavev. 

There is therefore an appropriateness in calling this part of speech 
the word (fjyc). 

2. The function of the verb. The verb contains two ideas, 

action (including ‘‘state’’) and affirmation. Action may be also 
expressed by substantives and adjectives, but not affirmation. 
Verbs make affirmation by limiting the action to certain persons. 
This limitation is made by personal endings which also distinguish 

the voices. These personal endings are probably oblique cases of 

pronouns. 
3. The two types of verbs. As we know, in the Greek verb we 

see what are called the ps verbs and the w verbs with some differ- 

ences of inflections in several tenses. But originally there was 
only one inflection, the pz, whereas in modern Greek the w forms 
have displaced all the yz forms save in ea. The w verbs arose 
from the dropping of mw and other endings and the addition of the 
variable vowel. The New Testament, like the rest of the xown, 

represents the transition period of the language in this matter, but 

further on towards the w victory than the earlier Attic. 
4, The infinitive and the participle are not verbs in the strict 

sense, as will be readily seen. They have no personal endings, 
and so cannot make affirmation. In modern languages the per- 

sonal ending is dropping off, and the verb depends on the separate 
expression of the personal pronoun for its limitation. Infinitives 
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and participles are quasi verbs, verbal nouns, possessing voice and 
tense and being used with cases as verbs. They are hybrids, the 
infinitive a verbal substantive, the participle a verbal adjective. 
They are not now verb, now noun, but both at the same time. 

5. How the verb is made. It is a complicated process which 
cannot be entered into here, since it properly belongs to accidence, 
not syntax. See chapter VII., Conjugation of the Verb. But the 

verb is a growth and a very complex growth at that. ‘‘The verb 

expresses action (or state) and affirms it of a subject. It therefore 
has tense, mode, voice, person and number; expressed by stem, con- 

necting vowel, ending.’’—H. H. Harris. 

6. To understand the verb then is to understand each of these 
processes. Mode, voice, tense, person, number, all have a specific 
idea. The total result is the idea of the verb in a given instance. 

The alphabet of the verb is to know the forms by the form itself, 
not by the English translation. It is useless to attempt explana- 

tion before this elementary stage is reached. Voice pertains to the 
action of the verb as regards the subject of the action. Tense has 

to do with the action of the verb as regards the state of the action, 

and in the indicative expresses time also. Mode pertains to the 
manner of affirmation, how it is made. 

7. There is one other matter of importance to note also. It is 
the meaning of the word itself, the root, apart from any or all of 

the processes Just named. The same tense of ‘‘blink the eye’’ and 
‘‘live a life’? do not convey exactly the same idea. The difference 

is due to the thing which is mentioned in each instance, the nature 
of the case. The Germans call this ‘‘Aktionsart,’’ kind of action. 
It plays an important part, especially in the study of the tenses. 
The late recognition of this common sense matter is not a great 
compliment to grammarians. 

8. The development of mode, voice, tense was necessarily more 

or less simultaneous. There is no essential order for the discussion 

of them therefore. In the beginning there was probably only one 

mode, one voice, one tense. The rest were built up around them 

with more or less completeness. In the Greek the system was never 

carried out logically either in mode, voice or tense. The English 
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verb has, however, far greater limitations apart from the help of 
auxiliaries. But the Greek verb is much richer than the Sanskrit 

and even than the Latin. 
9. Individual verbs show very unequal development as to mode, 

voice, and tense. Some have pretty free play in most directions. 
Others fall far short of their opportunities, failing in either one or 
the other point. These are called defective or else deponent verbs. 
Deponent is rather a misnomer and defective is a much better 
description of the facts as to voice as well as tense. 

10. Once more the modes, voices, and tenses varied greatly in 
their history. Some survived and flourished. Others barely 
existed or perished. There was a survival of the fittest. The 
grammarian like the true historian must tell the important facts in 

each case. 
11. Probably tense was earlier than mode or voice, though it 

does not matter greatly how they are studied because a large part 
of the development was parallel. The second aorist (coinciding 
with present) is the oldest tense. The indicative is the oldest 
mode. The actiye is probably the oldest voice, but the middle may 

be. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

THE MODES. 

1. The use of av with the modes. There is much difficulty in 
understanding av. It is used with all the modes, save the impera- 
tive. It is freely used in Homer with the future indicative and 

the subjunctive. So Tatian (pp. 80, 94) has a with the future 
indicative. It is, however, chiefly found in dependent clauses. In 

the New Testament it is thus found with the indicative as well as 
the subjunctive. In independent clauses av in the New Testament 

occurs with the indicative and the optative. It is not true that 

relative and conditional subjunctive clauses ‘‘must also have av.”’ 

It is usually present, but is not necessary. Leo Meyer argues that 

Greek av is kin to Gothic an and Latin an, and originally had two 
meanings, one ‘‘else,”’ the other ‘‘in that case rather,’ Latin and 

Gothic preserving the first and Greek the second. Cf. also old 
English ‘‘an’’=if. Monro argues that the primary use of av and 
xé in Homer is with definite and particular examples, and that the 

indefinite and general use is secondary. In the New Testament 

both exist, although the general usage is more common. See Mark 

11:19; 6:56 Often dy is spelt ey (Matt. 5:19). More in detail 
in conditional and relative sentences. 

2. What is mode? Mode is manner and pertains to affirma- 

tion, and not to action as do voice and tense. The personal endings 
limit the affirmation; mode is in a sense the dress of the affirma- 

tion. As to the manner of affirming, there are three possible kinds 

of statement: definite, doubting, commanding. But they are not 

of equal age nor frequency. The four modes really represent three 

points of view since the subjunctive and optative are somuch alike 

in idea. They and the imperative ultimately grow out of the 
indicative and the old injunctive. 
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3. Positive statement. The Greek has one mode of definite 

assertion. It is called the indicative; not a yery good name since 
all the modes indicate. With this mode one aflirms positively, 

definitely, absolutely, undoubtingly. One may or may not tell 

what he knows to be true, but he states it as real. Mode has noth- 

ing per se to do with the actual facts, but only with the statement 

of them. Most untruths are expressed in the indicative mode. 
The indicative is the normal manner of affirmation unless there is 

reason to be doubtful or to make a command. It is thus the one 

most used and has the most complete set of tenses as to the time 

element. The indicative always stands for itself. The modes, 

like the tenses, are not interchanged. The indicative is so much 

the usual mode that some grammarians do not consider it a mode 

at all. It does not indeed haye a distinctive mode-sign like the 

subjunctive and optative, but neither does the imperative. The 

indicative is the natural manner of expressing a thing unless there 
is special reason for one of the other modes. It is indeed the 
mode par excellence instead of being no mode at all. The Greeks 
used the indicative according to the genius of their own language. 

One must see to it that he does not read English into the Greek 
indicative, though, as a matter of fact, the English indicative has 

practically supplanted the old subjunctive. The application of the 

general principle of the indicative will tide one over every instance 

if he gives due weight to the context. Some striking examples are 

given in lieu of extended discussion. See the point in the 
indicative mode in zowdpey (Jo. 11:47); ea (Jo. 4:4; Matt. 

23:25; and Matt. 25:27); éBovdcuny (Acts 25:22); epaware (Jo. 

5:89); dyarnoas (Matt. 5:43); O&A (1 Cor. 7:7) and 7OeAov (Gal. 

4:20); ydxopny (Rom. 9:3); apalnArodpev (1 Cor. 10:22); dWeobe 

(Matt. 27:24). 

4. Doubtful statement. The Greek has two modes for doubt- 

ing affirmation, the subjunctive and the optative. The names are 

not distinctive, for both are used in subordinate senses, and the 
optative is used elsewhere besides in wishes and is not the only 
mode so used (see indicative). But the names will answer at any 
rate. They are really different forms of the same mode, the mode 
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of hesitating affirmation. Compare the Latin which has no optative, 

but a past subjunctive. In Greek the subjunctive is chiefly primary 

and the optative chiefly secondary, but the distinction is not always 

observed. The Greek love of vivid statement made the subjunc- 

tive more popular than the optative and kept it increasingly after 

past tenses of the indicative. There is thus no sequence of tenses 
in Greek, but a sequence of modes. But this sequence of modes 

is not necessary. In fact in the New Testament it is exceptional, 
for the optative had nearly disappeared from use. In modern 

Greek it no longer exists. in the ancient vernacular the optative 
was not used so much as in the books. It was one of the luxuries 

of the language that the spoken language little used. It is scarce 

in Plutarch, and occurs only sixty-seven times in the New 

Testament. The optative died as the subjunctive is doing 
in English. In the New Testament wishes about the future 

are expressed by the optative or sometimes by 6dedov and 
the future indicative. Wishes about the present are expressed 
simply by o¢edov and the imperfect indicative. Wishes about the 

past are expressed by ddedov and the aorist indicative. The sub- 

junctive has to do the work of the imperative in the first person 

owing to loss of that form. The use of the aorist subjunctive in 
prohibitions rather than the aorist imperative is traceable to the 
Sanskrit idiom. But the aorist imperative in prohibitions does 

occur a few times in the New Testament. Even the second and 

third persons are used sometimes in the New Testament in ques- 
tions of deliberation. The future indicative is doubtful because 

the action is future, and so it is not strange that Homer uses both 

the subjunctive and the future indicative for future statements. 

Compare tva and éay in the New Testament with either subjunctive 
or future indicative. The negative of the subjunctive is py, of the 

optative od or py. It needs to be remarked that the modes have 
precisely the same force in independent and dependent clauses. 
The particular construction of the subjunctive and optative with 

various dependent clauses comes up later. Here the root idea is 

insisted on which lies behind it all. As a matter of fact only the 

most general idea of doubtful statement will hold, for both the 
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subjunctive and optative are difficult of scientific analysis. The 
subjunctive glides into the realm of the future indicative on the 

one hand, if indeed it is not a variation of it (see Homer), and 

into the sphere of the imperative on the other where in fact it is 
supreme in the first person. The optative is not alone wish or 

will. The potential idea exists also and the doctors differ greatly 

as to which is the original and how to relate the two conceptions. 
In the Latin the optative vanished utterly before the subjunctive, 
while in the Sanskrit the subjunctive largely succumbed before the 

optative. The Greek indeed developed both side by side though 
the optative was chiefly confined to books as remarked above. 

The subjunctive is more common in Homer than in later Greek. 
Some examples of the subjunctive and optative in the New Testa- 
ment worth considering are here given. "Eyouweyv (Rom. 5:1); 

yevoro (Gal. 6:14); piyyre (Matt. 23:53); edacuny av (Acts 26;29) ; 

dv Oédor (Acts 17:18); pap cioeveyxyns (Matt. 6:15); roujoopney (Luke 

3:10); 76 ris dv ein (Luke 9:46); yevyrae (Luke 28 231); eromdowpev 

(Luke 22:9); ety (Luke 22:23); wapadé (Luke 22:4); dayo (Luke 

22:16); elrwpev (Luke 9:54. Cf. roujons, Mark 10:55. See infini- 

tive with 6éAa in verse 43). For ages tdwpey see (Matt. 27:49). As 

examples of épedov take Rev. 3:15; Gal. 5:12; 1 Cor. 4:8. 
5. Commanding statement. The imperative is the mode for 

commands, the assertion of one’s will on another’s. This mode is 

somewhat allied in form to the indicative and is a development in 
meaning of an emphatic indicative in some of its forms which are 

identical with the indicative. Compare our ‘‘you shall.’? The 

indicative in that vigorous sense is often found in Greek, as dweoGe 
(Matt. 27:24). Here one’s duty is stated as a prediction. Often 
it is hard to decide between the imperative and the indicative when 
the forms are identical, but the connection will generally decide, 

as in tore (Jas. 1:19; Eph. 5:5). Other forms of the imperative 
are interjectional (cf. detre, Matt. 11:28) or allied to the subjunc- 

tive or the old injunctive like Av@yre and similar forms. 

Still others have special endings. So the imperative is on the 

whole a makeshift and an afterthought in the modes. The aorist 

subjunctive held its own in prohibitions of the second person and 
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usually of the third as the subj. did completely for all commands 

of the first person. In the imperative as with all the modes the 

meaning of the word itself and of the context has to be considered. 

Hence one can see how the imperative is used in épyfec8e (Eph. 
4:25). Cf. also wove xat jon (Lu. 10:28). Instead of the impera- 
tive we sometimes have wa (Eph. 5;33). The negative of the 
imperative naturally is always py as with the subjunctive after 

Homer. The indicative and optative use either od or py according 

to the idea involved. Observe d0s (Matt. 5:42), ages éxBarw (Matt. 

7:4), Avoare (Jo. 2:19), xaradixalere and dzodvere (Lu. 6:37), tobe 
éxov (Lu. 19:17), dpare pydeis yewwokerw (Matt. 9:51), tore ywaokorres 

(Eph. 5:5), xaraBaro (Mk. 13:15), Barrioar (Acts 22:16). In 1 Pet. 

5:12 observe «is qv ornre. 



CHAPTER XVIII. 

THE VOICES. 

1. What is voice in the verb? Voice is vox, the speaking part 

of the verb, and this is not a bad name for the function. Voice 
has to do with the subject of the action, the one of whom the 

affirmation is made by the mode. 

2. The names of the voices are not specially felicitous. All verbs 
express action or state in all the voices, and verbs that express 
only state like «uc have the active voice. The middle means 
nothing in particular. If the idea is that it comes in between 
active and passive, that is not true and hence a misnomer. If it 
refers to the fact that there is a reflex action in this voice, this is 

true, but a poor way of expressing it. Reflexive voice would 
conyey that idea much better. The term passive is not so bad in 
the original sense of that word. We have to use the terms simply 

because they are in vogue. 
3. The voices have nothing per se to do with the question whether 

the verb is transitive or intransitive. That matter belongs to the 
individual verb and is in reality a question of ‘‘Aktionsart,’’ not 

of the voice at all. The active voice, for instance, may be either 

transitive or intransitive and often the same verb will be used now 

one way, now the other. The same remark applies to the middle 
yoice. Some verbs indeed in both these voices will haye more 
than one object. The verb in the passive voice again is sometimes 
transitive also, though in the nature of the case it is more usually 

intransitive. The point is that voice must be considered entirely 
apart from the question of transitiveness. That is another matter 

to be discussed elsewhere. 
4, The active voice represents the subject merely as acting. 

That is all. Itis therefore the commonest and most natural voice to 
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use. It is also probably the oldest. Some verbs never had any other 
voice. Some verbs have one voice in one tense, and another voice 

in another tense. In simple truth many verbs are more or less 

defective on this point. 
5. The middle was probably built on the active by a doubling 

of the personal ending, pe becoming papr=pau. This explanation 
is not certain, some scholars even putting the middle as the oldest 
voice. But certainly the middle was on a par with the active at 

most points and had a parallel development. The active and the 
middle had a full set of personal endings. In the middle voice 
the subject is acting with reference to himself, and here again the 

action may be either transitive or intransitive. How the subject 

acts with reference to himself, the middle voice does not tell. That 
has to be determined by the meaning of the verb and the context. 
He may be represented as doing a certain thing of himself, by him- 

self, on himself, for himself, etc. The precise shade of emphasis 
comes from the context and the word itself. The reflexive pro- 
noun is sometimes used in the New Testament with the middle 
though it is not necessary. In English the reflexive pronoun is 
the only way that the middle idea can be expressed. 

6. The passive represents the subject as acted upon. The pas- 
siye is later than the active and the middle and did not develop 
distinctive personal endings. In most cases, like a parasite, it used 
the middle endings as in Latin throughout. In the future passive 
there was a special suffix 6e(e) as in the aorist passive when the 
active endings were employed. It is a curious perversion of facts 

and irony of fate that the grammars have so long regarded the 

middle as the interloper. Some languages indeed have never de- 
veloped a passive, the Coptic, for instance. The Sanskrit has the 
barest beginning of the passive in one conjugation while the active 

and middle are in full swing. English can only express the pas- 

sive by the auxiliary verb to be and the participle. 
7. The history of the middle and passive has been one of the 

most interesting in the Greek language. Originally there was no pas- 

sive. The Bocotian dialect uses the passive very seldom. Inmodern 

Greek there are few distinctive middles, so completely has the 
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passive captured the middle. In the New Testament the middle 

is already disappearing before the passive. In pa foByOjre adrovs 

(Matt. 10:26) the passive form is used, but not the passive idea. 

So also the common dzoxpides (Matt. 3:15). In Homer there is 
no future passiye and the second aorist passive israre. Indeed the 
aorist middle and the aorist passive are not always distinct in 
Homer as *BAjro (he was struck). Cf. Sterrett, Homer’s Jliad, 

The Dialect of Homer, p. 27. All this is in harmony with the de- 

velopment of the passive from the middle and active. 
8. The term deponent as applied to the middle and passive is 

largely a misnomer. Many of the tenses were defective and did 
not develop forms in all the voices. Hence it is not proper to say 

that they laid aside (depono) what they had never assumed. How- 

ever, as between the middle and the passive, as shown above, the 

middle gradually disappeared as the passive usurped both form 
and function. But the term deponent is not usually applied to 
this particular matter. The following examples will illustrate the 

voices in the New Testament: 
1 Cor. 5:11 (€ypaya, cvvavaplyvvobar, dvopaldopevos); 6:7 (adtxeioGe) ; 

6:11 (dredovcacbe, PyracOyte) ; 13:12 (ywooko, ervryvdocopa, ereyvac- 

Onv); Lu. 20:11 (apoceGero); 20:13 (évtparyoovra); Matt. 27:5 

(dayyéaro) ; Matt. 27:24 (dreviparo) ; Mk. 14:47 (oracdpevos) ; 14:65 

(jpgavto); Luke 2:5 (dmroypayacba); Acts 22:16 (Barra); Acts 

12:8 (f@0ar kat trddyoo); Gal. 2:7 (aemiorerpar); 2 Thess. 2:15 

(€d0axOnre); Matt. 9:38 (deyAyre); Matt. 10:9 (xrjcyobe); 10:28 

(fofnfjre) ; Titus 2:7 (ceavrov mapexopevos). 



CHAPTER XIX. 

THE TENSES. 

i. The name tense (French temps) is a mistake. Time is not 
che basal idea. This name does not represent the original and 
essential matter. Time belongs only to the indicative mode in 

Greek save by indirection, and is not the main idea in the indica- 

tive. In the other modes time is not expressed, and is only sug- 
gested by the relation to other parts of the sentence or context. In 
Latin time appears in the subjunctive also. Time is distinctly 

a secondary development in tense grafted on the main idea. Cf. 

Delbrueck, Grundlagen, p. 80. 

2. But what is the fundamental idea in tense? The state of 
the action is the main idea of tense, and not merely an additional 
idea as Hadley and Allen have it. This is the original and only 
general idea of tense. 

3. There are three distinct ideas as to duration of the action 
found in all the modes, viz., incompletion, completion, or indefi- 
niteness. These three conceptions cover all the kinds of action 
there are as to duration. In the indicative, where time is also ex- 

pressed, there might have been each of these three conceptions in 
distinct forms in past, present, and future. Asa matter of fact, 

the conceptions exist, but only in the past is there distinct expres- 
sion with three tenses. The ideas are used, however, in the pres- 

ent and future, but not with separate tenses. The tense in the New 
Testament is used in accordance with the true Greek idiom, save 

that the Hebrew conception has sometimes in translation Greek 

determined the point of view. But in New Testament Greek one 
tense is not used ‘‘for’’ another. That is an abomination of gram- 

mar. We must beware of explaining Greek tenses from the Eng- 

lish translation. 
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The tense for indefinite action is the aorist, the tenses for incom- 

pleted action are the present, imperfect, and future; the tenses for 

completed action are the present perfect, past perfect (pluperfect), 

and future perfect. 
4. Here again we must insist on looking at the Greek tense from 

the Greek standpoint, and not from the English or German point 

of view. Each Greek tense has its meaning and is used to ex- 

press that idea. What the English would have used is quite 

another matter. Historical grammar is essential to exegetical 

grammar, and the best exegetical grammar maintains the Greek 

standpoint. It is not necessary to anglicize the Greek idiom in 

order to understand it; to do so is rather to hinder true apprehen- 
sion, for the student will inevitably feel that the Greek ought to be 

like the English. The English will be the standard and Greek 

rises or falls as it is like or unlike it. If Greek syntax is not un- 

derstood as Greek, it is not truly understood. 
5. Indefinite action—the aorist. The aorist is presented first 

because it is normally the oldest form of the Greek verb. The 
aorist and present in many verbs had the same stem like $y-p/, for 

instance. Cf. &é¢y-v with €orn-v. The so-called second aorist is 

older than the first aorist. The root of a verb is found in the second 
aorist, if it has this tense. The Greek tenses seem to have been 

built up around the second aorist. The aorist is the simplest in 

idea. It is unlimited action, dépucros, both as to duration and as 
to time. The augment (an example of pre-flection) in the indica- 
tive shows past time, but the tense as a tense has no time. It is 
simple action without representing it either as incompleted or com- 
pleted. It may in fact be either, but the aorist does not say so. 

The Greek is an ‘‘aorist loving language’’ (Broadus). A statement. 
in the indicative would naturally be in the aorist unless there is 
reason to put it in some other tense, and so of the other modes. If 

the action is not to be described as completed or incompleted, put 
it in the aorist. General statements or illustrations are often put 
in the aorist and you are left to draw the inference. This is really 

* a representative aorist.. Some verbs of special meanings will have 
different shades of meaning in different tenses, and this is only 
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natural. It is the tense idea plus the verb meaning. In the indica- 
tive the aorist is past time because of the augment; in the parti- 

ciple it is contemporaneous cr by suggestion past or future; it is by 

suggestion present or future in the subjunctive, optative, impera- 

tive, and infinitive. The infinitive in indirect discourse has past 
time only by suggestion. But in all this diversity as to time, the 

idea of simple action is always present. The aorist is not used 
‘‘for’’ the present perfect, the past perfect, or the present. Hadley 

and Allen are here explaining Greek by the English. See the exact 

force of the Greek aorist in every instance. That force is well rep- 
resented by Moulton (Prolegomena, p. 109) as punctiliar or point 

action. The thing to bear in mind is that the aorist represents the 
action asa point. In itself it may haye continued a long time. 
It is precisely the idea of the aorist (undefined action) that it does 
not distinguish between complete or incomplete action. It may be 

used of either. Take oixodopyOy (Jo. 2:20), for instance, which 

covers the space of forty-six years as the ‘‘point.’”’ Just here 

‘‘Aktionsart’’? comes in also. The particular meaning of the word 

itself may stress the beginning, the end, or the action as a whole. 

The German grammarians have giyen special names to the resultant 

ideas, that is, the aorist plus the meaning of the word. For the 
beginning ingressive as voojnoat (to fall sick), for the end effective as 

texeoat (to complete) or wAnpdoa (Matt. 5:17), for the act as a 
whole constative (not a very good term) as {joa (to live). Some- 

times indeed the same word can be used for each of these ideas as 
Bodrdiv may be “‘let fly,”’ ‘‘hit,” or merely ‘‘throw’’ (Moulton, 

Prolegomena, p. 130). So then in the aorist the tense idea is to be 

combined with the word idea. It may be added that in the past 
indicative, in the subjunctive, the optative, the positive impera- 
tive, the aorist is the tense used as a matter of course unless stress 
is to be laid on the ideas either of incompletion or completion. 
The Greek tenses are not always made from the same stem. These 

examples will illustrate the New Testament aorist. Matt. 3:17 

(eiddxyoa); Matt. 25:5 (evioragay); Matt. 9:18 (éreAcirnoev; observe 

dptt); Matt. 12:28 (ép6acev); Mark 11:24 (édAdBere); Matt. 23:2 

(exaficav); Jo. 10:38 (yvore, but cf. ywoonnre); Luke 1:30 (etpes) ; 
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2:48 (érotnoas); 16:4 (€yvwr, petacrafS) ; 23:19 (jv BrAyGets) ; 24:17 

(éordbynoav); James 1:11 (dvérerrey); 1:24 (€reAdbero); Rom. 3:28 

(qjpaprov); 15:15 (éypaya); Mark 5:39 (dreGaverv) ; 5:42 (dvéeorn, but 

note weperare); 1 Cor. 7:28 (juaptes). In Luke 23:19 (jv Brxbeis) 

we have the aorist participle with jv. 

6. Incompleted action—(present, imperfect, and future). Pres- 

ent and future tenses are named from the point of view of time, 
while the imperfect is named from the standpoint of state of dura- 
tion. It would have been better to have had all the names con- 
sistent. The imperfect in Greek is a past imperfect, and the pres- 
ent is a present imperfect, and the future is a future imperfect. 
But it should be noted that the present indicative is also often 

aoristic and the future is usually so. In the indicative no clear 

distinction between indefinite and incomplete action is made in 

present and future time. In the other modes the present tense 
is more free from this complication. The idea of incompletion or 
linear action runs through all the modes and is a variation from 

the aorist conception. See formation of the present from aorist 

root stems. The idea of time concerning the incompleted action 

appears properly only in the indicative where all three points of 

time occur. The subjunctive has no time of its own, and only the 

present tense for incompletion. The so-called future subjunctive 
is a later development. The optative is similarly situated, save 
that there is a future optative, which, however, is only used in 
indirect discourse where in the direct form the future indicative 

was used. The same thing is true of the infinitive, the future 
infinitive representing the future indicative, save with “eAAw, when 

there is a future idea in the word (but péAdAw uses also present and 

aorist infinitives). The future participle corresponds to the future 

indicative by suggestion, especially with the idea of purpose in the 

context. But this is a very rare construction in the New Testa- 

ment. There is no future imperative. So, then, the imperfect or 
past incompletion is confined to the indicative, the future or future 

incompletion is nearly so if indirect discourse is borne in mind. 

The present is the normal tense for incompletion in all the modes. 

The stem of the imperfect is the same as that of the present. 
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(a) The present. 

So, then, the present tense expresses incompleted action, which 
action in any given case may be momentary, prolonged, simulta- 

neous, descriptive, repeated, customary, attempted. interrupted, or 

begun, according to the nature of the case or the meaning of the 

verb itself. In vivid narration past or future incompleted action 

can be conceived of and stated in the present indicative. This is 
not a peculiarity of language at all. It is simply a lively imagina- 

tion that changes its point of view. No distinctive effort is made 
to present the aorist idea in the present time (indicative). That 
idea is merged with the present tense without distinction. Some- 

times the idea of incompletion is intensified by the use of the verb - 
cipé and the participle as in English and Hebrew. The so-called 

historical present in the midst of aorists and imperfects is Just the 
lively imagination of the narrator drawing the picture closer. It is 
not the present used for the other tenses. The hearer or reader is 

expected to wake up and see the picture. The same thing is true 

of the present in the midst of futures. Some verbs naturally sug- 
gest future action like «ju. Indeed some future tenses like ey, 

miopat are thus merely lively presents. In Homer, as is well known, 

the present and imperfect stems are not always differentiated from 

the aorist. The periphrastic present is not uncommon. Another 
thing to be noted about the present tense is the effect of preposi- 

tions on the word, Aktionsart again. It is a pity that the term 
perfective is applied by the new grammarians to this effect of some 

prepositions in composition. It has nothing to do with the perfect 

tense, and it is necessarily confusing to some extent. If épya€eo8a 

is to work, xatepydlecOa (Phil. 2:12) is to work down. So ywooxew 

is to know, éryyweoxew is to know thoroughly. The list can be 

easily extended. Sometimes the simple verb represents the incom- 
plete idea like @vjoxew (to be dying), while the compound aorist 
sums up the whole like dzofavév (to die). See xaraddoa: (Matt. 

5:17). The following examples of the present will set forth fairly 
well New Testament usage: Matt. 2:4 (yewara:) ; 3:1 (wapayiverac) ; 

3:10 (xetrac) ; 3:15 (apemov eoriv) ; 5:25 (ich eivody, <i); 6:2 (rovotow, 
a2 XD. dzéxovow); 25:8 (oBévvevtac); 26:18 (wow); 27:33 (€crriv Aeyopevos) ; 
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Mk. 11:23 (yiverar); Lu. 17:6 (éxere); 18:12 (xr@mar); 19:8 (d/bwpe); 

19:17 (tot éxywv); 22:23 (ein); 22:24 (doxet); Jo. 3:15 (Ey); 10:32 

(Avdagere); 10:38 (moreinre, ywooknte); 14:3 (€pxouar); Heb. 3:12 

Brémere); Rev. 1:18 (Cav eiué); Mk. 4:38 (daroAAvpeOa). 

(b) The imperfect. 

The imperfect likewise expresses incompleted action which in 
any given case may be either momentary, simultaneous, prolonged, 
descriptive, repeated, customary, interrupted, attempted, or begun, 

according to the context or the meaning of the verb. Too much 

has been read into the Greek tenses and not enough allowance is 

always made for the meaning of the verb itself. To wink the eye, 
for instance, is obviously different as to length of duration from 

eating one’s dinner and living a life. With due regard to this 
point and the context the Greek imperfect will be found always 
true to its root idea. The participle with e«iué is very common in 
the New Testament, especially in Luke. The imperfect is the 

descriptive tense of narrative and varies the simple monotony of 
the aorist. It puts life into the story like the present. Some 

imperfects that are very common like éAeyey perhaps do not differ 

in stem from an old second aorist (cf. &AaBev). In English we 

must use the auxiliary verb and the participle if we wish to accent 
linear action either in the past, the present, or the future. In 
Matt. 9:24 note carefully dreavev, xabevda, kateyehov. The meaning 
of the word (Aktionsart) is to be observed in the imperfect tense 

also. It is interesting to compare imperfects with aorists or per- 
fects in the same sentence and see the reason for the difference. 

Examine, for instance, these New Testament examples: Matt. 3:6 
(€BarriLovro); 3:14 (duexwAvey); 26:55 (exabeCouny); 27:30 (rumor); 

Mk. 12:41 (€6ewpe); 14:61 (eovds7a); 14:72 (exrAaev); 15:6 (aredver); 

15:23 (ediovv); Mk. 5:13 (ézviyovro); Lu. 1:21 (jv zpocdoxar; cf. 

1:22, jv diavedwy) ; 1:59 (exaAovv); 17:10 (apetAomer) ; 17:27 (qobror, 

etc.) ; 25:12 (apotrjpxov ovres); Jo. 21:18 (eLadvvves, etc.); Acts 18:4 

(éreBev); 27:18 (érowtvto); Eph. 5:4 (avpxev); Acts 22:22 (kaOnxev); 

Matt. 23:23 (a); Lu. 24:26 (éde); Matt. 25:5 (éxdOevdor). 

(c) The future. 
The future likewise presents incompleted action which in any 
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case may be either momentary, simultaneous, prolonged, descrip- 

tive, repeated, customary, interrupted, attempted, or begun, ac- 

cording to the nature of the case or the meaning of the verb. The 

future with eué and the participle is fairly common. ‘The future 
optative does not occur in the New Testament. As in the present, 

so in the future no distinctive expression of aoristic action is made. 

The very fact of futurity throws an air of indefiniteness over many 

verbs in the future tense. The will of the speaker or writer often 

enters largely into the tone and exact force of a verb in the future. 
Compare our shall and will. The only way to emphasize the idea 

of incompleteness in the future tense is by the use of «iué and the 
participle as in the present tense. There is this difference, how- 

ever. In the future the idea is usually aoristic (dépurros, unde- 

fined). This is due partly to the nature of the case since all future 
events are more or less uncertain. But another reason is the origin 

of the tense itself. It is probably a variation of the aorist subjunc- 
tive as the usage of Homer indicates (cf. Giles, Manual, ete., p. 

446 ff.). But Giles suggests also that the Aryan and Letto-Slav- 

onic future in -syo (cf. ‘‘go’’ in English and na in Coptic) may be 
discernible also. But the result is that the future indicative and 

aorist subjunctive do not differ greatly in actual usage. Hence in 
the New Testament with éav, iva, wy wore, etc., both appear. There 

is a difference though slight. The subjunctive is a doubtful asser- 
tion in present time, while the future indicative is a positive asser- 

tion in future time. Some futures indeed are but variations of the 
present indicative (cf. eye and épxouar), due to the vivid realization 

of a future event in present time. See Delbrueck. The periphras- 
tic future is common in the Sanskrit. In the modern Greek dado 
and the infinitive (cf. English) is the most frequent method. In 
the New Testament 6€o has not yet weakened to a mere future 

like our ‘‘will’’ and ‘“‘shall.”’ In a passage like Jo. 7:17 the full 

force of 6éAw is to be insisted on. Cf. OedAere drodvow (Matt. 27:17) 
with modern Greek. MéddAw appears in the New Testament chiefly 
with the aorist or present infinitive, (Matt. 11:14; Rom. 8:18) and 
with future infinitive also (Acts 11:28). Forms like wéoyar (Luke 

17:8) give color to the aoristic origin of the future. A case like 
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ayo. €ceoGe (1 Pet. 1:16) has an imperative force. But various as 

the sources of the future are, it is certain that it is a later develop- 
ment in the tenses. The future with a negative may amount to a 

prohibition. The future participle is not common in the New 
Testament (Matt. 27:49). Here are further examples of the New 
Testament usage: Matt. 1:21 (xadéoes); 3:11 (Barrica); 6:5 (otk 

éoeoe); 10:22 (€ceabe procovpevor); 12:21 (€Amodtow); 16:22 (eorar); 

21:41 (dmoreow, cf. drodG 1-Cor. 1:19); 27:24 (dfeobe); Lu. 1:20 

(€on ciwrdv) ; 12:8 (dporoyyoe) ; 16:3 (rojow); Phil. 1:18 (xapyco- 

par); Lu. 21:19 (xryjcecbe); Heb. 11:32 (émrcte). 

7. Completed action—(present perfect, past perfect, and future 

perfect). The perfect tense is found in ali the modes, although 
naturally it would not occur often in the subjunctive, optative, and 

imperative. Indeed in the New Testament the perfect optative is 
absent and in the subjunctive is found only in the periphrastic 

form. The perfect imperative is almost obsolete in the New Testa- 
ment. The xowy corresponds to this situation. But the perfect 
infinitive and participle are quite common. It always conveys the 

same sense, completed action. Variations in the resultant idea 

will occur in this tense also, owing to the meaning of the verb and 

the context. The action may have been completed a moment ago 

or a thousand years ago. The action may be represented as just 
finished or as standing finished. The tense yields itself naturally 

to these different applications. The resultant idea may be state or 
condition. The reduplication is the effort to express the idea of 
completion in the verb form and exists in all the modes. It de- 
pends on the speaker or writer as to how he will present an action, 

whether as incompleted, completed, or indefinite. He chooses the 
tense that will present his idea. No sensible man uses one tense 
when he means another tense. That would be jargon. But in the 

subjunctive, optative, and imperative the choice is practically one 
between the aorist and the present. Different writers vary greatly 
in the use of the aorist and the present. It is true indeed that in 
Sanskrit, as the aorist disappears, the perfect is used with increas- 
ing frequency. In Latin the distinction in form between the aorist 
and the perfect vanished completely, but the idea of the aorist was 
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preserved in the perfect form (aorist) as is shown by the sequence 

of tenses in a dependent clause. One cannot infer, because Greek 
uses presents, aorists, imperfects, and perfects in parallel clauses, 
that these tenses are equivalent. The Greek loves variety. The 
writer or speaker has perfect freedom to change his standpoint and 
he expects the hearer or reader to do likewise. Uniformity belongs 
to the professional grammarian, not to the living language. What- 
ever may be true of the Byzantine Greek under the influence of 

the Latin blending of aorist and perfect forms (not of tense mean- 
ing), that cannot be justly said to be true of the New Testament 

Greek. There is a threefold history of reduplication in Greek. 
With the aorist reduplication is Intensive as 7yayov, with the pres- 

ent continuous as dédwy, with the perfect completed in idea as 
dddwxa. 

(a) The present perfect. 
This is the standard tense for completed action and is in 

all the modes. In the New Testament the perféct optative 
does not occur, but some examples of the periphrastic sub- 
junctive are found besides «ié@ (1 Tim. 3:15). The perfect 

imperative is rare, though the perfect infinitive and the per- 

fect participle are common. The present perfect is not used for 
the past perfect, the aorist, the present or the future. For vivid- 
ness a writer will sometimes use it in the midst of other tenses, but 
he makes the change on purpose in order to produce yividness. 
He does not wish the present perfect understood as aorist. The 
use of eiué with the perfect participle is rather common in the New 
Testament. The present perfect with reduplication is probably — 
deriyed from the iterative present. We do not know the origin of 
the -xa stems. The existence of oféa, AéXoura, etc., may indicate 
that some reduplicated stems in -xa set the fashion for most per- 
fects. The modern Greek has wholly dropped the reduplicated 

perfect save in the passive participle. Instead éyw and the aorist 

infinitive (ea, not a) is used as éyw Avoe much like the English. 
The older Greek has already begun to use éyw Avoas. This analytic 

process is characteristic of the xowy and so of the New Testament 
(especially Luke). The present perfect in Greek does not say that 
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the act was just completed. That may be true or not. Here again 

the meaning of the verb itself and the context is to be carefully 

observed (Aktionsart). The resultant idea will be due to the tense 

plus the special verb idea. Each tense thus has a certain amount 
of play in actual usage, though the tense idea itself remains stable. 

The idea of completion may thus have immediate application or 
remote, may accent the permanence of the completion over a long 
period or merely the present situation, may suggest the unchange- 

able result or accent only the actual outcome. It is not possible 
to square the Greek perfect with English usage. For a good dis- 
cussion of this point see Plummer on Luke, p. 424. The Greeks 
used the aorist where we in English prefer the perfect and vice versa. 
Each language has its own point of view. These examples will 
illustrate New Testament usage: Matt. 3:2 (jjyyuxev); Matt. 25:24 

(<ciAnpds, contrast with AaBov verse 20); 4:7 (yéypartar); 13:46 
(wémpaxer, cf. etyev); Mk. 4:39 (wediuwoo); 15:44 (reOvyxev) ; Lukel :22 

(€wpaxev); 4:6 (rapad-dora); 5:23 (ddpéwvrac); 5:32 (e€ApAvba); 14:8 

(qj KexAnpevos); 14:18 (€xe pe wapytnpevov) ; 16:26 (éornpixtar); 20:6 

mereopevos eotiv); JO. 5:36 (dréotadke); 5:45 (jAmixare); 16:28 

(€AnjAvba and note epdrOov); 17:6 (rerypyxav); 19:22 (yéypada) ; 

1 Cor. 15:4 (éyyyepraz); Heb. 5:12 (yeyovare Exovtes); 7:23 (iow 

yeyovores) ; Jas, 1:24 (daednAvbev); 2 Cor. 1:9 (wemoBdres Gpev); Rev. 

5:7 (iAnbev); Mk. 5:4 (de8e06ar). Cf. also Mark 5:19 and Luke 

12:35. 
(b) Past perfect. The augment (the sign of past time) is not 

always used in the New Testament (see Homer). This tense is not 
so common as the aorist indicative because it was not so often de- 
sired to emphasize completed action in past time. This tense, as 
all idea of past time, is confined to the indicative. It was never 
very common in Greek, in simple truth, just as the perfect sub- 
junctive, cptative, and imperative never enjoyed a wide vogue. 
The Boeotian dialect has no past perfect. Still in the xouw7 the 

_ past perfect indicative is far more in evidence than the perfects in 
the other modes. For practical purposes outside of the indicative 
the Greek used the aorist or the present and only occasionally the 
perfect. In the indicatiye, future time was almost wholly indicated 
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by one tense, present time by two tenses, past time by three though 

the aorist and the imperfect held the field against the past perfect. 

The aorist was used of past time in the indicative, as a matter of 
course, unless there was a special desire to lay stress on the incom- 
pletion or the completion of the action. When therefore the past 
perfect is used, the completion in past time is distinctly empha- 
sized. But asa rule the Greeks did not care to work out the rela- 
tion of time so carefully. The simple aorist told the story consec- 
utively and one could see the rest for himself. The periphrastic 
form appears occasionally. Examine these New Testament illustra- 
tions: Matt. 7:25 (reOepediwro); 26:43 (joav BeBapnuévor); Mark 

14:44 (deddxer); 16:9 (exBeBrAjxa); Luke 4:29 (exoddmnro); 5:17 

Gjoav eAnAvodres); 8:29 (cvvyprdxer); 15:24 (jv drodwdos); 16:20 

(€BéBrnro); Jo. 6:17 (eyeyova, and note great variety of tenses in 

verses 16-21); 11:44 (weprcdédero) ; 18:5 (ioryxe); Acts 14:23 (me- 

murteixeccav); 20:16 (kexpixer); 21:29 (Hoav zpoewpaxdres, and note 

ciojyayey and xexotvwxey in preceding verse). 

(c) The future perfect. This was always a rare tense and is 
nearly extinct in the New Testament. It is not often necessary to 
express completed action in future time. The few examples in the 
New Testament are confined to the indicative. One ( Kexpa£ovrat) 

in Lu. 19:40 is not supported by Aleph B L, and is not in West- 
cott and Hort’s text. The other examples are periphrastic futures 
with civé save eiSjow in Heb. 8:11, and this is from the LXX. The 
two ancient Greek future perfects active (éorjém and reOvygw) do 

not appear in the New Testament. As examples of the periphras- 

tic conjugation observe the following: Matt. 16:19 (éo7ar dedepevor) ; 
Lu. 12:52 (écovra diapepepropevor) ; Heb, 2:13 (écopar reroibuis). 



CHAPTER XX. 

CO-ORDINATE AND SUBORDINATE CLAUSES. CONJUNCTIONS. 

1. What is a sentence? The answer in grammatical terms is not 
SO easy as it appears at first. The word sententia is, of course, a 

thought, an opinion expressed. The object of language is supposed 
to be to convey thought—or to conceal it. Any word or phrase 
that conveys a clear and complete idea is a sentence. Is the verb 
essential to a sentence? Some grammarians think so, but that is 
not always true. The verb is the main word in a sentence and is 
usually expressed, but not always. It is not alone the copula éoriy 
that is sometimes absent. Any verb may be absent if the sense is 
clear without it. When sailors shout ‘‘A sail! A sail!’ it is a dis- 
tinct idea. 

2. The simple sentence grew up around the verb. Subject and 
predicate became the foci of the sentence. Each of these 
might or might not be further amplified by the various parts of 
speech or by adjuncts. The child is making progress when he 
puts words together. The clause may be long or short. 

8. Co-ordination of clauses is the next step in language. Two 

clauses are either placed side by side with connecting links (true 

conjunctions) or contrasted with each other (disjunctive particles). 

Co-ordination (paratactic conjunctions) was the first and always 
the most frequent method of uniting clauses. In the New Testa- 
ment the cow usage is perhaps heightened in this particular by the 

use of xaé much like Hebrew vav, though not to the extent of the 
LXX. Kai is as frequent as ré is uncommon in the New Testa- 
ment. Té is used chiefly in Luke (especially Acts) as Luke 2:16 

(ré—xai), 21:11, ete. Besides ré—xa/ it is found alone (Acts1:15), 
with dé (Acts 19:2), and with another ré (Acts 2:46). But xa¢ in 

the New Testament is the most frequent of all conjunctions. Turn 
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to the Gospel of John, for instance, and it meets you at every turn 

as a mere connective between words (Jo. 3:22), at the beginning 

of clauses (9:39), equal to and yet (3:19), in the sense of also 
(10:16). For ovve. . . . xaé see Jo. 4:11. Another use equivalent 

to even is found elsewhere (Lu. 10:17). The xat éyévero so common 

in Luke (over fifty times) does look like the Hebrew, but the 
papyrihaveitalso. The N. T. has four constructions with kai éyévero, 

one is cal éyévero xaé (Lu. 5:17), another is xat éyévero and the verb 
(1:23) another in kai éyevero xai idod (24:4), and the last is the 
infinitive (Mk. 2:23). So also eyeveTo d€ (Lu. 6:1). In kai eyeveTo Kal, 

the second xa is almost like 6m. Aé (Jo. 11:4) and adda (2 Cor. 
7:11) are both in themselves co-ordinating conjunctions. For 

Kat... . kat see Jo. 6:36. For xat yap see Jo. 4:23. In Matt. 
26:15 Kai (xdy®.. . . zapadéow) almost has the force of wa. Kat 

can be used any number of times. See Matt. 18:25. The para- 
tactic conjunctions are not always used. Cf. 2 Tim. 3:2f. (Asyn- 

deton). Cf. 1 Cor. 15:42-44. 

4. Contrast is expressed by several conjunctions in frequent use. 

7 is used fairly often both singly and doubly (7—7) as Matt. 5:17; 
6:24. So also ere, only in Paul’s Epistles (common) and twice in 

1 Peter. See 1 Cor. 3:22. 8€ is not so frequent as a transitional 
conjunction between sentences as it was in the earlier Greek. This 

is due to the wide use of xaé and to the frequent absence of trans- 
itional conjunctions in the New Testament. Still d€ occurs very 
often and both as a slight mark of transition and as a rather strong 
adversative conjunction, depending altogether on the context. See 

1 Cor. 15:12, 20. Cf. eye dé (Matt. 5:28). For xai dé see Jo.6:51. 
ddd does not in itself mean contrast any more than 6€é, but is so 
used in appropriate contexts (Jo. 6:32). For use in mere pro- 
gressive statement see 2 Cor. 7:11. For éAdé in conclusion of a 
condition see Rom. 6:5. For add’ 7 see 2 Cor. 1:13. yy occurs 

only once (Heb. 6:14) and that in a quotation from the Septua- 

gint. 6pws occurs only three times (John 12:42). 
5. Disjunctive conjunctions are 7 and ere. In Matt. 12:33 w 

have7#.... 7, but in Lu. 20:4 only one 7. For jro.... 7 see 

(Rom. 6:16). Green (Handbook of N. T. Greek Grammar, p. 345) 
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cites xaf in Matt. 21:23 as practically disjunctive. Cf. Heb. vav. 
For 7 xaé see Rom. 4:9. For eire. . . . etre see Rom. 12:6-8. Neg- 

ative disjunctives are frequent. So oi«.... ovd€ (Acts 8:21) 

ovde. . . . ovd€ (Rev. 9:4), otre. . . . obre (Rom. 8:38), otd€.... 

ovre (Gal. 1:12), py... . pndé (Jo. 4:15), pndé. . . . wydé (Matt. 

10:10). We even have otre.... xat (Jo. 4:11). 

6. Inferential conjunctions serve also to mark the transition 

from sentence to sentence as well as from clause to clause. The 

Greeks carried the idea of inner relation often to all the sentences. 
So close did they feel the bond of connected thought to be. dpa (from 
dpapicxw) is used fairly often and is usually prepositive in the New 

Testament, especially with oty (Matt. 12:28; Eph. 2:19).  ovy is 

very common in the Gospel of John (not Epistles and Revelation) 

and moderately so elsewhere. It is used in both the transitional 
and illative senses (John 2:18; Matt. 3:10). dpa oty is common in 

Paul as Rom. 8:12. ydp (yé+dpa) is very common indeed in 

various resultant senses (explanation, argument, etc.) due to its 

compound etymology, and the various connections in which it 

occurs. See Acts 8:31; Matt. 1:21; Rom. 2:1; 16:19. Cf. rovyapoty 

(Heb. 12:1), and rotmy (Lu. 20:25). The Greek like the Latin 

uses the relative like a conjunction and begins a sentence thus. 

So év@ dy (Lu. 12:3), dd (Rom. 1:24), etc. Cf. dore Matt. 19:6. 
7. But the Greek is particularly rich in subordinating conjunc- 

tions which introduce dependent clauses. Thus a number of 
dependent clauses may be grouped around one independent clause, 
the whole being a highly organized method of speech. The Sans- 

krit and the Hebrew are both poor in these subordinating con- 

junctions. But Greek is like Latin and English in this respect. 
These conjunctions will be discussed in detail in connection with 

the special forms of sentence that they give rise to. Here a few 
only are mentioned en bloc. dru is freely used both in direct quo- 
tations (Matt. 4:6), indirect quotations (Matt. 2:16), and in causal 

sentences (Lu. 6:20). So with &s in comparative clauses, temporal 

clauses, indirect discourse (how, not ‘‘that’”’). See Lu. 24:6; 

Rom. 15:24 (as dv). ére and érav are used hundreds of times, 

éwore not at all (WH.), éwed (Heb. 9:26; 10:2; Rom. 3:6) and 
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zed) seldom, yviKka twice, éore not at all, €ws often, [EXpL and ape 

seldom, éxev common, ob fairly so, 66ev moderately often. But the 

time would fail to tell of all the Greek conjunctions in this space. 
This list added to those already discussed in subordinate clauses, 
will give some idea of New Testament usage. 

8. Modes, tenses, and yoices mean the same thing in both sub- 
ordinate and independent clauses. The root idea of mode and 
tense is always discernible. Each will be colored by the meaning 

of the verb itself and the context, but here again the resultant idea 

of all these must not be put upon the mode. The Greek isa 

highly organized language with a rich collection of conjunctions, 
both co-ordinating and subordinating. Itis thus possible in Greek, 

by means of the sharp distinction in tense, mode, and conjunction 

to make yery exact distinctions in the expression of Greek thought. 
The imperative is naturally used seldom in subordinate clauses, 

and in the New Testament very seldom. Note 6 dvricrnre (1 Pet. 

5:9), «is qv orjre in 1 Pet. 5:12, and iva. . . . xavxaoGw (1 Cor. 1:31). 

The point to insist on is that the subordinating conjunctions do 

not change the root ideas in mode, voice, and tense. In Matt. 
9:31 (épare pndeis ywwoxerw) two imperatives come together. In 
1 Cor. 1:51 kavydo6w after wva is due to the quotation. 

9. The two kinds of statement natural to subordinate clauses 

are positive assertion and doubting assertion. The indicative, of 
course, is used for the one, and the subjunctive and the optative 

for the other. In the New Testament the subjunctive is nearly 
always used for the second idea. The infinitive and participle are 

also freely used in subordinate clauses, not with conjunctions, 

however, as they are not really modes. Often an idea in Greek 
can be expressed with substantial identity either by a conjunction 

and a finite mode, or by the infinitive with or without a preposi- 

tion, or by the participle. Individual style and taste will often 
determine between them as well as between several conjunctions of 

similar import. All subordinate clauses maintain a case relation 
to the principal part of the sentence, and s6 are either substantive, 
adjective, or adverbial. See Matt. 9:28 where the clause with dre 

isdn the accusative case and is substantive. The relative clause is 
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an adjective clause (Lu. 1:26) as the temporal clause is an adverbial 

clause (Lu. 1:23). 

10. So close did the Greeks feel the connection of thought to be 

that independent sentences were often, almost usually in the more 

careful writers, joined together by some of the co-ordinating con- 

junctions or intensive particles. In Plato or Demosthenes such 

sentences and even paragraphs are thrown into relief or relation to 

each other by 4€, cai, addAd, re, odd€, yap, odv, dpa, 7, dy, etc. As 

mentioned above even relative pronouns (cf. 66ev Heb. 8:3) with 

prepositions were so used as éy ois, ob xapw (Lu. 7:47), 82 nv airiav 

(2 Tim. 1:12), etc. But in the New Testament this inner bond is 

not so constantly preserved. In Romans, for instance, where the 

line of thought is close, Paul constantly follows the ancient idiom. 

But in the Gospels frequent breaks occur as in Jo. 13:21,22, 23,24, 
25, but in 26 we find oty. Kai is perhaps rather more frequently 
used at the beginning of sentences than in the earlier Greek. Cf. 

Jonis:27. 



CHAPTER XXI. 

FINAL CLAUSES. 

1. Pure final clauses are adverbial, and are in fact in the accus- 

ative case (general reference). Compare the adverb dwpedy. Here 

there is design, something aimed at, finis, end, aim. 

2. In the New Testament the pure final particles are iva, dzws, 

py. os occurs once (Acts 20:24) according to some documents. 

So Westcott and Hort. wa is far the most common particle of 

design and is used chiefly with the subjunctive, but often with the 

future indicative, and even a few times with the present indicative. 

Seek the force of mode, voice, and tense in each instance. As 
illustrations of these particles take Mk. 9:9 (Ha pydevi dinyjowvrac) ; 

Lu. 6:34 (iva drodaBwow); 20:10 (iva ddcovew); 1 Jo. 5:20 (iva 

ywookopev). In the case of 67s only the subjunctive is used in the 

text of WH except once (Rom. 3:4 with av), and usually without 
av as in Matt. 6:2 (dws dofacbdou), negative py (Matt. 6:18, dzws 

pi) pavys), but occasionally with av as in Luke 2:35 (67s ay 

droxadvdGacw). The old classic construction of ézws and the future 

indicative with verbs of effort has disappeared in the New Testa- 
ment. In Rom. 3:4 ézws vxyoes is from the LXX. “Ozws in Lu. 

24:20 (d2ws zapéduxav) is relative merely and not final. jy}, parore, 

and pyrws are used for pure design and so adverbial. The sub- 
junctive or future indicative can be used. So Mk. 13°36 (py etpy); 

14:2 (pyrore éotar); 1 Cor. 9:27 (paws yewpar). paws is also used 

with the aorist indicative to express a design about a past event. 

So Gal. 2:2 (pyrws epapov) and 1 Thess. 3:5 (pajrws éreipacer). 

In 2 Tim. 2:25 W H have in the text pyrore dy (opt.) after prim- 

ary tense. 

3. tvais not always strictly final. It is in the New Testament 

very often non-final, not result, but not yet design. In this con- 
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struction the clause is substantive and gives the content and not 

the purpose. The clause will then be substantive and in the nomi- 
native, accusative, or some other case. In modern Greek vé and 

finite mode has supplanted the infinitive. This tendency is per- 
ceptible in the New Testament. The negative is py. The possible 
optative in Eph. 1:17 (dwn) is not pure design. Both here and in 
2 Tim. 2:25 the optative in text of W H is after primary tense. It 
may seem strange that this non-final or sub-final use of iva did not 

come to be pure result since the Latin ut (cf. English that) was 
used in both senses. But asa matter of fact it did not. “Ozws is 

also sometimes employed in the non-final and substantive sense. 
The same thing is also true of uj, pajrore, pyres, especially after 

verbs of beseeching, striving, fearing, etc., and in the accusative. 
py in the best documents is found only with the subjunctive in 

New Testament, as Acts 27:17 (ym ekréowow). pore is little used 

in this sense, but is found with subjunctive and future indicative 

as in Heb. 4:1 (pyore 8oxy); 3:12 (uymore €or). ore has lost 

its temporal idea and means ‘‘perchance.’’ paws is used with the 

subjunctive as 1 Cor. 8:9 (uyjrws yeyra). If the fear or caution 

is about a present or past event, the indicative is used with pyzos. 
So Gal. 4:11 (wyrws Kexoriaxa). With the infinitive PoBodva means 

to hesitate (Matt. 2:22, ehoBy6n dwedOciv). In Lu. 19:21 we have 
ome. .. . cd after époBovyny oe. Here are further examples of iva 

with the non-final idea: Mk. 8:22 (ta awyrae after rapaxadotarr) ; 

Matt. 18:6 (cupdeper iva kpeuac67) ; Mk. 9:30 (otk nOeAev tva tis yvor) ; 

Jo. 15:12 f. (ia dyarare in apposition with évroAy, tva 67 in apposi- 
tion with tavrys). A peculiar use of wa with the imperative in 
1 Cor. 1:31 (ta xavyacOw) is due to the direct quotation without 
change of form. John’s Gospel has tva about one hundred and 
fifty times while Luke has only sixteen instances of it in Acts. 

4. There are other methods of expressing design in the New 
Testament besides conjunctions. The infinitive is very commonly 
used for this purpose and never expresses mere result, not even 
Rom. 7:3 (rod pa evar); either by itself as accusative of general 
reference, Mark 2:17 (xadéoar) ; or with the very common 70d (geni- 
tive of the article, and not our English to) as Matt. 2:13 (rod dzo- 
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Aéoar) ; or with eis ro (often in Paul), as Rom. 1:11 (eis 76 ornprx4y- 

vat); or with zpds ro (common in Luke and Paul), as Matt. 23:5 

mpos TO Geabyvac); or with dore as Matt. 24:24 (wore rAavacOa); or 

with as (twice only), as Heb. 7:9 (as €os ciety). Moreover, the 

relative with the future indicative, Mark 1:2 (0s xatracxevace) or 

the subjunctive, Heb. 8:3 (8 zpocevéyxn), can be used to indicate 

design. A few examples of the future participle also occur, as 
Acts 8:27 (mpooxvvyjcor). 

5. Sometimes the principal verb is not expressed and the con- 
text must supply the leading idea as only the dependent clause is 
given. This is natural in abrupt speech. So Mk. 5:23 (iva émiOjs) ; 
Matt. 20:32 (iva dvoryaow) ; Eph. 4:29 (iva 80). 

6. Then again ta itself is not used in what is like a non-final 

clause. However these examples can be otherwise and more 
properly explained than by the ellipsis of va. Each verb may be 

independent and the subjunctive merely the hortatory subjunctive 

or a question of doubt. So Lu. 6:42 (aes éxBadAw; compare the 
modern Greek as and subjunctive regularly); Jo. 18:39 (BovAcoGe 
arodvow); Mk. 14:12 (eras Erousaowper). 

=) 



CHAPTER XXII. 

CLAUSES OF RESULT. 

1. Consecutive clauses had a meager development in Greek as 

compared with Latin and modern English. After all result was 
once design and design may be contemplated result. So wt in 

Latin serves both purposes. Blass (Grammar of N. T. Greek, p. 

272) thinks that tva came to be so used in the New Testament. 

But to this we demur. 
2. In the ancient Greek the consecutive idea was expressed by 

Sore and the indicative when it was regarded as actually accom- 

plished. There are only two examples of this use of dere in the 

New Testament, John 3:16 (ore éduxev), and Gal. 2:13 (Gore ovva- 

a7x0n). The indicative suits these two cases exactly. 

3. But in the New Testament the infinitive with dove is very 
common, not merely in the sense of design, the old usage (Luke 
4:29, adore xataxpypvica) , but also of actual result (Mark 4:37 dore 

yepiterOar). Cf. Matt. 13:32 (dore edAOciv). This latter is indeed 

the usual construction of éare in the New Testament, some forty- 

five examples in all. 
4. The word dove is also used at the beginning of sentences with 

the indicative, the subjunctive, or even the imperative. But here 

it has no effect on the construction at all and is not a consecutive 
particle, but an inferential conjunction. See Mk. 2:28 (dere éor) ; 

1 Cor. 5:8 (dare éopragwpev) ; 1 Cor. 10:12 (dare Brererw). 

5. The origin of doe is very simple, sand re. &s was originally - 

a demonstrative (s in Homer) and then a relatiye. It is not 

always easy to decide which éore is with the infinitive, demonstra- 
tive, or relative, nor does it greatly matter in actual usage. 

6. Perhaps a word more is needed to observe that not only is 
tva not used in the strict consecutive sense, but the infinitive is not 
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so used except with éore. No true example of rod and the infini- 
tive in this sense exists in the New Testament, nor of eis 7é and 

infinitive, not to mention zpds 7o and the infinitive. See on the 

other side Burton, NV. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 157. 

7. °Ed’ dre (on condition that) does not appear in the New Tes- 
tament at all nor os ve after 7. Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 224) 

thinks that tva in Gal. 2:9 is practically equal to é¢’ dre. 
8. In Heb. 3:11; 4:3 és is considered consecutive by some 

scholars (so), but ‘‘as’’ is probably correct. 
9. In Matt. 8:27 dru is practically a resultant conjunction after 

otros. Cf. quiin Latin. Tlorazds éorw ovros 6tu Kat of avepor Kal 7) 

Oddacoa aitd imaxovovow; cf. also Lu. 8:25. This is much like 

OUTWs WOTE, 

10. Burton (N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 118) says that New Tes- 
tament Greek uses the relative with the idea of result as in Latin 

and the older Greek, but he cites no example to that effect. In 
Rom. 8:32 és ye with épeioaro comes close to that idea. 



CHAPTER XXIII. 

WISHES. 

1. It is not the verbs that express wish or will that are here - 
under discussion though they have an interest in themselves. Cf. 
Matt. 1:19 (€BovA7Oy for deliberate choice) and Matt. 2:18 (76crAeg 

for inclination). It is how the New Testament Greek expresses a 
wish that we have to consider. 

2. The old Greek usage of e’@e and ei ydp has vanished. Instead 
is found d¢edoy (HeAov without augment) used as a particle like 

utinam in Latin. Cf. already ddes with subjunctive aboye. 

3. So then a wish about the past is put in the aorist indicative 

with d¢edov as in 1 Cor. 4:8 (dferov éBacire’care). 

4. A wish about the present is expressed by the imperfect 
indicative and dfedov. So Rey. 3:15 (dfedrov 7s). Cf. also 2 Cor. 

11:1. In Rev. 3:15 Text. Rec. actually has d¢edor eins. 

5. A wish about the future may also be expressed by o¢eAov and 
the future indicative as we have it once in Gal. 5:12 (ddedov dzo- 
xoyovrat). But the usual way to express a future wish in New 

Testament Greek is still the optative, once the present as in Acts 

8:20 (e&), usually the aorist asin 1 Thess. 5:23 (dyuioa). The 

commonest wish of this kind is pi yevaro (Gal. 6:14). 

6. The wish about the future may verge on the border of a com- 
mand or prohibition as in Mk. 11:14 (pyxére dayou, the only opta- 

tive in Mark). On the other hand the imperative in imprecations 
is close to a wish as in Gal. 1:9 (dvdOeua éotw). 

7. In Acts 26:29 (edgaiuyv av) we have the apodosis of a fourth 

class condition, the so-called potential optative, a very polite form 
of expression. This is in harmony with classic diction. 

8. The imperfect tense with the verb of wishing offers another 
polite and courteous way of saying a difficult thing. It is just the 
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imperfect without av with no suggestion of a condition at all. The 
present indicative would be too blunt. So €Bovddpny (Acts 25:22), 
HOerov (Gal. 4:20), nexduqv (Rom. 9:3). As examples of 6 take 

Matt. 20:14; Rom. 1:13, and of BovAoua: 1 Tim. 2:8. 



CHAPTER XXIV. 

CAUSAL SENTENCES. 

1. The common particle yap is used in co-ordinate, not subor- 

dinate, clauses. In sense it is often causal, but it is not considered 
a causal conjunction in the formal usage. 

2. The usual causal conjunction is 67s and in some writers 

(James, 1 Pet., Heb.) du07. The subjunctive mode is not used 

nor the optative. The indicative has its usual force. The nega- 
tive is always ov as in 1 Jo. 5:10 (ore od weriorevxev) except in one 

instance (Jo. 5:18) where the construction is closely parallel to the 
above (ort py reriotevxey). The distinction is exactly that between 

ov and py and it is areal one. Sometimes the causal connection is 

not very close and not very different from ydép. Cf. 1 Cer. 10:17 
(both 6m and yep) and Rom. 1:21 (dr). For a closer link see 

1 Cor. 11:2 (em) and Lu. 1:13 (dre). 

3. “Ered, éredn, and éreadyzep are all found in the New Testa- 

ment. But éreadyrep appears only in Luke’s classical introduction 

to his Gospel (1:1), while éveidy is found some nine times in this 
sense (1 Cor. 1:22, évedy airotow). “Eme/ is still more frequent in 

the usual causal sense (as Heb. 5:2, éwet wepikatar). The classical 

usage of an ellipsis with ézeé persists in the New Testament also 
where ézec=since if that were true. So Heb. 9:26 (éret ee); 10:2 
(érei otk dv éravcavro). Once the negative with ére¢ is was in Heb. 
9:17 (éret py Tore icxve). 

4. In Matt. 25:40,45 éf’ coor is causal, éf’ doov érajoate. Note 

also xa?’ é6cov in Heb. 7 :20. 
5. Ka@or., though a comparative particle as in Acts 4:35 (xa6ore 

av etxey), is yet in Luke used also as a causal conjunction. So Lu. 

19:9 (kafore éoriv). In Heb. (as obey aderev, 3:1) obey occurs 
some half dozen times. 
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6. The infinitive with d&a is often used in the New Testament to 

express a reason. See Luke 2:4 (8476 eva). Cf. Mk. 5:4. In 

Jo. 2:24 we have da 76 and ore in verse 25. 

7. The participle likewise is used where the causal idea is im- 
plied. So Matt. 1:19 (8¢xavos ov). Usually in such cases the par- 
ticle és is added to give the alleged reason, which may or may 
not be the true one. So Lu. 16:1 (és dacxoprigwv) ; Acts 27:30 

(as pedAAovTwv). So also oozep in Acts 2:2 (dorep pepomerys). 

8. The relative pronoun may imply a cause. So Heb. 12:6 
(ov wapadexerar). So often coors as in Matt. 7:15 (otrwes épxovrac) ; 

Rom. 6:2 (oiteves). 

9. °Av@ dv (Lu. 1:20) and &0 (Heb. 3:10) almost amount to 

causal conjunctions. Cf. also ot xapw, di nv airéay, etc. In Heb. 

2:18 ev @ is practically causal. 



CHAPTER XXV. 

CONDITIONAL SENTENCES. 

1. Some general remarks. The Greek conditional sentence is 
one of the crowning triumphs of syntax. No language has sur- 
passed it in accuracy of expression. In the modern Greek the loss 
cf the optative is felt, and the system generally has suffered col- 

lapse, as is the case in modern English. The important things to 
understand ina Greek condition are the mode and tense. Historical 

syntax does not justify the modern distinction into general and 
particular conditions. There are four separate forms for Greek 
conditions (Winer, Broadus, Blass). They are the condition 
determined as fulfilled, the condition determined as unfulfilled, 
the condition undetermined but with prospect of fulfilment, the 
condition undetermined and with remote prospect of fulfilment. 
Let us first see the standard forms. Then we can study the varia- 

tions. 
2. The condition determined as fulfilled. Here any tense of the 

indicative is used in the condition, and any tense of the indicative 
in the conclusion. The indicative states the condition as a fact. 

It may or may not be true in fact. The condition has nothing to 
do with that, but only with the statement. It is here that Hadley 
and Allen chiefly err. This condition does asswme the reality of 
the condition. Take Matt. 12:27. Christ did not cast out demons 

by Beelzebub, but in argument he assumes it. The indicative 
mode determines the condition as fulfilled, so far as the statement 
is concerned. ¢ is used in the condition clause as a rule, though 
sometimes éév occurs with the present indicative and often with the 
future. In Homer édy (or «i xe) is used freely with indicative or 

subjunctive as in the modern Greek. Sometimes the apodosis is 
not in the indicative at all, but in the imperative or the hortatory 
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subjunctive. But this variation is so slight as not to change the 

essential nature of the condition. This is far the most common 

condition. It is the natural one to use, unless there is a special 

reason to use another. It is the condition taken at its face value 
without any insinuations or implications. The context, of course, 
must determine the actual situation. The protasis often comes 

first. Some representative examples are here given: Matt. 12:27 

(a exBadrw, exBdddXovow); 12:28 (ei exBarro, epOacev); 26:33 (ei 

oxavdakicOjoovra, cxavdartcOjcopat); Lu. 4:3 (ei et, etre); 19:40 (edv 

cwryicovow, Kpdfovow); Jo. 15:20 (ci ediwéay, didEovow); 18:23 (ei 

éddAnoa, paptipyoov); Acts 11:17 («i édwxer, ris qunv); 1 Thess. 3:8 

(Lepev dv oryxere); 1 Cor. 15:16 (ei otk eye(povras, éynyeptar). These 

examples will exhibit the freedom and variety shown in this most 
common condition usually termed the condition of the first class. 

3. The condition determined as unfulfilled. Here only past 

tenses of the indicative are used with e in the condition and gen- 

erally av in the conclusion. This.condition states the condition as 
untrue, as contrary to fact. It may be fact, but it is here treated 

as not fact. Here again it is the statement only that is contrary to 

reality. Take Luke 7:39 where the Pharisee assumes that Jesus 

is not a prophet and hence does not know. The indicative mode 
determines the condition, and as unfulfilled py suggestion. A 
present matter is looked at from the standpoint of the past Gm- 
perfect indicative), while a past event is looked at from a remoter 
standpoint (aorist or past perfect indicative). Sometimes this 

point of view, together with the context, is sufficient to make clear 

this condition without avy in the conclusion. So Jo. 15:22 (é py 

7AGov, ork axooav). Note vov d€ following by way of contrast. Cf. 

also the same construction in verse 24. In particular, verbs of 
fitness, propriety, possibility, and obligation do not need av (not 

omitted, simply not needed). So Matt. 26:24 (xaddv jv ed otk 

eyerv9n) ; Acts 26:32 (edwvaro ei pip erexexAnto). So also the apodosis 

ésa in Matt. 23:23 and ov xaOjxev in Acts 22:22. Usually, however, 

av is expressed in the conclusion to make more clear the idea of 
unreality (the definite use of av). Indicative conditions would nat- 

urally be taken as being of the first class, unless there is something 
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in the context to show otherwise. The presence of av in the apo- 
dosis came to be accepted as hint enough. But, as seen above, 
this hint was not always considered necessary. The context and 
common sense were often relied on as sufficient. It is only in past 
time, however, that any question arises between conditions of the 
first and second classes. Both, according to the genius of the 
indicative, make positive assumptions, one as true, the other as 
untrue. Neither goes into the actual facts of the case. That, to 
be sure, has to be left to the nature of the case. Modern Greek 
has lost this idiom. Cf. English ambiguity. The ay in the apo- 
dosis cannot begin the clause. The New Testament has a number 

of clear examples of this form of the condition, that of the second 
class: Matt. 11:21 (ei éyeévovro, waAu ay perevonoav); 23:30 (ei jpyeba, 

ovx av nucba); 24:43 (ei nde, eypnyopyoer Gy Kai ov av elacev; Observe 

repetition of dv as in Lu. 17:6); Lu. 7:39 (e jv, eéyvwoxer dv); 12:39 
(«i noe, eypyyopnoe ay Kal otk afjxev; Margin in WH. has ox ay like 

Matt. 24:43); Jo. 14:28 (e nyamdre, eyapnre av); 18:30 (et pH jv 

mov, ovk av mapeddxapev); 19:11 (ovk etyes, ei pi) HY dedopevov); Acts 

18:14 (ei pév Hv, Kata Adyov ay dverxounv; and contrast with the next 

verse, e& dé éorw, dWeobe); Heb. 11:15 (ei eurnpovevor, eyov av, this 

about past time); 1 Jo. 2:19 (ei joav, penernxeway av). 

4. The condition undetermined with some expectation that it 
will be determined. Here the subjunctive is naturally used in the 
condition as the more vivid of the two modes of doubtful assertion. 
éav is used in the condition and sometimes ay or é&. The conclu- 

sion most naturally has the future indicative, but that is not nec- 

essary. There is considerable variety in the form of the conclu- 

sion. In point of fact any tense of the indicative, subjunctive, or 

imperative may be here employed. The use of the optative would 
make a mixed condition which will be discussed later. It all 

depends on the idea in the speaker’s mind and his point of view. 
The so-called present general condition really belongs here. The 
subjunctive mode (undetermined) thus clearly marks it off from 
the two conditions with the indicative (determined). As can be 

readily seen, the line of cleavage between this condition and the 
first condition when it has the future indicative is not very sharply 
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drawn. Goodwin indeed rubs it out entirely. But it is best not 

to do that. The difference, as already remarked, between the 

subjunctive and the future indicative is not great, though it is real. 

Sometimes, though not often, édv is contracted into ay after the 

fashion of the older Greek. So in Jo. 16:23 (av tt airjonre, doce). 

Further examples follow of the third class condition: Matt. 5:13 
(€av popavO7, déAuwOyoerar); 18:13 (éav yeryrar, A€yw); 18:15 (eov 

dxovon, exépdnoas); Mk. 3:24 (eav pepur67, od divara); Lu. 9:13 (ov. 

cioiv, et py Te a&yopdowpev); Jo. 7:17 (eav O&Ay, yrooera); 7:37 (av 

SW, épxéoOw); 8251 (eav typyoy, od py Oewpyjon); 12:32 (av ipoia, 

Exiow); 13217 (ei tadra oldare, paxdprol eore av route adta; note both 

conditions and the distinction); Acts 5:38 (éay 7, xatadvOncerat; 
contrast with e éortv, od duvjoecbe in the next verse); 1 Cor. 7:28 
(éav yipys, ovx jpapres); 2 Cor. 5:1 (edv xatadv6y, Exopev). So also 

compare ei tis Kade (1 Cor. 10:27) with éav tus etry (1 Cor. 10:28); 
Phil. 3:12 (e xavaddBw). In Mk. 10:30 éay py AcBy is unusual 

after ovdets 6s. See Jo. 5:19 for two uses of av. 

5. The condition is undetermined and with no indication as to 

determination. Naturally the optative is here used as the least 
vivid of the two modes of doubtful statement. Note also the op- 
tative in both condition and conclusion. Both of the undeter- 
mined conditions are thus marked off by mode (subjunctive and 
optative) from the two determined conditions (indicative mode). 
é is used in the condition and éy in the conclusion (less definite 

use of dv). In English translation it is difficult to distinguish this 

form of condition from the second class condition as described 
above (under 3). But the two conditions differ radically in Greek 

after Homer’s time. In the New Testament no whole example of 
this class of conditions occurs. We have the condition or the con- 
clusion, but not both at the same time. Already, then, this con- 
dition was beginning to break down. In modern Greek it is gone. 
The so-called past general supposition belonged here with a mixed 

conclusion. But this construction is not in the New Testament. 
All that we have left then in the New Testament are some protases 
by themselves and some apodoses by themselves. The optative is 
also found in a mixed condition like Acts 8:31 (és yap av Swvatyqy 
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ey py Tis ddnynoe pe). This condition was even quite common in 

literary Greek, as it lent itself readily to polite expression. But it 
never had a firm held on the popular tongue. The other three 
conditions really answer for ordinary use, though without this 
precise shade of thought. Here are a few New Testament speci- 
mens of the fourth class condition: Acts 24:19 is a mixed con- 
dition like Acts 8:31, but not of the same kind (ois éde éxt cod 
Trapéivar Kal KaTyyopelv, el TL exovev pos pe). In Acts 27:39 (ei dvvawro) 

there is a touch of indirect discourse like Acts 17:27 (e dpa ye Wy- 

Aadyoeav). See also Acts 17:18 (ré dv OeAx) an apodosis of the 

fourth class with which compare Lu. 9:46 (76 ris dv etn) which is 

not due to indirect discourse. In Acts 26:29 (edgacunv dv) the 

usual apodosis appears. The protasis is found in 1 Pet. 3:14 (ei xat 
macxote), 3:17 (ei OeAor), and 1 Cor. 15:37 (ei tTvyxor). 

6. Mixed conditions. Ina language as flexible as the Greek 
it could not be expected that everything should remain hard and 
fast. The variations in the structure of conditional sentences are 
not even all of them peculiar to the Greek genius. Many of them 
belong to the play of the human mind. _ It is obviously natural 
for one point of view to be occupied in the condition and another 
in the conclusion (1 Cor, 7:28, ey ynyys, ovx jyapres). This leads 
to what are called mixed conditions. The grammatical construc- 
tion is merely accommodated, as always, to the mental conception. 

All that is involved in a mixed condition is that one form is used 
in the protasis and another in the conclusion. In the development 

of the four normal classes of conditions, it would be strange if some 
interplay were not found. The human mind does not work in 
ironclad forms. If we recognize the fact of life in language, what 
are called mixed conditions will give no serious trouble. In Acts 
8:31 (see aboye) we have a protasis of the first class and an apo- 
dosis of the fourth. So in Acts 24:19 we find a protasis of the 
fourth and an apodosis of the second class. In John 8:39 in the 
marginal reading we have a protasis of the first class and an apo- 
dosis of the second (ei éoré, érotre). A clear case of this is found 
in Lu. 17:6 (ei éxyere, édeyere av). 

7. The participle may be used instead of a fully expressed con- 
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dition. The participle does not in itself mean condition, but it 
may suggest it. So Lu. 19:23 (xéyo €XOov civ toKw dv adtd Expaga). 

Here a conclusion of the second class is expressed and the parti- 
ciple conceals or implies the condition. So also AapBavepevoy (1 Tim. 

4:4) suggests a condition of either the first or the third class. 

8. Elliptical conditions. An incomplete condition is really a 
species of ellipsis, or even aposiopesis, and is common to all lan- 
guages. So Acts 26:29 (ev£aiuny av, only apodosis) ; 23:9 (e édadn- 

cev, only protasis). Thus is to be explained also the abrupt use 
of e« (compare Hebrew ’im) in solemn oaths or other strong ex- 

pressions and questions. So Mk. 8:12 (ei do6ycera); Heb. 3:11 

(ei €Xevoovra). Here e& does not mean ‘‘not’’ though that is the 

resultant idea. It is an ellipse also when ¢ is used in direct ques- 
tions as in Lu. 13:23 (e dAcyor of cwLopevr). Cf. also Luke 22:49, 
The omission of the yerb is a common ellipsis as in Rom. 8;17 
(ei 6 téexva). So also the New Testament uses various expressions 

without the verb as e py (Matt. 5:13); e@ d& uy (upye). as Mark 

2:223 e pn te av (1 Cor. 7:5); even éxros & py (1 Tim. 5:19); doe? 

(Matt. 3:16) ; once dozeped (1 Cor. 15:8) ; and once etrep (Rom.3:30). 

Here of course the verb of the condition is not expressed; but 
even when it is a set phrase, it is still a condition. See John 14:2, 
where the conclusion occurs (elzov av). With ézeé there is some- 

times a suppressed condition, the apodosis being expressed. So 
ede in Heb. 9:26 and otk ay éravcavro (10:2). 

9. A kind of condition worth noticing is one where the influ- 
ence of indirect discourse is felt. So Rom. 1:10 (et ws etodwbyo- 
opar); Acts 20:16 (ei ein); 27:39 (ei dwvawro). With verbs of wonder 

as in Mark 15:44 (é ré6vnxev) we meet the same phenomenon. In 

the same passage in Mark observe also ei déOavey (difference in 

tense). 

10. Concessive clauses are nothing but conditional sentences. 
Kai before ei or édv has the force of even, and the condition would 
be ‘‘even if.”? This construction is not common in the New Testa- 

ment. See John 8:16 (kai éay kpivww). In & xaé or éay kai the kal 

seems more nearly to have the idea of ‘‘also;”’ ‘‘i if also’’ then would 

be a concession not so extreme as ‘‘even if.’? So 2 Cor. 7:8 (ed xat 

“] 
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eAvrynoa). Kaizep occurs omy five times in the New Testament and 
with the participle each time. But Justin Martyr has xaérep 6dei- 

Xere in the First Apology. In Luke 12:38 we find kav... . Kay. 
So Heb. 5:8 (xatrep dv). The correct text of Rey. 17:8 (aapeorar) 

removes the old xadézep and the indicative. 

11. The negative of the condition clause with the subjunctive is 

always py (Lu. 13:3). With the indicative, however, either w# or 

ov is used, but not in the same sense. py negatives rather the 

condition itself and in the New Testament the conclusion is nearly 
always negative also. So John 18:30 (e pi jv). When ov is used 

in the condition, the negative is quite emphatic or there is antithesis 
or asingle word is negatived. So Lu. 18:4 (e ov PoBotpar); Jo. 1:25 

(ei ovk et); 5:47 (ef ov moredvere); 10:37 (ei ov rod, With which com- 

pare «i ro just below and kav py muoreinte). In Matt. 26:42 both 
ov and py occur in the same sentence (« ov dvvarat Totro wapedOetv 

éav pay wiw). In 1 Cor. 9:2 & od does not mean precisely what e uy 

would. 



CHAPTER XXVI. 

RELATIVE CLAUSES. 

1. The relative pronoun relates two clauses by connecting a word 

in one clause with one in another. Compare Chapter XITI,11,for 

brief discussion of the function of the relative pronoun. The rela- 
tive pronoun not only obviates the repetition of the noun, but 
binds together two clauses into one sentence. 

2. There are two kinds of relative clauses, the aajectival and the 

adverbial, just as there are two kinds of relative pronouns. Compare 
dsandés. Every relative clause is therefore either an adjective or 
an adverb. But like other adjectives the relative clause may be 
used as a substantive. Cf. Jo. 11:3. 

3. The relative adverbs may be either local as ézov, comparative 
like és, temporal as 6ére, final as ézws, causal or objective as éru.. 
Just as adjectives are sometimes used as substantives like 70 éyabov, 
so ore in indirect discourse introduces an object clause. Compare 
quod in Latin and even quia in late Latin like the Vulgate. It is 
therefore by means of the relative that Greek and Latin become so 
rich in subordinate clauses as compared with the Sanskrit, for 
instance. 

4. The mode in the relative clause has just the same force that 

it has in the independent clause. As a matter of fact in the ad- 
jectival relative clauses only the indicative and subjunctive are used 

in the New Testament. Take as illustrations 0s ovxK dxoAovbl qpiv 

(Mk. 9:38) and &’ js Aatrpevwwey (Heb. 12:28). It is not the rela- 

tive clause that requires in itself either the indicative or subjunc- 
tive. 

5. The relative pronoun may be either definite or indefinite as 
is well illustrated by oors freely used in the New Testament in the 
nominatiye either as more definite than és (Arts ovK adaipeOyoerat 
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avTms, Lu. 10:42) or less definite than os (coms oé pamile, Matt. 

5:39). So then the indicative, the mode of clear cut statement, 
may be used either with the definite or the indefinite relative. So 
likewise with the subjunctive the mode of doubtful assertion. 

Instance 60 js Aatpevopev (Heb. 12:28) and darts yap SXov Tov vopov 

typyon (James 2:10). Cf. orov.... dayw (Lu. 22:11). With 

0 mpocevéyxy (Heb. 8:3) compare 6 zporpepa (Heb. 9:7). This sub- 
junctive is in a clause of design. 

6. The grammars commonly speak of the conditional relative 
sentence, but I doubt the justice of this expression. It is true 
indeed that oorts and eiz1s do not differ greatly in idea. Cf. varia- 
tions in MSS. on Mk. 8:34 between cores and ei7ts. But after all there 

is a subtle difference in structure just as between the English ‘‘if 
any one’ and ‘‘whoever.’’? Technically one is conditional and the 
other is relative. It is syntactical confusion to blend them just as 
it would be to call 6 AapBavov (John 13:20) the same thing as és 
AopBave. Hence ay twa repo (Jo. 13:20) is a conditional clause, 

but Os 8 ay drodéoe (Mk. 8:35) is a relative clause. The indefinite 
relative clause whether with indicative or subjunctive is much kin 
in idea to the conditional sentence, but formally it is still the rela- 
tive sentence. There is no ‘‘if’’ in the Greek clause any more than 

in the English. The use of av with os and the future indicative 
(cf. Lu. 12:8) is indeed like éay and the future indicative. 

7. The use of av in the relative clause does not make it a condi- 
tion. The use of av indeed is much like that of the relative sors. 
It has the effect of making the clause more definite as (cf. orav 
qvogev, Rey. 8:1) dco. dv jWavro (Mk. 6:56), or the clause is ren- 
dered more indefinite as Os ay etry (Matt. 5:22), So aris av pip dxovon 
(Acts 3:23). The form édy or av is immaterial as Os yap éav OAy 
and 6s 8 dy dzodeon (Mk. 8:35). But av is not necessary with the 
subjunctiye in such relative clauses as is seen in James 2:10 (oo7ts 

typyon). Cf. also ootis dpvyonra (Matt. 10:33). Besides ay is very 

common with the indicative, especially the future as 6s 8 ay arodeca 

(Mk. 8:35), and the past indicative as drov av eciceropevero (Mk. 
6:56) and even the present indicative as dzov dy traye (Rev. 14:4). 
Cf. also Lu. 17:33. In Jo. 14:13 see ore av, but éay te in 14:14, 
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8. The negative of the relative clause is wy with the subjunctive 

as ds dy wy €xy (Lu. 8:18) and usually od with the indicative as ds 
yap ovx éote xa’ ipov (Lu. 9:50). But when the relative is indefi- 
nite ~y may be found as 6 py dpodoyd (1 Jo. 4:3) and @ py det 

(Titus 1:11). In 2 Pet. 1:9 the relative is definite, but the sub- 
jective negative suits well, 6 ya» wapeorw tadra, 

9. Sometimes the relative is nearly equivalent to the Latin qut 
with the subjunctive (design or result). So agus éorw @ rapeén todro 
(Lu. 7:4) is practically result with which Blass (Grammar of N. T. 
Greek, p. 218) compares afios iva Avow (Jo. 1:27). See also ds xara- 
oxevacet (Lu. 7:27) as a clause of purpose. Blass also cites (Mk. 
14:14) orov dayw and oik €xw 6 rapabyow (Lu. 11:6) and otdéva exw 

bots pepyevnoe (Phil. 2:20). The classic idiom ovécs éorw os (Mk. 

10:29) has no effect on the mode. The subjunctive is used also 
with such clauses of design as di 7s Aatpevopev (Heb. 12:28). 

10. “Ogos, like 6s and Goris, uses either éav (as dca éav Oednte, 

Matt. 7:12) or ay (as 60a Gy aityonre, Matt. 21:22). 



CHAPTER XXVII. 

TEMPORAL CLAUSES. 

1. The New Testament has quite a number of temporal con- 
junctions such as axpu, ézel, érav, éredy, ews, qvixa, pexpt, d7dre, OTE, 

étav, piv, as. These will need to be discussed separately for the 
most part, but they can be grouped for convenience. 

2. One group can be made of aypu, ews, wéxpt, and zpiv in the 
sense of ‘‘until,’’ though even here a distinction has to be made 
and the words can best be treated separately. 

(a) “Axpe (so always in New Testament save twice aypis, Gal. 
3:19 and Heb. 3:13) is both a preposition as in axpe karpod (Lu. 
4:13) and less often a conjunction as in aypu teAeoO7 (Rev. 20:3). 
The simple conjunction is not socommon as is axpu js juepas (Matt. 
24:38) and axpr od (Lu. 21:24). When an actual historical event 
is recorded, a past tense of the indicative is used as aypu ns Huepas 

elonAOeyv Noe (Lu. 17:27) and aype ov aveorn (Acts 7:18). The 

present indicative can also be used of a present situation as in &xpes 
av TO onpepov kadeirac (Heb. 3:13). If the matter is still in the 

future the subjunctive aorist commonly occurs as in axpe ob 64 

(1 Cor. 15:25) and once with a as in aypis av by (Gal. 3:19). 

But the future indicative can be employed (dype reAecOjoovra, Rev. 
17:17) and once with ay (axpr ob av 7éw, Rev. 2:25). 

(b) “Ews likewise ismore common as a preposition (éws tod Xpuc- 

7ov, Matt. 1:17) than as a conjunction. As a conjunction we have 

éws (Matt. 2:9), €ws ob (Matt. 14:22), and éws drov (5:25). They are 
all used in substantially the same sense. A past event is expressed 

by the past indicative as éws 7AOev (Matt. 24:39), ews ob eLupwOy 

(Matt. 13:33), and ews drov éddvncavy (Jo. 9:18). Where used 

about present time ews has the sense of ‘‘while’’ and not ‘‘until.”’ 
So €ws atrds drove tov dxdov (Mk. 6:45) after qvayxacey with which 
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compare the Latin dum. This is in truth the meaning of é€ws in 
€ws epxouar (Jo. 21:22f. and 1 Tim. 4:15) where the future is viv- 

idly drawn into the present or the speaker mentally leaps into the 
future. Even éws 6rov occurs once in this sense, éws otov ef per’ avtod 

év tH 686 (Matt. 5:25). Blass indeed contends for the sense of 

‘until’? here also (Grammar of N. T. Greek, p. 219) and even in 
év ® €pxouat (Lu. 19:15), a rather severe strain on the Greek idiom. 

For events in the future only the aorist subjunctive seems to be 

found though in €ws 6rov oxayw (Lu. 13:8) and éws ot dvareuyw 

(Acts 25:21) the form is the same in the future indicative. “Av is 

not used with éws ot and €ws étuv, but is very common with éws (as 
éws Gv idwow, Lu. 9:27), but not always (€ws zpooevEwpor, Mk. 14:32). 

In Rey. 20:5aype reAco G7 is still future though preceded by enoav. 
(c) Meype is less used both as a preposition (pexpe THs onpepov, 

Matt. 11:25) and as a conjunction (only three times in reality, 

Mk. 15:30, Gal. 4:19, Eph. 4:13). Once (Eph. 4:15) the form is 

pexpt and in the other passages we have pexpis ot. In all three the 

aorist subjunctive is the construction and without av. 

(d) IIpé (five times zpiv 7 as Acts 25:16) appears thirteen times 

and always with the infinitive save twice in negative sentences. 

One of these has the subjunctive with ay referring to a future event, 

pay ideiv Gavarov zpiv 7 av iby tov Xpuioroy kvpiov (Lu. 2:26). The 

other has the optative with the same idea, but in indirect discourse, 

mpiv7).... €xou (Acts 25:16). Both of these idiomatic construc- 

tions are in the writings of Luke. The rest are like zpiv yevéeoOar 
(Jo. 14:29). 

(e) Akin to zpiv is the use of zpo rod and the infinitive of which 

there are nine examples in the New Testament. See po tov tpas 

aitnoa aitov (Matt. 6:8). 

(f{) "Ev é comes to be used much like a temporal conjunction 

with one sense of €ws (while). So in Mk. 2:19, év & 6 wwpdios per’ 

aitav éeoriv. Cf. also John 5:7 (év & épxouar). “Ev 6 may also be 

local (Rom. 2:1), causal (Rom. 8:3), or instrumental (Rom. 14:21). 

Cf. Thayer. With this use of é¢v 6 may be compared the very fre- 
quent use of év 76 with the infinitive in temporal relations as év t@ 

éAaivew (Mk. 6:48). 
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(g) ’Ad’ ov calls also for a word of comment. In Lu. 13:7 ad’ ob 
épxouar presents no difficulty, but in 13:25 aq’ ov av éyep67 reminds 
one at once of €ws and indeed da¢’ ob here has the resultant sense of 

“when once’’ (cf. until) and so the construction of és when used 

of future events. 

3. The other constructions may be treated together somewhat 
loosely. 

(a) “Hvika is only found twice, both times about the future, once 

with av and the present subjunctive and once with éay and the aorist 
subjunctive. Both examples appear also in 2 Cor. 3, one in 15 

(jvika Gv dvaywookyta), the other in 16 (qvixa éav emiotpén). 

(b) ‘Exeé of itself has nearly vanished as a temporal conjunc- 
tion in the New Testament; only once as a marginal reading in 
WH. (Lu. 7:1). But ézav with the subjunctive is found three 

times (Matt. 2:8; Lu. 11:22,34). So ézay etpnre (Matt. 2:8). The 
only temporal use of éredy is the text of Lu. 7:1 (éredy éxAjpwoer). 

(c) WH do not read ézore at all, but some MSS. have it in- 

stead of ore in Lu. 6:3. 

(d) But ore and orav are the commonest temporal conjunctions 

in the New Testament. Perhaps little trouble will be found with 
ote which is freely used with any tense of the indicative as dre 
érédecey (Matt. 7:28). “Oray on the other hand is equally frequent 

with the subjunctive (usually aorist). So orav (énre (Matt. 24:33) 
and occasionally the present as orav eiagepwow (Lu. 12:11). Occa- 

sionally also the future indicative is found as orav dwcovew (Rey. 

4:9), the aorist indicative as oray oe eyevero (Mk. 11:19), the im- 
perfect indicative as oray airov éGedpovv (Mk. 3:11), and even the 
present indicative as orav orjxere (Mk. 11:25). As with the relative 

clauses we observe two kinds of temporal clauses, the definite and 
the indefinite. “Av is more common, of course, with the indefinite 
clauses, but sometimes as in Rey. 8:1 it is found with the definite 

temporal clause (orav joer). 
(c) ‘Os deserves a word also. As a temporal conjunction os 

commonly has the indicative as os érAyoOnoav (Lu. 1:25) and with 
av as ws av nyeoOe (1 Cor. 12:2). But it sometimes appears with 

the subjunctive as in as kapov éxwpev (Gal. 6:10) where the state- 
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ment is indefinite, and a few times with ay also as ds dv ropevwpoe 

(Rom. 15:24). 

(f) In Matt. 9:15 we have é¢’ ogov, in Mk. 2:19 ogov xpovov, in 

Rom. 7:1 é¢’ dcov xpdvov in the temporal sense, and several other 
times also. In Heb. 10:37 écov écov is a Hebraism (LXX) though 

not unlike the papyri examples. 

(g) Mera 76 and the infinitive is found a few times with the sense 

of ‘‘after.’? So pera 76 rapadoPjvar (Mk. 1:14). 

4, Participles very often occur with the temporal resultant idea. 

The participle in itself does not express cause, condition, or time, 
but the context frequently suggests such conceptions for the cir- 

cumstantial participle. Whether this resultant idea is when, as, 

which, after, etc., only the context can decide. As an example 
take dro#vjpoxwv (Heb. 11:21). The aorist participle may suggest 

antecedent action as eoe\Guv (Mk. 1:21) or simultaneous action as 

doracdyevon (Acts 25:13). But more of this when we come to the 

participle. 



CHAPTER XXVIII. 

COMPARATIVE CLAUSES. 

1. These clauses are not always given adequate treatment in the 

grammars, but the number of conjunctions that are used call for 
separate discussion. They are chiefly modifications of a few basal 

forms. 
2. The relative pronoun occurs with xara as xa06, xafa, xaarrep. 

Ka6o is found only four times and with the indicative as xa6o de 

(Rom. 8:26) save once with the subjunctive and édy as xa@o éav 

éxn (2 Cor. 8:12). Ka6d we have only once and that with the in- 

dicative, xafa ovveragey (Matt. 27:10). Ka@amrep is more frequent, 
but always with the indicative as xaOdzep yéyparta: (Rom. 3:4). 

3. Kaori is a comparative conjunction twice only in the New 

Testament (Acts 2:45; 4:35) and both times with the same con- 

struction, av and the indicative; xa@ori av tis xpecav elyev. Cf. orrov 

av ciceropevero (Mk. 6:56). 

4. Four times in Hebrews we find the classic idiom of the com- 

parative with ooos. It is significant that here only does it occur. 
Hebrews aims to set forth the superiority of Christianity to Juda- 

ism. In Heb. 1:4 we read cow diahopdrepov rap’ airods kexAnpovopnKev 

dvopa; in 8:6 cow Kai Kpeitroves eortiy SiaOyKys pecitys; In 10:25 rocotrw 

padrAov oow Brerere. The fourth example is In 3:3 caf? dcov Aciova. 

Tym €xet TOU oikov. The correlative toootros occurs only thrice in 

this connection. In Heb. 7:20 ff. (kaf? écov .. . . kata rocoto) the 

comparative is not in the relative clause. 

5. The various forms of #s are far the most common in compara- 
tive sentences. Kafws is yery frequent indeed with the indicative. 

So xabos nyaryca tas (Jo. 13:34). It is usual in the idiom xubds 

yéyparrac (Rom. 1:17). The correlative otrws (2 Cor. 8:6) is rarely 

used with xa6ws. See also Lu. 24:24. Kaéss is a late word, but 
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is frequent in the papyri as ‘in the New Testament. Ka@éozep 

appears only once (Heb. 5:4 xa@domrep xat “Aapwv) save in 2 Cor. 

3:18 where WH give it in the margin, text xa@arep. Sometimes 

caus shades off towards a reason (causal sentence) asin Rom. 1:28. 

‘As is so common as to require little comment, but its uses are very 

numerous. Its use asa temporal and final conjunction has already 

been discussed. It is as a comparative conjunction, however, that 

it has its widest range. Usually os is used with the indicative 
expressed (as OeAas, Matt. 15:28) or implied (otk éceaGe ds of bzoKpi- 

rai, Matt. 6:5). But occasionally the subjunctive occurs (@s av- 

Opwros Bady, Mk. 4:26) and also with av or édy (ws éav tpopos Oaday 

Ta €avtns téxva, 1 Thess. 2:7).. See Rom. 5:15 for ds... . otras. 

The instances of os with adverbs (as tayucra, Acts 17:15), with 
adjectives (as épato, Rom. 10:15), are like Latin quam. This last 

is exclamation like our ‘‘how.’’ ‘Qs with the participle gives the 
alleged reason (as pedAwv, Acts 23:20). In Lu. 9:52 we have as 

érowaca (inf.) according to WH. ‘Qee/ (as, et) appears without a 

verb in the New Testament. Take Matt. 3:16 as an example, ddev 

rveipa Geov KataBaivoy ace repirtepav. “Qozep is used either with the 

indicative (Gozep ot izoxpitai zowtow, Matt. 6:2), with a participle 

(Gorep hepopevyns xvons, Acts 2:2), or without a verb (aozep ot €Ouxol, 

Matt. 6:7). ‘Qoweped is found once only (1 Cor. 15:8) and without 

the verb, eorepel To extpwpat. 



CHAPTER XXIX. 

INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES. 

1. The Greek originally used no mark of interrogation and it is 

sometimes doubtful whether a sentence is a question or not. In- 

terrogatory particles were not always used. Take as an example 

1 Cor. 1:18. WH punctuate peuépicrar 6 Xpiotos. The margin 

reads Xpiorés; But as a rule the context makes it clear even if ne 
interrogative particle nor pronoun is used. But dpa, «i, od, and py 

all appear in direct questions. 

2. The mode in direct questions calls for little comment. The 
indicative (any tense) is, of course, the most frequent as od ris ef; 

(Jo. 1:19). The deliberative subjunctive is common in questions 
of doubt as dépey 7} pay OOpev (Mk. 12:15). The optative with ay 

appears in a direct question as the apodosis of a fourth class con- 
dition (potential optative). So Té av Gedo. 6 oreppoddyos ovTos déyew; 

(Acts 17:18). The mode in the indirect question is usually the 
same as it was in the direct either the indicative as ré jv (Jo. 2:25), 
the subjunctive as té daywow (Mk. 6:36), or the optative as ré av 

Geko. (Lu. 1:62). Sometimes the indicative becomes optative 
according to classic idiom in indirect questions as ris ey (Acts 

21:33), but it is here followed by ré éorw weroujxds. See further in 

chapter on Indirect Discourse. 
3. The kind of answer that is expected is sometimes, though not 

always, indicated. The inquiry may be colorless in form as Suvjx- 
are tatta mavta; (Matt. 13:51), even when the particle dpa is used 
as*Apa ye ywooKes & avaywwoxeas; (Acts 8:30). But if od occurs, 

the affirmative answer is indicated as Oitx« eipé éAevOepos ; (1 Cor. 
9:1). When py is used, the negative answer is expected as My 

drdaato 6 beds tov Aadv aitrod; (Rom. 11:1). Sometimes a great 

deal of feeling is suggested, of scorn (Jo. 7:47, py Kal tyeis werdd- 
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vnoGe ;), of sympathy (Jo. 6:67, pa Kat tpets Gedere trayev;), of sup: 

pressed excitement (Jo. 4:29, pa te obrés éorw 6 Xpioros;). For 

further examples see chapter on Negative Particles. 
4. The interrogative pronoun usually found in the New Testa- 

ment is rs. We have it by itself as ris dredagev tyiv ; (Matt. 3:7), 

but it is common also with dpa (as Matt. 24:45), with yép (Matt. 

9:5), with oty (Lu. 3:10). For wa ri see Matt. 9:4. In Mk. 

15:24 we have the double interrogative ris ré apy. In Lu. 16:2 

rovro is used predicatively with +7 (ré totro dkovw wept cod;). In 

1 Pet. 1:11 we find both ris and zotos. loramds like tis and motos 

occurs both in direct and in indirect questions. In Lu. 7:39 it is 
used with ris. Té is frequently an adverb in the sense of ‘‘why”’ 
(cf. dua 7ié, Matt. 9:11 and eis ré, Mk. 14:4) as 7 pe Nevers dyaBov ; 

(Mk. 10:18) or “how” (ré én, Lu. 2:49). For aécos (Mk. 6:38) 

and the other interrogative pronouns see chapter on Pronouns. 

But note rd éué trovoeire eivae (Acts 15:25). 

5. There is a certain amount of confusion between the interrog- 

ative and the relative pronouns in the New Testament as in the 
older Greek and in most languages. Cf. Blass, Grammar of N. T. 
Greek, p. 175. See also Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 93. So tis ap- 
pears where the relative would be more usual as in Jas. 3:13 7s 
codes kai emoripov ev tpiv, dagarw. In Mk. 1:24 we have oida oé ris 

ei which may be so explained or as the prolepsis of o¥ and change 
to accusative. Compare Jo. 8:25 od ris &; In the New Testament 
the direct interrogative pronoun is usually present in indirect 
questions. Butin 1 Tim. 1:7 we have & Aéyovow and wept river duaBe- 

Baotvra. Oni and ti cf. 1 Cor. 14:35 and Acts 15:25. Once (Acts 

9:6) we have 6zc so used and several times ézoios (1 Cor. 8:18). Once 
also ézws occurs in an indirect question (Lu. 24:20). On the other 
hand WH admit 67c (from éo7s) as a direct interrogative in Mark 
2:16; 9:11,28. It may fairly be questioned, however, if this is not 

an abbreviation of 7/67. But or in Jo. 8:25 is more difficultstill. 
In Matt. 26:50 (ératpe ef’ 6 dpa.) we meet a hard problem also. 
Here we may either like Chrysostom supply an imperative and 
have the usual relatiye, or treat 6 as a demonstrative (Noah K. 
Davis), or treat the relative 6 as interrogative (incredible according 
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to Blass). Certainly the relative is used in indirect questions a few 
times as amayyeAov aitots ooa 6 Kipios cou weroinxey (Mk. 5:19). The 

difference between interrogative and relative comes out well in Jo. 

13:24 (cimé ris éotw wepi ov Aeye). Cf. also 2 Tim. 1:12 (6 wemiorevka). 

6. The interrogative conjunctions are freely used in the New 
Testament. So adore (Matt. 25:38), €ws wore (Matt. 17:17), od 
(Lu. 8:25), mas (Lu. 10:26). They are common also in indirect 
questions (Matt. 24:3; Mk. 15:47; Matt. 6:28). “Omws appears in 
indirect questions alone in Lu. 24:20. 

7. Elliptical phrases are frequent also. So iva ré (Matt. 9:4) 
where yévyrat has dropped out (cf. da ré, eis 72); 7é Ore (Lu. 2:49) 

with which compare ré yeyovey 6 in Jo. 14:22. A similar conden- 

sation is observed in r/ dpa Ilerpos éyevero (Acts 12:18). Cf. also 
Acts 5:24; Lu. 1:66; Jo. 21:21. The use of e in direct questions 
as ei €eotw Tois cé4BBacw Ocparedoa (Matt. 12:10) is parallel to @ in 

indirect questions like &xw ei katadaBw (Phil. 3:12). Cf. also Acts 
17:27 where aim and expectation enter in. One may compare also 
the use of & as in Heb. 3:11 ina negative sense (strong oath) 
where there is really an ellipse. The same thing (ellipse) is true 
with the use of e in direct questions which is rather common in 
the New Testament. 

8. Alternative questions are not very frequent in the New Testa- 
ment. In fact we have only one example of zérepov. . . . 4 (Jo. 
7:17), and that in an indirect question. Often 4 is used in the 
second member of the question without the interrogative pronoun 
asin 1 Cor. 9:8. Sometimes we have tis... .7as in Matt. 9:5. 

Sometimes 7 precedes r’s and refers to the preceding sentence 

(Matt. 7:9). 

9. Exclamations are usually expressed in the older Greek by the 
pronouns oilos, ézoios, cos, but occasionally the interrogative forms 

are so used. So aw0ca in Mk. 15:4 and aydékos in Gal. 6:11. Cf. 

also ti OéAw ei 73 avndOy (Lu. 12:49). Cf. also és apatoe in Rom. 

10:15. 
10. Interjections are frequently used in exclamations. Those 

in the New Testament are detre, ga, ide, idov, odd, oval, &, etc. For 

dctre as an interjection see Matt. 21:38 (dedre, droxte(vopev). In Lu. 
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4:34 we have an example of éa as éa, ri qyiv Kai got; In Jo. 1:29 

(i8e 6 auvos Tod Geod) ide, as often, is found with the nominative. 

With the accusative it is the verb. “Idov is used absolutely (Matt. 

11:10) or with the nominative (Matt. 17:5, ob vepedAy). It is very 

common. In Mk. 15:29 (ota 6 xaradvwv) ova occurs with the nom- 

inative. Ovadéis used commonly with the dative as ovat oo¢ (Matt. 

11:21). But it twice occurs with the accusative (Rev. 8:18, rots 

katoxovvtas ; 12:12, rv ypv). Itisalso used absolutely asin Rev. 

18:10). Once it is repeated three times (Rev. 8:13). 7Q is not 
often used. The vocative is usually alone as a@vOpwme (Lu. 22:58), 
but sometimes & is added as & ywvac (Matt. 15:28). 



CHAPTER XXX. 

INDIRECT DISCOURSE. 

1. Direct discourse is far more frequent than indirect in the 

New Testament. This is true also of the Old Testament and of 

most popular writers. Prolonged indirect: discourse as in Thucy- 
dides or Livy is labored and artificial, The Greeks had no quota- 
tion marks, but 67 often seryed this purpose. This use of ore is 
called recitative 67s and is very abundant in the New Testament as 

in the Septuagint. So Mk. 8:28 dére “Iwayny tov Barrioryv, Jo, 10:36 

ore Braodypets. But this pictorial use of oratio recta rather than 

the long oratio obliqua of the Greek historians is not dependent on 
om, Often the direct quotation appears alone: @édw, xafapiaOyre 

(Matt. 8:3). Note also 6 dvdacxados and 6 xvpios in Jo. 13:13. 

2. The tense as a rule remains unchanged in the Greek indirect 

discourse. In Latin and English we find sequence of tenses m 

this class of sentences. But in Greek this is seldom the case. 

Some examples occur in the New Testament as in the older Greek 

where the imperfect in the indirect seems to represent a present in 
the direct. So Jo. 2:25, atrés yap éyivwoxey ti jy ev TH avOpwre. 

Commonly the tense is preserved as in Jo. 11:13, éxetvor 6€ édofav 

OTL TEptL THS KousnoEws TOD Urvov eye. Ina case like dr cidov (Jo. 

1:50) the tense was aorist in the direct discourse. So as to 7 in 

Jo. 9:18. The future infinitive in indirect discourse as xwpycev in 

Jo. 21:25 stands for the future indicative of the direct. So the 

perfect infinitive likewise as te@vyxevac in Acts 14:19. 
3. The person of the verb may or may not be changed accord- 

ing to circumstances. Take Matt. 6:31, for instance, where Ti 

gpaywpev is the direct question. In the indirect question (Matt. 

6:25) this becomes ti daynte. So in Mk. 9:6 0d yap yd ré drroxprOy 

was t¢ dzroxpi# in the direct. In Acts 1:4 the person of the direct 
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address is retained after the infinitive: repievew tiv émayyedlav Tod 

TaTpos nv nKoveure pov, But more of this mixture now directly. 

4. The mode in indirect discourse may be changed. This 
change of indicative to optative or subjunctive to optative after a 

past tense was never obligatory and gradually died out with the 

passing of the optative. It was often not done in the older Greek. 
It is only in the writings of Luke that it occurs at all in the New 
Testament. Even so it is only in indirect questions that we find 
it with one exception. This exception (Burton, N. T. Moods and 
Tenses, p. 133) is in Acts 25:16 and is after zpiv 7. But curiously 

enough in the same sentence ov« éorw is retained. The sequence 

of the verbs in the sentence is therefore amexpiOnv ore ovk €oTw. .. . 

ampivay....€xo....7€.... AafBo. So also in Lu. 22:23 we 

have 76 tis dpa etn, but in 22:24 76 ris atray doxet. The presence of 

the subjunctive in an indirect question simply means that the sub- 
junctive was used in the direct. So Lu. 22:4 16 was atrots rapadd 

aitov. If avis found with the optative in an indirect question, that 

shows that it was there in the direct. There is a distinct differ- 
ence therefore between tis en (Acts 21:33), where the optative is 

due to indirect discourse, and ré av e’y (Acts 10:17) where the op- 
tative with av was so used in the direct. Cf. Acts 17:18 where é 
av JeXor occurs in the direct question as the potential optative 

(apodosis of fourth class condition). Cf. Lu. 15:26 (ri ay ey 
TavTa). 

5. There are three kinds of indirect discourse: indirect asser- 

tion, indirect question, and indirect command, An example of the 
first is BewpS ote rpopyrys «i av (Jo. 4:19), of the second is trodetEw 

ipiv tiva poBynPjre (Lu. 12:5), of the third is eiwév atry tva pow ow- 

avtiArafnrat (Lu. 10:40). These represent the normal classes. They 
require separate treatment. 

6. Indirect assertions once more fall into three classes according 
to the construction that is used. 

(a) There is first the infinitive. This was in the old Greek the 

commonest usage and it is still found in substantial accord with 
ancient practice. The tense, of course, is the same’as the direct 
discourse. It is usual to say that this infinitive has the accusative 
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as the subject, but this is an inadequate explanation. The accusa- 

tive is by no means always used and when it is we cannot call it 

the subject from the Greek point of view. The infinitive, like the 
participle, is not a finite verb, has no personal endings. The idiom 
does in a general way correspond to a ére clause in Greek or a 
‘that?’ clause in English, but it is not in fact a dr clause. The 

infinitive in indirect discourse still has to be considered an infini- 

tive and explained syntactically as an infinitive. If the pronoun 
or adjective used with the infinitive refers to the subject of the 
principal verb, it may be in the nominative by apposition as 
packovtes civar cohol éuwpavOnoav (Rom. 1:22, cf. Matt. 19:21 réretos 

eivat); or it may be unexpressed as 7Abav A€yovou Kal dmTaciav 

dyyedwv Ewpaxevar (Lu. 24:23); or it may be in the accusative of 
general reference as weémoufas ceavroy ddnyov etvar TupAGv (Rom. 2:19). 
Cf. also Phil. 8:18; Lu. 24:23 (Aeyevow atrov yv). The same prin- 

ciple applies when the infinitive is used with a preposition and the 

article, both of which have to be conserved in any true syntactical 
explanation of this accusative. It is ridiculous to think of a ‘‘sub- 
ject” with such an infinitive with the article as éyw ev r@ éravépyer Gal pe 
drodwecw co (Lu. 10:35). Note pe, not the reflexive. When the refer- 

ence is not to the subject of the principal verb, the noun or pronoun is 

normally in the accusative of general reference as of Xéyovow adtov 
fiv (uu. 24:23). The same explanation applies to two accusatives 

like wereopevos yap éotiw Iwavnv rpopytny eivac (Lu. 20:6) where one 

is In apposition to the other. Ina case like da ye ro rapexew por 

Komov THY xHpav TaiTyv (Lu. 18:5) one accusative is the object of the 

infinitive, the other is in the accusative of general reference. Note 
the article. Indeed three accusatives may appear with an infini- 

tive as in Heb. 5:12 (WH): rod diddoxew tuas twa Ta cTorxeta. Here 

twa. is accusative of general reference and the other accusatives the 
objects of dudacxev. The negative of this accusative is pj as oltwes 
Aeyovow avdotacw py evar (Mk. 12:18). 

(b) “Ore and the indicative is in the New Testament the com- 
mon way of expressing indirect assertions. The optative is not so 
used save in the case of zpiv 7 once (Acts 25:16) which is depend- 

ent on dzexpiOnv or. “Os does not so appear though in Acts 10:28 
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(érioracbe os abeurov éotw) it approaches the ancient usage. Cf. 

also Lu. 24:6. “Orc is used with almost every variety of verbs of 

thinking and saying. Blass (Grammar of N. T. Greek, p. 230ff.) 

has a careful discussion of the construction of each verb and phrase 

in the New Testament. As to verbs of thinking most of them take 
either construction (infinitive or 67) and some the third also (the 

participle). So with xatadapBave we haye the infinitive in Acts 
25:25 (€yw d€ xateAaBopuny pndev akiov adrov Oavarov wexpaxevac), but in 

Acts 10:34 ore (xataAapBavopat drt otk €otw). On the whole the use 

of the infinitive in indirect discourse is much more common in 

Luke and Paul (and Hebrews) than elsewhere in the New Testa- 

ment though not frequent eyen there. This applies to verbs of 
saying also. “Azoxpivoya, for instance, is used with the infinitive 
in indirect assertion only in Luke as Acts 25:4, daexpi6n typeto ba 

tov IlatAov. For or see Acts 25:16. In 1 Cor. 10:19 ére is used 

after ¢ypi as is occasionally true in the older Greek. A good 

example of the use of the tense is found in Gal. 2:14 (6re eidov om 

oix épForodotcw). So also note évopucay ote wAciov Anpyovrat (Matt. 

20:10. In Jo. 9:32 we have 7xovc6y or jvewSev, but the tense is 

that of the direct. Only the context can tell whether orc is declara- 

tive or causal as éxvyvols drt “Pwpaids eotw Kal ote adrov jv dedexws 

(Acts 22:29). Blass (Grammar of N. T. Greek, p, 231) calls és or 
(2 Cor. 11:21) ‘‘unclassical.’? In 1 Cor. 15:27 dpAov or is used 
almost like an adverb as in ancient Greek. 

(c) The participle is sometimes used according to the ancient 

idiom with verbs of knowing, perceiving, showing, ete. This con- 

struction is generally found in Luke and Paul. Take Lu. 8:46, 
eyvov divapw e&eAnAvbviav az’ éuov, as an example. Cf. also dxovcas 6é 

‘laxwB 6vra ovria (Acts 7:12), dp@ oe ovra (Acts 8:23). “Axovw is thus 

used with the participle, the infinitive, or with om. Likewise 
ywoéokw and oiéa may be used with either construction. Qewpéw 

occurs with ozt or the participle. 
(d) The construction with xai éyévero calls for a word of com- 

ment. We haye kat éyévero. . . . &Aaxe (Lu. 1:8) without any con- 
junction. So 1:41; 2:1, ete. In Matt. 9:10 «at follows kat éyévero 

almost in the sense of ér (like Hebrew vav), kai éyévero . . . « Kat 
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idod . . . . ovvavexcyto). Cf. Lu. 24:4. In Mk. 2:15 the infinitive 
is used with yiverau, xat yiverar kataxeioOa adrov. Cf. Lu. 3:21; 6:1, 

ete. In Luke xai éyéero with the infinitive is common. Cf. Jo. 

14:22, ri yéyovey ore ppiv pédXes. 

7. Indirect questions do not present so many complications. 
(a) The tense, as already explained, remains unchanged as a 

rule. So Mk. 15:44 we have 6 6€ IleAGros eOavpacer ci nbn TéOvnker. 

This is the ancient use of ei after Oavyafw. In the same verse the 

aorist follows: érnpornce aitov ei dn arébavey. The point lies in 

the difference between the two tenses. However, the imperfect 

indicative is sometimes used where the present was the direct 
(sequence of tenses like Latin and English). So Jo. 2:24 (ré jv) 

and 6:6 (qe ri ewedXev roeitv). Thus also in Acts 19:52 rivos evexa 

ovwedrndvOacav after oix ndecav. 

(b) The indicative may be retained in an indirect question as 
NArOor ideiv ti €otw TO yeyovos (Mk. 5:14). But in Luke the optative 

is found as éxvvOavero ti ey tovro (Lu. 18:36). The indicative is 

never changed into the subjunctive in such a sentence as in Latin. 
(c) Whenever the subjunctive appears, as it often does, in an 

indirect question, it was there in the direct question. It is usually 

retained in the New Testament as od yap 7a ti aroxpiOy (Mk. 9:6), 
but in Luke a few times the optative occurs instead of the sub- 
junctive as «i dpaye Wyradyoeay airov Kat evpoey (Acts 17:27). In 

Matt. 6:25 7¢ @ayyre occurs in an indirect question. Jn Matt. 6:31 

Ti haywpev ; is the direct question. The mood is the same in both 

cases and for the same reason, a deliberative question. 

(d) Sometimes the optative is found in the indirect question 

because it was in the direct (cf. indicative and subjunctive). This 
is true of all the examples with ay and the optative like 76 ris ay en 
peilov airav (Lu. 9:46). Cf. Lu. 6:11. Cf. also ré av Gen (Acts 

17:18) in a direct question with 76 ré av eX (Lu. 1:62) in the 

indirect. 
(e) The indirect deliberative question may be dependent on a 

verb like éxw which does not often have a question as object (Bur- 
ton, Moods and Tenses, p. 185). So ovk exer rod tiv Kepadny Krivy 

(Lu. 9:58). Cf. ox@ ri ypdyw (Acts 25:26). So too ozov is found 
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(Mk. 14:14) with the subjunctive (é7ov. . . . dayw). In Lu. 3:15 

fy Tore avrds ey is indirect question. 

(f) Luke is rather fond of the article with the indirect question. 
So 70 w@s . . . . mapade (Lu. 22:4), 16 ris ety (22:28), ro ris... 

doxetd (22:24). 

(g) Once indeed Nestle (1 Pet. 5:8) has the infinitive in this 

construction ({yrov tiva xatamveiv), but WH properly omit riva and 

have twa in margin (not riva). 

8. Indirect commands are expressed in three ways. 

(a) The infinitive is common with the same tense as the direct 
command. The negative is py. So eceyov dua rod rvevparos py 

ériBaivew (Acts 21:4), A€yov pay weperéwvew (Acts 21:21), aanyyedAAov 

peravoetv (Acts 26:20), Bodvres py Seiv abrov Lv (Acts 25:24, note 

two infinitives). 

(b) Conjunctions (iva and ézws) are also used with a finite verb. 

So rapyyyerer aitots tva pndev aipwow (Mk. 6:8). Observe retention 

of the subjunctive after secondary tense. So also 6rws petraméupyrae 

(Acts 25:3). 

(c) Sometimes an indirect deliberative question with the sub- 

junctive represents a command or prohibition. In Luke 12:5 

izrode(Ew tiva hoBybare was originally (see yery next verse) gPoByOyre. 

9. There is not infrequently mixture of the direct and the 
indirect discourse in the same sentence. The change may be from 
the indirect to the direct as in wapayyeiAas pydevt éxAaARoat OTe Tata 

evedavicas mpos eve (Acts 23:22), or from the direct to the indirect 

as in ee ‘Eropdoare - . . . xtyvn Te mapaotnoa (Acts 23:23). In 

Acts 14:22 we have 6m... . dé parallel with éypévew. And in 

Acts 27:10 ézc is even used with pédAav, a mixture of the infinitive 

and the ore constructions. 

10. The subordinate clause retains as a rule the tense and mode 

both of the direct. So ooa éya in Matt. 18:25 (ékeXevoey atrov o 

Kipios tpabjvar Kal THY yuvaika Kal Ta TéKva Kal ooa exe). So in Matt. 

14:22 we have jvayxace .. . . mpoayev . . . « Ews ov arodion. 



CHAPTER XXXI. 

THE INFINITIVE. 

1. The origin of the infinitive is clear from the analogy of the 
Sanskrit which had a great number of pure verbal substantives in 

various cases with no yoice and no tense. The Greek Sdreva 

(Sotva) is in the same case as the Sanskrit davane, for instance. 
The infinitive in -at, -c6a1, -vac are in the dative case while the form 
in -ew (-e) is possibly in the locative. So originally this verbal 
substantive was used chiefly with the dative idea. In Homer the 
dative idea is still the more usual one, although already the form 
is no longer regarded as datiye, but merely a set form that is inde- 
clinable, and the infinitive is beginning to be used as the object 
and subject of verbs. In Matt. 11:7 this original dative idea is 

preserved, as is true wherever the infinitive has the idea of pur- 
pose: Té é&ydGare cis tHv epnuov GedcacGau; In Sanskrit the noun 

idea is dominant over the verbal, but already in Homer the verbal 

idea is on a par with the nominal conception. 

2. The idea of the infinitive in Greek is that of a verbal sub- 

stantive with emphasis on both terms. It is évoya fyyaros, but is 

still ovova. The infinitive is non-finite, not limited, and so ex- 

presses undefined action. The infinitive has no manner of affirma- 
tion and is not a mode, but is always both verb and substantive. 
It is the most general and indefinite form of the verb. The point is 
that the Greek infinitive has to be looked at each time both asa sub- 
stantive and asaverb. It no longer has inflection as most sub- 

stantives have and so is an indeclinable substantive. It never de- 
veloped personal endings like the modes and so has no subject in 
the strict sense of the term. 

3. The history of the infinitive is very interesting. Burton 
(N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 143f.) has an excellent sketch of this 
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matter. He marks four stages which I here enlarge and change 

to five: 
(1) When the infinitive was used only in the sense of the dative 

(or locative) case. This was in prehistoric times (cf. Sanskrit). 

(2) The infinitive begins to be used without regard to the im- 
port of the dative (or locative) ending. The same form occurs as 
subject or object of verbs. Thus in Homer. 

(3) The infinitive is used freely with the article and without it 

in various cases and with the force of the cases. This from Pindar 

on. <A great many uses of the infinitive. 
(4) In the xowy the infinitive begins to disappear before tva and 

6m. In the Septuagint and the New Testament there is the counter 

increase in the use of rod and the infinitive as a special side develop- 

ment. 

(5) In the moder Greek the infinitive has vanished save that 

after auxiliary verbs it exists in a mutilated form as #eAe Avoca. In 

the Pontic dialect the infinitive continues to flourish. 

4. The use of the article with the infinitive has given rise toa 
deal of misapprehension. Even Winer (Winer-Thayer, p. 328) 
speaks of the article ‘‘making’’ the infinitive a substantive. The 
infinitive is always a substantive and like other substantives may 

or may not use the article according to circumstances. What the 
article does do with the infinitive is to make clear that it is defi- 

nite. Homer does not use the article with the infinitive, although 
Pindar does. The article does not make the infinitive a substan- 

tive. It is always a substantive and in a case whether it has the 

article or not. In Homer the article is not used much with any- 
thing. In general the infinitive uses the article much as any other 
abstract neuter substantive that occurs only in the singular. So 

ro yap Gav (Rom. 7:18). In Heb. 2:15 was is used with the 

infinitiye, 614 ravtés tod Cyv. 
5. Cases of the infinitive. As an indeclinable substantive, the 

infinitive may be in any case, though the vocative naturally is not 

used. When the article occurs with the infinitive, the inflection 

of the article makes the case plain. Thus in xaAdv oot éorw cio Oeiv 

(Matt. 18:8) the infinitive is in the nominative case as plainly as 
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in 70 OeXev mwapdxetat po. (Rom. 7:18). In A€ywo ipiv pa opooae 

(Matt. 5:34) the infinitive is just as truly in the accusative as in 
ovx dpTaypLov yyyoato TO evar iow Ged (Phil. 2:6). So the infinitive 

may be in the genitive as in éAaxe rod Ovywaoo (Lu. 1:9), the abla- 

tive as In py KodAdvere ara eAOeiy pe (Matt. 19:14) and xatetyoy adrov 

Tov pr tropeverbar (Lu. 4:42), the instrumental as in 7o@ py ebpety pe 

Titov (2 Cor. 2:13), the dative as in oldare . . . . duddvar (Matt. 7:11) 

and 7APomev rpooxvvnoa (Matt. 2:2). The infinitive, like the sub- 
stantive, may be used in apposition. So rovrwy trav érdvaykes, 

dréxerOar (Acts 15:28), the ablative. 
6. The common use of 70d and the infinitive in the New Testa- 

ment (as in the LXX) calls for special remark. It may be in the 
ablative as in ékpatotvto Tod py éemiyvOvac (Lu. 24:16), but as a rule 

it is the genitive (cf. Heb. infinitive construct which idiom partly 
explains its frequency in the LXX). It exists already in the older 

Greek to express purpose in the genitive and this is the commonest 
use in the New Testament, as in ¢nreiv rod arodeoae (Matt. 2:13). 

See Lu. 1:76 where éroudacar and rod dodvac both express purpose. 
It is even held by some writers that rod with the infinitive occa- 
sionally expresses result in the New Testament. But this may be 
doubted. All the examples given (Matt. 21:32; Acts 7:19; 18:10; 
Rom. 7:5) betray purpose if the article is closely observed as it 
must be. Tod and the infinitive may be used with nouns (geni- 
tive) as éAmls tod owlerbar (Acts 27:20), adjectives as Bpadeis tod 

moredoa (Lu. 24:25) and verbs as perepernOnte tod murredoa (Matt. 

21:52). But strangest of all is it to see rod and the infinitive as the 

subject of a verb as in dvévdextov eorw Tod. . . . pay eAOetv (Lu. 17:1). 

Cf. Acts 10:25. Just as the dative and locative endings lost their 
force with the infinitive, so rod sometimes comes to be regarded as 
a fixed idiom. 

7. The infinitive can be used with verbs as divarar. . . . Sovdevew 
(Matt. 6:24), with substantives as épyy tBpiou (Acts 14:5), with 

adjectives as txavés Ntoar (Mk. 1:7), and with prepositions as év 7a 
evot (Lu. 9:18). 

8. The infinitive is so frequent with prepositions that a special 
paragraph is called for. The article is uniformly present with this 
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use of the infinitive to show that the preposition is not in compos- 

ition with the infinitive. The cases of the infinitive are those com- 

mon in the New Testament with prepcsitions. The prepositions 

thus found with the infinitive are mainly ayri, es, év, evexev, ef, ews, 

dua, prera, pos, tpd. Take an illustration of each: avri tod éyew 

(Jas. 4:15), eis 76 evae (Rom. 1:20), év r@ elvae (Lu. 9:18, very 

common in Luke), evexev tod avepwOjvar (2 Cor. 7:12), é« rod éyew 

(2 Cor. 8:11), ws rod eXGet (Acts 8:40), 8:4 75 wapéxew (Lu. 18:5), 
peta 70 Saervpcar (Lu. 22:20), zpos ro dev (Lu.18:1), rpo 70d pe rabety 

(Lu. 22:15). The infinitive with prepositions is used just like 
indirect discourse. So pera 70 eyepfvai pe tpoagw (Mk. 14:28). 

9. The infinitive in indirect discourse was sufficiently treated in 
that chapter. But the confusion on the subject will justify a few 
further remarks. It is not strictly correct to say that the infinitive 
has a subject in indirect discourse. That is to put the idiom of 

the English finite clause into the Greek infinitive clause. The 

Greek infinitive clause is nota finite clause at all, and is not so 

conceived in Greek. The infinitive itself is the object of the verb 

of saying or thinking, and not the substantive, as Hadley and 
Allen argue in sec, 943. The infinitive in indirect discourse is 
thus simply the direct object of the principal verb. The subject 

of the verb in the direct discourse is then treated variously. If it 
is the same as the subject of the principal verb, it is simply re- 

tained in the nominative. If the subject is different, it is put in 

the accusative, the case of extension (‘‘accusative of definition,’’ 
Green), or is in apposition with another word in the sentence; tlie 
action of the infinitive is true as far as so and so (whatever the 

substantive may be). So also if the pronoun refers to the subject, 
it may be in the accusative as in Lu. 24:30 (atrév). This is in- 
deed. ‘‘virtual predication’’ (Monro), but it is not technical (syn- 
tactical) predication, and should not be so explained. In the 

modern English idiom we reproduce such instances by finite 
clauses, but it is truer and simpler to treat the Greek idiom accord- 

ing to the Greek genius. The infinitive in indirect discourse is still 

a verbal substantive, and not really different from the infinitive 
elsewhere. The participle, being a verbal adjective, can have no 
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subject. The infinitive, being a verbal substantive, can have no 

subject. The use of an accusative of general reference with the 
infinitive does not change it into a finite mode. Nestle against 

WH reads {nrGv tiva xatameiv in 1 Pet. 5:8. See chapter on Indirect 

Discourse for examples. But Matt. 17:4 is a good one, xadov éorw 
Huds be eivos. Sometimes the dative is found with the infinitive 

(due to the verb, not the infinitive) as in éréragev atrois dvaxdOjvar 

(Mk. 6:39). The predicate adjective in such a case may be either 

the dative ‘Popaios otow (Acts 16:2 1) or in the accusative as éxAeé- 

apevovs (Acts 15:22), but note -os in 15:25 (text of WH). 

10. The infinitive was limited as an object clause on the one 

hand by oz and on the other as an expression of purpose by wa, 

The infinitive carries both ideas and more too. But it was gradu- 
ally squeezed out between these two conjunctions. Signs of the 
non-final use of ta are abundant in the New Testament as éay 

Gedyre iva roo. (Matt. 7:12). It is not strange that the infinitive 
gradually gave up the fight. 

11. The infinitive is common for the expression of purpose as 

xatahvooa (Matt. 5:17). It may be questioned if the infinitive by 
itself was ever used to express clear result. 

12. But dove with the infinitive, which once was used for pur- 
pose, came to be used in the New Testament chiefly for result. 
So @ore py xpetav éxew (1 Thess. 1:8). But design is also expressed 
by @ore (Lu. 4:29). ‘Qs is only used twice with the infinitive in 

the New Testament, os éroydoa (Lu. 9:52), ds eros eiretv (Heb. 

7:9). Once also as ay éxpoBev (2 Cor. 10:9) 
13. The infinitive may be used absolutely in strict harmony 

with its origin as a non-finite verbal substantive. Thus in greet- 

ings as xatpew (Jas. 1:1). As an imperative the infinitive presents 
the idea as an absolute idea. The connection suggests the duty or 

the command. So xAaéew (Rom. 12:15), oroxety (Phil. 3:16). 

14. The negative of the infinitive is always «7 in the New Tes- 

tament even in indirect assertions (Mk. 12:18). Sometimes od is 

found with the infinitive, but it really goes with a single phrase 

rather than with the infinitive. So kai od cata ri tdéw ’Aapov 
AeyeoOar (Heb. 7:11). 
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15. The infinitive may sometimes be periphrastic like other 
forms of the verb as in év t@ evat adrov tpocevydpevov (Lu. 9:18). 

16. The voices of the infinitive. Originally as in the Sanskrit, 

the infinitive had no voices. Voice in the infinitive was a later 
development of the language. But all three voices come to be 

used freely with the infinitive and with the usual significance. 

But voice is a distinct addition to the original infinitive. Note 

clzev dofjvat aity payev (Mk. 5:43). 

17. The same remark applies to the tenses of the infinitive. 
Tense in the infinitive has no time except in indirect discourse. 
The infinitive has the aorist as a matter of course and when the 
present tense occurs it is to accent the idea of incompletion. Note 
both in the same sentence: #vayxace Tovs pabytas euBnvar. . . . Kal 

mpoayew (Matt. 14:22). The perfect does not often occur and 

always to express completion. Cf. dapdAaybar (Lu. 12:58) and 

arodedvobat edivato 6 avOpwros ovtos (Acts 26:32). Cf. also Mk. 5:4. 

MéeAXAw, however, generally has the present infinitive as pede Cyrety 

(Matt. 2:13), sometimes the future infinitive due to the future idea 
in pAAw as pera éeoerOa (Acts 11:28; 27:10), and only seldom 

the aorist as jpedrAev zpocayaydvy (Acts 12:6). Burton remarks 

(Moods and Tenses, p. 53) that no instance of the aorist infinitive 

representing an aorist indicative appears in the New Testament. 
The aorist infinitive in its usual timeless sense does occur, how- 

ever, aS in yeyparta mabeiy tov Xpiorov (Lu. 24:46). The future 

infinitive in indirect discourse also appears as in 008’ adrov oipat Tov 

Koopov xwpyoeav (Jo. 21:25). So also the perfect infinitive, vopi- 
lovres aitov teOvnxeva (Acts 14:19). "Av with the infinitive is not 

found in the New Testament. 

18. The idiom zpooero weppa (Lu. 20;11 f.) while explicable 

as Greek, is probably due to the common Hebrew construction. 



CHAPTER XXXII. 

THE PARTICIPLE. 

1. The participle has its most perfect development in the Greek 

language. Already in the Sanskrit the participle had developed 

voice (active and middle) and tense (aorist, present, perfect, and 
even the future). But the aorist participle did not survive in San- 

skrit (cf. its absence in Latin). The Greek, however, revived the 
aorist participle and made it flourish. Already in Homer the 
aorist participle is abundant. In modern Greek the participle is 
little used, conjunctions displacing it. The English participle is 
much like the Greek in its freedom and adaptability. The Greek 

is a ‘participle loving language’’ (Broadus) and thus has a great 
advantage in flexibility over the Latin. 

2. The participle is a verbal adjective. The participle (pars, 
capio) takes part, participates, shares in both verb and adjective, 

as the infinitive shares in both verb and substantive. It is always 

both verb and adjective. Like the infinitive the participle is also 
non-finite, undefined action. The participle makes no affirmation 
and is nota mode. It is a verb in exactly the same respects that 
the infinitive is. It has voice, tense, and governs the cases that 
the verb takes. 

do. There are other verbal adjectives, as there were many verbal 

substantives (cf. the Sanskrit), which are not called participles. 

The verbals in -ros and -réos, for instance, are verbal adjectives. 
They do not have voice and tense as the participle does. The 

verbal in -ros partakes more of the adjective idea and that in -réos 
more of the verbal. The form in -ros is very common (in both the 
active and passive sense) in the New Testament as 6 d@yamnrds (Matt. 
3:17). There is only one example of the verbal in -réos which is 
impersonal and governs the case (accusative) of the verb, otvoy veov 
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cis dorxods Kavods BAnréov (Lu. 5:38). The verbal in -réos is not found 

in Homer. 

4. The difference between the participle and the infinitive is to 
be sharply noticed. The difference between infinitive and parti- 

ciple lies wholly in the fact that one is a substantive and the other 
an adjective. We found that the infinitive is an indeclinable verbal 

substantive, a fixed case form (dative), though used freely in any 

case, however, and in the singular only, either with or without the 

article. The participle is declined in both numbers and all the 
genders and all the cases and is used freely with or without the 
article. The infinitive as an object or subject verbal substantive is 

connected immediately with the verb while the participle is related 
to a substantive. Soin Lu. 16:3 see what a different idea érarray 

would present. ézaitév would describe the man as a beggar who 

is ashamed of it; éxa:reiv presents one who is ashamed to beg and 
does not become a beggar. So likewise explain participle with 
daivoya in Matt. 6:16. Compare infinitive with otda (Matt. 7:11) 

and participle with «ov (Acts 3:9). See also Lu. 5:4 (éravcaro 
AarAGy) and Acts 14:18 (karéravoay rou pH Ovev). The infinitive in 

indirect discourse is the direct object or subject of the verb. The 

participle in indirect discourse is merely an adjective agreeing with 

the substantive. Like the infinitive the participle can have no sub- 
ject. See Heb. 13:23 (ywooxere Tysdbeov drodcd\vpévov) 1 Jo. 4:2 

(Sporoye? "Inootvy éAndvbora). See difference between John 12:18 and 

2 Thess. 3:11 (one infinitive and one participle with dkovw). 

5. The participle like other adjectives may be used with or with- 
out the article, may be definite or indefinite. So we have téwp Cov 

(Jo. 4:10), but 75 téwp 76 Cov (Jo. 4:11). In ré éorw 76 yeyovds 

(Mk. 5:14) we haye a good example of the attributive participle. 
If the article is used, we know, as with other adjectives, that the 

participle is attributive. The article sometimes appears with the 
participle when it is not used with the substantive. So gogiv.... 
Ti droxexpupperqy (1 Cor. 2:7). Often the participle, like other 
adjectives again, occurs without any substantive as 6 xAérrwv (Eph. 

4:28). This use is practically equivalent to a relative clause. We 
even find was 6 épyfdpevos (Matt. 5:22). But if the article is not 
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used, the participle may be either predicate or attributive. The 

case of vdwp ov (Jo. 4:10) is attributive, but the predicate use is 

well shown in BAémere éyyifovoay tHv juepav (Heb. 10:25). Cf. also 

eGewpovy Tov Latavay recdvta (Lu. 10:18) and note tense. 
6. The predicate participle is more complicated and calls for 

more discussion than the attributive which has more of the adjec- 
tive and less of the verbal conception than the predicate. The 
predicate participle is more common in proportion than other pred- 

icate adjectives because of the verbal force of the participle. Both 
the predicate uses of the participle (circumstantial and supple- 

mentary) are very common, as frequent indeed as the attributive 

participle. 
7. The supplementary participle. The supplementary partici- 

ple is freely used in the New Testament and with «y/ more com- 
monly than in the earlier Greek, periphrastic construction. So 

Luke in particular (Lu. ISAO: nV dvdarKwr, nv CVvvkUTTOVTG.). In 

Lu. 23:12 we find zpotmjpxov ovres. dpxowar is not used with the 

participle in the New Testament, but only with the infinitive, as 
Matt. 4:17, or absolutely, as Lu. 24:27. For the participle with 

éxw see Lu. 14:18 f. (€xe pe tapyrnpevoy). mavoua is used only with 

the participle or absolutely (Acts 5:42; 1 Cor. 13:8). For redéw 

with the participle see Matt. 11:1 (éreAccev duatdocwv). In Matt. 

6:16 ta gaveow vyorevovres is a good illustration of the supple- 

mentary participle. tvyyave in the New Testament is not used 

with the infinitive or the participle, nor is #6ave (special sense of 
come or come before, Phil. 3:16). However, zpo¢@avw in Matt. 

17:25 (apoeépOacey r€éywv) is used with the participle according to 
ancient usage. AavGavw is once (Heb. 13:2, éafov Eevicavtes) used 
with participle according to the ancient idiom. No example of av 

with the participle appears in the New Testament. 

8. The circumstantial participle is practically an additional 
clause added more or less loosely. It is not essential to the lead- 

ing clause. By means of the circumstantial participle a sentence 
can be strung out indefinitely. Cf. 2 Pet. 2:12-15 (Bracdypoirres, 
adikovpevor, Wyovpevor, évtpupavtes, etc.). The circumstantial parti- 

ciple does not of itself define its relation to the principal or sub- 
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ordinate clause in which it occurs. The connection is, of course, 

with some noun or pronoun. The context may be one that sug- 

gests time as dxovwy 6 ‘Avavias recov ecetev (Acts 5:5), occasion as 

dxovovres (Lu. 4:28), means as épyaclay wodAjv mapeixey pavrevopevy 

(Acts 16:16), manner as érpAGev Avrovpevos (Matt. 19:22), cause 

as ebyapitrodmev axovoartes (Col. 1:4), purpose as €AnAvoe rpooKvvycov 

(Acts 8:27), condition as xpwe? 4 axpoBvoria tedAotca (Rom. 2:27), 

concession as kad ye ob paxpav ard évds Exactov yuav trapxovta (Acts 

17:27). Itis not proper to say that the participle means cause, 

condition, ete., but the context implies such an idea and the par- 

ticiple admits it. 
9. The so-called genitive absolute is merely a circumstantial 

participle agreeing with the substantive in its case. In Latin the 

so-called Latin ablative absolute is either ablative, locative, or in- 

strumental, according to circumstances. The Sanskrit uses the 

locative thus. Modern Greek uses the nominative. The ancient 
Greek is either genitive or ablative, or possibly now one and now 

the other. Usually the substantive is one that does not have close 
connection with the principal sentence, but this is not always so. 
See Mk, 8:1 (oddod SxAov dvros). The so-called accusative abso- 

lute does not occur in the New Testament, unless Acts 26:3 (ywdorny 

évra) be an example. Cf. also rvxydv (1 Cor. 16:6). In Acts 2:29 
éoriv is probably to be supplied with é&dv. Cf. égov jv in Matt. 

12:4 and dca €or in Acts 19:36. Sometimes the genitive absolute 
is found where there is a noun or pronoun in the sentence for it to 
agree with. So ratra é airod évOupntevtos idovd a&yyedos Kupiov Kat dvap 

éddvyn aizd (Matt. 1:20). See also Matt. 21:23. Cf. the nomina- 

tive absolute in Rey. 2:26, 6 vxéy Kat 6 rypdv décw aitG. The par- 
ticiple sometimes carries on the sentence loosely without a verb as 
imotaccopevn (Eph. 5:21). In Mk. 7:19 xaOapi{ov is due to ana- 

coluthon. Cf. Rev. Sometimes the genitive absolute is used 

without a noun or pronoun as éA@évros Kat kpovoavros (Lu. 12:36). 

10. The Septuagint uses the participle as one translation of the 
Hebrew infinitive absolute as an intensive expression. This reap- 
pears in the New Testament as evdAoyav etdoyyow oe (Heb. 6:14). 

Cf. Gavdrw reAevtatw (Matt. 15:4), another method used to translate 
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al the same Hebrew idiom. So also zapayyeAia rapnyyetAapev (Acts 
5:28). 

11. As to adjuncts with the circumstantial participle, they do 

not alter the true force of the participle at all, but merely sharpen 
und make clear the idea. So ciaeAfotoa etO’s (Mk. 6:25); dua 

' milo (Acts 24:26); xatrep dv (Heb. 5:8); &s (giving the alleged 
reason which may or may not be true), as Lu. 16:1 (és dacxopzi- 
lov); 2 Cor. 5:20 (as mapaxadodvtos); Acts 27:30 (as peddovtur) ; 

dorep pepopevns (Acts 2:2). Cf. ov wore émiatpafas (Lu. 22:32). 

12. The participle in indirect discourse was sufficiently treated 
in the chapter on that subject. One example may suffice here, 
doa jKovcapev yevoueva. (LU. 4:23). In Eph. 5:5 (lore ywooxovres) 

the participle has an intensive force and is hardly in indirect dis- 
course. Note both verbs for knowing here used (otda, ywookw). 

13. The voice in the participle calls for nothing distinctive. 
The voice as in the infinitive merely follows the routine verbal 

function. Moulton (Prolegomena, p. 203) even says that the 

infinitive has ‘‘no voice distinction.’? That was true originally, 

but the Greek infinitive and the participle did come to have both 
voice and tense. Take évecOe pucovpever (Matt. 10:22) as an example 
of the periphrastic future passive. Note évecfe dadotvres (1 Cor. 
14:9) where middle and active combine in the periphrastic future. 

14. The tense in the participle, however, calls for some discus- 

sion. Like the infinitive the participle has no time in itself. It 
gets its time from the verb with which it is used. Thus an aorist 
participle may be used with a future verb as 6 tropmetvas cwOjoerat 
(Matt. 10:22), a future participle with a past tense of the indica- 

tive as €AnAvda rpooxvvycwv (Acts 8:27). Time with the participle 
is purely relative. The aorist participle is very common and is 
either simultaneous as xatyyrncavy aoracapevor (Acts 25:13) or an- 

tecedent as twdAyjoas iveyxev (Acts 4:37). The aorist participle does 
not express subsequent action. The present participle gets its 
time from the principal verb and expresses incompleted action. So 
mwdoovtes Epepov (Acts 4:34). In Jo. 9:25 (ruddds dy dpte BrErw) 

by the use of dpre with the verb the present participle is made to 
have the force of an ‘‘imperfect’’ participle. The present parti- 
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ciple likewise may be used with the future tense as éveoOe pucovpevor 

(Matt. 10:22). In Acts 25:10 we have éords ewe as a periphrastic 
present, not perfect in idea though so in form. The perfect par- 
ticiple accents the idea of completion as xexomuaxas (Jo. 4:6), Anas 

(Matt. 25:24, cf. AaBov in verse 20). The future participle, it 
should be added, is very rare in the New Testament and almost 

entirely in Luke. The article is occasionally found with the future 
participle as 76 éodpevov (Lu. 22:49). The future tense of the 
participle was not developed in the Boeotian dialect. In Eph. 
4:18 we have a periphrastie perfect participle, éoxoruzpévor évres. 

15. The negative of the participle in the New Testament is pa, 

unless a very emphatic negative is desired, when od is used. In 
the older Greek o8 was the common negative with participles, and 
py only in special cases when condition or concession was suggest- 

ed. In the modern Greek yj is alone used with participles. The 
New Testament usage shows the progress in that direction. Thus 

in Acts 17:6 mw) eépévres is in accord with the common usage of the 

later Greek. The papyri give some examples of ov as we have in 
the New Testament. Perhaps Luke and Paul respond to the old 
Greek feeling for od to some extent. In general od is only found 
with the participle when a distinct and strong negative is desired. 
So in Lu. 6:42 od Brérov. In 1 Pet. 1:8 we have ovk iddvres and py 

opovres and the distinction can be seen. 

16. Sometimes the participle like other adjectives, becomes a 
substantive (cf. 76 dya6dv, for instance). In Matt. 19:21 the pos- 
sessive genitive is used with it, rwéAyqoov cov 7a txdpxovra. Cf. the 

belongings in English. In Heb. 8:9 the participle is almost like 
the infinitive, but here it is to be taken as agreeing with pov after 

all, €v jpépa erraBopéevov pov ris xepos adtay. Cf. Heb. 11:32, 

emrreiWer pe yap dupyovpevov 6 xpovos. 



CHAPTER XXXIII. 

NEGATIVE PARTICLES. 

1. Greek has two negatives that are used either simply (od, p77) 
or in various compounds (ovd¢, otre, ovdde/s, odfets, odkérL, ovrore, etc., 

and so for compounds of pj, wydé, etc.). Latin has three negatives 

(non, ne, haud). The Sanskrit has na and ma. Greek did not 
use na (ne) and Latin did not use wy (ma). Haud and od are 

probably the same word (cf. Zend ava). In the Boeotian dialect 

ov never was employed. In Homer indeed p% was freely used with 
the indicative and od sometimes with the subjunctive. The history 

of ov and py has been the constant increase of the use of wy. In 

the modern Greek de (for otéév) is only used with the indicative. 
Perhaps the earliest use of 7 was to express prohibition. For the 

form ove see 1 Cor. 18:2; Acts 19:27. 

2. In general the New Testament uses the negative od and py in 

accordance with the idiom of the earlier Greek. The distinction is 
well obseryed between the outright negation by od and the subtle 
and subjective yy. In the Sanskrit the same distinction existed 
between na and ma. In English we have to depend on the tone 

of voice for the difference, but we all know the difference between 
‘no’? and ‘‘no.’’ Ov is direct, positive, categorical, definite; pi is 

doubtful, indirect, indefinite, hypothetical. My isa negative with 

a “string tied to it.’? Ifa girl should say ov to a proposal of mar- 

riage (especially ovxé), there would be little hope. But yj would 
leave room for another trial. The bluntness of ov in its strength- 

ened form ovx¢ is well shown in Luke 1:60. On the other hand 

pate in Jo. 4:29 (pyre obrés éorw 6 Xpiords ;) but dimly conceals the 

woman’s real conviction about Jesus. 

3. With the imperative therefore wis the logical, even the nec- 

essary, negative as py pou Kémrous mépexe (Lu. 11:7). This is uniform 
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except where parenthetie clauses or sharp contrast is brought out 

(cf. infinitive). In 1 Pet, 3:3 after grr ovx is set over against 

av’, So also in 1 Pet. 2:18 we have ov povov.... addAaxot. But 

in Jas. 1:22 (as elsewhere) pi povov is read. In 1 Cor, 5:10 ov wav- 

rws is a parenthetical expansion of py cwavapéyveGa. Soin 2 Tim, 

2:14 as to éx’ ovdéy xpyomov and pi) Aoyopaxev. In Matt. 5:37 od ot 

is the predicate of éorw and with the accented form instead of ov. 
In Rey. 22:9 (épa yj) py is a conjunction used without the verb. 

Cf. our ‘‘lookout.”’ 
4. With the subjunctive pj is also naturally the negative. But 

in Homer, before the subjunctive was sharply differentiated from 
the future indicative ov was sometimes employed with the subjunc- 
tive. The truth seems to be that pw displaced ov with the subjunc- 

tive, just as it did finally with the participle. Let pa déue (Mk. 

12:14) serve as an example. Cf. Jo. 11:50. Ov, however, is used 
with the subjunctive, when p# is a conjunction, for the sake of 

distinction. So doBodpar py ros €AOdy ovx olovs FéeAw evpw tpas (2 Cor. 

12:20). So also the marginal reading of WH in Matt. 25:9 (unrore 

ovx dpxéoyn), but the text has payrore ov py. 

5. With the eptative both ov and p# appear in the older Greek, 

ov in the conclusion of the fourth class condition, elsewhere p7. 
As a matter of fact the optative in the New Testament has no neg- 
ative save in the case of wishes where it is always pj. So pip yéevoure 

(Rom. 3:4). 
6. The negative of the infinitive in the New Testament is pa, 

even in indirect discourse (Mk. 12:18, pi elva), save in fixed 
phrases, repeated negatives, or when single words are negatived. 
In Mk. 7:24 ov is used much like ancient idiom in indirect dis- 
course, obdéva 7Orev yova. But in Lu. 20:40 the compound neg- 
ative of the infinitive is repeated like that of the principal verb, 
obkére yap éroApwov éerepwrav aitov ovdév. In Rom. 15:20 ovx dzov 

évopdcOn Xpiords is a parenthetic clause with evayyedLeobu. So xat 

ov after dovAevev (Rom. 7:6). Usually we have ov pévov with the 

infinitive as in Jo. 11:52 with dwoOvjoxev. For the peculiar 

position of ot pévov see Rom. 4:12,16. The New Testament does 
not use pi ov with the infinitive, but simpl . So with a verb 

. 
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of hindering, pors_Katéravoay Tors GyAovs Tod pa Ove avtois_CA cts 

14:18). But wy (redundant py) is not necessary in this use of the 

infinitive as évexorréuny Ta TOAAA Tod éeXOeiv (Rom. 15:22). When 

the principal verb of hindering is negative, the simple infinitive is 
used as in pa KwAvere ara €XOctv (Matt. 19:14) or wy may be employed 
aS py TL 70 Vowp Sivatac KwADoal Tis TOD py Barrie Ojva; (Acts 10:47). 

Note rod sometimes. In 1 Cor. 14:39 observe 76 Aadeiv pH Kodvere. 

In Acts 4:20 both negatives retain their value, od duvdjeba yap... - 

pa AaXre?v. 

7. With participles py is commonly used contrary to ancient 

custom, but not contrary to the undefined action of the participle; 
for instance, Matthew has u with the participle 18 times and od 2, 
Luke has py 28 times and od 2, John has py 11 and ot 1. See the 

difference between od with the participle and p# with the parti- 
ciple in 1 Pet. 1:8, otx idovres and pi dpavres, one a definite case, 
the other a general statement. With the article and the participle 

py is also the usual construction as 7& py dvoxovra (Rom. 9:30), but 

ov appears for a strong negative as in tiv ovk Ayarnuerny (Rom. 

9:25). Cf. rov ov adv in the same verse. Cf. 6 ov« dv (Jo. 10:12). 

In the modern Greek py alone is used with the participle. 

8. With the indicative the matter is much more complicated. 

In the modern Greek d& is confined to the indicative, and py is 

used elsewhere. But the New Testament still uses w7 a good deal 

with the indicative, though less than in the older Greek. A study 

of the various aspects of the indicative must therefore be made. 

(a) In ordinary declarative sentences (simple or compound) 
the negative of the indicative is ov. This is in direct harmony 
with the idea of the mode. So 6 morevwy cis avtov ot kpiverar (Jo. 

3:18). 

(b) In causal sentences likewise ov is always found unless the 
reason is subjective or regarded as specially speculative. The only 

example of ore wy in the New Testament is in Jo. 3:18, 6 pi tucrevwv 

non Kekpitat OTe py Terictexey. With this compare 1 Jo. 5:10 where 

6tt ov wexiorevxey is read, the usual idiom. Cf. also Heb. 9:17 
éret pay ToTe ioxve, Which may, however, be a question. 

(c) Conditional sentences usually had e& yy and é ov rarely in 
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the older Greek. In conditions of the second class (determined as 
unfulfilled) e y» is uniform even in the New Testament (as e uy 
yv, ete., Jo. 9:33) except in Mk. 14:21 (Matt. 26:24) where we 

find e& ov. Here ei ov éyerv76y brings out strongly the force of ov. 

But in first class conditions (fulfilled), leaving out the elliptical 

use of ef py (Mk. 9:9) and «i pa d€, ci od is much more frequent in 

the New Testament than e py. In the older Greek ei od was used 

when a single word was negatived or there was sharp contrast. 

Such examples occur in the New Testament as et tis zvetpa Xpirrod 

ovk é€xee (Rom. 8:9), €i yap 6 Oeds . . . . ovk efetoato (Rom. 11:21). 

So ei kal rov Gedy od PoBodpar ovd€ avOpwrov evtperopat (Lu. 18:4). Cf. 

Jas. 1:23 (xat od zoumrtys), 1 Cor. 9:2 (ei otk eipi). Cf. Jo. 1:25. 

(d) In relative sentences with the indicative od is the usual 

negative as 6s ov AapBave (Matt. 10:38). But a few examples of py 
appear in indefinite relative sentences as @ pa dt (Tit. 1:11), 6 py 

mapeot tavta (2 Pet. 1:9). So also text of 1 Jo. 4:3 (WH), 5 py 

Spodroye’ (Mar. 0 Aver). Cf. Os ovK eorw (1 Jo. 4:6). 

(e) With expressions of purpose py is the usual negative as iva 

pn pvovoicbe (1 Cor. 4:6), oxore py eoriy (Lu. 11:35), Brerere py 

mote eotat (Heb. 3:12). 

(f) ‘With verbs of fearing ov is the negative after wy, but no 

example occurs in the New Testament save 2 Cor. 12:20 where py 

....ovis found with the subjunctive. In Greek as in Latin py 

(as ne) follows the verb of fearing for the positive idea. 
(z) In questions py expects the answer ‘‘no’’ as Mk. 14:19 

(py te €ys;), while ov requires the answer ‘‘yes’”’ as Lu. 17:17 (ovx 

oi bexa exabapicbnoav;). In 1 Cor. 9:8 we have both in different 

parts of the same question, pi kata avOpwrov Taira AadG, 7) Kat 6 vopos 

raira ov reya; cf. also py dxwoato (Rom. 11:1) and ov« drdcaro 

(Rom. 11:2). Sometimes ov yy is found in questions as ov pa miw 

avré; (Jo. 18:11) where the answer is in accordance with ov. The 

negatives do not, of course, express the wide range of feeling and 
emotion in different situations. In a question like pa ovk éxouer; 

(1 Cor. 9:4) py is the negative of the question and ovk of éxoper. 

(h) When the indicative is used in prohibitions ov occurs as in 

ovK éxopxynoas (Matt. 5:33) or ov py as in ov pH otras (Matt. 16:22). 
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(i) In indirect discourse, where the indicative is used, the neg- 
ative of the direct is retained as w@s ov voeire ott ov rept aptwy eirov 

tpiv (Matt. 16:11). Burton (Moods and Tenses, p. 181) properly 

notes the redundant ov after the verb ‘‘deny,”’ 6 dpvovpevos ote 

Ingots ovk éorw (1 Jo. 2:22). Cf. French ne. 
(j) The succession of negatives in Greek merely strengthens the 

first negative if the second is a compound form like ovde, pydeis, etc. 

This use (just like the old English idiom that survives here and 

there) is not remarkably frequent, yet a number of examples occur 

as ovk éfuyey ovdey (Lu. 4:2), pydevt pndev ddetrere (Rom. 13:8). 

Even three or more negatives may be found as ob ovk jv ovdeis otrw 
keiwevos (Lu. 23:53), ovxere ov py miw (Mk. 14:25). But some- 

times tis follows ov as ovy dpmwavea tis (Jo. 10:28). Cf. 1 Thess. 

1:8: 

(k) But when the second negative is a single negative, it 
retains its force, So ov zapa totro ovK €ote &k Tod gwHpatos (1 Cor. 

12:15); ovk éxopev eEovoiav py épyaciavy (1 Cor. 9:6); py ovK jKovoay 

(Rom. 10:18); 6 pay miorevwy 787 Kexprrat Ore py TeriotevKey (JO. 35:18). 

Cf. ovdev yap éeorti KexadAvppevov 0 ovK aroxadvPOycera (Matt. 10:26), 

and ov py adeOy ade... . 0s ov KatadrvOnoera (Matt. 24:2). See 

1 Cor. 6:9 (ov. ... ov). Cf. also py wore ov py (Or py wore ov, Mg.) 

in Matt. 25:9. In Matt. 13:29 ot, py more... . expilwonre each 

negative has its full force. Cf. wy, wy wore (Mk. 14:2). Cf. Mk. 

12:24 for ov wy in question and py with participle. 

(1) The use of ov wy calls for a special note. The usual con- 

struction is with the subjunctive as in ov py adefy above (Matt. 
24:2). The future indicative is read in ov pi éorat oor TotTo (Matt. 

16:22) and is doubtless the correct text in od pH tyjnoe (Matt. 

15:6) and a few other places (Matt. 26:35; Mk. 14:31). No satis- 
factory explanation of the origin of this use of od zy has been found. 

They do not neutralize each other, but each retains its force 
as in py od in questions (Rom, 10:18). Cf. od wy in questions 
(Lu. 18:7, ob py roujon;). Does this use throw any light on the 

problem ? 

(m) The redundant negative as in 1 Jo. 2:22 (see above) and 

Lu, 24:16 (éparodvro rot py értyvOvar) after a verb of hindering (a 
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negative conception) appears stranger to us now than it would 

have done some generations ago before we dropped the repeated 

and double negatives in English. Compare Shakespeare on this 

point. Compare this vulgar sentence ‘‘Hain’t nobody seen noth- 
ing of never a hat nowhere about here?’’ Cf. ob py ce dvd odd ot 

py oe €yxatarizw (Heb. 13:5). 

(n) The form odyé adds fresh point to the negative od, especially 
when contrasted with d\Ad as in Luke 1:60. The position of the 
negative may also give new emphasis as py TOAAOL diddoKador yiverOe 
(Jas. 3:1). In Rom. 3:9 od rdévrws means ‘‘by no means,’’ but 

in 1 Cor. 15:51 (wdvres od Kounbyoopeba) od goes with the verb. In 

Heb. 11:3 ya goes with the participle, not the infinitive. Litotes - 
is not infrequent in the New Testament as od pera woddAds (Acts 

1:5)=6r%yas. Cf. Lu. 15:13. 
(0) For ody 671... . dda see Jo. 7:22, For obx va... . GAAd 

see Jo. 6:38. For ddX ovk in the apodosis of a condition see Mk. 
14:29. For od povov.... ddda cat see Rom. 5:3. See Jo. 4:11 

ovre....xai. For ovd€... . ovre see Rev. 5:3, and otdeis.... 

ovre (Rey. 5:4). For od8€.. . . od8€ see Rev. 9:4. For pdt... . 

pyde see Matt. 10:9. For pare... . pyre see Acts 27:20. For 

ovre. . . . ovre see Matt. 12:32. For pyde. . . . dAAd see 1 Pet. 5:2. 
As is usual in ancient Greek, xai ov (Col. 2:9,19), not ovd€, fol- 

lows affirmative clauses. 



CHAPTER XXXIV. 

INTENSIVE PARTICLES. 

1. The term particle, as Winer well observes (Thayer’s edition, 

p. 356), has never been satisfactorily delimited. In one sense all 
adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, interjections are particles. 
They are nearly all originally adverbs. They belong to the de- 
velopment of the sentence from simple to complex. 

2. Intensive particles have usually a very obscure origin. The 
etymology of most of them is unknown, but they are as a rule very 
old. Indeed the New Testament writers do not use them with 

anything like the frequency of the older Greek writers. But when 

the intensive particles are used in the New Testament they deserve 

notice. 
3. The Greeks not simply had fine shades of thought and emo- 

tion, but they preferred to express them in the sentence by the 
particle. In modern languages such distinction and emphasis 
depend upon the voice and manner. Compare a German’s use of 
his hands in speaking and a Frenchman shrugging his shoulders, 

etc. The New Testament Greek is more like the English and 

leaves most of this emotion to be brought out by the reader him- 

self. 
4, Té (enclitic) is of very doubful etymology (cf. Doric ya, 

Sanskrit gha, and ayav). itis used thirty-three times in the New 

Testament. It usually occurs with some other particle like dAXa 

ye (1 Cor. 9:2), dpa ye (Matt. 7:20), dpa ye (Acts 8:30), & ye (Gal. 

3:4), ei d€ py ye (Matt. 6:1), nad ye (Acts 17:27), xacroe ye (Jo. 4:2), 

pevoovye (Rom. 10:18), prteye (1 Cor. 6:5). In Phil. 3:8 note dAdra 

pev ovv ye xai. In itself ye adds nothing to the sense save by way ° 

of intensifying the idea of the word or clause. This may be to 
minify as in Jo. 4:2 or to magnify as in Rom. 8:32. 
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5. Ilép (enclitic) is probably a shortening up of zepé (cf. perfect) 
and so would have the idea of thoroughly. But others get it from 

zépav. In the New Testament we find it with és in the Text. Rec. 

of Mk. 15:6, but WH have dropped it. Elsewhere it only occurs 
with the particles dizep (1 Cor. 8:15), édvrep (Heb. 3:14), etrrep 

(Rom. 8:9), éredyrep (Lu. 1:1), prep (Jo. 12:48, text of WH, 

mg. trep), Kabarep (Rom. 3:4), xairep (Heb. 12:17), domep (Matt. 

6:2). The idea is uniformly the same. 

6. Ay (surely, therefore, possibly shortened form of 767) is used 
sparingly in the New Testament but in harmony with the ancient 
idiom. The simple form appears five (possibly six, Acts 6:3 mg. ) 

times and with the same idea each time. See 1 Cor. 6:20, dogacare 

8) Tov Gedy ev TO owpate tpov. Once we have 8% wov (Heb. 2:16). 

The passage with 89 wore (Jo. 5:4), has dropped out of the critical 

text. 

7. Tod is of uncertain origin; either the locative of the demon- 

strative zés (on this ground) or the ethical epic dative toé (cod ). 

In the New Testament it does not occur alone, but is found in 
composition. So #ro once (Rom. 6:16) xatron twice (Acts 14:17; 

Heb. 4:3), pevro eight times (as Jo. 4:27), tovyapoty twice (1 Thess. 

4:8; Heb. 12:1), rotvw three times (Lu. 20:25; 1 Cor. 9:26; Heb. 

13:15). 
8. Me is from epic pyr, older epic and Doric pav. "H pay 

became 7 pev, and then per. It means surely, of a truth. Mé& is 
far the most common of the intensive particles in the New Testa- 

ment, but it is nothing like so frequent as in the older Greek. All 
degrees of emphasis are presented by this particle, from the slightest 
emphasis (Acts 17:12) to sharp contrast (Matt. 3:11). The con- 

trast even with 8€ is often very slight and not to be translated. 

The original use by itself still survives in the New Testament as in 
2 Cor. 11:4 (e pév ydp) where is no thought of a corresponding 6¢ 

or dAAd. So Acts 5:41 (of pév otv éxopevovto). Mevody is found once 

(Lu. 11:28), pevotvye three times (Rom. 9:20; 10:18; Phil. 3:8), 

pevro. eight times (see above). 

9. The affirmative particle vaé is found over thirty times, simply 

as yes (Matt, 13:51), or meaning verily or yea (Matt. 11:9) in 
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contrast with ot (Matt. 5:37), with the article as subject (2 Cor. 

EIN(9) 
10. vj asa strong affirmation with the accusative is found only 

once, Kal jpepay arobvycKw vy THY bpeTepav Kavynow (1 Cor. 15:31). 

Ma does not occur at al’. 



CHAPTER XXXV. 

FIGURES OF SPEECH. 

1. These are not as a rule peculiarities of Greek idiom, but be- 
long to the nature of speech and so oecur in the New Testament 
as a matter of course. The mind does not work like a machine. 
Speech is merely the expression of thought. Hence it is not strange 

that the lapses, interruptions, and sudden changes in mental pro- 
cesses should be enbalmed in language. They are especially fre- 
quent in popular speech and the language of passion. On both 
grounds the New Testament furnishes numerous examples of 

broken structure. Paul shows much emotion and especially in 
2 Corinthians does his language struggle for expression. One can 

almost hear his heart beat there. 

2. In Reyelation there are grammatical lapses due to various 

reasons. Some are on purpose as in the case of dé 6 ov (Rey. 
1:4) to accent the unchangeableness of God. Note also in the 
same sentence 6 jv. Others are due to the vividness of conception 
in the book as xat 7)\Oev ai etAndey (Rev. 5:7). Cf. also Rev. 10:8-10. 

This mixing of tenses is common also in Mark. The use of cases 

without regular accord is found elsewhere, but is more common in 

Revelation. So ris xawyjs Ispoveadnp, 7 xataBaivovoa (Rey. 3:12). 

The visions add to the excitement and confusion. Cf. nominative 

and accusative in Rey. 4:1,4. It is possible that the book may have 

been dictated and probably like 2 Peter lacked careful critical 
revision. But these non-literary traits, some of which appear in 
the non-literary papyri, do not prove the author an ignoramus. 

3. Some examples of the leading figures of speech may be given. 
Ellipsis of the copula ¢eievv is seen in Matt. 5:3 (paxdpuot ot wrwxot ) 

and of twes before tay pabyrav (Acts 21.16). Brachylogy is shown 

in xapis TO Ged Gti Hre doiAL THs dpaptias tayKxovoare be (Rom. 6:17). 
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Zeugma is well illustrated by yada tas éxoria, od Bpdopa (1 Cor. 

0:2). Aposiopesis is found in e& éyvws ev tH Hepa tatty Kal od TO 
mpos eipyvyy (Lu. 19:42). A good example of anacoluthon appears 

1 Cor. 9:15 (OvK eypaya d€ ratTa iva ottws yevntar év enol, Kadov yap 

poe pGAAov arobaveiv 7)- TO Kavxnjd pov ovdels Kevooe). Paranomasia 

is used in euabey ad’ dv éxabey (Heb. 5:8). Annominatio is found 

in pydev épyaLopevovs, GAG reprepyalopéevovs (2 Thess. 3:11). Pleo- 

nasm is exhibited in js «yey 16 Ovydrpiov aitas (Mk. 7:25). Hy- 

perbaton we see in Heb. 7:4 (@ewpetre ryAikos ovros 6). There are 

a few poetical quotations in the New Testament as Acts 17:28; 

1 Cor. 15:53; Titus 1:12, and in Heb. (12:13) a hexameter line is 

found in some MSS. but WH read zoveire instead of romoare and 

we lose the hexameter. In Matt. 6:28 prolepsis of the subject is 
found as very often in the New Testament, xatapdere ra Kpiva Tod 

aypov THs avgavovow. 

4. Rhythm meant much to the Greek, but it is difficult for us 

always to appreciate (see position of airod, cov, and pov in John 

9:7,10,11). It has been denied that there was any rhythm in the 

New Testament writers. It is not probably to be found according 
to Attic standards, but the later Greek writers in general except the 

Atticists had different tastes in such matters. The New Testament 

writers are not artificial. What rhythm they have is chiefly due 

to passion and exaltation of spirit. So especially in Paul, Hebrews, 

and John. 

5. The New Testament writers do not use the stately periods of 

the Attic orators and historians with their long rolling sentences. 
But sometimes shorter sentences in the New Testament deserve 
the name of period. See Lu. 1:1-4, Heb. 1:1-4, Acts 1:1-3, 

2 Thess. 1:3-10, Eph. 1:5-14. 
6. The words in a Greek sentence were arranged for rhetorical 

effect rather than according to stiff rules (not like Latin). In the 

Greek sentence the most emphatic position was the beginning or 

end of the clause. Cf. 48 . . « xetrae (Matt. 8:10) and ov in 1 Cor. 

1:17. The Greek genius was freedom and life. In this was its 

glory, and, when tempered by the Hebrew spirituality, the Greek 

became the best yehicle of the world for the expression of God’s 
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revelation in human speech. The Greek Testament reme 

that he oad sep eis exlyvwow Tov erat Tov Geod, teed <] 

cov ravres of Oyoavpol THs Todias Kai yrorews aroKpvdot. 
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIST OF VERBS 

Page 48— 

Add *AyaA\X\dw (-dopar), qyaAAtaca (-acapynv), yyadaOnv (Text. 

Rec. -do@nv in Jas. 5:35), 

TO aipew add -npovpny, cidapynv, -npyyar, aipeOyoopa. 

Add AicOavopor, yoGopunv- 

To dd\Aaoow add 7AdAacoor. 

Add ?Apdu vu, jpdiecpa. Cl. also dudidfw (Lk. 12:28). 

Tisch. and Treg. give aydrelo 

To dva- Baivw add éxt-, izep- 

Add ’Ava-6aAXAw, only av-e6adov (Phil. 4:10). 

Page 49— 

To dv- ofyw add jvoryov, jvovypéevos. 

To dz-avraw add tz- and -yvTyKa. 

Add ’Azoxiw (Nestle Jas. 1:15) and droxvew (W H Jas. 1:15), 

ar-extnoa (Jas. 1:18). 

To ’Apveouar add jpvovpnv. 

To ‘“Aprafw add -npraxev. 

To “Apxw add tz- 

To Baddw add €BardAov, Badotpua.- 

To Brérw add eBrexopuny, BAePapevos. 

To Pivopa add éywvounyv, yeyovew. 

Page 50— 

To Tpadw add -eypaydpunv. 

To Acxvups add-cdeeduny, -dederypevos. 

To Acyouor add defopa. 

To Avdope add ddécopae. 

To Avwxw add édéwxov. 

To Aoxéw add yvddxovr. 

To Avvapac add ‘‘Some mss. have pduvacGnv.’ 

To Avw add év- 

To ’Eyetpw add - nyepounv. 
241 
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Page 51— 

To Eido add 7dew. 

To Eiué add eé&- and tof, AoGa. 

To “Ew add - evrapnv. 

To ’Ex-redvw add Tapa-, 7po-. 

To ’Ex-rpérw add dva-, dzo-, zepi-, mpo-, tpevduevos and read 

-tparnoopa, Better list it as "Ava-tpérw. 

To "Ex-xéw add xata-, -€xeov, -exuvvounv. 

Under ‘Edatvw note ‘ovr- is only in Text. Rec. (Acts, 126). 

Unider "EA€yx note ‘“eé- is only in Text. Ree ” 

Add “EAxw (Jas. 2:6), etAxov (Acts 21:30), EAxiow (Jo, 12:33), 
etAxvoa (JO. 21:6), 

To ’EdArilo add ‘‘Lxx” after éAmo. 

To Ev-réAAopar Add dava-, é&- ava-, -érevda, -réraAxa- List as ’Ava- 

TAX. 

To "Epyafopar add ypyacbnv. 

To "Epxopat add eAyrAvoev. Read dvri- zap-, In Acts 28:3 &- eé- 

is only a variant, 

To ‘Epwraw add -epwrnfeis. 

Ee Page 52— 

To Eipioxw add (-opny), ebpapevos. 

To Etyopa add -evoua. 

To "Exw add eixduny, -€opa, eoxounv. Dele rpocav. 

To Zovvype add -woa. 

To “Hxw add xa6- and dele (Some MSS) before jxaow. 

Add “Hrrdopat (2 Pet. 2:20), arrnpar (2 Pet. 2:18), qoodbyv trom 

qoooopa (2 Cor. 12:13, but Text Rec. yrryn6nyv). 

To @vyocxw add -vnoxov. Perfect simplex only. 

Add “Inu (only Compound). 

1. “Av-cnpe (-vevres, -G, -evtes, -€Ony). 

2. “Ad- iy (also dd- @ forms, -fovew Rev. 11:9, -dowev Lk. 

11:4, -dovrae W H marg. Jo. 20:23, nduee Mk. 1:34; 11:16. 

Tisch reads dd- wiow Rev. 11:9 from ad- veo as WH from 

ades in Rey. 2:20 from afew), -lepar, -now, -jxa ( Kes Rev. 
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2:4, but dd-es, ad-ere, afd, ad-civar, ad-els), adb-ewvrat 

(Lk. 5:20, ete. Doric perfect), -Onv, -<Ojcopat. 

Kaf- (ye (-ténevos Acts. 10:11), -Hxa. 

Ilap-cnpu, -epevos (Heb. 12:12), -etvae (Lk. 11:42). 

5. Suv-inme (Mss. -cotow Mt. 13:13; 2 Cor, 10:12 from ovr- céw, 

but W H read -vaow. In Mk. 4:12 and Lk. 8:10 W H have 

-wow from -io, So -fov in Rom. 3:11, but -cecs in Mt, 13: 
23), -jow, -jKa (-G, ov- ere Mi. 7:14). 

To “Torn add dv6-, e&- avO-, -votapyy. 

To Katw add -€xatov. 

Page 53— 

To Kadéw add (-copat), (-cdpyv), éxexAnpny 

Under képvw dele xéxpyxa (only Text. Rec. Rev. 2:3). 

Add Kar- ayvupe, -eaw, -eaka, -eaynv. 

To Kopilw add (-ounv), (-wa). 

To Kozrw add do - (dva- only ext: Rec), (-dunv), -EKOT HV, -KOTr- 

Hoopar. 

To Kpafw add -éxpayov. 

ae 

To Kpivw add éxpwvov, -expwvdpyv. 

To Kpvrrw add -éxpuBov. 

To Kvdvw add éxvAopnv. 

To AapBave add etAnda, -efAnppat, -AnudOny, AnwPOjoopas. 

To Aéyw to collect add d&a- 
To Acizw add cua. 

Add Aotvw (dz-), eXovea, AAovpoe (JO. 13:10), AeAovopar (Heb. 

10:22). 

Page 54— 

To Mé\w add perérw (1 Cor. 7:21). 

To Maw add guevov The compound ov -rapa -occurs in Phil. 

1:25 only in Text. Ree. 

Add Enpaiv, éjpava, éEjpappar, &npdvOnv. 

Add Oixreipw, -yow (Rom. 9:15). 

To oixodopew add oixobouyOy in Jo. 2:20. 

Add ’Opviw (Mt. 26:74 and dures (Mt. 14:71), But. dpooa (Mt. 
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23:18) from root épo. 

Add "Ovirnpt, only ovaipny, Philemon 20. 

To lave add ava-, €7-ava-, OVV ava, KaTa- 

To IiurAnpe add wrerAnopat, rAnoOyoopac. 

To Haw add -exobyv- 

Page 55— 

To Ivéyo add (dunv). Only Text. Rec. has ém- 
To ‘Pavrifw add ‘Nestle reads pavricwyrar in Mk. 7:4” 
Add “Pyyvupe (-pac) and pyrow, pyso, €ppnéa. 

Add L774, only oeonra (Jas. 5:2.) 

To SrAXw add éoredAov and real -credd. 

To Taoow add rdgopa. Note that zpo- is only in Text. Ree. 

Add TéOnpe (dva-, mpoo-ava-, dzro-, dui-, dvt-dua-, éx-, emt-, ovv-em-, 

KaTG-, TUV-KATA-, PETA-, TAapa-, TEPl-, TpO-, Tpog-, Tvv-, bro-) 

and ridéw (é€rie 2 Cor, 3:13; ér4ouv Some MSS. Mk. 6:56, 

but W H éré@ecay as in Acts. 3:2; 4:35. But éme-riOec in 1 

Tim 5:22 and ribéaow in Mt, 5:15), riOepas, -ervbeunv, Ojnow 

(-Ojcopac) , €Onxa (00, -Ges Mt. 9:18 and Lk. MeAa a Gere Lk. 

21:14, Ocivar, Geis), COeunv (-Bexa, TEepar, -erOeiunv, ereOnv, 

-reOycopat. 

Page 56— 

To Gaivw add ém- 

To PoBéopar add éx- poBeiv in 2 Cor. 20:9. 

Add ®opew, -€0u, -eoa. 

To Xaipw- Change ‘‘Some MSS.” to ‘‘Textus Rec.” 

Add Xaddo, -dow, -aca, -doOnv. 
, > 

To Wixw add dva-, dzo-, €k-, kata- 



ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA. 

Page 12— 

(f) lines 2f. dele “to the lost digamma.”’ The “lost digam- 

ma’’ explanation is not now much in favor with philol- 

ogists. 

(g) line 1 add ‘‘as” before ‘‘in.”’” As a matter of fact 6&Aw 

is as old as Homer. 

Page 13— 

line 10 dele “As previously noted.”’ 
Page 15— 

(b) at end of paragraph add: “‘Thus in Attic e equals Latin 

e, but 7 in the xowy. The aspirated explosives became 

spirants in the xow7.”’ 

Page 19— 

line 12 add: “unless év was the original Greek ending. Cf. 

Brugmann, Griechische Grammatik, 8. 236.” 
Page 20— 

(e) last line change ‘‘appears”’ to ‘“‘may possibly appear.”’ 
Page 21— 

line 1 insert after—os (7): “‘But these two illustrations are 

challenged on phonetic grounds by many modern phil- 
ologists.”’ 

Line 14 after “singular” insert ‘“‘and the plural.” 

Line 18 change “of the Latin” to ‘‘of the Sanskrit and 
. the Latin, and a (Cf. Latin a).” 
Page 22— 

line 15—after vats add: ‘‘But vats does not itself occur in the 
plural in the N. T. Stems in -v make the accusative plu- 

ral -vas. (Borpvas, ixPvas, dopvas, craxves). Stems in-c have 

acc. pl. -es (dvvapes, Opes, roAas, etc.). Stems in -ev 
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make ace. pl. -es (Bacrrcis, ypappareis, tepeis, etc.). Stems 

in -ov make acc. pl. -das (Boas).”’ 

(c) line 1 dele “‘sometimes.”’ 

Line 9 after ‘(Phil. 3:5)” insert. “and aidots (1 Tim. 

2:9), stems in -eo and -os.”’ 

Line 10f. change “dropping of digamma and the length- 

ening of one vowel” to “change of quantity from 
Bactrjos .”’ 

Last line add: ‘As a matter of fact épéwy occurs once 

(Rev. 6:5) and xerdov (Heb. 13:15). The -c and -ev 

stems seem always uncontracted in the genitive-abla- 

tive plural.” 

Page 23— 

line 9 after ‘‘a’’ add: ‘‘Stems ending in o contract the -ea 

into - like épy.”’ 
(e) line 3 after woAa add ‘‘(-t, -eo stems).”’ 

Page 24— 

(c) line 2 after ‘‘sometimes”’ add “‘appears in Paul.’ 

Page 26— 

(b) at the close add: “in the N. T. “ews is only a masculine 

nominative predicate.” 

Page 31— 
(g) line 2 after “quis” read: ‘‘Cf. zod, Brugmann, K. Vergl., 

§497.” 

Page 33— 

(b) line 6 before ‘‘Sanskrit” add ‘‘classical.’”” Vedic Sanskrit 
has a wealth of modal forms. 

Page 34— 

line 1 after ‘is’? add: “in general.” 

Page 34— 

line 2 read ‘‘Probably all” instead of “All.” 

Page 36— 

lines 12f. It is denied by Prugmann (urundriss, I., 8.497 ff.) 
that this is a separate class. He holds that the weak 
form is due to want of accent and so secondary. In 
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his Gr. Gr. (S. 270-312) he gives 23 classes for the Pres- 

ent Tense with many subdivisions. 

Page 3%— 

(c) line 19 after ‘“Testament”’ add: “‘nor as simple verb in 
theeN.. 1." 

Page 3%— 

(c) line 20. As a matter of fact the aorist occurs only six 

times, but the present inf. after #<AAw about a hundred. 

Page 38— 

line 13 read ‘‘sya.”’ 
Line 18 before « add “‘stem with.” 

Page 41— bie : 
(b) line 3 for ‘‘a”’ read “‘a,’”’ but a for thematic stems. 

Page 42— 

line 20 dele “‘both Sanskrit and.”’ After ‘‘Greek” add: ‘In 

Sanskrit and in Latin the Subj. used both primary and 

secondary endings, Cf. Whitney, Sanskrit Gr., $560.” 
Page 43— 

line 6 change ‘‘whether subjunctive or optative is not clear” 

to “most probably optative.” 
Page 5%7— 

line 9 after “became” add ‘‘oxavdadov or.” 
Page 58 

line 10 change “‘one”’ to ‘‘two” and add diacrypiov in the 

parenthesis. 
Page 59— 

end of paragraph 4. add: “In the vernacular the compound 

forms sometimes come to be used much like the 

simplex.” 
Page 60— 

add: “But for fuller discussion see Helbing’s Grammatik d. 

Sept., Thackeray’s Grammar of the O. T. in Greek, 

Swete’s Introduction to the O. T. in Greek. 

Page 68— 

lines 24f. read ‘‘de- monstrative.’’ 
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Page j1— 

lines 12 under 4 before new sentence add: ‘Cf. prepositional 
phrases like ot é« vouov (Rom. 4:14).”’ 

Page 72— 

line 10 from bottom after ‘“‘phrases’’ add “especially with 
prepositions. ” 

Page %3— 

(1) line 3. a better illustration is 76 xaAdv dvopa (Jas. 2:7). Cf. 

Mt. 12:35. 

Page %6— 
line 7 after parenthesis add: “unless it is predicate (Lu. 

15:31).” 
Line 8 after xetpas add (Mt. 27:24).”’ 

Line 12 add after parenthesis: ‘‘but see 1 Cor. 9:7.” 

Page t%7— 
line 9 add these examples :‘‘: 6 was vopos (Gal..5:15)-- CE 

also Act 19:7; 21:21; 27:37; Rom. 16: 15; Gal. 1:2. See 

Winer-Schmiedel, 8S. 189.” 

Line 13 Add: ‘“Azas is found chiefly in Luke and Acts.” 

Page 84— 

line 21 Add: zorazdés, late form from zoéards, is found six 

times=zoios. Once in a direct question (Mt. 8:27) and 

once more (2 Pet. 3:11) unless this latter is an exclama- 

tion. Four times it occurs in indirect questions (Mk. 

13:1; Lu. 1:29; 7:39; 1 Jo. 3:1). Itis contrasted with 

vis in Lu. 7:39. 

Page 95— 

(1) line 4 add “‘(Jo. 15:15)” after the Greek words. 

Page 110— 

(f) line 4 add: ‘‘But see p. 93 (e).” 

Page 130— 

line 6 from bottom add: ‘‘But od with the Opt. does not occur 

im: the Nb 

Page 139-6— 

line 19 after ‘‘there is” add: ‘‘in ancient Greek.” 
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Line 21 after “‘used” add: this fut. Opt. is not in the N. T. 
Page 152-2— 

line 15 after “LX X” read “‘but Swete reads—ons.”’ 
Page 153— 

line 15 after parenthesis add: “except py tus éora in Col. 
20.” 

Page 1%70— 
line 2 add: 6caxis. 

(a) line 9 add: ‘‘in the sense while like éws.’’ 

Line 13 add: “’Héw could be Aor. Subj.” 
Page 174— 

(h) Add: “Ocdxs occurs only three times (1 Cor. 11:25f.; Rev. 

11:6) Each time it has éay and each time the Pres. 
Subj. is used. 

Page 1%9-6— 
line 5 add; “Cf. zood«s in Mt. 18:21.”’ 

f=. 

line 5 add: “‘So woodxs in Mt. 23:37; Lu. 13:34.” 

Page 188-4— . 
line 7 after ““Homer’’ add: “‘in the Iliad.” 

Line 8 add: “It occurs once in the Odyssey. Cf. Monro, 
com: (Gr, fr-179.”’ 

Page 189— 

line 5 add: zpos before pe. 

Page 192-17— 
line 11 add: 24:15. 

Page 200— 

line 3 after I Pet. 2:18 add: “(implied imperative).” 
line 4 dele ‘(as elsewhere).’’ 
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